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FOREWORD

This book is a comprehensive and unified treatment of the mechanisms

of flow-gener. .ed sound that-occurs on ships and in marine machinery.

Often the control of these mechanisms involves the essentials of both

fluid mechanics andestructural dynamics.

Dynamical properties of various types of flow and of various structural

elements that are typical of ship application are thus examined in detail

beginning with the fundamentals of each physical source. Organization -

of the book provides for the treatment of elementary sources of flow noise

and the principles of random vibration in Volume 1. Normal mode

analysis is the cornerstone of the methods used there to describe the

behavior of flow induced vibration. Naval applications that involve

turbulent boundary layer and lifting surface flows ace discussed in

Volume 2. Aerodynamic noise sources, in so far as they occur anogously "

in underwater acoustics, are examined in detail for low Mach number

marine application.
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PREFACE

The requirements for reduced levels of shipboard sound and 'vibration. have

become increasingly demanding as each technological advancement in ship. systems

leads to a more sophisticated design goal. It is now clear that- many traditional

means of control that invoke the obstruction of transmission paths and the mechan-

ical isolation of sound sources have 'now been fully exploited and in many instances

are proving inadequatc. This is particularly true in cases Involving fluid flow.

Modern technology now requires noise and vibration control that is fully integrated

with the design of hydraulic machinery, propulsion equipment, and turbo machinery,

to name only a few. It is often the case that the physical fundamentals of design

also involve parameters which are essentially coumon to noise and vibration produc-

tion and that very useful pe:formance and acoustic tradeoffs may, be conducted in

design if only the noise-producing fundamentals are recognized by the. designer.

These tradeoffs may even be conducted as early as the preliminary design stage.

These tradeoffs are as feasible In the private sector as they are in the Navy. In

fact in almost every aspect of noise and vibration control which is Important to the

Navy, there Is a parallel development of understanding in some other application.

The purpose of this book is thus to provide an integrated description of the fund&- -_"_"

mentals of fluid-dynamically generated sound and vibration which is founded on the -

combined principles of acoustics, classical fluid mechanics, and vibration.

It is the aim of this book to set down the fundamentals of sound generation by

different classes of fluid motions and flow-body interactions. Since the generation

of sound is intimately connected with the creation of turbulence and other manifes-

tations of flow unsteadiness, it is important to understand both aepustics and the

appropriate elements of unsteady fluid mechanics. Thus a great deal of attention -

has been placed on the essentials of various turbulent flows, hydrodynamics of cavi-

tation, boundary layer theory, and lifting surface theory, The puzb is to

develop understanding and perspective on the part of the reader; for this-reason,

theoretical relationships, that are derived are copiously illustrated vith expertmen-

tal data. This is often done through the use of dimensionless, fors which give

generalized presentations to tupport and extend the theory. In most cases that

involve experimental resuls not collected by the author, this has required a

vii -. ..
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complete.reworking of the data into a form that is consistent with the philosophy

of the book. Fluid dynamic sources so treated include .uch classes of flows as flow

tones, jet noise, cavitation, vortex shedding sounds, all forms of subsonic lifting

surface noise, and sources which occur in axial flow machinery. Since in underwater

acoustics, vibratien often plays a dominant role, there Is a chapter on the funda-

mentals of random vibration as it relates to flow-excited structures.

The scope of che hook is broad, and all, topics could not be covered completely.

So, each chapter includes an exLensive reference list. The lists are not exhaustive, S

but are reasonably complete.

The book Is written for scientists and engineers who are not experts in fluid

mechanics or acoustics; however, a knowledge of the fundamentals of each, particu-

larly fluid mechanics, would be helpful. The treatment of structural vibration and

structural acoustics is relatively cursory because there are iready rather good

monographs on those subjects that are available, as referenced. Although much of

the mathematical treatment used is rather sophisticated, the analyses have been con.-

centrated and kept identifiably separate from physical discussions whenever possible. .

This is so that readers desiring a more descriptive approach may also be served byj

the book.

The book has evolved from the author's own research experiences, as well as.2

from the literature of both the aeroacoustics and hydroacoustics communities. The

author is indebted to his colleagues at the Center and, in particular, to those in

the Rydroacoustics Branch of the Ship Acoustics Department for their continuing

interest In the project. Many people contributed to the preparation of the various

chapters. Special thanks go to Professor Patrick Leehey of MIT whose graduate

course on flow noise provided me with both instruction and inspiration, and to

Drs. Alan Powell and Maurice Sevik who provided continuing understanding,' stLmula-

tion, and encouragement as the work progressed. The work tould not have been under-

taken at all without the help of S. ilazek and A. R. Paladino of the Naval Sea _

Systems Command 'who sponsored much of the writing. Technical consultations with

current and post colleagues at the Center on as many 'aspects of the work as possible

were necessary to give the work depth and perspective; thanks are extended to

C. Franz, J. T. C. Shen, 'G. Maidanik, N. Strasberg, F. C. DeMet:, as well as to

T. Brooks of NASA, and It. Schlinker of UTRC, From time to rime I imposed on a

variety of experts to review selected chapters for content; gratitude Is extended to
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4. Casarella, D. Crighton, M. Howe, R. E. A. Arndt, R. Armstrong, F. B. Peterson,.

k. Kilcullen, D. Felt, M. C. Junger, F. E. Geib, R. Henders , R. A. Cumming,

W. B. Morgan, L. J. Maga, and R. E. Biancardi. Thanks are also due to

D. Paladino and .J. Gershfeld who read all or part of the manuscript and located

many of the inconsistencies and errors.

The cr(ation of camera-ready copy was made possible by a team of B. nevanev,

B. Hay, J. Seidenstricker, and' M. Gotthardt of DTNSRDC. C. Naas (also of DTNSRDC)

and K. Simon (of Forte, Inc.) did the exceptionally difficult job of editing.

T. Gilleland and R. Schmidt of the Center's Publications Department coordinated

the t.vDing and artwork.

Finally, the main debts are owed to my wife Donna who Initially suggested the

project and whose enduring ,gifts of love, support, and patience made possible Its

completion and to our daughters Kristen and Helen for their cheerfulness as they

virtually grew up with the book around them.

V. K. Blake

Bethesda, MD

June 1984
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LIST OF RECURRING SYMBOLS

AR Asp ct ritio

A Area of a pane:, or hydrofoii
p

b Shear layer length scale (Chapter 3)

B No. of blades in a rotor or propeller

S C. Blade chord

" CD CL• Cf• Cp Drag, lift, friction, and pressure coefficients, respectively

c Wave speed, subscripted: 0 - acoustic

b - flexural bending

m - membrane (Chapter 6)

m - mixture (Chapters 3 and 4)

k - longitudinal
g - group (Chapter 6), gas (Chapter 4)

V• Drag

D Diameter (jet, propeller, rotor in Chapters 3, 4, 9)

d Cylinder diameter, cross section

E(x) Expected value of x(=X)

f Frequency

F FMPt) Force, or force per unit .area, in i direction

Fr Froude number

G(.), G(x,;,w) Green functions

h Thickness of plate, hydrofoil, propeller blide

H M(F) Cylindrical Hankel function, n order
n

" I Acoustic intensity

J Propeller advance coefficient

* th
" Jn Bessel's function, first kind, n order

thk k~ki Wave number: i, i direction; k1 3 , in the 1, 3 plane
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P

"k Geometric roughness height
g

" k Equivalent hvdrodvnamic sand roughness height
i S ".g"

k Acoustic wave number .j/c
0 0

k n, k Wave numbers of n-th or m, n. modes
un-

k Plate bending wave number, k = I/Cp p b

,k Thrust and torque coefficients for propellers and rotors,
"q Equations (9-4), (9-5)

- K Cavitation index P,-Pv//q.

L Lift or lift per unit area

Lis L, L3 Length across the stream, span

L. Geometric length in i-th direction

0 Length scale used to, denote a characteristic of fluid motion

"z'c zf Spanwise correlation length, eddy formation length

M Mass

m Structural plating mass per unit areas

. -
11m, m Fluid added mass per unit area for m or mn vibration modeS - ." mn

". M, , Mach numbers: convection (c), tip (T)

n. Shaft speed, revolutions per second

"" n(k), n (w) Mode number densities

n, ni Unit normal vector

__ n(R) Bubble distribution density number of bubbles per fluid volume

per radius increment

' N Number of bubbles per unit fluid volume

p Fluctuating pressure; occasionally subscripted for clarity:
Sa or rad - acoustic, b - boundary layer, h - hydrodynamic

P Average pressure

''. P. Upstream pressure
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/ , .P(wA• Power, total and in bandwidth &i, respectively

P. Rotor pitch

q Rate of mass injection per unit volume

q" qT .,Dynamic pressures based on U and U

' •Torque

Reynolds number based on any given length scale L, and.velocit.
scale, U. (UooL/v,)

R Radius; used in Chapter 4 for general bubble radius, Chapter 10
for propeller radius coordinate

.- Rb Bubble radius

'R RH Rotor Tip and Hub Radii, respectively

R Correlation function of pressure, normalized
pp

"R ij Correlation function of velocity fluctuations u. and uj,
• - normalized

r Acoustic range, occasionally subscripted to clarify special

source point-field point identification

r, r. Correlation point separation - the distribution from r is clear
In the text

S Strouhal number f t/U where t and U depend on the shedding body
s

S (k) Modal spectrum function
mn

S. S One- and two-dimensional Sears functions
ev 2D.

S (r,w) Spectrum function s3ed in' Chapter 4 for cavitation noise"° p

"t time

• Tj Lighthill's stress tensor (page 54)

"" U Average velocity, advance, U
a

free stream,. U,

convection, U
C

tip, UT

"hydrodynamic friction, U = /W
T w 0

shedding, U Us,,V'-C
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u, u. fluctuating velocities

* T Average time

T, T(t) Thrust, steady and unsteady

V Vane number in Chapter 10

v Volume fluctuation

"*v(t) Transverse velocity of vibrating plate, beam, hydrofoil

W Weber number in Chapter 4
e

x,x. Acoustic field point coordinate

y, yi Acoustic source point coordinate

.yf Cross-wake shear layer thickness at point of maximum streamwise
velocity fluctuation in wake

GREEK SYMBOLS:

Complex wave number, used in stability analyses and as dumimy
variable

Volumetric concentration (Chapters 3 and 4); fluid loading
factor Poc /p ha (Chapters 1. 6, 7, 8)

oo p

Vortex circulation

y Adiabatic gas constant (Chapter 4). rotor blade angle (Chapter 10)

6 Boundary Layer or shear-layer thickness, also 6(.99) and 6(.995)

6(x) Dirac delta function, f6(x)dx -I

'6 Boundary (shear)'layer dispAacemnt thickness

"T, nrad, h Tv h Loss factors: t, total; rad, radiation; a, mechanical; v,
viscous; h, hydrodynamic

hl1 n Powering efficiencies: i, ideal; p, propeller

8 Angular coordinate'

* 8~Integral time scale of turbulence

o . Angular coordinate
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(P ) Auto-spectral density of V(t), subscripted: p for p(t);i for uW(t), f for F(t)

4, V(•,J) Auto-spectral density of V(f) with dependence on location y
emphasized, other subscripts as above

/ (k,w) Wave number, frequency spectrum, of pressures

'm(w-U *k) moving axis spectrum
k C

(k.) Wave number spectrum of velocity fluctuation u.

S ... (rc) Cross-spectral density between u.(Yt) and u.(y+r,t)

K von Karman constant (Chapter 7), radius of gyration of
vibrating .plate, beam, hydrofoil (Chapters 6, 8, 9)

K '13 dummy wave number variables

Waveleiigth (also turbulent microscale in Chapters 4 and 7,
when subscripted with i, j,or t)

,• Integral correlation length; for spatial separations in

i direction,

Viscosity

V Kinematic viscosity, v eddy viscosity
e

v Poisson's 'ra t io
p

'!((A) Power spectral density

P Density: P 0, average fluid; 1g.) gas; o, mixture; p, plate material

o Radiation efficiency of mn mode,. also 0 rad

T Time delkv, correlation

T Wall shear

.ij Viscous shear stress tensor, p. 53

(vy) (y) Potential functions

Tn (y) T (Y) Mode shape functions

, (Y) Stream, function'

W Circular frequency, ca' 2""f

WO W Vorticity vector, compc.nent

* Shaft rate-
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CHIAPTER 7
TURBULENT-BOUNDARY-LAYER STRUCTURE AND SURFACE PRESSURE
7.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the underlying fluid mechanics of the broad and important " -.

range of hydroacoustical problems related to che Ibehavior of the turbulent boundary

layer. The geometry of a developing turbulent boundary layer is shown in Figure 7.1.

The region of turbulent flow is- (crudely speaking at least) confined to some dis- @

tance, say 6, from the boundary (6 is determined by the relative velocity, the

kinematic viscosity of the fluid, and the streamwise extent yl of the wetted surface)

inwhich there is a gradient of fluid motion that is ultimately responsible for the

maintenance of a largely disordered field of vorticity. The turbulent motion con- S
tained in this boundary-layer region induces fluctuating pressures on the' boundary.

The structure of the boundary layer and its fluctuating wall pressures as well as

the potential for wall vibration by, and direct acoustic radiation from, turbulent

boundary layers are discussed in this and the following chapter. -

This chapter approaches the subject of boundary-layer structure from two direc-

tions. The first is practical; it is recognized that estimations of sound and %"

vibration Induced by turbulent boundary layers must be based on empirical information
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"-ad that laws of similitude must be established for both the flow and the structure.

The latter is discussed in Chapter 6; this chapttr deals with the parameters for

establi3hing force, length, and time scales with which we may describe those iual- 0

ities of wall pressure fluctuations which permit a coupling of the boundary'layer

with its surrounding acoustic medium and its contiguous surface.

The second direction is theoretizal: It is recognized that a considerable

level of effort has been expended over the years in relating the statistical scales

of wall pressure to the boundary-layer turbulence structure. This theoretical

effort has been made for two fundamental reasons. First, such analyses support

the selection of scaling parameters; second, -he analyses provide a basis for ex-,

trapolating measurements in one regime of space and time to another regime that may S

apply to some new problem. Although these theoretical models are incomplete and

not without their inconsistencies, they are sumaarized in Section 7.3.

It was shown in Chapter 6 that the flexural motion of surfaces is describable

in terms of the resultant force induced, by moving fluid on the surface. This force

mast be described in terms of a mean-square flow-induced pressure and its correla-

tion area. In order to predict or to scale the flow-induced vibration, it is

necessary to describe these unsteady flow forces in terms of the pressure, time,

and length scales characteristic of the turbulent boundary layer. Thus in this S

chapter we examine the general similarity laws that govern the time-averaged be-

havior of turbulent boundary layers in order to identify these scaling pirameters.

The distributions of Reynolds stresses and the statistical descriptions of fluctu-

ating velocities and wall pressures 'of turbulent boundary layers are discussed in -

a format that illustrates important dimensionless representations of these quanti-

ties. The representations are the result of the interrelationships between the

pressure and velocity fields suggested by various integral forms of the equations -

of notion'.

Without doubt', the most. extensive body of literature on any aspect of the

subject is concerned with fully developed boundary layers on flat smooth and rough

surfaces at zero 'angle of incidence. This is because these boundary layers, called

"self-preserving" or "equilibrium," are characterized by a mean velocity profile

U(YlY 2 ) (the coordinate in the direction of the flow is y1 and that normal to the

surface is y2 ) such that at all locations yl the dependence of 'U on Y2 changes only

by a velocity scale and a length scale. This is an easily quantifiable class of
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boundary layers that includes those subjected to a particular type of streanwise

static pressure gradient. Unfortunately, there are' in practice many other classes

of flows that involve laminar to turbulent boundary-layer transition, adjustment of -

the flow to abrupt changes in wall roughness, severe adverse pressure gradients

leading to flow separation. These boundary layers are not self-preserving and

therefore cannot'be simply quantified in functions with two variables. Thus these

cases, althovuh practical, are not often examined in a laboratory environment. In 4b

the course of the discussion scome general rules for estimating the behavior of the

more practical types of bounda•y-iayer flow are presented..

This chapter is organized according to the general theme that noise-producing

chara=.teristics of the boundary ,layer may be quantified using scale factors that

evolve from considerations of boundary-layer structure. Thus we first consider the ee

similarity concepts for mean motion, followed by discussions of the' time-averaged

statistical properties of the turbulent velocities. Recent hypotheses concerning

the nature of the boundary layer structure and turbulence production are examined. 0

Analytical expressions tat formally, yet approximately, relate the wall pressure

fluctuations to the turbulence structure adjacent to the wall are derived to dis-

close pertinent scaling variables and important statistical measurement quantities.

We then examine ýhe experimentally determined' characteristics of the wall pressure

fluctuations beneath planar turbulent boundary liyers and some characteristics of

boundary layers on curved surfaces, including laminar to turbulence transition,

adverse and favorable pressure gradients, and pressures in separated flow.

7.2 EQUILIBRIUM TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

1.M. GemermI Reladlomshps a~ ~nd mi~I Rep mseutatiss
This subject has been covered in a wide variety of texts devoted to the subject,

e.g., those of Schlicbting,l Hinze,2 Townsend,3 Cebeci ana Smith,6 Cebeci an'd
5 239 67-Bradshaw, and White. Rotta end Clauser have written extensive review articles

dealing with various effects of wall roughness and pressure gradients on the mean

motion. In this section we examine certain dimensionless representations that appear

to' describe the general turbulent motion; for full background,. -consult references '

1-8. The present treatment highlights the fundamental structure thatý establishes

both scaling relations and flow modeling, which are u3ed in later sections.

To form a basis on which to examine the turbulent boundary layer, we first

examine some important aspects that arise from the maipulation of the equation
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of continuity (LqE-aion (2.1)) and the momentum equation (Equation (2.36)) for

incompressible flow. These relationships will be applied to a turbulence field

with a mean shear velocity U.(y), which is, in general flow geometries, dependent 0

on three-space coordiuates. The flow field is composed of both mean and turbulent

disturbances; i.e., we replace the u's in Equation (2.1) and (2.36) by

U! U.(Y.) + U.u'1 11iY:i 1

where the statistical properties outlined in Section 3.5 apply to the random vari-

able u.. Another step is to time-average quantities as they would bo measured at

a point in the flow. This manipulation gives u,' Ui(yi) and, for continuity,

Ui(yi)

and momentum,

, + =L .- -- +v(7.1I)Uyj 'yj o Yy

If the boundary layer is two dimensional, i.e., 0, expressing that there

are no transverse gradients of the mean motion, more or less as pictured in

Figare 7.1, then the mean velocity can be approximated as U, U and Equation (7.1).

becomes, to a&first approximation, 'in the 1 direction,

2
au X au u

2~2  l~ 2  IV

The small mean vertical veloity, U (- due to boundarv-layer growth,' satisfies

+ 2 -- y (7.3)
3V o.,2
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The term u u is

u uj u 1 u IU u2 (7.4)

where u u is the turbulent Reynolds stress averaged in time. The lateral Reynolds
stress u U does not contribute to the mean field because of our assumption that

1 3
of time-averaged quantities is zero. -It is of interest 'to sobtract Equation

(7.2) from the complete Equation (2.1) to obtain the equation for the instantaneous

turbulence fluctuations:

3u a (ui~ 1u .-a u
-+U __3 +u = I - u, j - 1,2 (7.5)

The term (uuj-uiuj) is recognizable as the Reynolds stress fluctuation, which haa
~-....

a zero time average and constitutes a major contribution to the stress tensor for

incompressible turbulent regions.

We can explore some dimnsionless parameters by rewriting Equation (7.2) in a

revised form for one-dimensional mean flow, neglecting the U2 (y 2 ) < I(Y2,

1 P•_ +( 2u,..
0 U+0 u (7.6)

P y 2 o 1lo1 k72 3lu
02

where (P+ 1/2 (U) U2) is the total stagnation pressure of the flow and on

the right-hand side

T u-2 ' 4 . 5 7 • 2

is called the total, stress distribution in the boundary layer. Since, by definition,

ulu- - 0 at y2  0 0, the shear stress at the wall is given by AL1 2
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0

A velocity scale that is based on the wall shear is defined es

which is called the "iriction velocity" and is expected to be important in determin-

ing velocity magnitudes in the boundary layer, at least close to the wall. If the

gradient of the stagnation pressure is negative (to-called favorable), say -a,

then integration of Equation (7.6) yields

+3UI ,-

-p olU2+ . - = (-aY2ATv) (7.7) -01y2 .+S

vhich shows that the, total stress decreases linearly from the value at the wall.

Equation (7.1) also gives the gradient of static pressure in the direction normal

to the surface(U2'<U U2 112)

1 , 3 2) 3 (u 1 u24UJ 1U2)

- 2 -i -

This relationship shows that if the boundary layer is rapidly changing, for example,

nearing separation, 3P/3y2 is not negligible. For boundary layers for which the

streawrise (yl) gradients are small compared to gradients over the thickness of the

layer 5, upon integration from well outside the boundary layer (y 2 -) to Y2- the

local total pressure is

P(ylY 2 ) + Pou 2 - P,(yl) (7.7a)"

where P is the free stream staltic pressure outside the turbulence at yI" The'

countant st~mnation pressure oomside the boundary layer where the flow is nonturb-e-

lent is

(Yl) + o0 (7.7b)
stag inýy)+p
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where q = 1/2 poU is the free stream dynamic pressure. Thus, as long as the

.turbulence is nearly isotropic, u, = u2 , the stagnation pressure is nearly constant --

when streawise g.adients are small and the flow is one dimensional.

We formally define the boundary-layer thickness S as the distance from the

wall for which U1 U... Another, length scale thac governs flow near the wall is1. 3
'/U In general, for equilibrium boundary layers one of these length scales,

T
say Io, determines the mean velocity distribution in a universal functional form,

.for exaple,

U -U

U O

When the bouniary laver obeys such a sipm4 larity form, it is said to be self-
3preserving. It is evident from Equation (7.7) that the local mean velocity should

scale on U , but in practice it also increases in proportion to U. because Utl/Ur"

is generally a slowly varying function of Reynolds number. A dimensionless form

of Equation (7.7) may therefore be written

Ul2 +Y _]1 (U I 1 (7.8)u2+U.) \ -""
U 'T 0o/0oI

T

where the parameter

is assumed to be Independent of Y2 and it is a measure of the streamnise gradient

of the stagnation pressure. It follows from E 4uatlon (7.8) that the Reynolds stress

distribution must also have a dimensionless representatio n. on 9 0 i.e., a viscous,

Reynolds number U L /v and the parameter 1i Accordingly,' we can write the general
T O

behavior
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""'1 Ul2 Y2 U0

=h (LUtV(79
T

which, in a completely self-preserving flow, reduces to

1111 h L2

The existence of approximate simple dimensionless forms in such cases implies

the existence of analogous dimensionless descriptions of the fluctuating character-

istics. If we make Equation (7.5) dimensionless on the above variables, we have

o ,, I-. '("u,-'" +1 v 2
+o - + -. V 2 (7.10)"at! ay! a' V i

"where the dimensionless variables are

2 2
tU

1 2 0

o o1

P 1 1 '

T'U Uw

This equation implies the existence OfI dimensionless universal functions, for

example, for the pressure, of the type

,.-:'"[tu Y, UT~ L

and similarly for the velocity fluctuations and their products. There may also be

a domain of dependence in- which disturbances will be determined by the mean velocit:
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outside the boundary layer U , In that case the functional dependence for the

"fluctuating pressure in the boundary layer should generally include an additional

parameter

(U y. U I
TO 9 p T o (7.12)"T T W ( -1 0

* where Cf is the mean wall shear coefficient,

fU

C Cf 2

Cf 2(#

T*
w

or Cf 2
f 1

2 0oU

The dimensionless equation for the disturbances (Equation (7.10)) can be used

to illustrate the use of inner and outer variables in boundary-layer descriptions.

"It was stated that k. could be a viscous length scale, to = v/U , for flow near

the wall. If this is the case, then U TZ /v = 1 and all terms of the equations that

involve viscosity are important. Within, y2 5 v/U the disturbances are expected to

"behave as functions of the dimensionless coefficients in Equation (7.11) with the

"appropriate substitution for 1. 0 On the other hand, if it is observed that the

mean velocity depends on 1o = 6 as a length scale, then the nondimensionalization
0

," leads to a Reynolds number U 6/v, which attains large values in turbulent flows.

In this case, in Equation (7.10) the viscous terms on the right can be neglected,

and there is no apparent clue as to whether. U or U. is an appropriate velocity
T

scale. Therefore, for yA/6 on, the order of unity, Equation (7.12) could just as

Swell have been written

/tU, *i"pio~ P• .- -' Cf H (7.13)

1 °P tT .

2 o.
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7.2.2 Dimensionless Representations of the Mean Velocity Prorde
Returning to Equation (7.6), we see that near enough to the wall where'

u 1u2 << v•au 1 ay2, we can approximate

*V kT) V
-'." B~_Y2 v o

if the stagnation pressure gradient over y1 is small enough. In this regard a small

gradient means that the stagnation pressure varies. negligibly over lengths on the

order of v/U , i.e.,

U\.

• TThen

U1  Y2° T
- = -(7.14)

Near the wall, as, long as the Reynolds stress is small, i.e., uu 2 << U2t, the mean

velocity profile is clearly a simple function of U and v/U . We call variables

UT and v/U. "inner" or "viscous" velocity and length scales.

Somewhat farther from the wall the magnitude of u u2 becomes or' che order of
"U , in which case U I/aY2 is also influenced by a distribution of uiu.2 . Dimensional

reasoning suggests that the mean velocity profile in this part of the boundary layer

will depend on y2 as

U
"U -- 41)' (7.15)"" UT •

for y2Uf/V small enough because of the behavior shown by Equation (7.14) in the

region dominated by viscosity. -We have also seen that, far from the wall, the

behavior
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:~~~ U-U (Y)

g(= -Y' (7.16)

jT

.- where H1 is a parameter that reflects the magnitude of the static pressure gradient,

- can be expected. in the case of rough walls Equation (7.16) is still expected to

" hold, but to describe the velocity near the wall Equation (7.15) is replaced by a

func'ion

U,
U-- fr , .
T

where k is a parameter related to the sizes of roughness elements. The length k is

an inner variable. It is also expected that combinations of Equations (7.15) and.

(7.16) should apply in some overlap region.

Figure 7.2 shows the mean velocity profiles measured by a variety of invcsti-

*• gators for smooth and rough walls. In the case of smooth walls the variable
+ +

y2  Y2 yU T/ fully describes U+ = U/U Tas long as y2 < 1000. At a lover limit of
Y2+ =10, Equation (7.i4) describes U+; this region of the boundary layer is called
2

the viscous sublayer. In the region 20 < y2 <,1000 a logarithmic dependence

.-..

U A log y 2 + B, 20 < y < l000 (7.17)

"takes over. The behavior of velocity profiles over rough walls also follows the
9"behavior of Equation (7.17), but with a different value of B. We shall-return

to this point later.

The mean velocity profiles are also represented in Figure 7.3, but this time

in the form of Equation (7.16). Using this representation it is clear that the

velocity satisfies a velocity defect form
"'-.

U-U (y 'y 2  Y
" A log-•- + C, 0.005 < < ', 0.2 (7.18)
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and some other functional dependence on y2 /8 is implied by the data for 0.2 <

y2/6 < 1. There is no difference between the behaviors of either smooth or rough

walls when the mean velocity is expressed as a velocity defect dependent only on

y2 /6. The parameter A is well known, and it is bounded by the limits

5.6 S A < 5.75

Simply on the basis -of the behavior of the mean velocity profile on -the

alternatively scaled y2, y2 and y2 /6, four important regions of the boundary layer

on smooth walls emerge:

1. viscous sublayer, 0 < y < 5

2. buffer zone, 5 - y2 < 20

3. logarithmic region, 20 < Y2 < 1000 (approximately 0.004 < y2 .'6 < 0.2)

4. outer region, 0.2 < y2 /6 < 1 approximately.

The buffer zone is so defined because it is a region in which neither Equation

(7.14) nor (7.17) applies. The upper limit to the outer region is not well defined,

because the turbulent zone has an indefinite boundary whence the approximate limit
10

of ,y/6 = 1. The outer region has also been called the "wake" region by Colas.

He has shown that in this region I

- A y2  , (.1'U--U 1- !2 .y--. i
A log - +-i.38 -W (7.19)u

for flows in which the pressure gradient is negligible. W(y2I8) is Coles' wake

.-) + si
functon,1wich' enappoximaes.a

E4uation (7619) is shown in Figure 7.3. The wake function is important for all

dimensionless distances from the wall y2 /A >0,2, and it is, in general, dependent

on the magnitude.of' the pressure gradient.

The logarithmic region of the boundary layer' controlled by y - Y2 U /v is'

independent of the pressure gradient except in that the pressure gradient determines
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the location of the interface between the logarithmic and wake regions. The effects

of pressure gradient are discussed in Section 7.5.2.,

There are a number of heuristic1, 2' 8 and dimensional 7 , 1 0 arguments for the

existence of a logarithmic region for the mean velocity profile. These arguments

are so well described elsewhere that it is not worthwhile to review them here.

The important und.-:lying aspect of all these arguments is that it is postulated.

that there is a regi n near the wall in which the sizes of the eddies in the flow

that contain most of the turbulent kinetic energy are proportional to the distance 0

from the wall. This assumption will be used in describing turbulence quantities

in Sections 7.2.5 and 7.3. Mean and turbulent fluid velocities are assumed to be

scaled on U (Equation (7.14)) as the only velocity scale. Thus the mean velocityT0

gradient reads

W U
- T(7.20)aY 2 K Y 2"-'

Integration over y2 yields

Y22

U1 I n y2•+ B (7.21) .

von Karman constant and it has been established at 0.4. Ihe copstant A used above

is just Vic log e. The constant B is less well established, but it is generally
2accepted as between 4.9 and 5.5.

In the case of a rough wall, a parameter dependent on roughness size must be

subtracted from Equation (7.21) so that it becomes '(using oles value of B)

U 1_1 y2 UT

U1 I tn - B +. (7.22)

wherek is' a length scale dependent on the size, shape, and distribution of the

roughness. As seen in Figure 7.2, the constant intercept 1(k 'U/v) decreases as
S T

the roughness size increases. Taking the difference berwen Equation (7.22) and
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Equation (7.21), we find a shift in the logarithmic profiles, called a "velocity

defect",

1 kU

which determines B. The above reasoning requires that10

u1 ( k

- = f =1n + C (7.23)Ux 1 Y2"

so

AU1  .ksU ksU
-- B tn - -+b (7.24)

v 1C V

The coefficient established by Nikuradse" for sand-roughened surfaces is

C = 8.5 (7.25)

and from comparison of Equations (7,21) through (7.23),

b -3.4 (7.26)

k is the sand roughness height of Nikuradse's surfaces.S

The height k should generally be considered as a height parameter that must
s 1l

be derived for each set of experimental data., By accepting NIikuradse's result S

as a standard of comparison, Schlichting derived'values of k by forcing various

data from other rough walls into the form of Equations (7.24) and (7.25). Another

approach is not to make such an attempt, but to determine the behavior of AUIU

for each value of k gU /v, where k is a geometric roughness size. Figure 7.4 is
a summary of roughness effects on the logarithmic profile. The actual roughness

size k is the geometric size' of the roughness. The comon characteristic of all
g
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the rough surfaces showux is that above a critical value of k U /v k+ a behavior
of the type in- Equation (7.24) occur3, but with an intercept b dependent on the

geometry of the roughness elements. This comon logarithmic behavior therefore

makes the definition of an equivalent sand roughness height for rough wall a

convenient empirical single parameter with which to quantify the effect of wall

roughness on the mean: velocity profile. Note also from aigure 7.4 that even for

relatively small values of k- there is a finite value of AU /U . Thus apparently
g IT +

even when a surface is supposed to be "hydraulicelly smooth," i.e., k < 4, there

is a roughness effect on che mean velocity prntdle. This effect occurs with very

nonuniforuly distribuLed roughness elements sticii as corrosion roughness.

Another parameter important for tough walls is the effective datum for y2 in
20

order that Equation (7.23) is satisfied for large roughnesses. The datum Y2 -0

for the logarithmic profile generally occurs somewhat above the datum of the

troughs between the roughness elements, as illustrated in Figure 7.5. Perry and
12Joubert found 0.2 for two-dimensional slats with a gap-to-k height ratio

13g 914of 3; Perry et al. found c/kg 1 for a gap-to-height ratio of 0.8; Blake found

E/k = 0.5 for sand-roughened walls. The datum shift is also dependent on the
-

pressure gradient.

400

Figure 7.5 Datum Shift for Boudary Layers Over Rough Walls-
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In spite of the large number of investigations on rough walls, there is still

no adequate scheme for predicting the roughness parameter ks. We shall see that
s

the geometric roughness size is an important parameter in determining wail pressure 0

fluctuations over rough walls. Root-mean-square height and statistics of separa-,

tions may be important fo-" sand-grain and other "natural"-type roughness.

7.2.3 PreftdwIctm of the WAllSkWa Coefftiit =And Boundar-Layer LeMgth Sraie
The existence of empirical length and velocity scales t~at collapse mean

velocity profiles makes it advantageous to develop schemes for predicting them.
4

Precise computational 'schemes are outlined by Cebeci and Smith and by Bradshaw.1 5

This is a technical area that has become active slice the availability of the

high-speed digital computer. A reviev of available prediction schemes for drag16 -. -
and boundary-layer growth has been prepared by McCarthy. 1 -

Since the emphasis here is on approximate estimations of noise, it is oftea

sufficient to resort to formulae that approximate flow behavior. These formulae,

and all computational schemes for that matter, are based on an integral form of
1 1

Equations (7.2) and (7.3) as derived by Schlichting following von Karman. 7

Beginning with Equation (7.2) in a form similar to that of Equation (7.6). where

the term u2 is neglected in fav, r of U2 we have

1 VU 1w hav

3Y1 2 Y2  Po yYl 'y2  -.

Integration over the boundary layer fron - Y2 n 6, with the substitution of

P(ylY 2 ) p (yY), and the use of Equation (7.7b) gives
V -2

aymay,

for t!he externAl pressure gradient imposed by the outer potential flow, which will

generally vary alcng the body. The use of Equr'ton (7.3) yields

w dI d
Do dWy- , ) 46- * . (7.27a)
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S

or

T Cf d 2  
-

v de e 2+H 
(7.27b)oU 2 2 dy 1 +2 . U2 dy I :•:

which has been called the von Karman emmentum integral equation. In these equations

dy,7 (7.28)

is the displacement thickness,

0l = -(7.29)

0

is the moentum thickness, and

H (7.30)

is the shape factor. When we.expressed the static pressure gradient 'in terms of the

potential flow outside the boundary layer U, it was assumed that the static pres-

sure is independent of 2- It now remains to sh6v how the various terms in Equa-

tions (7.27),can be cru lely estimated. From the form of Equations (7.27) it is

apparent that the vall-!;hear coefficient is expected to be a function of the

momentum thickness and :ht origin of the boundary layer. Thus we shall see that

both Reynolds numbers

ylUm
,. ~~1 v ••1

and

eu.n
R0  - -- ":!e V.

are commonly used in de cribit.g bour.dary layers.
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Clauser7 hIs shown interrelationships among some of these functions which

result from take existenc of the universal velocity defect law (Figure 7.3)

U ( 2) (7.31)

U/

He has also shown zdt even though a universal law for U(yv) exists, 'there is no

precisely 'universzl law for other properties such as shear jr energy, but the lack

of universality of these properties cannot generally be measured except under ideal

circumstances. Therefore the universal behavior given by Equation (7.31) is here-

after accepted as a signal that a form of approximate universality exists for other

turbulence quantities. The existence of the universal form (Equatior- (7.31)) shows

that H is a universal function of Cf

H. L-C (7.32)

where

d f d = 6.8 (7.33)

0

and 6*/A (Cf/2)l; the factor A is defined by

0 0

- 3.6.-

The numerical values apply to flows of small pressure gradient. Figure 7.6, pro-

vided by Hama,18 shaws the application of Equlation (7.32) for smooth and rough

walls. It may be used to determine K from a Amown or estimated value of Cf.
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Figure 7.6 - Shape Factor H as a Function of

Wall Shear Stress18

The evaluation of wall-shear coefficients is open to considerable debate, and

a large' number of relationships have been used. The problem is to relate Cf to

the distance downstream of the transition of the turbulent boundary layer, call it'

* YI" Various formulae have been derived to apply to different ranges of Reynolds

.' num-ers,

Uy
R a

By matching analytic functions to experimental results exprepsed in the f6ra of

Equation (7.31), one can determine a relationship for C, and 8 using Equations

(7.28) through (7.33). The simplest formulae to use for smooth walls, however;

- are based on the assumption that

; " 1/n
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This leads tO the set of formulae

6= l/(n+l) (7.34a)

and

6" n + 2 "(7.34b)
en

Specifically, when n = 7 (see Figure 7.2)

and

76
72

In the same range of Reynolds number for which n = 7, it has also been found that

Cf 0.0592 (R-1/5R < 108 (7.35)

STherefore, with Equation (7.27b) (for dU /dyl=0), we have'the useful. approximation

that

6 = 0.37 y1 (RI)- 1 / 5  (7.36)

o Another relationship derived by Schultz-Grunow (see references 11 and 18) based

- on measured values of f(y 2 /6) is

- 2.6.R 9Cf 0.370 (log R1 )- ,R 1 < 10 (7.37)

These equations, with Figure 7.6, allow a determination of approximate values of

all parameters 6, 6*, 0, and C Determine Cf, then find H, find n in Equation

(7.34), from n find 6/yI and 6*/yI from Equations (7.36) and (7.34).
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For rough walls Schlichting presents' some useful graphical relationships for

the local wall-shear stress in the form of

Cf =f YlV k

L For so-called completely rough walls, indicated by the existence of a velocity

profile given by Equation (7.24), the wall-shear coefficient'is greater than the

"value over smooth walls at the same value of RI. The rough-wall value, which"V
exceeds the smooth-wall value, can be estimated by a formula giving Cf independent

of Rip

Cf 2.87 + 1.58 log i , 2 x lO < k < 10 (7.38)

This shear coefficient applies at all values of RI for which it exceeds smooth-wall
1

"" coefficients given by Equation (7.35), i.e., it applies for R > 100 yl/ks. For

turbulent flow in this fully rough regime and without pressure gradient, Equation

(7.27b) yields

. YlCf/2 (7.39)

for use in determining 8 from evaluations of Equation (7.38). Table 7.1 gives
values of k /k for a large number of rough surfaces. This table, compiled from

s g
data in Figure 7.4, should allow a rough computation for most circumstances. To

"use Figure 7.4, the geometric roughness size is the variable on the abcissa. To

determine ks/k , simply note the horizontal shift necessary to line up points with

.. Nikuradse's equation; H is determined, from Figure 7.6.

The length factor 6, although'of theoretical ,importance as an outer length

parameter, is of less practical value than 6* because the outer extremity of a

"turbulent boundary is ill defined by its nature. Thus alternative ways have been

Sproposed to define 6 as a point for which

U1 (6 0 9 9 ) 099 U
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TABLE 7.1

SELECTED VALUES* OF k /kg

Type 3-DML ,Reference k /k k+
"s"g g

Triangular. protrusions 24 3.48 2000-4000

Merchant Ship hull-corrosion 23 0.3 ,.70

Sand 20 -01.5 170-330

Sand-lined pipe 22 1.0 u1.3 10-130

Corroded pipe 22 0.25-1 2.5-20

Sand-lined pipe 21 0.1 29-540

5% g/k 0.35 cm

95% smooth

Sand uniform size 19 1.37 2.6-65

2-DML

Triangular grooves 24 1.5 99-1200
with 2k pitch

g

Slots - g/kg 3 19 Z.2 60-147

Slots g/kg- 11 19 3 60-80

*See also reference 1.

+This value extracted by the author from data presented.
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or

i U1 (0 9 9 5 ) = 0.995 U

1

The boundary-layer displacement thickness (Equation (7.28)), has also found wide-

"spread acceptance as a length scale. Because it is an integrated parameter, it is

mI umch less susceptible to subje'ctive decisions on whether to take 0.99 or 0.995/
as a definition of the boundary-layer limit. Measured turbulence quantities will

be seen nondimensionalized on 6 or 5* almost interchangeably.

7.2.4 Turbulence Intensities and Statisticl Correlations

The turbulence intensities and the statistical ,properties are considered

important here because they will be-used as a basis for arguments of similarity

of pressure fluctuations. Specifically, a picture of turbulence structure is

developed that is used in Section 7.3. The characteristics that are most important

in this regard are:

1. Turbule..ce intensities and Reynolds stresses as well as their dimensionless
forms .for smooth and rough walls,

I 2. length and time scales of turbulence quantities in a frame or reference

moving at the average translation speed of the fluid,

3. length scales of turbulence quantities in the frame of reference fixed

with the surface,

• 4. nondimensionalizing variables for use in expressing time and space

macro- and microscales.

The turbulence intensities ,on smooth and rough walls have been measured exten-

sively by a large number of investigators. However, there are no fully consistent

sets of statistical measurements made in the same facility in which all important
• properties have been measured on smooth and rough walls; thus It is necessary to

piece together the results of a number of independent investigations. A few

principal investigations have been selected because 'they cover a wide range of

statistics on a limited range of roughness configurations, or they cover a few

"representative measurements made on a large number of wall types. In many cases,

originally presented results are renormalized to present them in a common frame-

"work with other results. As well as could be determined, all measurement programs
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considered here had mean velocity profiles that satisfied the similarity form of

Equation (7.31) shown in Figure 7.3.

Turbulence intensities for the longitudinal and vertical components over smooth

walls are presented as a function

U f 1 (!6 (7.40) A

25
in Figure 7.7. Vertical intensities have been obtained by both Klebanoff. and

20
Blake. Except in the outer region, the intensities are in reasonably good

agreement. Close to the wall Klebanoff 2 5 shows the streamwise component to increase; .-.
the limit u- /U~T = 3 appears to apply. Results by Bull 2 6 (Mach-number 0.5) and

Wooldridge and Willmarth2 7 ' 2 8 (Mach number 0.2) have been included because they

were simultaneously obtained with wall-pressure fluctuation measurements. Bull's

results were obtained at a number of streamwise locations (approximately 5xl06 <
6R < 30x10) , and they satisfied the above similarity form with the variables U

1 T
and 6. Thus it appears that the functional dependence shown in Figure 7.7 is only

an approximate similarity representation of the streamwise fluctuations on smooth

walls. Measurements of the vertical (u 2 ) fluctuation reach a maximum of u = U

which is nearly invariant through 0.015 < y2 /6 < 0.3.

Dimensionless intensities of all three turbulence components for rough walls

are compared to Klebanoff's results over a smooth wall in Ftgure 7.8a- Here, the
29

results of Yeh and Nickerson (over sand roughness, k - 0.25 in) an." of Corrsin
and 30g

and Kistler (over a wavy wall with 5/64 in wave height and 1/3 in wavelength)

show that, except for the u -component, the wall-shear nond -mensionalization appears1_

to correlate the results- from various sources. The normalized streamwise inten-

sities of Yeh and Nickerson are larger than the others, but a look at the relative

values of U /U will confirm that u1 apperently increases more in proportion' with

U than with U...

The measured intensities show considerable anisotropy for regions of the

boundary layer inside y2 /6 - 0.7. Figure 7.8b shows additional. results for u and
Blke4 20  23

u fluctuations compiled from results of Blake and Uram. The results used

here are for Uram's plates B and D which have cylinder heights of 0.11 in (B) and

0.037 in (D); the element distribution resembled a fice-centered pattern with
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streamwise distances between rows of 0.219 in (B) and 0.163 in (D) and distances

between elements in a row of 0.438 in (B) and 0.188 in (D). Peg diameters were

0.125 in (B) and 0.15 in (D). The third set of 'results is for the plate with

natural roughness (E) for which an average roughness height k was 0.043 in.
9

Here again, U appears to be the governing parameter in determining turbulence

intensities over rough walls. All results suggest that the intensities decrease
24

as the wall is approached for y /S <,0.1. The results of Arndt and Ippen support

the general behavior of U- /U , except when k /A approaches 0.1.
g 2The turbulent Reynolds stresses increase in approximate proportion U., as
25 14shown by the collection of data from Klebanoff and Blake in Figure 7.9. -How-

ever, over rough walls, as also shown by Antonia and Luxton, auIU2/U as well

as u2 /U diminishee as the wall is approached for y2 / 6 < 0.1. For the results of
14Blake, k /6 = 0.04, this effect, occurs within distances from the wall on the

g
order of 3 k . The lines were determined by integrating Equations (7.2) and (7.3)

.using experimental data and the assumption that WaP/y•y - 0.

The collection of experimental results indicates that dimensionless reforesen-

tations for turbulence quantities in the form implied by Equation (7.13) and lead-

ing to Equation (7.40) are acceptable. The dependence on U O/v in the latter

equation implies an unspecified dependence on Cf which the results do not disclose,

but which is suggested as weak. Another important 'effect that has been overlooked

here is the Influence of upstream history, 1 5 which is especially important for

developing boundary layers.

It will be shown in the next and later sections that the turbulent boundary-

layer pressure and induced noise and vibration, are integrally related to the

space-time covariances of the turbulentvelocities and their products. Historically

there has been interest in these covarijnces because they Indicate how the turbu-

lence is related from point to point and time to time. Knowledge of these relation- 0

ships on 0 statistical basis may be interpreted in terms of the motion of eddies

of different effective sizes. These interpretations then lead to speculations about

energy transfer and a variety of other transport phenomena in the turbulent boundary

layer. 0_

The most extensive measurement programs following Taylor's pioneering work3 2 ' 3 3

34-37 38
have been those- of Favre and his co-workers and Grant, with complementary

measurements by Tritton3 and Blackwelder and Kovasznay. 4 0
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The correlation of velocity fluctuations at space-time combinations (yt) and

(y+r,t+T) are presented as in Chapter 3, where we defined

U kt) u ( t+r) . '."R • (7.41) •",

2 2- .

lui(,v t) u.i(v+r,t+-rT

The vinculum denotes a time average. The directions and coordinates are the same

as those used in Chapter 3; i.e., the 1 direction is aligned with the flow, 2 normal

to the flow direction and to the surface, and 3 is parallel to the surface and "

normal to the flow.

Figure 7.10 shows some space-time correlations Rll(rlsO0,t), 2 (r 1 ,0,O,T),

and P' (r O,0,,T) that were obtained by 'Blackwelder and Kovasznay? 8  These cor-

relations were measured at various positions y2 in a wind tunnel boundary layer.

Time delay has been nondimensionalized as rU1 /6 and separations as r 1 6. These

correlation functions display properties similar to those discussed in Section

3.5.2 for jet turbulence; the functions show convection of disturbances that lose

their identities as they are convected. The convection velocity U is approximately I'D

equal to the local mean velocity in the boundary layer; i.e., U " As
c : -~2

Figure 7.10 shows, the correlation R 1l(rl.,OO.r) decreases to 0.2 in distance

r 205 at y2 /6 - 0.43, while R 2 2 (r 1 ,OOaT) decreases to 0.2 in distance r 106.

Since the moving axis correlation therefore decays witft increasing r., the' convec-

tion, of an eddy packet is hardly frozen. Furthermore, the individual correlation

functions at constant r /A have a broader peak near T - -r than for the autocorre-

lation (rl=0) near T 0. This behavior has been interpreted in the following way.

At small values of r 1 eddies of all sizes, large and small, contribute to the form

of the correlation function. Now by Taylor's hypothesis (Chapter 3), the

space and time variations can be' interchanged so that the fact that a certain decor-,

relation is observed in AT U 1 implies a similar decorrelation in a corresponding

Ar1 6. A broadening of R(rlr), with increasing. r,,. shown that the correlation

extends over larger regions as the eddy field moving downstream loses the identity'

of smaller-scale disturbances. Figure 7.10 shows that the rate of decorrelation is

more pronounced for the u2 fluctuations, and close to the wall turbulence identity.

is lost in shorter distances.
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Spatial- correlations at zero time delay indicate the instantaneous spatial

xteut of the eddies. Some measurements by Grant for three coordinates are shown

n Figure 7.11. These correlations show that disturbances are correlated more in •

"1than in r and r hen the reference probe is close to the wall. Farther from
he wall, y2  0.65, differences among the various corielation functions diminish,

.ndicating a trend toward isotropy. Near the wall, Y2 < 0.066, the correlations

ndicate that the correlated u1 disturbances are extended in the r, direction

"elative to the r 2 , r 3 directions. The R2 2(r,0) correlations conform to this

Picture, but, tLe correlation extent in r, is leas than it is for the u, disturbances.

IeUirence to Figure 7.2 shows that, for the subject value of y2 , these differences -

n correlation behavior have been observed in the wake and logarithmic regions.

kfre recent measurements by Tritton3 9 (R0 =2200) extend and confirm Grant's correla-

:ious. Correlations vith the r 2 separations are not symmetric about r 2 F 0 because

)f azxi-otropy brought on by the effect of the wall. This can be seen from informs-

:ion; in Figure ?..12, which was extracted from correlation results presented by , S__"36 .: -:-.o
avre. Although r1 was not maintained constant, the-anisotropy is clearly evident.

Correlations in and near the viscous sublayer have been measured by Bakewell
41md Lumley at a relatively small Reynolds number. They interpreted these measure--

mnts to disclose the existence of a paired eddy structure near the wall which is

"ilongated in the r 1 direction. The lateral extent of the vortex paix, rwith nearly

.qual and opposite vorticity Vectors directed along ri, was on the order of

r U /V 100, with a vertical scale of r U/v 100. Along the same line of in-3t Kaln 4 2
Yestigation, sore recent correlations of Gupta, Laufer, and Kaplan, 2 1RO=3300)

•sing' signal conditioning techniques support Bakee. 1 and Lumley's observations.

rheir results disclose the existence of a atructure nearly periodic in the spanwise

lirection with a wavelength of A U /v = 100. The organized behavioi of these

eddies persists for relatively short periods of time; thus'for averaging times T

longer than TU.J/S - 70 the statistical identity of the pattern wa, s not apparent.
3rhis spatial pattern of large eddies is now widely accepted; Townsend had earlier

",ostulated that the eddies are as cones lying on the wall with their axes in the

I direction and apices upstream. Townsend's geometry is consistent with observed

spatial correlations of velocity fluctuations. There is therefore an elongated struc-

ture in the boundary layer extending from the sublayer region into the logarithmic

region that is respnnsible for the overall spatial character of the turbulence field

and' that is altered as it is convected downstream so that. larger scales persist. _
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Figure 7.12 - Streamwise Velocity Correlations

with Vertical Separations. From Favre 3 6

SThe correlation functions of the turbulence have been shown to satisfy the

inequalities well known in other fields (see Section 3.5.3):
"-.R , i j (0 ,0 ) Z R i j (r lT ) Z R :Ij (r ',T )

R Rj (0,0) > Rij 1%r lT U > Rij(r1.T) (7.42)

R (0,T) z Rij(rI,T)
ij i

"The space-time correlation with streamwise separation can tharefore be profitably

written in various alternative forms in which the space variable is chosen to move

with the turbulence field, Accordingly, as in Section 3.6.33, the correlation

function will be approximated as
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Ri (r-U T,T) = R1 (r-U T) RM(T)

' to emphasize moving axis correlation. Rij(rl-UcT) is the spatial correlation

translated to a new origin r1 = UT, and RM(T) is the moving axis correlation

introduced earlier.

7.2.5 Description of Turbulence in the Frequency Domain

The cross-correlation function and cross-spectral density are Fourier-transform

pairs as defined by the relationships in Section 3.5.3. In the discussion below

the frequency spectrum of the turbulence at a point is normalized as

,: - ~ ~~uu1- 1 = •i(O'wy2
i uj/ i y) dw (7.43)

where, as a generalization of Section 3.6.3.3,

1i f -(r u '

" "ij(O'u)Y 2 ) - lim *ij(r'wOY2 )
r-•O

and,

.-. r 2 2 4
ffi f ee i Ui ( J] R. (r,T) dT (7.44)

is the cross-spectral density corresponding to the space-time correlation of the
Suu velocities. We assume spatial homogeneity of the turbulence statistics in
i j

the plane of the wall.

By Equation (7.43), the level of the spectrum can be nondimensionalized by

either the turbulence intensity Or the friction velocity squared, U2. The time

scale must'be a combination of the local mean streamwise velocity in the boundary,

layer, by virtue of Taylor's hypothesis, and a pertinent length scale. In the

inner (logarithmic) region of the boundary layer, y / 6 < 0.3, as shown in Figure
4327.2, Bradshaw has suggested that since is the length'scale for'mean motion

'it is also an appropriate scale for the inactive convected turbulent motion.
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Figures 7.13 and 7.14,show a variety of turbulence'spectra nondimensionalized in

the form

f 2

i1  Uw Y2  y.

T 2

for both zero and adverse pressure gradients over smooth and rough walls. At large

- dimensionless frequencies, wy2IU(Y2) > 1, the spectral densities all seem to be2 2

*. roughly expressible in the form

""'1Y2 Wy?

0 O =I' U~ u~ f'juy) (7.45)ij2 T . i-

where f (0) is a dimensionless function of frequency. At lower frequencies,
spectra at different values of y/S do not behave in thismanner.

The viscous sublayer has been found by Einstein and Li to consist of oscil-

"latory motions, and Bakewell and Lumley have found that within the region y < 10

the frequency spectrum of the (ul) velocity fluctuations behaves as

IP
U2 2 2W f (w

, < 3x 10-2

"This relationship arises from the fact that, although the disturbances have a

"" stochastic time dependence, say f(t), they have a deterministic y2 dependence, i.e..,
'.2°

the dimensionless (on UT) fluctuating velocity behaves as
.-..

'+ + + + T
"" Ul (Y2't) Ix2
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Temporally stochastic velocity fluctuations were also observed in the sublayer by
45+ +

Eckelmann, who confirmed the proportionality of u and y and further established

a limit on the vertical velocity of (u 2 ) U2 .
2 max T

Cross-spectral densities with probe separations in the streamwise direction,
-~ 36

r= rl,0,O, have been measured by Favre. Some of these measurements are shown

in Figure 7.15 in the same dimensionless form as that used in Figure 3.22 (Section

3.6.3.3), and they have the same interpretation regarding eddy decay. U (w) is the
c

convection velocity of the disturbance at the frequency of measurement. The, vari-

able wr /Uc(w) is actually the phase aI of the cross-spectral density function

determined electronically in the measurement. The phase has been given a convection

interpretation by extending Taylor's hypothesis to apply to filtered disturbances.

For each dimensionless frequency at a particular value of Y2 /6, the cross-spectrum

amplitude appears as a unique function of the phase. The decrease in 01 1 (rl,w,y2)

ll(O,*Wy2 ) with increasing phase becomes less dramatic at larger distances from

the wall. Also, the convection velocities given in Figure 7.16 as functions of

U(y 2 ) and w6/Uc show that very close to the wall U is actually greater than U(Y2 ).
UY.C .

In the outer region U is less than the local velocity.

2/&= 0.033" wy 2IUi 2 ) V216 - 0.10 21UV2).-"
O n - 8.7Hz 0.01 1.0.0) On 12.8Hz 0.03

1.0 O n - 12.8 Hz 0.02 On - 18.2Hz 0.07
O n - 18.2 Hz 0.03 8 n 26.0 He 0.10

Sn -38.3 Hz 0.06 &n 38.3Hz 0.15
A I' 56.6 Hz 0.09 Vn 67.OHz 0.36
0 n -113.7Hz 0.19 4n 164.0Hz 0.65

0.5 Qn- 164.0Hz 0.27 *n - 262.1 H 1.1

n - 282.1 Hz 0.48 n - 2 H .

n -343.3Hz 057

S0 I, ,

. 0 n . 8.7Hz 0.07 on - 12.8He 0.2S
- n - 18.25 H 0.16 a_ __n - 26.0__He. 0.53

On - 6".0He 0.60 On - 164.0 H 3.4

0. -- * - 164.0He IS*- 821H .o.Sn 282.1 Hit 2.5 9 n - 612.8 He 12.2...

0

1401 I"1:1
0. 10 15 S 10 A s0

Figure 7.15 - Space-Time Correlation Coefficient with Optimum Delay

Along the Motion. R. - 8700. From Favre'
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Figure 7.16 Convection Phase Speed for Longitudinal

Turbulence Component 6/* 4.77. From Fa.re-

It is possible to fit the data of Figure 7.15 with an exponential of the form

11 (,) -A 1) U iexp -IY (7.46) .

11c L cI

where'the coefficients y increase as the wall is approached,'as shown in Figure

7.17a. If we approximate this dependence as

1- a, , 0.044 0

and the convection velocity as

Vc U(y 2 )
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0

then Equation (7.46) takes the fo--m

_2_ 12 T2)I Y2

This function simply says that decorrelation in the plane of the wall occurs in.

streamwise distances that are nearly comparable with the distance y2 of the plane

from the wall. Assuming that the 'eddy dimension is also proportional to its distance

from the wall, this function can be interpreted to show that eddy life times are

commensurate with eddy sizes. Recall also the arguments in Section 7.2 leading to " .

the logarithmic profile (Equations (7.20) And (7.21)). Other empirical results can

be similarly, summarized by a set of analytical functions written in the approximate

form (invoking Equation (7.45)) wLich separates each of the temporal and spatial

coordinate dependencies:

oil, ' )l'2"
/2 Y(2 VUpY2I)y1

0 '- (7.48) xpiw

1 2U,,y2 ) ,2(y2.-

-"Y LwY 2 -Y',U2-1:- -Y31r3= 1(-1 1 (7.48)

e e e

for wY2 /U(y2) > 0.5, y2 / 6 < 0.3. The broadband correlations of Grsnt and Tritton"
- 36(Figure 7.1') gives y3, and the narrowband correlations of Favre, et al. give y2 "

as showv' in Figure 7,17b and c. Similar relationships for the other 0- (rwy

are expected to hold, but with slightly different values for the coefficients Yi.

as indicated by the space-time correlations.

Using the Fourier transform relationships of Section 3.5.3, a wave number

spectral density in the 1.3 plane of the fluctuating velocities can be found from,

the above formula for the spatial cross-spectral density, i.e.,

* 667,
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Y y2  2y 3 2 _ 2 2k)1*11 ~( y• v• 32 ) 2 - L2 Y3- 3Y2) %%•i::*1 1 (k 1 Y2 ) -2 " 2 2 2 2]2 2"-

Y3 + (k32 r.3 + (k3Y)0

=Y .

2 22

(klUc-w) + (ylw)2 '''''..•:

which has the separable form of Equation (3.105)

yll( 'Y2) y2 Uc ll(kly 2 ) *3 (k 3y 2 ) 4 2 U

This relationship shows a maximum at kI = -/U whose wave number bandwidth is

Ak1 *' 2YiW!Uc; the third function on the right, which is the moving axis spectrum,

is responsible for this behavior. The sharpness of this maximum often allows us .

to interchange between k and w/U . Accordingly, *1 1 (k*WSaY 2  may be rewritten in
1 c 1

the equivalent form of Equation (3.93)

01 (kwy2) U 1" 0 (k Y Y2 " (•Ukl) (7.50)

where 01 1 (klY 2 )/u2, 03 (k 3 Y2 ) and m (w-Uck 1) correspond to the identified functions

above. Correlation between planes y2 and y2 has been expressed by

I1 2-2 p [ r2 '1 .

which, dae to tie interchangeability of k and w/Uc, may also be written

R1 i(r 2 ) exp -Y2 I k'r 2 I (7.51) -: :

"1 2 , 2 1 6682
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The correlation "thickness" of such planes parallel to the wall is therefore

SYklrl -----

A2 (k) = j 2 11 drI 0

0

as long as k > 6-. The turbulence at high wave numbers, k, > 6 may therefore

ke regarded as existing in layers of thicianess (y 2 k1 )-l. Since (ky 2 ) and

3(k3Y2 ) indicate that Ikl scales on y2 * higher wave number turbulence effectively

exists at smaller heights from the wall and in strata of decreasing thickness.
43

This is entirely consistent with the hypothesis of Bradshaw discussed earlier

(see Equation (7.45)), and we will find it useful in estimating the behavior of the

wall pressure spectrum in Section 7.3.

The more conventional measures of eddy length and time scales 2-47 introduced .-

in Equations (3.90) are also useful in describing boundary-layer turbulence- in

addition, there is often reported an integral correlation area

A R(rO) drldr (7.52) ""
ij dr dr

in the iJ plane and a correlation volume already introduced (Chapter. 3, Equation

(3.107)). By implementation of Equations (3.90b) and (3.90c), the integral time,

-scale and stre-amvise length scale for the convected eddy structure are related

by Taylor's hypothesis:

A UO.
A ^1 c 0T '•

There is also a microscale for the turbulent field recognized2 " 3 "' 7 as

representative of the smallest energy-containIng eddy. Therefore we look to the

shape of the correlation function near ri - 0 or T 0. A Taylor's series expan-

sion of R(r) near r =0 has as Its first two terms.
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2I R (o) 2

2o .

R(r) =1 + 1 2~)r2 .-

ar

2 2
Since a R(o)Iar iv negative, R(r) is a parabola

2
R(r) I r.

2

where

1 1 2 R(o),-
1 a1 R)2 (7.53)X2 2 r r2 '-',

and X is called the micrOscale, or dissipation length. The longitudinal microscale

can be determined from the autospectrum and letting k C w/U . Then

-2r ks . U(k)
C Cdk (7.54). . . c :'i>'

Thus, knowing the frequency spectrum for the ujuj product at a fixed point in the

flow, we can determine the streamwise scales without the availability of spatial -._

correlations if the assumption of nearly frozen .convection is valid.' For length "

scales in the 2 and 3 directions, two-point correlations are of course necessary.

Figure 7.18 shows a collection of streamwise microscales for u fluctuations

over smooth and rough walls. The microscale appears to be a fraction of the dis-

placemeut thickness throughout much of. the boundary layer for all degrees of wall l

roughness. In the logarithnic region of the boundar layer,' y2  6* A, I 1/3 6,.

All A1 have-been obtained using Equation (7.54);, A2 have been determined from
Equation (7.53). Turbulence integral scales from a variety of ources ,25,48

are suamarized in Figure 7.19. Here A was determined from u1 disturbances using,

the frequency spectrum and Equations (3.90), while A2 and A3 were obtained from

u correlation functions using Equation (3.90a). The precision in determining A is

poor because the limiting spectrum level as frequency approaches zero is uncertain.
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The most striking feature of the summary is tbat A far exceeds A and A in the
12 3

vicinity of 3 < y2 / 6* < 6/6* over smooth walls, while over rough walls all Ai appear
to be of the comparable magnitude. Only one measurement of A is shown: that of

Laufer obtained in a smooth--walled channel flow. This value is most likely too

large because the range of r over which measurements were obtained did not extend
3

into the region of Rll(r 3 ) < 0. As shown in Figure 7.11, for r 3 sufficiently large

this correlation function has a region of negative values that tends to reduce the

integral length scale, especially in the outer region of the boundary layer. The

vertical integral scale increases with y2' as illustrated by the y2 /6* dependence

of A2/S, which was determined (assuming 6/6*=6) from Grant's correlation R11(0,r2,0),

shown in Figure 7.13. Uram's and Laufer's integral scales are within a factor of

. 2 of -those deduced from Grant's measurements. There has been little other atten-

tion paid to the integral scales of boundary-layer turbulence.

7.2.6 Modem Views of Boundary-Layer Structure

The preceding discussion dealt with statistical descriptions of the turbulent

*i boundary layer. These descriptions have led to approximate dimensionless represen-

tations of temporal mean and root-mean-square quantities based on. the gross ener-

getics of the boundary layer. Apart from quantifying the average statistics of the

energy-containing eddies of the turbulence in the boundary layer and the dependence

of such properties on the gross features of the boundary layer such as the wall-

shear stress and the boundary layer thickness, these properties disclose relatively

little about the physics of turbulence dynamics, that lead to the maintenance of the

boundary layer and especially to the generation of wall pressures. It is suggested

* ' • later that a connection between the wall pressure and the turbulent motion mae exist,

but It is probably obscured by the gross energetics. Turbulence production is

controlled by the Reynolds shear stresses, u u2; but wall pressures are determined

* - by various gradients of the Reynolds stress tensor.•'•" 1-6,15
• To illustrate these notions, we note that near the wall, say y2 /6 < 0.3,

turbulence production manifested by Reynolds stresses nearly balances dissipation

* ~D, i.e.,

""ux
12 (7.55)

U2 t(2) U,
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2

For any flow, the dissipation of turbulent energy is given by 2

au i a T 'O

ax ax

p.';-

where •A is a vorticity vector, and

for locally isotropic flow.

It will be shown (Section 7.3) that the wall-pressure fluctuations are the,

-"- result of the weighted integral of the fluctuating stress tensor, over the thickness

"of the boundary layer; the source term'for wall pressures can be rewritten here as
(see-also Equation (7.82))

a. I 2 (TjTJ aUI au2 a2 (Uu u -u,)
1 2 - i1 a2  =YTj 2 - -u + aij a (7.56)

0 aYiaYJ ýY2 7Yl aYiaYi

The second term that arises from the fluctuating vorticity in the fluid includes an

important contribution from the ulu2 product, while the first represents an inter-

action of the mean shear with the turbulent fluatuations. It is the ulu2 component

of pressure sources shown above that links the pressure fluctuations with the

instantaneous production represented by the left side of Equation (7.55). The

motion that dominates the production of turbulence has been called the "active"

'motion in the boundary' layer, while the terms determined by the overall kinetic

energy of the turbulence have been called the "inactive" motion in the boundary
2layer.' Hinze shows that the ratio of the turbulence stress to the total turbulent

"velocity, -u U 2 /q,.is approximately 0.15 throughout the boundary layer. Thus the

turbulence contribution responsible for production constitutes only 15% of the mean-
46

square of the total motion (i.e., of the irrotational or inactive'motion)-that

determines the total local inten-Aty. Note that Phillips has shown that u u is

* -*. identically zero when the flow is irrotational. The pressure fluctuations, on the

other hand, are contributpd to by the spatial gradients'of these same Reynolds

stresses, so that we must infer the existence of some contribution to the pressures

-- 674



from this active (or, turbulence-producing) motion. Furthermore, it is now known'

that organized intermittent structures in the boundary layer exist; these, it turns

out, do not contribute to the local intensity over long periods of time. These

correlated structures dominate the mechanics of the Reynolds stresses and therefore

quite possibly are related to low wave number pressures because of their well-defined

spatial characteristics. As we shall see, this spatially coherent boundary-layer

motion accounts for nearly all the Reynolds shear stress but relatively little con-

vected turbulent energy. A study of structures related to only 15% of the total

kinetic energy requires special experimental techniques that involve both visual-

ization and conditional electronic sampling. As tempting as the following ideas

may appear, there has been little substantive work to establish the existence or

nonexistence of a link between pressure fluctuations and the production of turbu-

lence.

The remainder of this subsection' is devoted to a brief description of the

work in turbulence structure conducted over the last decade or so. This work may

also be interpreted to offer some kinematic basis for the importance of the spatial

and temporal structure of the ulU2 Reynolds stresses and of the local vertical con-

vection considered in the spectrum modeling of Section 7.3. An excellent review
49"

has been prepared by Willmarth and Bogar. 4 9

47Townsend first postulated the existence of a streamwise vortex structure.

Later flow visualizations of Kline and his associates 50 5 2 (at R0,666) showed that

elongated streamwise vortices existed throughout the viscous sublayer, say within

y+ - 15. 'These disturbances were spatially well organized, as shown in Figure 7.20, "

but temporally unstable, ejecting from the wall region into the bulk of the boundary
52

layer. In the description given by Kline et al., when hydrogen bubbles or dye

are injected. into the boundary layer from an electrolysis wire on the wall, the

•,. tracer maintains a trajectory in which it rises slowly away from the wall, as it is
+convected downstream. When it reaches a height of roughly. y - 8 to 12, it begins

oscillations that increase in intensity-as the fluid moves farther from the wall.

At y on the order of 10 to 30 these oscillations are abruptly terminated as the

fluid streak moves briskly from the wall. As it moves farther, the streak becomes

"controlled and a portion of it breaks off from the main and is convected downstream.
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These observations contradict, to some degree, observations made earlier in

laminar boundary layers as they undergo transition to turbulence. In that case

injected dye streaks remained transverse to the flow direction until they developed
53a three-dimensional kink, resembling locally a "U" pointed upstream and nearly

in the plane of the wall. Progressive deformation of this originally sinuous vortex

resulted in a streamwise-oriented vortex structure that eventually culminated in

fully developed turbulence. In the case of the turbulent boundary layer, the dye

streaks did not originate in a transverse orientation and the subsequent breakdown'

was not preceded by the generation of well-defined Tollmien-Schlichting w,.ves fol-

lowed by Emmons spots, as is so well known in transition boundary layers (see

Section 7.5.1 and the reviews by Hinze2 and Mollo-Christensen 54)

Nearly concurrent with the flow visualization measurements of Kline and asso-

ciates were the; sublayer measurements of Bakewell and Lumley at low Reynolds number

(R0 =450) which were interpreted to disclose a well-structured and disturbance-filled

sublayer. These were discussed in Section 7.2.5. At about the same time Tu and

Willmarth 5 5 ' 5 6 published their space-time correlations of wall pressure with the

various velocity ccmponents ul, u2 , and u3 . The iso-correlation lines of pui in

the y1 ,y 3 plane were elongated in the yl direction and generally confined to the

,region y2 < 26*. As illustrated in Figure 7.21, iso-correlation lines in the y2,Y3

plane were nearly circular and centered within Y2 < 6*. The absolute value of the

correlation coefficients did not exceed 0.15, indicating a very weak'relationship

between the wall pressure at a point on the surface and any local turbulent fluctu-

ation. The correlations of pu, shown in Figure 7.21 were interpreted to show that

th6 wall pressures are influenced by a sweptvortex structure whose axis was nearly

parallel to the flow direction. Another observation of Willmarth and Tu5 6 (R0'4xlO4 )

is that the moving axis correlation of

r0

S rr 2 y2 r3  .-r

is odd about r- 0, with the correlation function being negative with r negative.

This observation suggests that a locally adverse (increasing with y1) gradient of

instantaneous pressure is connected with a motion of fluid away from the wall.
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The intermittent bursting observed by Kline et al.5 ' 2 7' was further

investigated electronically in order to develop a measure of a mean burst frequency

duration. It has now been reasonably well established5 9 ' 6 0 that the burst period

TB may' be nondimeensionalized on outer variables 6 and U so that
Bm

SB = 5 for 500 < R < 10-
6 08o

60 61.(Note that a point extracted by Rao et al. from Lu and Willmarth has been sub-
62

sequently shown to be erroneously interpreted. ) Intermittent turbulent activity
was also observed by Rao et al. (R =620) (within the limitations that their counting

procedures provided) to be identifiable with the same period almost throughout the
63

boundary layer. In this ,regard, Kovasznay et al. (R8 .2750) found, using velocity

cross correlations, an intermittent structure occupying the region y > 0.56.which

also oriented streamwise with an aspect Tatio of 2 to 1. This structure, although

intermittent, is random, with a convection velocity Uc = 0.9U. The leading edge

of these turbulent patches moves slightly faster than the trailing boundary of the

patches. The outer nonturbulent flow moves over these turbulent patches somewhat

as flow over a corrugated washboard. The turbulent flow within these intermittent
40regions was also found to provide approximately 80% of the u 2 Reynolds stress

and 50% of the total local turbulent kinetic energy in these regions. A connection

between the near-wall dynamics and the large-scale turbulent motion in the wake-like

region c the turbulent boundary layer is generally regarded as likely.
Brde6 4  an rs 6 5  '

The flow visualizations of Corino and Brodkey (R0M1000) and Grass (smooth

and rough free-surface channel-flow)-show that the, occurrence of an event near the

wall has an associated local deflection oZ the instantaneous stramwise velocity

ul(y2 ,t) profile that propagates outward from the wall. Corino and Brodkey identify

a- sequence of events that involves the ejection process. In the vicinity of y 20

a local deceleration of fluid occurred. which is on the order of 0.5 U (y 2 ) (where

Ua(vy) is the long time average), and it occupied i vertical extent of Ay = 15.

This process was followed with an introduction from above of higher-velocity fluid

ový,rtaking the rela:ively slow-moving patch. This resulted in a local inflection

i the instantaneous profile U l(y 2 t) because of the temporary stratification of.

slow- and fast-moving fluids. Before the slower-moving fluid could be accelerated
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all the way to the wall, its interface with the faster fluid was a sharp shear

layer. This shear layer was unstable, erupting violently, ejecting slow-moving

(U(Y2 ,t)-U1 (Y2 )<O) fluid out into the boundary layer. This process occupied Ay
+ 1of only 20 to 40; it originated at distances from the wall 5 < Y2 < 15 regardless

of Reynolds number. The correspondence between these visualizations and those of

Kline et al. 5 1 ' 5 2 is-provided by the fact that the bursting in Kline's case (viewed

from above and through the boundary layer) was preceded by oscillations near+ +,

y2 = 10, with ejections occurring between y2 = 10 to 30. We note in passing that

similar obse'rvations of the instantaneous character of Ul(Y2 t) had been made as
66

early as 1932 by Fage and Townend. More recent and novel visualizations of Offen
57 ' . .---

and Kline were made using simultaneous emissions by hydrogen bubbles from a small -
wire, wall-slot dye injection, and dye injection from a pitot tube. This combina-

tion facilitated the coordinated identification of structures in two orthogonal

planes as well as the observation of local entrainment of fluid moving from upstream .

by the wall structure. Figure 7.22a shows the salient features of the observations 0

of Offen and Kline. Oscillations of wall dye in the yl,y 2 plane were simultaneously

associated with zones of high shear in Ul(Y2 ,t) (I and II). In this zone a region

of high vorticity oriented in the y1 or y3 direction soon developed (II). Ejections

of wall dye into the boundary layer occurred after the formation of the vortices at S

the point at which the vortex passed closest to the wall (III). Just prior to the

development of high shear regions; fluid sweeps toward the wall from the logarithmic

region (IV), while just downstream of the bursting location another sweep was devel-

oping at the .head of the vortex formed by the ejection (IV). This observation led 0

to Offen and Kline's conclusion that the interaction between the sublayer and

logarithmic region is provided by the burst, which generates the sweep that, in

turn, precedes another burst. The burst period scales on outer variables because

the rate of ejection or bursting is determined by the motion of vortices in the .

logarithmic region.'

Turbulence events near the wall have been related to a locally adverse fluctu-

ating wall pressure gradient by Burton6 7 (R,=4000).. Signal conditioning was used

to gate the sampling of wall pressure fluctuations with the occurrence of a decrease 9

of U1 corresponding to a retardation at Y2 - 15. No pressure disturbance was
58observed to be associated with a sweep. Offen' and Kline had also postulated a

-connection between a locallv adverse fluctuating wal- pressure gradient and the

occurrence of a shear layer and the local separation'near the wall. "
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Figure 7.22b shows a schematic of the previously described vortex representa-

tion consistent with the viewpoint illustrated in Figure 7.22a. The'implied

vorticity generated by the bursting fluid is shown as the apex of a "U" vortex,

which, by continuity of vorticity, must be connected to a transversely oriented

vortex in the sublayer. The correlation measurements of Tu and Willmarth imply

relatively high local pressures inside the "U" or in' the region of the slow-moving

streak and relatively low pressures where the streamwise vortex intersects the wall.

The adverse gradient implied by the existence of sweeps toward the wall is consist-

ent with Tu and Willmarth's and Burton's correlation results.

A relationship between u1 and u2 fluctuations has already been implied;

a sweeping motion u1 > 0 is correlated with a movement of fluid near the wall,

u < 0. Conversely, the bursting involves the ejection, u2 > 0, of low-speed fluid,

u < 0. Quantitative relationships between extrema in the total velocities (as

opposed to fluctuations u i=U i-Ui) U1 and U2 have been drawn by a number of inve3ti-

gators. 6 1,65• 68•7 2  or

The theoretical connection between these events and the, energetics of turbu-

lence is seen by reference co Equation (7.55). The instantaneous production is

afforded by -ulU2 > 0, while instantaneous dissipation occurs when large gradients.

of velocity occur. Thus, Y.ear the wall, where both large products of (-u U ) and
1 20

large lcal shear du Mdy 2 occur,, both dissipation and' production are important.

A quanLitative experimental connection between the_ bursting process and the mainte-
68 7

nance of boundary layer turbulence was made by Kim et al. and Wallace et!al. 7 1

(see also the discussion by Mollo-Christensen5 4 ). Signal conditioning has been'

used to isolate the various classes of Reynolds stress contributions by Witlmarth
69 .72 61and Lu, Brodkey et al.. and Lu and Willmarth.

69 61The measurements of Willmarth and Lu and Lu and Willmarth at high Reynolds

number shewed a variety of ul,U2 combinations that were categorized into quadrants

depending- on the sign combination of the velocity'fluctuations. For eithe both

positive (first quadrant) or both negative (third quadrant) uU 2  was posi ive and.

,comparable. The contribution of each of these two quadrants was on the or er (0.2)

of (-u 1 u 2 ). throughout the boundary layer, where

- £ (u u2 )1

uA 682 " 1 2""
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nd i 1 1,2,3,4 identifies the quadrant. u u2 is as always the total Reynolds shear

tress. On the other hand, Willmarth and Lu found that throughout the boundary

ayer for the burst (uu 2)2/UlU2 u 0.77 and for the sweep (u~u 2 ) /UlU2  0.55,
1~~~~~ 2 2 1 2. (uu)/°2 .5

hich shows that the burst event slightly dominates the total u-u. The implication

f these two magnitudes is that the production of turbulence. is controlled by the

urst event. -

There is no known quantitative relationship between the wall pressure fluctua-

ions and the results of conditionally sampled Eulerian measurements and these
67agrangian visualizations besides that measured by Burton and suggested by others,

.. g., Offen and Kline. 5 7 ' 5 8 Furthermore,'as shown by the pressure-velocity correla-

ions of Tu and Willmarth55 and Willmarth and Tu,,56 a locally negative wall pressure

luctuation can be connected to the base at the wall of the stretched U-shaped

ortex that results from the bursting event, and a locally positive wall pressure

luctuation occurs at the center of the U vortex (which had been a region of low, __-

omentum just downstream of a sweep event). Thus some' kind of connection between

-all pressure fluctuations and large turbulent structures is indicated, but the

ature of the connection and how this relationship controls variation of various

arts of the wave number frequency spectrum remains to be seen. It was stated at

he beginning-of this section that these organized structures were'not clearly - -

vident from even two-point correlations of velocity fluctuations (except in a

rude sense) and not evident at all in conventicnal single-point time-averaged

ntensity measurements. It was only through the combined use of carefully conducted

'isualization and signal-conditioning measurements that these structures became

.ppacent. The same holds true for wall pressure fluctuations. In using local point

,ressure signals and, signal conditioning of u 1 (Y2-, Burton6 was able to observe

-,nly a relatively small quantitative connection between the production structure

ad wall pressure. Spatial filtering of the wall peessure signal, in addition to
emporal signal conditioning may be required.

.3 ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE WALL PRESSURE FIELD

.3.1 Gemiei Relatonships

Various analytical relationships between t•ir fluctuating wall pressure and the

"elocity field in the adjacent boundary 'layer have been propoeed. These formula-

ions result from three basic points of view. The earliest and most prevalent line
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of reasoning 7-9essentially begins with Equation (2.52) or its analog for incom-

pressible flow. The acoustic wave equation, or the Poisson equation if strictly

incompressible flow is assumed, is manipulated into an integral equation similar 0
to Equation (2.57) using the methods of Chapter 2. The resulting expression is

then subjected to various simplifying assumptions that generally conform to exist-

Ing experimental observations and intuitive reasoning. A second approach

examines the wave mechanical properties of disturbances that may be sustained by

the streaiwise velocity profile in the boundary layer. These analyses yield eigen-

mode solutions for velocity fluctuations that are kinematically related to the

pressure fluctuations through the equations of motion. Analytical predictions of

wave phase speeds and spatial decay rates conform very well to observed statistics

of the turbulent velocity and pressure fieids. In this analysis the equations of

motion are rearranged so that linear first-order velocity fluctuations are driven

by the nonlinear second-order fluctuations. The method focuses on a series of

wave harmonic velo._:ity fluctuations as solutions to the equations. The resulting ,

pressures are then found. The influence of slight fluid compressibility is
92examined in what may be called a third method.' here a solution for the pressure

fluctuations was found as an expansion of powers of (small) Mach number. This

approach emphasized the importance of disturbances that i2duce long-scale (low wave

number in the streamvise direction) pressure fluctuations that can create acoustic

radiation.;

The impleme-tation of the acoustic approximation (Equation (2.6)) in £quation

(2.52) yields the relationship

22 2 _______

2 2 3y,, y (7.57)
c 3t

for the fluctuating pressure p which has zero time average, p -0'. We have approx-

imated the source term in the t-irbulent field to include only incompressible Reynolds

stresses but still represent both acoustic and hydrodynamic contributions to the'

pressure. If the boundary layer is assumed to exist on a rigid,'flat surface, as

ilustrated in Figure 7.23,then Equations (2.45),*(2.48), and (2.55) give, by the

sa methods of imaging that provided Equation (2.80) (noting that 3r/ay2-r'/3y2)"

2 2-
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2

"p(xt) = - 0( ayu . ) r

w (#• -2) (7.58)

- The surface integral is over-the entire plane y2  0 as well as a control surface,
Swhich may be' assumed to be a hemispherical "dome" ,at a large distance from the wall

location x.' The r'. denotes the viscous part of the stress tensor as represented
- -i

in Equation (2.48). Note that in Powell's treatment of the radiated sound in Section

2.4.4 the viscous stresses were assumed to be zero.
A solution of the equation 7.58 is greatly simplified if it can be shown that

that contribution from T2 can be neglected. Below we examine order-of-magnitude

- arguments which support this neglect in both this problem as well as Powell's

"- (see pp 74-79). The surface shear stress-gradients may be expanded

1T2  1-r2 + T;2
(7.59)

ay~ ay1  y

and on the rigid surface, y 0

'u2u

1j 2 1 i2 "_ (7.60)

"aY2 o2

0 .

au

"i/[2 (7.61)S•2 i2 0'
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The integrand in the surface integral is equal to the normal gradient of the

fluctuating pressure and the gradient of the fluctuating wall-shear stress in the
73 67Swall plane. The surface integral has been shown by Kraichnan and Burton to be

a-negligible contribution to the wall pressure. 'At the wall, u, = 0; therefore,

by Equations (7.60) and (7.61), .the normal derivative of the fluctuating pressure

is

2
= 2 (7.62)

S From the continuity equation

au u au

S•Y2 ay1  DY3

and therefore

i•[ y2 •2•-l •-3/ •y•Y2 y3•2] '(7.63)u2 a ' u3 a a u 1 a 3)7 . 3
Dy 2  '2 (ay1l y3  ay1 .ay2  3Y3  a

Ver 2½
Very near the wall, measurements show the order of (u 1 ) 0.2 U1 so that approx-

imately

1 _ _

2, 2 ,,

Also, it is reasoned by Kraichnan that ?ul/ax =u 3 /ax 3. Thus an upper bound on

au 2 /ay 2 may be obtained by considering the contribution of u 'alone. Equation (7.64)

is rewritten

a4u •2 T(- a)2 .2 (7.65)
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If 1 is a length scale of the turbulence and we approximate 3/3xI as -I then, by

"Equation (7.63),

12
-rlir -I oZ 2 -W.:•.Y2 0 ,y-

and,'by Equation (7.62),

'P- Z 0.2 w (7.66)

=02- ." Y2 0

In the body of the turbulence field, however, the root mean square of the normal

gradient of the pressure is on the order

2 2S2 oT : T

T
(7.67)

The upper bound of Equation (7.66) compared to the approximation of. Equation (7.67)

led Kraichnan to deduce that 3p/'Y 2 atY2 = 0 is at least rather small relative, to

its value in the flow; therefore he assumed

"* (#• )y= =.o
.-. :.. 2 Y2 " 0

67An alternative line of reasoning by Burton relies on measured' values of
fluctuating wall shear stress and its spatial macro~scale. By Equation (7.60) on

L..-

.22

3Y2 a 'Z
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Burton assumed that Tr 2  T 1 2 + T 2Tw so that

2 ,3

22/a \ Tw:"""

\aY2j Y 0 A
2T

.2where T is the root-mean-square wall shear and A is an integral length scale of
w T

the fluctuating wall shear in the plane of the plate. The mean square of the

surfaee integral in Equation (7.58) can be approximated by

2
C D 2 C w

-surf -2
T

where A is the correlation area of the wall-shear fluctuations. Burtongs measure-
Cmerits show that T2• 0.00 2- = 2

e04 ps thus, if A A thenw surf' c T

2 2
2surf 0.004 (p )total (7.68)
integral wall
contribution pressure

indicating that the contribution of the surface integral to the root mean square is

only on the order of 6%.' This is in contr st, however, to the larger share suggested

in Section 7.1.7.

These arguments show convincing evide ce that the surface integral in Equation

.7 (7.58) may be neglected ccmpared to the volume integral, at least where the non-

acoustic, near-field fluctuating wall pressures are concerned. We proceed in a

manner analogous to the development used im Section 3.6.i, except that we deal with

near-field rather than far-field pressures and ignore source convection.,

Thus we have fluctuating pressure in the fluid on or above a rigid planar wall

given by

1 uu- ] __:-_

p(x,t) I i dV(;) (7.69)
1 "f
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where the brackets denote the retardation, as the starting point, for most of the
7385868 76 77analyses. 7 3 8 5 8 6 ' 8 7 In analyzing wall pressures, Lilley and Ffowcs-Williams

replaced Equation (7.69) by its three-dimensional Fourier transform using the S

definition

= ÷ 1 fe-i(kX-wt) p(',t) dXdt (7.70) 0

°. +

where k is the wave vector in the plane of the surface, , (ki,k 3 = XX,X. -
Operating Equation (7.70) on Equation (7.69) and letting 11

T ij t-C T= (y,t)

( • . -0) -~ lC )..', 2

IN4 (yw) e dw (7.71)

fS

where

r (xl-Y) + y2 + (x 3 -Y3 )"

we obtain, invoking Equation (2.123),.

2,v 02. -ikS+ik [i,a÷i T i] (y',w) e 0"
p(k) dV(y) adXa---- e dw (7.72)

(2w)2 N ii .

Since

2I
m if r -k ,+ -2.k.'.1S+k ~ [[ . +1 exp ty I t~
I fe e dx- -'o;J *4 (7.73) ":•"
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with the convention (l)= i for y2 > 0, Equation (7.72) becomes

kiy2 _k ~2)½ . S
="Li e -ik-- *p(k•w) a2.) fff(-e - dV(y) (7.74)

Integration by parts over the infinite volume gives. .

p = -k,2wff2j 2 [(T IJ ) -k2) 612 l [ -k2) 6 j 2 +k•](Y• W)J [(k2 +" k i] [k

. +iY2 (k2_k2)½e d( ij
(- yd()) J 1,3 on k (7.75)(k2_k 2)½ e 0;, :

77"" ":""
Equation (7.75), first obtained by Ffowcs.Williams, is particularly valuable for

our purposes because it can be used to illustrate the most important physical

aspects of the generation of surface pressures-of various length scales and fre-

quencies by adjacent turbulent boundary flow.

We can rewrite Equation (7.75) in terms of the Fourier transform of the source

density:

(1ikiy

(2)2 
dY dY3 (7.76)

so that the wave number transform of the pressure is

W)- i J(y .W) [( -k 6 12 + k] [(k 0k2)½k 6J2 +kJ] ].

0

+iy 2  o2:

e
dy 2  (7.77)

(k 2 _ 2)½
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The wave number frequency spectrum of the wall pressure fluctuations homogeneous in

the 1,3 plane is quadratically related to the modulus of p(k,w) by Equation (3.45),
i.e.,

• (k,W) 6(k-') 6 (W-W')= <p(k,w)p(k',W)• (7.78)
p

where the brackets denote an ensemble average.

Using the relationships of Section 3.5.3, the above relationships can be used

to find either the cross-correlation tunction of the wall pressure, related to the

spectral density (Equation (7.78)), by

2 pp(r,¶) =AT ei(+'-wT) (D(.,W) dkdw (7.79)

or the spatial cross-spectral density of the wall pressure, which is

p (",w) = e 0'r $',w) di (7.80)

or

P , - e pR er) d (7.81)
p .2w pp

.Thus, hypothetically, we can determine any-of the spectral functions by simple

manipulations of Equation (7.77) or (7.84) as long as the source function W1 k,(Y2 ,.w)

is known. As we shall see later,. the use of Equation (7.77) or (7.84) for predic-

tion is, in fact, severely limited by our inadequate knowledge of the source term;

however, we will examine the possible relationships between the spectral character-

istics of the source and the wave number spectrum of the wall pressure.
An important component due only t6 the prec:ence of a mean velocity profile,

dU1 /dy 2 , is called the mean-shear-turbulence interaction, and it depends on a
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juntt U(y)u 2 y). Fo panrinopressible boundary layer, thi;s is seen

v expanding the source function given in Equation (7.69), which reduces to

+- 2 (7.82) .*

1 2  y1

then the term

2~U a2 - 2

1u2 1l ~ 1

~l2 ay ay2  ay ay3

Ls expanded using the divergence theorem for incompressible flow to remove terms

Like 3u /ay2 and au/y 3  When dealing with this source in applications of incom-

)ressible flow, it is best to derive an alternative to Equation (7.77) even though

:hat equation is formally correct for both compressible or incompressible flow.

.etting

1 &T-~w)ek y d (7.83)
X 2* 2(1 ,)2J e2d 1 d3

.ie find p (k,w) from the miean-shear interaction to'be given by

auJ k `u! (y k,w) i if(k 2-k2½

pS(,kmw - 1 J 1 I2 2' e 2 O/ dy2  k > k. (7.84)
f 2 2k-k 2)

and the second term (which has been called 73the turbulen'ce-turbulenme contribution)

Is still Aiven directly by the initial result (Equation 7.77).

The wall pressures resulting from the nonlinear turbulence-turbulence terms*

3re not examined explicitli in. this text. This contribution has received some

*Responsible for "shear noise:' in the modeling' of jet-noise by Ribner (see
Chapter 3). .,
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attention in the past73,80 and again recently.86"87 It is generally regarded to

be of secondary (though not necessarily trivial) importance to the boundary layer

pressures, but a precise value is still unknown. Kraichnan estimated the importance

of the nonlinear terms by assuming the turbulence statistics to be Gaussian and

expanding the fourth-order statistics into a series of terms that included second-

order statistics. Subsequent order-of-magnitude evaluations of th- terms involved

led to the conclusion that

20

PMS 4 
"."2 15 Cf

PTT

In more recent modeling, Chase86 found evidence indicating a ratio that is more
87

nearly 2.5, while Meecham and Travis calculated a value

2
PMS

10

PTT

for a turbulence model based on a Gaussian-isotropit hypothesis.

7.3.2 )retail Considerations o' the Wave Number Spectrum

'e wave number frequency spectrum of the terms in the stress tensor is peaked 4

at a rave number k1 6 = w6/U" due to the convected nature of the turbulence (see
1c

Secti n 7'2.5). The establishment of more specific wave number frequency behavior

parti ularly for t,. range k16 << AMU is the subject of rather extensive and
lyt,73-76,80_82,85,86,A-43,244I.

complex analysis, especially if interest is in the pres-

sure ontributions due to low wave number turbulence fluctuations that exclude the

energ -containing eddies. Here we consider some important generalities of the wave

numbe spectrum reserving for the next section some simplified analytical quantifi-

catio .

Je first note that in Equations (7.77) and (7.84) an important relationship

exist between the 'wave number of pressure k and the wave' number of sound k =/C
.0 0
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/0

hat influences the transmission of disturbances to the wall. The exponential

nvolving k2_k2 takes on the behavior (y 2 >O)

0 2

+iy 2 (k 2 -k) +iY 2 ko

e e k>> k

o0

00
hus for'subsonic wave numbers (k>ko)0 pressure disturbances of a given wave number

ecay with Increasing distance from the source. For sonic and supersonic wave

umbers (k'<ko), however, the disturbance is transducted without exponential attend-
0

tion. For k k there is an apparent singularity in the spectrum. For wave
0 -

umbers between the limits k < k < 6 subsonic disturbances are transducted through

he boundary layer with only slight attenuation. Thus at these values of wave

,umber the contributions to the wall pressure come from throughout the turbulent

.oundary layer; for k >- 6- the pressures are the result of a complex solirce

istribution arising from eddy motions.

We consider three distinct regions of- wave number, illustrated in Figure 7.24,

,oting that f6r k < 0 (k ) we must deal with the complete source function (Equatioi

-. 77)) because the incompressibility appro..imation leading to Equation (7.83) is

nvalid.

a. For k < k, Equation (7.77) yields a propagating pressure,

+iY k

20

P(k,w> I •Ij'(Y2" t'w), 0o e dy 2 (7.85)

0.0

.o that the, wave nurber spectrum of wall pressure is

2 2 2 4
p (kw) (,w) k 6 U kI < k (7.86a)pp k) 0 o T 0

iJ(k'w) 1o 0 c (786b)

cS
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e velocity magnitude is assumed for now, to scale on the friction velocity U in
T

cordance with properties discussed in Section 7.2. The dimensionless spectrum

action j represents an average over y2 , of the general spectrum, which is

rmally defined by

40[3.-:.-:-.- ..-- --

(Yi (Y2 k, W) W k Uld U4 ''''L-:
i•jkt (2 Y2 k'•)2= ij 2Y I

1T ,. i. - -.-. .

23 Iijk(y2,y�' T) e drsdT (7.87)

(2w)jjik. 2

tt certainly no measurement of it has bcen made. Essentially, it should have

ialitatively similar properties to the source function considered for turbulent .

"-ts (Section 3.6.3).

If j(,*) scales on 6 and U as a dimensionless quantity, then - =
c i~,w) U /•3, and similarly for the0spectrum * (k,•)*, The wave number spectrum of the

*essure is thus seen to be independent of k l(k1+k3) at low k and to increase

tadratically with frequency depending on the behavior of - (k,w). In this "super-
ii

inic" range the effect of Mach number is important.

Thv- special case of k - k arises because of the formal singularity in the ..
0

of Equation (7.77). Methods of removing this singularity are discussed
0 2 92 240
t Section 8.5.2. In one method Bergeron and later Ffowcs-Williams noted that

ie singularity is partly the result of having assumed the existence of strictly

tfinite and homogeneous flow on a rigid plane. Appropriately accounting for the

ict that the surface is finite of length L,' it is shown that the spectrum level

k - k is (AL/C ) times the spectrum level at k - 0 (see Equation (8'.47)). Other0 0
tysical limitations on the spectrum level at k - k include dissipation and surface

)mpliance (see Section 8.5.2).

*There is no firm position to be taken on the dependence' of the wave number
3ectrum on boundary layer thickness although it shall be used throughout this

86iapter as a-flow length scale. Recent theoretical work by Chase, in fact postu-
ites that k itself is-the dominant 'length scale..
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b. In the range-k < k << 6 Equation (7.77) yields

p(,kw) Ji k e dy 2  (7.88) 0

so that as long as ii (Y2 ,k,(a) effectively vanishes outside y2 - 6, - -

pp 6,Wi) = P 02U2k2T 2 (7.89)

This function shows a quadratic dependence on k6 that is altered only by possible •

k dependence of the unknown source spectrum 4. Equations (7.86) mad (7.89) show

that the cross-over frequency above which compressible effects are expected to

become significant. at a given wave number is

(W6)2 2 () 21C

where U is the mean convection velocity of the pressures and U U /C
c C C 0 * S

c. The high wave number range of 6 < k < - includes the region dominated by

turbulence convection, i.e., k1  w/U . The source function has a-fairly sharp
c

,maxlmim at k W/Uc, as illustrated in Figure 7.25. The details of this behavior

can be elucidated by referring to the properties of the convected turbulent field.

This is seen most clearly in the, dominant mean-shear-turbulence interaction, although.

it could also be Seen by working with the turbulence-turbulence Interaction. Comn-

bininr Equations (7.78) and (7.83) in the limit of k >> k, we have

* (k,w)'-4 Jd 2 ~Y u 2 u2) (Y U()
PMSo k f 2Td2 i2,11P

0 0

R 2 2 (k,•, Y 2)] -k(y 2 +Y)
R (-y) e ý(7.90)
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dhich is quite similar to relationships derived by Lilley76 and Chase.86 Abbre-

viated notation for the profiles of mean-square velo'ities

2 2
u 2 2Y) = u2

and

2
u2 (Y u2,

have been introduced.
The and Uf(y 2 ) U(y) express toe i..tr-.rty of turbulc-nce

... T e f n tions• an U "~2)

sources across the bourdary layers, R2 (y:-y2 ) exypresseL the. coirelation of eddie3

at levels Y2 and y2' (see, for example, the discussion of Equation (7.50)), and

"0 22 (kW) (e.g., Equation (7.48)) expresses the wave .umnber frequency content of

those eddies. At high enough wave numbers, k > 6 we may consider that R2 2 (y-y 2 )

nearly vanishes for 6 >> y'-Y2 > A2 so that the tarbulence field is regarded as
22

. stratified in layers A2 thick,.. In each la L, t.e velocity fluctuations have the

3 wave numberdecomposition sr,6.gested by Equation (7.49) and illustrated in Figure

7.25. Specifically, the turbulence .: acX scrata is assumed to be convected at a
43

speed U€ =wk, as suggested bth measurements a•i Bradishaw's proposition that

velocity fluctuations ef wave number k are sitLated at distances from the wall Y2

i such that .k1 y2 - constant is ,w.intaiined. These notions result in the view that

the pressures are imposed oT. the wall by L - ao, e.oed turbulence in such a manner

that *p(k,w) also has its miaxirum values " ,: I W/U, k - 0 where U is an
p C 3 c

average convection velocity of th.: .•,•rbulert pressares. The shape of the spectrum

is essentially a result of the comb6irtd 'qffacts of the turbulence strata. Figure

7.25 shows that the dimensionless spectrum of the pressure sources broadens near

"convective wave numbers as ;he wall is approached.' In evaluating Equation (7.90),

"" this density function must be weighted by a magnitude function (Figure 7.26) that

-is strongly peaked near the wall. The pressure spectrum (Figure 7.24) reflects

the resultant convective behavior of the pressure sources.
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7.3.3 Features of Turbulence Structure Affecting the Wave Number
Spectrum of Wall Pressure

Ouantitative evaluation of Equation (7.90) is predicated on an effective model

of the wave number spectrum of the turbulence and the correlation function in planes

parallel to the wall. One such model has already been given as Equation (7.49),

in which the functions in r^, k , and k are separable, although alternate expres-

sions have been proposed by Chase85,86 following upon the work of Kronauer and
9 3-95co-workers, w-ho do not separate the functional behavior in r 2 , k1, k3 . That

74-76 3
work is referred to lrer in this section. Lilley also used a separable model

and expressed the cerrelation function of r 2 alternatively as 7 4 ' 7 6 exp [-(r

and exp [-(r2/t 2 )]. 7 5  There are certain advantages to the nonseparable representa-

tion, 8 5 , 8 6 since it permits a more general dependence on wave number and wave direc-

tion that is prohibited when the separable models are used. However, separability

permits a certain degree of analytical simplicity and should also effectively

portray the convected turbulence scurces.

Another point to be brought out with regard to the spatial statistics is
2 2indicated by the (kl/k) = cos 0 dependence shown in Equation (7.90). Even if the

spectrum 02(k,w) has no preference in the kl,k plane, the spectrum of the pres-
22'1 3

sure fluctuations will be enhanced in the k direction relative to the k direction.
1 3

This means that spatial correlations will reflect smaller scales in the rI direc-

tion than in the r3, direction. Figure 7.27 Illustrates this behavior. The iso-

correlations of the turbulent velocities are either circular or elliptic in the r

direction, but those for the pressure are elongated along r 3 .

The separable source function suggested by Equation (7.49) is rewritten

.. .*(iy *w..U) 7',1

2
02 2 ( 'w,y2 ) - y2 D2 2 (k y 2 ) 0 3 (k3 Y2 ) *m(w-Uki) (7.92)

7O2
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Figure 7.27 - Iso-Correlation Contours of Wall Pressure R
26 .pp

(From Bull ) and Vertical Velocity Fluctuations R
38 .22

Above Smooth Walls '(From Grant8),

and the correlation function 'can be written in the approximate form

R2 (y 2-y;) A2 (y 2 -y) (7.93)

where the integral scale is approximately proportional to the mean distance. from

the wall,

A2 Y 2  (7.94)
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The alternative form to Equation (7.92) follows from interpretations of measurements

of Morrison and Kronauer,93,94 who determined a lateral wave number spectrum by

transforming the cross-spectral density with lateral separations

f 0uu (k1 k3'w;Y2) dk1  f W uu (wrl=Or 3 ;Y2) e dr 3

-~ 0

They interpreted their measurements to indicate a superposition of geometrically

similar wave-like disturbances giving a general behavior of the spectrum function

(ku k2•~ y2y U *Yý(ky) A (1,1,k) 
4m(w Ukl)

where U g(y 2 /6) describes the profile of velocity intensities across the boundary

layer (e.g., Figures 7.7 to 7.9); *T(ky2) is a dimensionless turbulence-spectral

density. It is regarded &hat the energy density is determined by the wave number

magnitude k2+k2 ' kand that the distribution of energy is uniquely determined
by y2 ( Therefore, just as in Equation (7.92), small Y2 implies a concentration

energy to higher wave numbers. The function A(kl,k3) is a wave direction function

independent of Y2 " Chase85.86 has suggested that a similar relation exists for the

vertical, velocity fluctuations, which he writes as

42 2 (kl,k 3 ,W;y 2 ) U2g2-/2 fIMky2 )A(k1 k3) (w-k Uc) '(7.95)

where the moving axis spectrum is the one in Equation (7.92). The distinction

between Equations (7.92) and (7.95) therefore lies only in'the different hypothesis

of geometric similarity of the constituent waves. In the first case waves of the

form

i(k ~+k3)
v v(y 2 ) al(k y2) a2 (k3y 2 ) i
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are implied, while in the second case waves of the form

i(kly +k y3

v = V(ky) b(c) e

where tan k /kl, are implied; al, a2 , and b are dimensionless fanctions of their

arguments. The function fl(ky2 ), elucidated by Morrison and Kronauer, has a broad

peak at ky2  0.6, with a width of A(kY2 ) 2.5. When k6 > 1 it will be useful to

use the approximation

f 1 (ky 2 ) = 2.5 6(ky,-0.6) (7.96)

to bring out the peaked nature of this function. Thts result. is consistent with

Bradshaw's hypothesis of k1 y2 similarity i- the logarithmic regicn of the wall layer.

Evidently f 1 (ky 2 ) (Equation (7.96)) is consistent with the (kIy2 ) D2 2 (k 1 y 2 ) (Equa-

tion (7.92)), which also has a broad peak centered on ky 2 = 0(1) (see Figures 7.13,

7.14, and 7.25). If we adopt Equation (7.94) with Equations (7.92) and (7.93),

we find the wave number spectrum to be approximated by the dimensionless form

M (2U W) = a • l .) j 2kye

MS ((

* [,(L)2  3(~ f f(ky)2
62 2(12•-- " 2)2,(•cl

"21 9 k Y22 c1

in which the factor a represents a collection of the numerical coefficients. Thefuncion(U•Y2/)/U2' 2function (U'(y/6)/U)g 2 (Y/6) represents the convective source density at, various

strata of the boundary layer which is shown in Figure '7.26 to be peaked in the

buffer zone. This figure was constructed from Equation (7.14) and measured'profiles

shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. The g2 vanishes as y, - Oi and U'(y 2 ) vanishes as

Y2 6, setting limits on the' overall source function. When kU > 1, the. approx-

imation, Equation (7.95), holds so that we may further approximate (for k >> 6-)
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$ (1,W) 1/ .6 k,'

p U 4 \k / (k() 2 U'
0 T'.

at•

where b is another numerical coefficient that includes the von Karman constant

(K from U'(y 2 )) and additional coefficients; as long as 0.4 > y2 /6 > 0.05, the
2

dimensionless intensity function g2 (Y2 /1) is effectively unity., The lower limit

on y2 corresponds to 0.6/k6 = 0.05 or k6 10; thus Equation (7.92) depends on wave

number roughly as

•p 2•• M A1: / 6 " k i_

MS kb Jk 2 in the range 1 < k6 < 10 (7.98)

where U(0.6/kS) is the mean velocity at Y2 - 0.6/k (U fUp0.6 U.). Therefore, in

this wave number range, the moving-axis spectrum of the velocity fluctuations has

a direct influence on the iraposed pressure fluctuations. The bandwidths of the

peaks Akl6 in Figures 7.24 and 7.25 are essentially equal.

Equation (7.98) allows us to complete the sketched spectrum' in Figure 7.24

when 'use is made of the moving-axis spectrum in Equation (7.48). Near, kI W/Uc

the peak will be' of the same order as that shown in Figure 7.25 because of the

variable source level at different values of (kl6). At wave numbers well above.

k 6 w6i'U (Equation (7.98)) the moving axis spectrum of Equation (7.48) gives

p fk1  1k y I2
MS 1 • .. for k < 10 (7.99)

p bk2 • Aj " •7 / (k 1 6)

When y/14 < 20 v/U 4, accordingly when k 3 > 30 x i0" U a v 10, g /y2 ). \y2/6)

2 g2(Y2/6 2

and therefore

$ p( , ) , 1..2
U/4) A6-- ( )6 for k16 > 30.x 10-3 U S/v > W1U (7.100)
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In the alternate limits of k << 1 it is necessary to examine theoretically the

kinematics of 'the boundary layer because (especially when k1 << w/U c) the measured

statistics of the boundary layer are not able to elucidate this wave number region.

Essentially, the moving axis spectrum shown in Figure 7.25, as indicated by measure-

ments of convected turbulence, is incorrect in the range k, << 6/U , and certain
86

kinematic arguments (e.g., those used by Chase ) are required to extrapolate to
86-this region. It was shown by Chase, that the velocity spectrum can be written as

2
kc1 times a wave number spectrum of a stream function. Therefore, if the stream

function spectrum is to remain finite as 0: + 0, the strongest dependence of
2

22 (k,'"y 2 ) on k, that can be tolerated is kl, i.e.,

22= kI w(y;Y 2 ).

86which implies a spectrum function of the dimensional form

U2 2 ( L) 2 2 2 -+i'!:-

02(=w;Y U (2 y2 kl y2 *O.(ky2 'W;y 2 ) (7.101)

for which *(kw,y 2 )

lim (,;y = constant with dimension of time
k-N3

=

Accordingly, Equation (7.90) suggests the limiting form of the wall pressure

spectrum at very low wave numbers, i.e.,

(t,) 0 62 2(k6) 2 -() k5 << 1- (7.102)

pp w

where (w) is the average over the boundary layer of O(w) and the boundary layer

thickness has been retained as the length scale although it could be argued that

alternate choices might be v/Ut Or U./w.
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7.3.4 Characteristics of the Frequency Spectr m of Wall Pressure

As in the last section, functional behavior is derived,, and no attempt is made

to assess quantitative levels. General characteristics of the frequency spectrum

of the wall pressures at a point are now deduced by integrating p (i',w) over all.
p

(klk 3 ) (Equation (7.80) for r=0). The result is shown in Figure 7.28. This

frequency spectrum wzýuld be measured by a transducer of infinitesimal size fixed in

a wall bene-th the boundary layer. Since we are interested in integrated effects,

we may invoke Taylors' hypothesis and replace the moving axis spectrum in Equation

(7.96) by' the delta function approximation. Accordingly, letting dl- dk3 f kdkdO,

(kl/k) cos e nd A(kk) A()

ITI

.p)f 2 -2k6
a 1 f cos2 e A(6) dO .JJ dE e 6  g(O)

0T0 0 04

f(k•5 )

2 c(w-U k (k6) d(k6) (7.103)
(kd)

i4

whe re

g(e) g (39 [6j ~:~) (7.104)
T/ U/X 2k

is the source function shown-InF-gure 7.26. Formally carrying out the integrk-

tions,

2U4 U 6)2 e f (l ) d& (7.105)

where taI w6/U is expected to be unity or greater. The source function has the

approximate functional limits
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g(6 
20

1 0 >

g(!#

Now, as long as 2 > 2, the delta function approximation for fl(O) (Equation (7.96)),

will hold since the integration will extend over the peak of f (O). Therefore

Equation (7.105) becomes

0 (W) Uj . 14)

2U4 [ ] > 2 (7.106)
0 T

The above limits'on g(E). suggest the frequency dependence

(U4 - , U 0.6 to 0.7 u-, 2 < w6<Ta
24 6c U 20U-- (7.107a)
P0 U T cc

and at very high frequencies

/ Ur

24 () hU2) U 20W V1- U '0.4 to 0.6 U, > (7.107b)

0 T T

or wv/U2 > 60, for example. The first behavior pertains to pressures exerted by
T

eddies convected in the logarithmic region, and the second behavior pertains to

pressures exerted in the buffer and sublayer regions where the amplitude of velocity

fluctuations increases nearly'linearly with distance froa the wall and the mean

velocity gradient is nearly constant..These pressures are strongly influenced by

viscosity whence there exists an upper bound on frequency that is dependent on-

U 6/,. An alternative upper limit on the frequency could be stated as
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T

Aince U 0.6 U and U/U = 30, generally.
C IV

The limits on convection velocity shown above are crudely determined by the

average velocity in the logarithTic region (0.8 U >U>0.6 U.) and in the buffer zone

(0.6 U >U>0.4 U.), respectively. Measurements of convection velocities at these

high frequencies wS/U > U 6/20v are lacking.
c T

At frequencies low enough that w6/U <. 1, the steps leading to Equation (7.105)
c-

are not valid, and the full equation must be reexamined. Equation (.7.90) may be

rearranged to give

2U (W) "dY (kY

24 dk02f(k -m(eU"k2) -2d3 y 2  k-P U f k/ 'yi.

F2
yY2 iPe2 2(ky2) Ym(w-U klJ"

22

where the integration of the correlation function over y2 yielded y arnd the

equation preceding Equation (7.92) has been used. The delta function approxim~tion

on m(W-Uk) may still be used, giving (with U'(y2' = cUi/Y2)

mcl i 12-.

4 A i K' -- .j. -C. c ~ f77

exp 2y22k

SL C) + :c:
+ . (k 6)
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Now, since w6/U << 1, the delta function approximation is invoked on f(ky2 )
f(k 3 Y2 ) to complete the kY 2 integration, giving an autospectrum of wall pressure

that has the frequency dpendence

0~ (W) U /62S= for Uc 0.8 U (7.108,'

74 86

"This result has been obtained by Lilly and Hodgson74 and by Chase,86 although Chase

"has suggestcd that, in the limit, as w6/U + 0 this quadra..ic behavior tails off
c

and the spectrum approaches a constant valie.

""" .7.3.5 Kinematic Modeling of Turbulence Using Wa-e Mechanics Analogies
in'this section the analytical representations of the wave vector spectrum

*2 2 (w,k,Y 2 ,y2 are examined. As before, t - (kl,k 3 ), and y2 and y are different
2 2.3,

* elevations from the will. A key issue to be settled is a description of the

, dependence of the energy density on wave number and wave direction. Stated in

terms of the pteceding discussion, a Justification of L'he forms 1 (kly2 ) • *3(k3Y2?

or O(ky2 ) A(kl,k 3 ) in required. A second is' .e., especially with regard to the low

wave number spectrum (k<<w/Uc), is the behavior of the moving-axis spectrum at low

wave numbers. These two issues are related to some extent because the low wave

-: number asymptote of the spectrum must be consistent with the well-known behavior

t k .w/Uc.

OLe of t!.e earliest wave mechanical discriptiotis is that of -Landahl. 9'91

The velocity fluctuations can be (formally, at least) decomposed into wave vector

components by Fourier transforming u2 (yt),; i.e..

u-(k wy e"'÷. u2 (y,t) dy dy-du (7.109:.::."ff 2 12 3••y)=d(.i9

-Therefore each component propagates accorflng to the characteristi

L'- y ' u Y- i(._•t
u2 (t,w;,t) - u2 (k,w,y 2 ) e
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'We are dealing with small-amplitude disturbances; Landahl 9 0 ' 9 1 has-proposed expand-

ing the wave amplitude as a summation over modes of the Orr-Souverfeld equation.

Letting the stream function of tht fluctuatirng velocity be (k ,y 2 ), then

u 2(tWy2) -ikI1 ý(tY2

and, extending the methods of Chapter 3, Landahl found an inhomogeneous Orr-

Sommerfeld equation for 0(k,y 2 ), (see Equation 3.4)

(U1-c) (o"-k 2 ) - u" + iv (Oiv-2k2" +k4 )

. q (kk)-1  (7.110)

where • is the Fourier transform (ir. kl,k 3 ,w) of

/2

q V •j2 j 0 2 'Y2  i(7.111)

This manipulation separates the linear, first-order functions: on the left-hand side

from the nonlinear, second-order quantities, which are essentially the turbulent

stresses, Special solutions to this equation are sought in terms of the eigenmodes

$ of the homogeneous adjoint equation96' 9 7 '.

U -C). 2 2 A., I + -n,"
(U-)(_k2 ) + 2U s' + v ($'v-202  +~ k4 A o (7.112)

so that

0(t-Y2) . I n A *(y2) (7.113)
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DOr.: where the amplitude coefficient is given by

A (7.114AAn(k,Y2) A w(k-_c) q(kW;y 2 ) n(Y2) dy 2  (7.114)

•n f0

and, for spatially varying wave amplitudes,

a =(a) + i(a)n n r n

is the complex wave number of the wave n(Y2 ). For the turbulent boundary layer,

(a) are positive, indicating the existence of damped waves traveling at speed
n i

C - w/(an)r. Once the potential is known, all the velocity fluctuations and,
n r

"" ultimately, as we have already seen, the pressure fluctuations can be found by

integration across the boundary layer. The analysis successfully predicted the

convection velocities and normalized cross-spectral densities,

pp
l P

observed for the wall pressures. The bVeadth Ak in the wave number spectrum

!near k' w/U is determined by the value of ii Accordingly, the decay

of Itpp(rl,)I with increasing rl-reflects the overall damping of the turbulence

structure.

' Further analysis of wave-like structure in the boundary layer was conducted
* 98using similar methodology by Schubert and Corcos ; calculated magnitudes of

flt n25velocity fluctuations agreed well with those measured by Klebanoff, Hussain and

' •Reynolds 99- 0 1 (excited by a vibrating ribbon), and Davis,I 0 2 'I 0 3 who measured

".'* and calculated disturbances induced in the boundary layer by a wavy wall. 1 0 2 ' 1 03

As noted in Chapter 3, solutions of the Orr-So merfeld equation are applicable to

turbulent flows only when the wavelength of the eigenmode 2ir/c_ is much larger than

"the scale of the surrounding turbulence. In such cases, the effect of the turbu-
99,102,103

* , • lence has been modeled using an eddy-viscosity model where the effective

viscosity for a Reynolds stress u U2 is
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V e = u12

The Orr-Sommerfeld equation and Landahl's 9 0 methodology has also been used1 0 4 ' 1 0 5

to predict the existence of unstable small wavelength waves in locally defected
106velocity profiles. These waves ultimately result in the formation of three-

107dimensional "bursts" of turbulence observed in transitional flows (Section 7.2.6).

The wave-like motions predicted by Landahl suggest a wave number spectrum of

the form

2 2 (,k1 (w;y) (7.115)

where * (k,w;y 2) is the spectrum of the velocity stream function. By Equation
(7.113) this has a general form that supports the separation of the intensity

function g(y 2) in Equations (7-92) and (7-94), i.e.,

(kw;y2 g(y 2 ) *(k,w)

where *(kw) is not necessarily completely separable because the source function

q,; may not be. As described by Landahl, the dominant wave behavior that is

controlled by the poles k a n of Equation (7.114) does have separate longitudinaln

and lateral dependence.
93The approach of Morrison and Kronauer, also based on the wave theory, was

proposed subsequent to Landahl's analysis and proposes i somewhat different factor-
A

ability. The disturbanc.e waves are assumed to be oriented in directions z parallel

to the plane of the wall and with wave fronts' that make an angle - to the trans-
verse (y 3 ) direction. The wave speed c• is presumed to be a function of y, and it

has a trace magnitude in the streamwise Yj directionof

A

C I = n a

and in the transverse Y3 direction of

A

C 08
3 cos a
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The wave function, or stream-function,.is presumed to have the form

ik(z-ct)
(AA;Y2,At) =).0Ak2z-it (7.116)

where k lies in the 1,3 plane and k = kI. The normal velocity fluctuation u2 is

given by
A . )/Aa

2= - 2

A A A(Ay"ff'. -7ik O(k ;Y2,Z 't)

A

The functions O(y2 ,k) are assumed to have the form

ko(Y2 , ) =.bl(a) hl(ky2 ) (7.117)

where b (a) is not a function of y2 . When Equations (7.116) and (7.117) are sub-

stituted into the momentum and continuity equation, the resulting equation resembles

the Orr-Sommerfeld equation; however, instead of the U1 -C that appears in Equation

(7.111), the difference between U1 and the trace velocity C1 is obtained; i.e.,

the appropriate leading term is

( s- n " k)2 .-k ,2- k (yk) " viscous and nonlinear terms

A

where O(y 2 ,k) is given by Equation (7.116) and the primes denote differentiation

with respect to Y In the logarithmic region. governed by Equatibn (7.21),

Uf (icy2jl ýso that geometrically similar solutions'will be dependent only on
2" 0 -y SO1.

the product ky2 , and *(kY 2 ) - *(ky2 ) only if

C - B -_1'Zn mk
sin a

where B and K appear in Equation (7.21). Then
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.. . . . . 747

C1_n U1 = n __ n(mkY2)i''
sin a K

and at the critical layer, y2  Yo, defined by U1 = C/sin ,a. the wave number is

given by

ky2 f constant

This means that the wave number of all geometrically similar waves that satisiy

Equation (7.118) scale on Y2 " Ihe wave direction must also be independent of y2 '

The condition for geometrically similar wave solutions requiring ky2 = constaat

in the logarithmic region could also have followed from Equation. (7.109);' the

feature that appears to be unique to the Kronauer-Morrison representation is the

consLancy of the function b(-) with respect to Y2. That is, whole families of

waves may have the same orientation = at all levels y2 ' ;ut a y2 -dependent energy

density.

7.3.6 Low Wave Number Spectrum and Unsteady Local Convection
it will be shown in Chapter 8 that boundary-layer-induced vibration and sourd

are often the result of nonzero spectral magnitudes of wall pressure at wave numbers

significantly less than kI = W/U. This has already been shown, Sectlon 3.6.3.3)
1c

for subsonic turbulent jet noise where the Reynolds stresses in the jet couple to
the external acoustic medium at wave numbers much less than w/U. We have seen

that these low wave number disturbances are traceable to the existence of space-,

time (moving-axis) decorrelation in.a frame -of reference moving with the turbulence

field. 'This decorrelation accounts for the finite values of the moving-axis

spectrum when k << w/U . We now inquire into the kinematic effects of unsteady
1 c

convection of turbulence in causing moving-axis decorrelation and therefore, by

implication, low wave number pressures.
108These effects were first recognized by Lin, who showed that the validity

of Taylor's hypothesis in interpretating space-time correlakionb -or a given eddy

wave number kI is limited to situations with separations r > 2r/k and time delays

T >. 27r/klU Dynamic constraints are that the turbulence level is low,. Y

U
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1-7.

and that the mean flow shear is small in the sense that

k1U dU
27r dy 2

This last condition (also derived by Lumley 109) can be interpreted in terms, of a

logarithmic .rofile as

U, kl >> 2.5 -!-

12 U(Y)

At the edge of the sublayer the mean velocity is small, U(y 2 )/UT 10, so that this

condition is most limiting there, and it is effectively restated k y 2 >> 0.25 for

y2 > 20. Other conditions for the validity of Taylor's hypothesis, also defined by

Lumley,109 have to do with 'the curvature of the energy spectrum. 'Fisher and
110Davies illustrated that various wave number components are convected at various

velocities and that convection is not at all steady.

The dynamics of a nonfrozen turbulence field can' be envisioned, following

Fisher and Davies, as due to a superposition of eddies of various sizes, each

having an influence on the translation tf another. High wave number patterns are

considered to be locally convected by tlhe velocity field of lower wave number eddies'.

Thus for each eddy component we postulaie a' stochastic convection velocity with a

mean U . Consistent with this viewpoin:, we again express the instantaneous velocity
*C

fluctuation as a linear superposition ou generalized wave number components,

ui(Y t)U~) =3

whr i+,. klfk2,k U(K)2).

where K klk 2 k3 (k1 1 2). The space-ti e cross correlation of the velocities at

space-time points (y,t) and (+',t+-r) i written as an ensemble average (see

Chapter'3)
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zero, and the probability distribution of is P&v). In addition, we note that the

enremble average of the, phase is

1 6
e+ (rUUT r
e e+iK " (r-U Ct) iIC •

ue~i (K r-U ck T) <e+±c VT> (7.119)
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and that by definition

iK'V fff + -*T 3<e e PvT () d ( (7.120)

Substituting Equations (7.119) and (7.120) into Equation (7.118) and invoking the
relationship between Ri (r') and ,) (Section 3.5.3), we obtain the wave

ij i
number frequency spectrum for the turbulent field as

i (Uk1-w+.) d3 ,-) (7.121)

This spectrum form has been used by Chase, 8 5 ' 1 1 1 and it provides a more physically

rational representation of the turbulent sources than the more convenient forms

used earlier. Equation (7.121) is of the form that separates the moving axis

spectrum,

$ij (K'W) 0 ij (k) )m(w-Uckl1 (7.122).

which was introduced in Equations (3.93), (7.49), and (7.50). The moving axis

spectrum acounts for the decorrelation of turbulence in a moving reference frame and

therefore can be explained on the basis of a distribution of unsteady convection

velocities.

There is a physical basis for this unsteady convection found in the flow-

visualization studies described in Section 7.2.6.' There visualizations show clearly

that unilateral convection is made nonexistent except in an average sense because

of turbulent ejection and mixing, especially in the logarithmic region of the bound-

ary layer. These dynamics perhaps involve even larger regions and'may extend to the

wake 'region, as suggested by the similarity in time scales of outer intermittency

and Reynolas stress ejection, as discussed earlier.

"Chase8 5. has suggested that this local convection can contribute to the exist-

ence of wall pressure disturbances at low' wave numbers, kI < W/Uc.. Subsequently,8 6

however, he has suggested that unsteady convection is not the only mechanism and

possibly it 'may not be sufficient for the generation of substantial low wave number
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pressure. The integrand in Equation (7.121) contains Important contributions at

all frequencies that satisfy

= U k + C • v.
ci1

At wave number k'U << w, we still have, on the average, a frequency of occurrence
1c

of

W , V" ) 2>

where, in general,
8 5

1 11 ý '
+ 2 Lklk 2  lv> + kl1k 3 Krlý> + k2k 3 <v2v

Thus, if 1 << 1, the frequencies are determined by local convection through2 <• . " €v2 m2nsure,•;•
terms of the form, say, w k2  D > Since <D -is essentially the man-square

turbulence velocity normal to the wall, these disturbances have a high trace

velocity in the plane of the wall. Accordingly, they have a long wavelength par-
allel to the wall, but they may have a short wavelength and a low velocity normal

to the wall. The postulation of this velocity field pattern is supported by the 066

well-known existence of velocity disturbances with small cross-stream (y2 ) stream-

wise length scales.

The assumption is made that P(v) is one dimensional, i.e., equal probabilities

for velocities in all directions. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the velocity

fluctuation, we let -

P(V) * 1 exp 2 (7.A23)

• I

"72-2
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so that P(= Ow) P()and d" 41TVdV. The forms of Equations (7.121) and

(7.123) imply the existence of a source spectrum, written by Chase in the form

i= (Ki) { (K i) exp 1(Ukj 1 (7.124)

where the term in curly brackets is the moving axis spectrum and where

W k = k + k +2k..
k~ 1 1~ 2 2 3  12 <Yl'2>

Equation (7.124) results from the fact that " * V = w - Uck in Equation '(7121),
and a measure of V/<V2  <k *c inq o V)n .(712

In order to utilize the spectrum given by Equation (7.124) in the pressure'

spectrum of Equation (7.90), the inverse transform must ,e taken to replqce

R2 (Y-Y 2 ) 2 2 2 (kw)

by, for example, 8 5

Jei(Y 2 "Y•) k2  dSe '( y 022('Kw) dk

,To use this function to predict turbulent boundary, layer pressure it is still

necessary to specify a functional dependence of the three-dimensional spectrum

function 622(1) that appears in Equation (7.124). However, the nonvanishing

behavior of m(W-U ck ) at >> U k1. has been given some basis in the kinematics of
c 1 85,86

the boundary layer turbulence. In the methods used by Chase, trial functions,

for 02.2 '(K) are introduced into the integrals and the integrals are evaluated. -n1

selecting these functioiis the wave number dependence is always selected to appear,

with Y2 being the only phynical length scale. Adjustatle coefficients always

appear in the trial functions, and rhese are evaluated by'matching the theory with

available autospectra and spatial correlation functions controlled by wave numbers

neat k W/U€.
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7.3.7 Reccut Modeling of %•(k, w))

A recent modeling 8 6 of wall pressure spectra accounts for both the linear mean I

shear and the nonlinear turbulence-turbulence interaction terms. The resulting

spectrum form is

f='- Mkl, +c kK (7.125) L,2 + CT.::

w

where "-.4

2(w-U k )2 _ckl) 2 .- "

Kd= 2+ +k2+ (bM 6) 2U2 -2-

hTT T
T

and the subscripts M or T refer to either the mean shear or turbulence interactions.

The modeling provides for a, spectrum form for the wall-normal velocity fluctuations

of the form

k2' u2....÷ k2 u2 A •6 F k2:.
02( K,• W ) U A• E• :-.

for 'use 'in evaluating the mean-shear contribution. where C represents a geometric

mean-wall distance • = (Y2 y) and (i) is derived from
(Y2 "2' 2)"

(y,) u2(Y) u ) exp p'--|i)

which is an intensity function that approximates the distribution of root mean

scuare velocity across the boundary layer. The wave numbers are

2I

2 2 cu-U1 ). k2 + k +
2v 2 2
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and

K kltk k -,k 2  4

Similar representations are used for the turbulence interactions. The functicnal

form for K+ is determined from the assumption that the space-time correlation can

be expressed as (r=rir 3 )

4. ÷[ 2.2 2 2½

(rr) R2 2  rl 2+1 ), ] T

where hm is a scale factor. Note that this presumption does not provide for a

separable correlation model of the form given by Equation (3.100).

The coefficients in Equation (7.125) may be derived from the measured spectrum

functions consistent with Equation (7.108a) and the cross spectrum 4efined above

Equation (3.102);

'2w 3n h( +C (l) (7.126a)

U

(rlO)p . ex p 1) (7.126b)

p .T.

•p(O,r3,i•) (.! l -r' r I

*p(+) 3l+ 3\ 9 (7.127a)

The parameter rT represents the fraction of mean square wall .pressure that is due

to the turbulence-turbulence interactions (rT<l) and

r.- .-- (7.127b) I

T I.
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The hM and b are taken from the space-time correlations, but since the linear andT
Lonlinear contributions cannot be separated, it is assumed that hK hT h. In the

model, parameter h is related to V by

h U
T

U

and the spectrum p (w) has a maximum at frequency wmax so that when CT << C "
and r << I

T

bM = (2) U " - "
max q

Differences between b and b may be discerned from space-time correlations or fromM T
the limit as w - 0 of t (w). In either case values of these parameters are only
weakly indicated by measurements, and Chase's best estimates are bM = 0.756 and

bT = 0.378. Precise definition of these parameters does not have a significant

influence on 0 (k,w), however, since' the tertx (b6) in Equation 7.125 is negligible
p

for practical values of k and when w6/U. > 1.

The parameters C, CT, rT, and h therefore cotitrol the magnitude of the wave

number frequency spectrum, and these parameters are easily detcermined from measure-

ments, via Equations (7.126 and 7.127). In Section 7.4.4 values of these parameters

are given fbr various wall types.

Asympt tic terms of the spectrum fu'nctions are*

w U

2 (U )

w U

.' *Note lhat in these and the above expressions 6* appears even though it may be -- t
cancelled f ;om both sides o~f the equat~ons. This retention of 6*.permints some
qualitative relationshi;' to the parai•ie.rs of Section' 7.2. •:-

725
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and

., _ (k 1 6*) h (CM+T)

V U(*-3 2 _(U")3 (Up/

These equations are bounded by viscous effects of the kind noted in Equation

7.101; however, Chase's criterion is

S =Ukk ] ½21

.Realistically, this means for fixed ca/U cone must have k 1such that

b 1Uk

'ici"

kU h

"'T T

for viscous effects to be important. 'The condition corresponding to Equation 7.101ý

is therefore

:-" U U
kS>-
1 'bU v

c

0.04 v >

for smooth efalcs. This limiting condition is nearly identical to that given earlier

and it is based on a similar argument.'

Table 7.2 lists three sets of parameters from measurement programs,'that were

discussed in Section 7.2. Wall pressures measured in these programs are discussed

"in Section 7.5. Figure 7.29 shows Equation 7.125 for each set of parameters. The

"most sensitive parameter is P (or h), which is determinied from the two-point cross-

. spectral density of wall pressure with longitudinally separated transducers.
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TABLE 7.2

PARAMETERS FOR USE IN EQUATIONS (7.126) AND (7.127)

20 26. 20
Smooth Smooth Rough

CM + CT 0.071 0.12 0.066

r T 0.38 0.38 0.38

h, 4.6 3.0 5.0

bM 0.44 0.76 0.76

bT 0.22 0.38 0.22
T
U
- 0.037. 0.035 0.05

U
C 0.7 0.60 0.50
U

"" 0.24 0.18 0.50

For rough walls the decay of' correlation is much more pronounced than fcr smooth

walls, as shown in Section 7.5. Unless w6*/U < 0.94 the factors (b 6) remain
insignificant so that the ratio

". (kl, 0,w)

c U c 0.
cc

is a function of k1 /(w/U ) and U/UV and h. Figure 7.29 therefore portrays a

"reasonably general relationship among the various wave number regions for each wall.

The validity of Equation 7.125 is limited by the knowledge of the dynamical

properties of the wall pressure sources in the range of k1 6 of order unity. To

date, all turbulence measirements are restricted to the region of k' (w/UcO)..

A second quLtion pertains to sn identification of what spatial scales enter; the

model presumes a scale based on distance from the wall. The third question to be

resolved is how the source region falls off at given, k,k 3 as y2 > 6. The model

727 \'
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pre'-mes that this fall off is rapid enough that the entire source zone is confined
-i

to Y < 6. The dependence on k for 6 < k < W/U could be altered by the asymp-

totic nature of the sources in the vicinity y2 > 6.

Following Chase's model, Equation (7.125), Ffowcs Williams attempted to

unify the analytical difficulties in modeling the wave number spectrum by suitable

expansions in wave number. Essentially at 'low wave number k << 6-1 he confirmed

that the second derivative nature of the source spectrum (see Equation (7.74))

leads to expressions which are quadratic in either Mach number (Equation (7.86b))
-I

or k (Equation (7.89)), while at wave numbers significantly larger than 6 the

Corcos form of the spectrum (see Equation (7.133)) follows from turbulence modeling

of the form introduced earlier as Equation (7.48) or (7.92). At the acoustic wave

number k = k the evaluation of the pressure spectrum given in the form of say,o

Equation (7.77) is not possible due to the singular behavior at k = k . This dif-
0

ficulty of singularity can be elucidated by dealing with the compressible form of
2

Equation (7.69), i.e., Equation (2.57) and noting that P = (p-pO)Co , and that

the infinite, plane, and rigid surface specularly reflects the pressure. With the

field point x on the surface and integration over 'YA - 6 to jyf -* an expression

for the space. time correlation of u':t pressure between points separated a distance

r is given by

2 p (2 ' YT -•-%x+r-y'l
(4v) R ) = ff y( t-T ) 0 (, t+T- )>

V V

dV1 dV2

where y' - y = is a field separation variable where o(,t) represents the sum

of the source density above the surface and its image in the-surface (see p. 77 and

p. 685). Now, under the assumption that the contribution to the wall pressu:e is

the net from the entire volume extending from - 6 to I -y ÷ the above

integial can be recast into the approximate form (using same far field approxima-

tion for Ix-yj that led to Equations such as (2.36) and (2.75))
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p R (r•Tf) -
pp )2 0o 0c

a t+T-y y - (dV() dV((')

Now, each elemental source volume in cylindrical co-ordinates is dV = Y1 3 dy13 dO dy 2

.. with range 0 < s' 8 < YI 3 < 0, and 0 :s 8 :S 27. Furthermore since ' i +

. then, as before, (e.g., Equation (5.48)) we have dV1  (Y1 3 dydedy 2) and

dV dV2 =y d dO d 2 (d. d
1 (Y1 3 dY1 3  1dy2 ) (d 13 d• 2)

and we will abbreviate y1 3 = y and dy. Thus the correlation function is

p r,() •(') g T
pp. (4r)2 YC

x y dO dy dt, d2gl
y dy 2 d d 1 3

2where a R is a y-independent correlation function for a homogeneous turbulentoa

field in the plane of the surface in the spirit 'of Equation (3.51)., Integration

" over the boundary layer disk in ,the plane of the surface 6 < y < R yields

70
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a ,-
p RT) f dy2 ) YY

0 :

This function is logarithwically singular as R >> 6, i.e., as the size of the

surface is made large compared with the boundary layer thickness. Note the separa-

tion variables r and ý just denote the magnitudes r and F in the plane of the
y y

surface in the direction of y. The same methods that led to Equation (3.61) may

be used to obtain.

27r

* - pp - dy2 d•2 d2Ofd&2 ,,f 2 , Mc, cV)

6(k-k cos 0) ln R/6

which Ffowcs Williams reduced to the'notation of Equations (7.86a) and (7.89)

2 4 4 4 R ( ,w-
p (ikw) U k 6 in (t,) 6(k-k)

Ppp 0 T 0 6 jk

At low wave numbers the only contributor to the sources a are those lying in the

plane of the surface and all others ,which involve derivatives d/dy 2 integrate over

Y to zero (since uiuj. - 0 both on the rigid surface and far from the surface)..

Thus the only-part of the source spectrum that contributes is
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0 P 2 i 4k 40
Go 0 T ,-,-

where the indices denote Reynolds stresses lying the plane of the surface.

The entire wave number spectrum for 0 < k < - is a linear combination of func-

tions each of which apply to the appropriate range of wave number, say, 0 < k < k
0

k - ko, k > ko. Assuming a common function for the turbulence source spectrum

such as Equation (3.105) all the ranges of low wave number, k << w/U , may thus

be covered by

S~2 62

0pp(kw) ='Tw 6 (klpk3, ) 61U

x ao(Uck/w) 2 + a1 M2 + a 2 M4 In +6- M)

whichyirz:ludes Equations (7.89) and (7.86a) and where the numerical coefficients

ao, a 1 and a2 are still .unknown and the spectrum function 0(kl,k3 ,9) is presumed

" to be controlled by the purely hydrodynamic turbulence .behavior in the boundary

layer.

Finally, an emerging approach to field modeling has been proposed by Ffowcs

Williams and Pursehouse241 who attempt to account for.the intrinsicallyunstable

nature of the instantaneous shear flow (e.g., see Figure 7.22) in the boundary layer.

This is done by approximating the velocity gradient with a vortex sheet so that the

fluid responds both acoustically (linearly) and hydrodynamically via the induced

shear layer instabilities. Thus it is a model in which the turbulence sources and

the sound field are coupled and the implication'is that the sound field cannot be

c-'culated on the basis of an assumed independent source field as in the basis of

Lighthill's theory.
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7.4 PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS BENEATH EQUILIBRIUM WALL LAYERS

As in the case of the turbulent velocities, the wall pressures are'stochastic

in space and time so that both single and multiple sensors are used to determine

spatial scales and local intensities. In the case of wall pressure measurements,

the sizes of transducers limit the precision of some types of measurements. This

problem was more severe in the early stages of research, before miniature sensor

technology reached its current state. However, the influence of finite sensor size

is, even tooay, a more severe limitation on wall pressure measurements than on

velocity fluctuations, and, the effects will be examined. Also, since it is of

interest to utilize rLush-mounted hydrophones in some oceanographic sensor applicar-

tions, the behavior of rubber blankets in shielding transducers from boundary-layer

pressure is discussed.

7.4.1 Intensity and Frequency Dependence of Wail Pressures
As a practical matter, our discussions can be profitably separated to discuss

measured results published before and after 1962. In 1962 and 1963 Willmarth and
Wooldridge27,28 Bull 1 2 ' 1 3 (republished as reference 26) published work that

is classical as far as depth and completeness are ,concerned. Before 1962, measure-

ment programs were relatively crude because results were prone to contamination

from acoustic background noise and wall vibration i.t the case of measurements

performed with piezoelectric transducers, and miniature transducer technology was

just becoming available. The advantage of these transducers -is their greater

pressure sensitivity, which is required in the aerodynamic environment. Another

limitation in the early research was the capability to compute cross-correlation

and cross-spectral densities of transducer outputs. The amount of time and care

required to provide precise statistical measures of turbulence quantities (and

pressures and velocitiis, for that matter) is not well appreciated by new-comers

to the field who have at their disposal modern (hybridized digital and analog)

fast Fourier transform and correlation apparatus. Today it takes only a few see-

onds to compute a complete cross-correlation function that probably took hours to

compute twenty years ago.
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The earliest measurements are those reported by Willmarth, 1II who provided a

frequency spectrum and root-mean-square pressure. The interested reader should

consult Willmarth's account of the early work in this field. 15 Space-time correla-

tions were obtained by Willmarth 1l'with the motivation that the spatial correlation

scale was needed to account for the aerodynamic excitation of aircraft fuselages

and the wind generation of water waves. Other early attempts .at measuring the

frequency spectrum are those of Mull and Algranti17 on an aeroplane wing at Mach
118numbers 0.3 to 0.8 and Tack et al., who also measured space-time correlations

andcross-spectral densities from which convection velocities and moving axis time
119scales could be determined. Harrison had earlier published the first cross-

spectral densities, finding convection velocities for the pressures of approximately
0.8 U.. The main shortcoming of all these early measurements was, as mentioned

above, restri.cted electronic frequency response, spatial averaging by the sensor,

and limitation by facility noise and vibration. In some aerodynamic measurements

an effort was made to increase the spatial resolution of the microphones by placing

a cap perforated with a small pin hole. Because of the air volume between the

microphone and the hole, the response was limited by a Helmholtz resonance. More
20,120recently, Blake reported measurements with a pinhole microphone for which this

resonance frequency was 17,000 Az.

The autospectral density of wall pressure fluctuations is shown in the dimen-

sionless form

o ver sus -

in Figure 7.30. Results from a number of sources are in substantial agreement; for

each result are shown the friction velocity'and the ratio of the microphone diameter

to the boundary-layer displacement thi.ckness d/6*. In all cases U /U is nearly the

same, but the relative microphone size differs by a factor of 3. The effects of

spatial averaging become important (see Section 7.4.5) when roughly wd/U sg 1.2.

This frequency occurs at w6*/U 2 3, 4, and 12 for the values d/6* - 0.4, 0.3,

and 0.1, respectively. As shown in Figure 7.30, the effect of the transducer on

the high-frequency part of the pressure spectrum is impressive.
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At frequencies less than w6/U. < 1, the wall pressure spectrum increases with

increasing frequency, and there is an intermediate range of frequency for which
-0.7W uependence is observed. This range extends to wS*/U = 10 (or W6/U = 100),

beyond which a more pronounced reduction with frequency is observed.. This behavior

is in agreement with the trends shown in Figure 7.28. The reduction in spectrum

level at Ic= frequencies that is predicted by the theory and observed by Bull and

Blake has not been characteristic of all measurements. Quite often the background

noise and vibration of the facility contaminate at frequencies less than w6*/U.-

0.1. The measurements by Bull extend to w6*/U = 0.02 without the influence of

facility background noise. Measurements by Hodgeson122 at low frequency on a glider

wing showed a flat spectrum down to w6*/U 0.1. In this experimental program he
123established that earlier measurements had been influenced by the presence of an

adverse pressure gradient in the boundary layer and that a strong increase in

pressure with frequency at low frequencies observed then was due to that gradient

(see also Section 7.5.3). Evidence of an increase in the spectrum level as fre-
124quency decreases has also been provided by Serafini, who reported low-frequency

pressure fluctuations to w6*/U. = 0.002. The Mach number was held constant at 0.6

while the measurement point was changed in the wind tunnel to increase 6* frum

0.047 in to 0.321 in. The dimensionless spectral densities; in the frequency range
0.05 < w6*/U < 0.5, increased as dimensionless frequency was reduced as (w6*/U)

This behavior was probably not due to acoustic noise in the facility because
Serafini nondimensionalized the measurements on q. and 6* to a spread of less than

.±20% for the full range of parameters. It is possible, but not certain, that, up-

-stream history influenced these very-lo'w-frequency wall pressures as has been shown
125recently by Blake and Maga on the side of a smooth strut on which leading-edge

separation occurred. At a distance of more than 206 from the 'separation zone, they

showed the spectrum of the pressures to be enhanced for 0.02 < w6*/U, < 1 for*

various angles of attack o the airfail. It should be noted that the free stream

turbulence. intensities, u2  /U,. were for Schloemer, 0.0012; Willmarth and
1 a

Wooldridge, 0.0006; Bull, 0.X0025; Blake, < 0.001; and Serafini, somewhat larger,'

0.01 to 0.02. One questions whether the higher turbulence intensity in Serafini's -
facility could ha-,e caused 'enhanced low-frequency pressure fluctuations.
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We now consider the physical aspects of the wall pressure and the relationship

between the measured and theoretical spectra. To compare the measured spectra in

Figure 7.30 to the sketch in Figure 7.28, note that 6/6* isapproximately 10, and"-

20 log Cf lies between the extremes of -52 and -51 for the results of reference 20.
2 2

Thus nondimensionalizing on Tw or q are nearly equivalent in this figure. Pressure

spectral densities for smooth aind rough walls are ncndimensionalized on-T in,
win

Figure 7.31. For w6*/U. < 3, this nondimensionalization on outer variables appears

to characterize the pressure spectrum. The smooth wall spectra show that for w6*/U,

between 0.4 and 8.0 there is a dependence of nearly w-0, while at'.higher fre-
• ' ~~-5 Tesae

quencies the spectrum decreases roughly as w . These frequency dependencies are

quite similar to the predicted behavior illustrated in Figure 7.28. The frequency

marking the change in dependency was also suggested to occur above w6/U = 100, and

this point is roughly matched by w6*/U - 10. The maximum in the spectrum was also

predicted near w6*/U = 0.2 to 0.3 (w6/U:=2), which is confirmed by the measurements.

Inner-variable scaling was predicted to become important for w6*/U >' 10 to 15

(w6/U.=00) because eddies convected near the sublayer determine these contributions.
Figure 7.32 is a comparisoiL of measurements from references 20,.126, and 127 re-

normalized in inner variables. As the Reynolds number increases, the spectrum level

below wv/U < 0.1 increases uniformly. At larger dimensionless frequencies (>0.1)
T12

the results appear to be well defined, and an upper limit derived by Bull128 and

based on measurements on a pipe wall appears to be consistent with the data. The

discrepancy between the two measurements at high frequencies reduced somewhat by

increasing U for Emmerling's measurement by 1.05 and decreasing U' for Blake's

results by 0.95. This 5% uncertainty in U is very likely, yet the absolute value
8

of high-frequency pressures appears to depend on U as U .Thus comparisons in this

range of frequency are sensitive to uncertainties in U. The w power law behavior
2is approximated in the range 0.1 < WV/U < 0.5 by all investigations.-

The root-mean-square wall pressures obtained by various investigators are'

difficult to compare because each measurement has a ,limitation at high frequencies

due to effects of spatial averaging (see Section 7.4.6). Thus it is preferable to

compare autospectra from various sources. However, the spectra in Figure 7.32½1115
suggest that p should increase slightly with Re as proposed by Willmarth.

Generally accepted values are roughly bounded by

2 < < -4 -
7WL3733i!:
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"depending on the source of the experimental data, as shown in Figure 7.33. Another
26summary of older data has been given by Bull ; the line attributed to him in

Figure 7.33 is from his measurements. The more recent data obtained for d/6* _< 0.2

show generally larger root-mean-square values that increase slowly with Re, in

agreement with Bull's results. Measured values on rough walls have no identifiable

influence of spatial averaging, but they depend on roughness.

The wall shear appears to approximately determine the level of the pressure

spectral density as predicted from the theory as it appears to also set the levels

of the velocity fluctuation:s. Furthermore, the low-frequency pressures and (as we
shall see presently) the overall length scale of boundary layer pressure, is estab-

lished by 6* (or nearly eq-.ivalently 6).

.. 0.06 00.2
0.1) 0
0.

0 0.18 o.oe
I t 0 1.4S"-"3 0.06

0 o.46 0.17

AO(033
2 0.34

.... ,C 0,000o ,00.000

7'~o
:-:,.-Figure 7.33 - Variation of Root-Mean-Square Pressure with R0 .

12727124 5 2
"-""~Enmaerling120; Seraf'ini12 [; Blake,0 Smooth *, Rough SS•

DS#DL#; Willmarth. 2 7"1 5  Numbers Denote Values
of d/6*; Data Pertain to grad P - 0
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7.4.2 Spatial Characteristics and Convection of Wall Pressures

The experimental method of determining the spatial scales of turbulent wall

pressure is the same as that used in turbulent velocit;' measurement. Following

Equation (7.41) we define the space-time correlation of wall pressure fluctuations

as

R ',) (,Y,t) pG,+,r,t+T) (7.128)

[p (y, t) p (y+r, t+T)]

where p(y,t) is the fluctuating wall pressure, the vinculum denotes a time average,

and, of course, y and y + r are in the plane (1,3) of the wall. In equilibrium

boundary layers with nearly vanishing static pressure gradient, the pressure fluc-
51

tuations are statistically spatially homogeneous, 1ro that without loss of gener-

ality we may replace

p (y,t) p (y+`r,t+'rT)Jup
27

The first extensive measurements were those of Willmarthand Wooldridge who

provided the three-dimensicnal representation shown in Figure 7.34. The space and'

time coordinates have been made dimensionless on U and 6P. The cortelation func-

tion was obtained with r 3 - 0; Figure 7.34 shows R pp(rl,0,T). The correlation

shows the ski-slope characteristic along the a(rl,r)' locus which is now familiar in

the space-time statistics of turbulence. This behavior is emphasized in Figure

7.35, which shows iso-correlation contours as a-function of TUj6* and r /6*.

The ratio

U r1
U

C -

Ua TmU
• ,*

where tm is the time delay for maximum correlation at any given value of rI, de-

creases slightly for rl/6* < 5. As (rl,r) are increased along a line defined by

nearly constant U /U the moving axis. correlation decreases because of the decaying
C a
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Figure 7.35 - Iso-correlation Contours-of Wall Pressure
Fluctuations on Smooth Walls with -r1, T Variables.

The Heavy Line Denotes th 'e Dominant Eddy Convection
for Which the, Wall-Pressure Decay, Rate is. Minimum.

From Willznafth and Wooldridge 
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influence of the smaller, near-wall, eddy structure. Other iso-correlation con-

tours of

Rpp (r 1 , r 3 , 0)

are shown in Figure 7.27 from the work of Bull. 2 6 , Both the velocities and pressures

are shown; each is symmetric about r = 0. This figure was discussed in connection

with our analytical derivations, and it shows that the spatial character of the

pressures deviates considerably from isotropy. As shown in Section 7.3.3, the

pressure correlations are elongated in the r direction because of conveccion in

the r1 direction that enhances the importance of the high wave number, or small

scale, turbulence structure. That is substantially why the iso-correlations of

pressure show a behavioL opposite that _:ic--,n by the turbulent velocities.

Another interesting characteristic of the space-time correlation in Figure 7.34

is the appearance of a secondary ridge along a locus of r1 < 0 and T > 0. This

ridge is actually determined 'y

U r

I . U T itUm

where M is the convection Mach number of the flow, and it is attributed to acoustic

contamination of the measurement by background noise of the wind tunnel.

The spatial correlation R P(r'OO)r - in Figure 7.27 shows negative values for

I rl/6,1 > 4. Historically, his change in sign has very special implications,
regarding the prediction of coustic radiation from boundary layers. IL will be

Sshown.in Chapter 8 that radi ted noise in hydroacoustic applications depends on wave

* number spectrum levels at wa e numbers that are very much smaller than reciprocals
of the macroscales of the co vected turbulence. These spectrum levels have been.

.,*' approximated (see Equation ( .131))by the integral of the streamwise correlation

function over all r1. The negative tail on R pp(rl,0,O) tends to nullify the con-

"* * tribution to the integral from the positive values at small rl, thus reducing the

* net spectrum level at small wave number.
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T'he broadband space-time correlations of wall pressure, when expressed in

dimk~nsionless form with U and 6*, do not appear to be very sensitive to wall

roughness. Figure 7.36 shows Rp(r1 ,0,T) in a representation like that in Figure

7.10. (For comparisons to that figure, note that 6/6* = 6 to 10 for smooth walls' 17

and = 4 for the rough wall.) The convection velocity of pressures on the smooth

wall is somewhat higher than over the rough wall, reflecting th& influence of the

velocity defect caused by roughness. The modeling ofSection 7.3 indicates that

convection velocities of pressures over rough walls.should mirror the defect

AU /U = (U/U) ( U)U At corresponding rl/6*, AU /U was found
C T c T smooth - (Uc rough' C1  T

to range from 9.2 to 10.5 (Figure 7.4 shows the velocity defects for the surfaces

in reference 20 to be between 9.5 and 12). Since the moving axis correlation

R (TUc r, O,rT)
pp c1

is not greacly affected by roughness, the lifetime of the broadband disturbances is

roughly unaffected by roughness. However, the correlation distance is much reduced

because the eddy field velocity is reduced by the factor AU'/Ur = f(k U /v).

Large differences in behavior with wall roughness are seen in the cross-spectral

densities. We use the representation that was previously fcrnd to be useful in

describing velocity cross spectra,, namely, we nondimensionalize

p(rl, 0,'") rI "..1
0p M) versus -IT

p c

and similarly for the lateral cross-spectrum function, * (Or 3 ,w) versus wr3 /U,.,

Figures 7.37 and 7.38 show the cross-spectral density f~nctions and convection

velocities. First, we note that the cross-spectral densities of pressures on

smooth walls measured by Willmarth and Wooldridge, Bull, and Blake are in Substan-

tial agreement and mirror the behavior of the velocity fluctuations. The cross-

spectral density, when shown in this representation, depicts a losa of coherence of

a disturbance of convected wave number kc w/U in a distance rI. A disturbancec Io
there is reduced to one-tenth of its initial identity in a distance ri = 18/k and

c
r . 3/k over smooth walls and r 1  7/k over rough walls. The reduction in the
3 c1
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Figure 7.37a- Normalized Longitudinal Cross-Spectral Density for
Smooth and Rough Walls. Smooth-Wall Points for r /6*: 0, 1.77;

1
o, 2.67; &, 3.55; 0, 8.41; 0, 14.2. (S-S) Rough-Wall Points
for r /6*: 0, 0.914; A, 1.828; 0, 4.33; 0, 7.4. (D-L) Rough-

Wall Points for r/ *:1 0.845; 4r, 1.23; 0¶, 1.69; 0, 4.0;

% 6.75. Open Points; 124 ft/s; Closed Points 164 ft/s.
kU kU 2
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Figure 7.37b - Normalized Lateral Cross-Spectral Density Amplitude

Cor Smooth and Rough Walls. Smooth-Wall Points for r3 /6*: o, 1.77;

A, 3.55; U, 8.41. (S-S) Rough-Wall Points for r 3 /6*: 4$, 0.196;

C', 4.03. (D-L) Rough-Wall Pointsfor r3I/*: 0, 0.845; 0, 1.23;

Y, 1.69. Open Points, 124 ft/s; Closed Points, 164 ft/s 2 0
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Figure 7.38a - Phase and Group Convection Velocities. Smooth Wall.
Group Velocities: 126 ft/s, Values of r /6*: +, 1.77; -, 8.41;

W, 14.2; 164 ft/s: x, 2.67. Phase Velocities: Open Points 126 ft/s;
Closed Points 164 ft/s. Values of r/6*: o, 1.77; o, 1.78; &, 2.67;

&, 3.55; 0, E, 8.41; 0, *, 14.220
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Figure 7.38b - Phase Convection Velocities. Rough Wall (S-S).

Open Points 124 ft/s Closed Points 164 ft/s. Values of r /S*:

A, &, 0.914; 0, 1.828; 0, 4.33; o, o, 7.42 1
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Figure 7.38c - Phase Convection Velocities. Rough Wall (D-L).

Open Points 124 ft/s; Closed Points 164 ft/s. Values of r/1*:

a, a, 0.845; o, 1.23; 0, 1.69; 0, 2.32; *, 0, 4.0; e, 6.7520
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convection velocity, already attributed to a parallel velocity defect in the ntaaa.

velocity, is also carried over in the frequency domain. Pressures measured byP e s l 1 2 9 • -
Priestly on the ground beneath an atmospheric boundary layer agree with those'

just discussed.

Before proceeding with discussions of the general imp.ications of the cross- -...

spectral density functions, we note that the results of the various investigations

differ in some details. First, the cross-spectrum amplitudes of Blake and of .. .
26

Bull differ at low frequencies and large separations. Bull's results show a
notable decorrelation under, these circumstances. The results of Willmarth and

27*Wooldridge do not show this decorrelation behavior. However, it should be pointed
out that the data sample of Willmarth and Wooldridge is not as extensive as that of , .
Bull. Over rough walls, slight evidence of this decorrelating behavior can~be
"distinguished in the scatter of points, as noted by following the trend of the

squares in Figure 7.37a, for example. Another point of disagreement has to do with
convection velocities at frequencies wS*/U. < 0.5. Blake's results show that at a

given value of rl/6*, U /U decreases as w6*/U. decreases. Bull, on the other ha.id,1 c ~
shows an opposite behavior; at a given value of rl/S*, U /U. inc eases at lower

1 c
frequencies. The limit shown by Bull is Uc /UN = 0.9 as W + 0. The reason for this

and the above discrepancies has not been satisfactorily resolved, although Chaseg8 6

130 7predicted the trend observed by Blake. Dinkelacker et al. have reported the
observation of low-speed convection (Uc= 2U.) for eddies convected over short stream-
wise distances as well as high-speed convection (U c=O.8U) for eddies convected
over large distances. .4

In, case of rough walls, Aupperle and Lambert's13l results are in substantial
agreement with those shown in Figure 7.37a. Their results were obtained over an'
approximate range of k U /v from 320 to 1300, which corresponded to k U /v from

g T s t
roughly 600 to 4000, but their roughness elements were not as closely packed as "

20were those of Blake. At k U /v - 1300, Aupperle and Lambert discovered some
lack-of wr /U similarity, apparently 'the result of 'local disturbances in the'c
vicinity of individual roughness elements.

It will be useful to use functional representations o. the form of Equation .-
(7.46) for the wall pressures' to formulate vi'.rvtior, response in Chapter a.
Corcos 1 3 2 '1 3 3 was the first to use this type of re,)resentation for the cross-'
spectral densities. For the wall pressures this representation is

7L4
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-YI I'U-- +iwrl/Uc

0p (rl,0,) f p(M e c e l ' (7.129a)

and

wr3

_Y31 U I
3 = W p(W) e (7.129b)

so tat132 the complete function is
too

wr w~r_Y1=1_3 U +i,,rl/Uc
$p(r 1 ,r 3 w) = Mp(w) e e e ' (7.130) _

where y 0.116 for smooth walls, y= 0.32 for the rough walls, and Y= 0.7 for

smooth and rough walls. Compare = 0.116 with the value for turbulence shown in

Figure 7.19a for the logarithmic region, i.e., y2 / 6 from 0.05 to 0.4. Note that
2 86somewhat different functional representatives have been suggested by Chase to

be consistent with his model. See Equations (7.127a) and (7.127b).

Microscales for wall pressures have not been determined, partly because trans-

ducers cannot be brought in close enough proximity to generate an osculation

parabola,* but more important, because there has been no practical or theoretical

necessity to obtain this scale.* The integral scales L can'be obtained by integrat-

ing the spatial correlations (Section 3.6.3.2). It is important to note two crucial

limitations. First, if there is Significant low-pass filtering, as if by severe

spatial cancellation of high-frequency pressures (see Section 7.4.6), Rpp(rl,0,0)

will show anomalously large negative values for values of r1 greater than 2wUC /•w co'

where w is the cut-off frequency of the autos -ctrum. This deficiency arises

because Taylor's Hypothesis holds at least approximately. The second limitation

arises because at large values of r 1/6* the background acoustic and vibratory -.

disturbances in 'the facility will control the-correlation., .

*See Equation 7.53.

746 . '.'
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7.4.3 Description in the Wave Number Domain

The relationship between the space-time correlation and the wave number fre-

quency spectrum was established in Section 3.5.3, namely (Equation (3.51)),

p (,3 fff a- R p(r,T) d2 dT (7.131)

or

P ( ,fe) = l, , p (rw)d2d (7.132)

(21r)2p

It is necessary to determine values of p (it,w) near certain critical wave numbers;
p

the acoustic ko, convected k = u/Uc, and corresponding to structural vibration kp. b.-.
9

p .
Each of these is of practical value for predictions of acoustic radiation directly

from the boundary layer and for estimations of the flow-induced vibration of

extended structures such as naval hulls, aircraft shells, and space vehicles.

Examples of these applications are discussed in Charter 8. In all cases we will

require ( ,$).
p

The most simple means of determining 0 (kw) from experimental data (until
p

1969, the only means) is to perform the Fourier transform of Equations (7.129) and

(7.130). This yields the expression

(1) Y( 
"(W6*) -*2

E uation (7.133) has the characteristic of locally maximia values near k1  •U,....,_-

k- 0, as illustrated in Figure 7.39. It also has the property that * (k,•) = ----

pp

*(-[,-w). Since 737 f 6 on smooth walls and 73/1= 3 on rough walls, the shape 5= '
o 'p(•,w) at constant w/Uc appeai"s elliptical, as illustrated. Relative to the •

(1' p6 6*

Sk dependence, /the kI dependence ovoer rough walls is somewat broader. Also shown

7 47apllu.v
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.s a circle of radius Iki = k which represents the bound in wave numbers within
0

rhich acoustic contamination effects are to be expected. The ratir of k A
0 c

Lepicted in Figure 7.39 is roughly comparable to that which is typical in aero-
134lynamic measurements, i.e., 1.0 to 10. Wills was the first to determine 0 (kW)

,+,p
ii the vicinity of w/U = kI by Fourier transforming 0 ('r,,). His results confirm

c 1 p
;he aspect ratio of the contours in Figure 7.39.. Figure 7.40 shows a contour of

0

0p(kl,) f p(kl,k3 w) dk 3

:hat displays -Ihe expected locus of w*/U versus k 6* for which 4p(k 1 ,w) is

naximum. This figure is the analog in (kl,w) of ith- correlation function in (rlT)

3hown in Figures 7.33 and 7.34 and defines a ceavection velocity bounded by 0.55 <

I /U < 0.85, with the lower bound observed at high frequencies. The spectrum
3hows an absolute maximum at wS*/U. = 0.2. Wills' results also confirm that the

width of the wave number spectrum near w/U = k is on the order of AkI = 0.2 (w/U )
c 1 1c

but that it increases as kI increases. This behavior is undoubtedly related to the'
1

broadening of the turbulence spectrum as the wall is approached (see Figure 7.25). ____.

Equation (7.133) is shown in Figure 7.41 for wS*/U, - 10 compared with a

variety of measurements and other functions described below. The figure represents• (k16,)-2 ;""---
cuts of constant w across Wills' spectra. At k1 6* >> w*/U, 0(kiO,w) (k "6*) -2

when w6*/U >> kl,6*, O(klO,w) is independent of k1 6*. Equation (7.133) gives

spectrum levels that are erroneously large in the range k16* <; w6 */U ,, as can 1e

seen'by comparlng, the calculation to the 'measured points described below. - .

A nucl'er of alternative approximate semiempirical representations of the
4. 135-137spectrum p (r,w) have been proposed by Chandiramani. These formulae gen-,

p
erally present the wave number spectrum'in the form

*p(t.w) " *p(w) $ 1 ,3 (k ,k 3 ,r) (7.134)

where

] f * 1 3 (kk 3 w) dk dk3  " 1

749 \
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-10 PARAMETERS FOR
EQUATIONS (7.125) AND (7.127)

UC -0- Uý UT- 0-037 U

-20 b - , - 044
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.-30 - 0.24

,. , 4.6
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"Figure 7.41a - Wall Pressure Spectra in the Purely Hydrodynamic
Range of Wave Number, M < 0.01

C
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* Figure. 7.41b - Spectrum, for w6*/U - 10 for Extrapolated Measurements

of Geib and Farabee at M = 0.07. Dashed Lines Are Inserted

as Visual Aids to Indicat. a Complete Spectrum

.Figure 7.41 - Wave Number Spectra in the Hlydrodynamic and Acoustic
S.' Regimes of Wave Number, Compared with Awailable Measurements
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"Typically, dependencies on the variables were selected to generate a maximum at

" kI W/U and the residual kl,k3 dependence was introduced in a variety of ways so

Stna the resulting integrals could be determined exactly or at least approximately

. from measurements of spatial correlation functions. The form commonly used has

"already been given (Equations (3.105), (7.48) and (7.133)); it is of the form

t (k,w) t (W) (kl) *3 (k3 ) m

"in which *1 (kl) is the analog of Rp(r 1 ), *3 (k 3 ) is the analog of Rp(r 3 ), and
S(k -cW/U ) is derived from the moving axis correlation R m(r 1 -UcT,T). These semi-

empirical formulae to some extent preceded the availability of measurements for

which k << k c, and they have been to some extent superseded by the measured re-

* sults discussed below. Such analytical methods of approximation are still important
|r. for the circumstances for which measurements of cross-spectra are to be approximated

"by analytical functions which may be used.for mathematical modeling.

7.4.4 Measured Pressures at Low Wave Numbers Using Spatial Filtering Techniques
The empirical resultF for k1 < u/Uc ±n Figure 7.41 were obtained with special

*.•' transducer arrays specifically designed to be insensitive to convected disturbances

at k 16* = w6*/U . At the same time they were receptive to pressures in the range

"of wave number k 6* < k1 6* << w6*/U . The transducer array that was used is called

a "wave-vector filter." The concept was devised by Maidanik138-142 as a device 'for.
measuring low wave number pressures. A schematic is shown in Figure 7.42. An array

• of transducers is placed in the wall with distanccs between qenters L. The. outputs

"" of the transducers are either summed in phase or with alternating (±) phase. Such

an arrangement can discriminate among disturbances of different length scales.

' This filtering process is illustrated in Figure 7.43 for the simple case of a four-

"element array. When the outputs of the elements are alternately phased before

being summed, the array response to a disturbance of very long wavelength X >> LA

*• is zero because all contributions identically cancel. In the second case, the

wavelength of the dioturbance is exactly, 2L, By summing the outputs with alternate

"sign reversal of the elements, the alternate half-waves will reinforce exactly.
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CONVECTING EDDIES

TRANSDUCER (L1.,L 3 )COVECTI NG '

DIFFERENCE

Figure 7.42 - Illustration of Array Used for Spatial Filtering
of Wall Pressure Fluctuations-

•-LA

vo- -- - -o- v• - 4 .o

+ - + - + 4 +L.

L -4 >> LA > L X >> L

V0 -4 V0 - 0

1- - + - 4- + + +

A - 2L * 21.

V0 -o Vo - 4

+ - 4"- -1 - -4 - -

+ - .9- -+o

DIFFERENCE -SUM

Figure 7.43 - Principle of Wave 'Vector, or Spatial,' Filtering
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When the wavelength becomes equal to the spacing, i-he elements coincide with every

positive half-wave. The sum of the alternately pi,,.•u outpuLs is then identically

zero. The array spacing coincides constructively with all wavelengths for which

2L
2m+l m 0,I

In like manner, the array with comnon phasing between adjacent elements will respond

constructively to disturbances for which

S --- m -0,1,2 ..
m

is an exact multiple of the wave length.

A mathematical statement of this result can be derived by writing the pressure
j,'yi) in terms of its generalized Fourier transform, the inverse of Equation <7.70)

fiki(Yl+nL) -i(wt-k3 Y3 )
p(y ,t) e e p(k,w) d , (7.135)

.JJ

where the coordinate y + nL designates each successive transducer counting from

the left; for simplicity it is assumed to lie co-lineat with the flow (yl) dirt.-ion.

The sum of equation outputs from N point transducers is

N-1
Ps(t) - Z. p(yl+nLy 3 ,t)

n-0

000
fo th u/aio oe n

f .- wt) 1 n~N-1 i 1nL-
ed " -- e p((-1) de .2 dw

0

for the. summ7tion mode, and.

pd ff . 't- w-t) e o~ ~ w d k

"'\ ~754 "



for the difference mode. We let

N-i inLk [sin k L] i(N-l) -T
A (k Z e = 1 e (7.136a)

0 N sin 1 klL

for the sum mode and

N-i ink L sin [!(k L-w)1
Ad(k N , (_I)n e 1 1 (7.136b)

0 11 sin I (kL-w)

for the difference mode. These functions have maxima for all values of m defined

by

klaL = (2m+i) w difference mode

and

k L = 2mw sum mode
la

as shown in Figure 7.44. The wave number bandwidth of the acceptance region is

defined by the interval between nulls, which is -,

2%o

Ak La N".

Another influence on the measurement results from the finite size of the

transducer. The output of the transducer is equal to some sensitivity S times the

average instantaneous pressure acting-on the transducer. Thus the average pressure

acting on the transducer for a rectangular transducer of lengths LI, L3 is
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Figure 7.44 -Array Gains of Wave Vector Filters in the Sum
and Difference Modes (Equation (7.136))

LI/2. -/2 -L3 /2

snk-L/ /--.

LIL1 3

12

dyt kL k3L p ':k.w) 4(kw dkdw

We have assumed that the transducer is rectangular in order to' supply an example
for the analysis; other considerations'of spatial averaging are given in the next

section. Equation (7.137) is of the form
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pfft)k ".

where ST(t) is the spatial re'sponse kernel of the transducer (see Section 7.4.6).

In the limit that L1 , L3 approach zero, the average pressure over L of the pressure
3 L

on a transducer situated at y p(y,t) approaches actual pressure p(y,t) because S(k) '

becomes unity. Thus, in the realistic case of finite transducers, we write the

instantaneous total of the average pressures on transducers in the array as

* r 1 T ~ + iwt+it. 2- -P(yt measured = A(k) p(k,w), e d kdw (7.138)

where y is the coordinate of the location of the center of the array. Now in limit

of N - 1 and L1 , L3 = 0, the equation reduces to p(t) being the local pressure at

a point on the wall. The mean-square pressure can be found from Equation (7.135)

by taking the limit as T-ý- of

p t i o- p2 dt--

t o o t ain -2
2 2

-2inff~ I , t, ). d2-d p (7.139) d-
Lmeasured = Tg 2, (>1 p .""

TS

if the' statistical nature of' the pressure field on the surfaces of all transducers "

'is identical; i.e., spatially homogeneous. If the signal is filtered in with a .<.

filter function JH (w)I 2 that describ'es a bandwidth Aw, then the narrowband output is ••

Ipp( f meaIsured k ((k)1 4A(k). 2 w) (,d d2 d (7.1403III 1H(A)2 IS 12 12

- - "i
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which is the formal expression for the narrowband mean-square pressure from a

spatially and temporally filtered pressure disturbance. The frequency spectral

density of the array response is just

2 2 ,)d2 (7.141)2.I p ) I .Ak)I IA(k)I (,w) d2p (.4
-PAo 2

The product Is IA(k)2.is simply a filter function completely analogous

to the IH(w)I2 of linear temporal filtering. If IH(w)12 is centered on w -- and,0

if IA(t) 1 IST(1()12 can be tailored to have a single acceptance at k =-ka then the

array signal will be sensitive only to pressures of the type co's Wt cos kay. The

array may be aligned with the flow direction; then it receives pressures at

S(kilk 3) (k,0) with a bandwidth Ak - Ak1 M 27r/NL and Ak3  21/L. Therefore

a highly selective wave number array would consist of a large number of transducers

in the flow direction and long in the cross-stream direction. Unfortunately, as

shown in Figure 7.43, A(kl) has a multiplicity of peaks so that a simple cos kaYI

interpretation of the filtered signal is not always possible. Therefore the

function IsT(t 12 must, if possible, be .tailored to minimize the acceptance regions

of A(kl) for large k. For our simple case of the rectangular transducer, ISt(t)I

has diw.-aishing acceptance of wave numbers k > 1/L and k > i/L as illustrated
1 I 1  k3  li 3 9in Figure 7.45 for an array of four rectangular sensors in the difference mode.

ST(k) has zeros for k 3 = m27/L 3 and k, a n2n/LI. m, n 0 0. The zero at kI W 2.wiL1

can be made to coincide' with kI 31r/L if the ratio of transducer length L to

separation L is set as

1 3
L' 2

As shown in Figure 7.40, the acceptance region at klL1  -±3n has been nullified,'

and acceptance regions at larger wave numbers have been reduced. Referring again

to Figures 7.39, 7.40, and 7.45, we see that the main acceptance region of the

space-time filtering woka can be designed to be between the acoustic' wave number

and the convection wave number, and the-relationship between the size of the

transducer and the spacing can be set to nullify the second lobe of the spatial
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acceptance region. By increasing the number of elemerts in the array, the wave

number bandwidth can be increased. As a practical matter, it is also advantageous

to design the array to be insensitive to wave numbers at k 0.
The wave number spectrum of the pressure is defined over the complete range

-< k <, but in the region k1 =W/U c, t(w,k I) is large, as shown in Figure 7.40.

When the array is "tuned" for acceptance in the region k 1 << WfU , It receives

spectral contributions from lobes at ±t a . Thus Equation (7.140) expresses the

filtered pressure in the wave number frequency bandwidth (for idealized rectangular-

shaped filter functions) as

4p (w,AW) IST(k )I W"p a p W~~") 2Aw Ak Ak (7.142)

where IS( )j2 is the transducer'sensitivity function at the acceptance wave number
a- 2k* of the filter, but Is (k )1 1 for an appropriately designed array. The wavea Ta

vector bandwidths are defined by array geometry; Ak 2at=er,/L 1sand Ak 3 v=g2ur/L 3'

Thus a measurement has an ambiguity of including ± wave numbers. Note, however,

that ew(-kek n-uW) 0(k1 ktrw). One can argue that if there is a wave propagating

as k y -wt, so that the locu ks w/ka U slies in the first quadrant, w > 0, and

> 0, then any pressures in the kr < 0 w 0 quadrant must be secondary unless

there is a pressure source downstream that is generating disturbances against the

flow direction. The above equation may be approximated for narrow frequency and

wave number filter bands,

2)2 a 3 *kw
p (wpA,) 2 ISTk(k)a Atak (7.143)

where

.4

k k. , 0-a a

if we neglect the contribution from -

A final aspect is that the relationship between Lf and 6* must be such as to

a~o

emphasi then ano pressuresL T f a dimnsionless f-equncy.

hereU 1.0, onpes mstr havre downstream Thatis requiesrtatin disturbande forns the/a2/.

that directio.. h bv qainmyb prxmtdfrnro rqec n .

1aenme itrbns
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The reader may inquire about the use of a single transducer large enough to

minimize the acceptance at wave numbers k = k >> 2w/L so as to act as a low-pass
1 c137  1"'

spatial filter. Such an attempt has been made, I but unfortunately such a trans- S

ducer has a large acceptance in the region Iki _< k . Since these disturbances are

often more intense than pre.ssures in the range k < k << k, the measurements were-
0 1

not successful. The use of large transducers for the purpose of discriminating

against pressures in the wave numbers near k = k in favor of acoustic pressures ,.

at lower wave numbers is often attempted. Note, however, that even with large

transducers there is a frequency below which the sensor fails to totally discrim-

inate. This frequency for a circular transducer of radius RT is'

U
W < 7T

The reader may now recall' the condition that was applied to measurements of wall

S pressure spectra at a point. There we introduced the conservative criterion for a

circular transducer that the typical measurement is unaffected by spatial averaging

for w < U /a., where a is the microphone rE--ius.Ca 142
We have discussed only the simplest type of wave vector filter. Maidanik

*has proposed usingtime delays among the elements of the array for the purpose of

steering. He has also proposed the use of continuous arrays. This device con-
sists of a flush-mounted porous plate backed by a cavity filled with a fluid with

density p1c1 . One end of the cavity is ,terminated with a (p ), material, and a

microphone is placed at the other. The microphone is therefore coupled to the

flow medium'p c° by the transducer medium p lcl The pressures transducted from the

outer medium to the inner are propagated to the transducer. if the sound speed in

the cavity is less' than the sound speed of the flowing fluid, the acceptance wave

number in the cavity w/cI will be greater than k° in the outer fluid. The trans-

/ducer will therefore respond to low wave number pressures. I addition to wave

vector filters, which consist of an array of discrete elament , some investigators
-have used plates.143,144 As discussed in the preceding chapt r, a finite plate,

through its resonances, has a set of discrete wave number acc ptance regions that

can be exploited to produce measurements of low wave number pressure.
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The results of attempts at measuring boundary layer pressures with spatial

filters are summarized and compared with existing analytical models in Figures 7.41
145

and 7.46. (See also Section 7.5.2) Blake and Chase1I used an array of four con- 0

denser microphones. The measurements were contaminated by the background noise

of the wind tunnel facility, but the results illustrated techniques of wave number

calibration and data reduction. The measurements did show that ýp(kl<<w/Uc k3=0,w*
* -..c-3

was on the order of 10 dB less than the spectrum level predicted by Equation (7.133).

The experiment was repeated with improved transducers and under improved facility
146

conditions by Jamaeson, who showed that the low wave number spectrum level was

less than that of Blake and Chase by 10 dB. More recently, Farabee and Geib1 4 7

repeated the measurements under the more favorable conditions of a thick boundary

layer in a quiet facility, using four-, five-, and six-element arrays of condensor

microphones. Their measurements (8590<R <28500) were conducted in the range of

wave number

1.3 < k 6* < 1.7

and over the frequency range

4.5 < 32

The acoustic wave number was contained in- the range

0.65 < k 6* < 1.16
* 0

In their test program Geib and Farabee47149 were also able to vary both 6* and

wall roughness. Figure 7.46 shows 0 (k 6*,0, w6*/U ) determined from measurements"" 1 147 ,0 _ n

using Equation (7.143) for both types of walls ;.a frequency dependence (w*/-"

where n - 4 to 6 was observed. Additional data and analysis is presented in

Reference 242.

*Note that all the attempted -measurements were made with spatial filters that
selected a range of transverse (k 3 ) wave numbers centered on k 0 . Therefore all

measurements represent 0p(k 1 ,0,w).
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143 144The measureme-.ts by Jameson and Martin shown in the figure were accom-
pae 1 4 3 ,1 4 4 an ebae 14 4

plis'.d using vibrý.ting plates and membranes as spatial filters.* T.e

boundary-layer pressures excite these structures in their resonant modes of vibra-

tion. By selecting the responses of specific modes of %'avelengths Apl , pX the

effective force on the panel, which is related to the pressure spectrum, can be

calculated. , Formulations relating the panel vibration to the wave number spectrur

of an excitation were discussed in Chapter 6, and specific cases will be examined

in Chapter 8; thus the wave vector filtering aspects are not discussed in detail

here. The results of Martin, obtained on a-2C in by 2 in membrane and a 20 in by

o in steel plaLe, are in substantial agreement with those of Geib and Farabee.

The plates were aligned so that their longest dimension was in the direction of

the flow. Because of the large number of modes whose flow responses he was able to

sample, Martin was able to determine separately both k 1 dependence and w6*/U.

dependence within a domain of roughly

0.2 < k16* < 0.9

and

0.8 < 6* < 5U

Within this domain Martin determined, by a least-squares' fit, that

S,2 3 6 .(k16")0"3 (7.144)
263

w

where a, w 3 x 10 for 5100 < R < 11000. This equation is shown in Figure 7.41

and 7.46 with points from Martin's results. Various wave numbers were sampled by

the modes of his membrane and plate. These modes were selected so that the plate

wave number in the spanwise direction was much smaller than the streamwiqe wave

number.

*The idea has also recently been examined theoretically by Kudashev and
150Yablonik, apparently without, knowledge of the work of Jameson and Martin.
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143
- The measurements by Jameson (%2600<R <,,,6730) were obtained on a flat wall

that was the extension of one wall of an open jet wind tunnel. His plate dimen-

I sions were 10.8 in by 7.2 in, with 6* = 0.14 in. The boundary layer 'at the measure-

. ment station was probably not equilibrium, but the measured 6* could be approximated

S" using Equation (7.35). On the whole, the results cover a range of streamwise wave
-l and)- 1 (6*) -.

numbers between 0.14 (6*) and 1.7 lthough there does not appear to be

U a dependence on wave number consistently shown by the different investigations.

the combined results of all three sets of investigations suggest a frequency

" " dependence of (w6*/U)-m where m is between 3.6 and 6.5 (Jameson's results) and

S°." a wave number (kI 6*) dependence that is substantially less pronounced. The func-

tional dependences of the type expressed by Equations (7.48) would thus seem to be

roughly supported by the measurements. None of the measurements extends into the

"range of very lowwave numbers, k 6 < k 16 << 1.

Referring again to Figure 7.41(b). we see selected results for the pressures in

- the wave number range intermediate between the acoustic convection and flow con-

vection wave numbers. For W6*/U , 10, the results of Geib and -arabee can be

extracted directly from Figure 7.47, and the empirical ,-quation of Martin is in

* reasonable agreement with these, as shown. This can only be done for Jameson's

and Martin and Leebey's results for w6*/U - 3. Since at w6*/U, -.10 the eddy

. convection wave number k - w/U is hardly, more than a factor of 20 greater than
c

* the wave number of major acceptance of each of the wave vector filters ka, the

possibility exists that the array outputs contained a non negligible contribution

Sdue to wave numbers k - k received into minor lobes of the array. Since t(kc9O'1-,)
c

is a factor 104 to 105 times the-value at low wave number O(k <<kc,O,w), the attenu-
1c

ation effects of the microphone size or panel acceptances must be sufficient to
2

"suppress the very 'high wave number acceptance regions of IA(k iWk di . Spatial

, filtering of practical-transducers is discussed in Section 7'.4.6; however,

considering the variety of experimental configurations (i.e., microphone arrays,

flexible panels, and membranes) that have been used and the reasonably close agree-

ment among the various results, it would appear that if there were convective

contamination In the measurements, it did not significautly alter the order of

magnitude of the pressure spectra.' The spec'trum levels measured with wave number

"" filtering are all' exceeded-by that predicted by Equation (7.133), which is based

on two-point cross. spectra.
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In their measurement program Geib and Farabee attempted measurements in the

supersonic kI < k and acoustic kI = k regions. Figure 7.47 shows the frequency0 o

dependence of pressure spectrum levels that were obtained in those wave number

ranges over rough walls. The. verification of wall-dependent pressure levels at

kI = k was established by the increase in level at this wave number as the wall

roughness was increased and the wind speed was maintained constant. Cross-spectral

densities between adjacent microphones confirmed that the noise was coming from

the roughened region of the wall. In Geib and Farabee's experiment, the wave number

filter was positioned at the downstream' extremity of a roughened patch on the wind

tunnel wall. The possibility exists that sound emanates from the discontinuity

between the rough and smooth surfaces; the measurements provide an upper bound in

any event. The experimental values of the wave number spectrum, are also included

in Figure 7.41b for the appropriate dimensionless frequency. The spectrum level at

the acoustic wave number, at kI =k 0, has been extrapolated from the measurements at

higher wave number and frequency according to behavior typical of quadrupole radia-

tion (see also Section 7.3.7), i.e.,

" ,2( )3 fU* 6 -[ S , -- (7.145)

L w = acoust ic

Finally, the point shown in the supersonic, k < k range was obtained using the

common-phase mode of the wave vector filt,,.r with a bendwidth marked by the -3 dB

sensitivity of 0 < k 6* < = 0.3. The point shown in Figure 7.41b is therefore an
average value over this range of wave numbers; i.e., it represent values of

Ak la

1 f p(k lO)dka Akla < k
Akla J p Ia laa o

To compare the empirically based spectrum of Figure,7.41 to the theoretical
spectrum of Figure 7.24 we again note that 6/6* t-.6 to 10 and that M = 0.07 in

c
Figure 7.41b. For k < ko, one would expect that the spectrum levels would be

2 1 0 2
dependent on M. as well as on T and 6*; however, the range of experimental-con-

ditions has not been large enough to verify this. At k 6 - (w6/U M' the experi-
0 c c

mental levels do not show the local -maximum that theory would suggest. In' the
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intermediate range of k 6 < k 6 < k 6, the theory predicts a variety of wave number
0 1 cdependences. In the measurement programs, however, the ranges of wave number were

all such that k 6 > 1. Therefore the dependence given by Equation (7.102) possibly

could not be observed; even k 6 > I for all the known aerodynamic measurements
0

(compare Figures 7.41a and b). A notable gap in our information concerning the

wave number frequency is the lack of measured results to apply to either underwater

application, M = 0.01, or to higher speed flow, M = 1.0. In the former case, ofC c . -.-

particular interest to the hydroacoustics of ships, k 6 will be less than 0.01 in
0

most applications, while structural acceptance will be large near k 6 =2 (for ex-P
ample). The spectrum of Figure 7.41 is clearly inadequate for this regime, a'ad

the only recourse now available is extrapolations using Martin's equation (Equation
86(7.144)) or the analytical model of Chase, Equation (7.125).

A novel ilternative approach to spatial filtering has been attempted by
12~6 130

Emmerling1- and Dinkelacker. "They used optical interferometry in which a

mirror, consisting of an array of small silver-foil membranes, was placed flush in

the wall of a wind tunnel. The membranes were formed by bonding a stretched film

over a lar..e circular plate in which several~hundred holes (2.5 xmm in diameter) were

drilled. The spacing between holes was 3 mm. The film over each hole formed an

i.ndividual membrane. Under the action of, boundary-layer pressure fluctuations, the

membranes would deflect and these deflections would result, in optical interference

patterns. Using high-speed photography at 7000 frames per second, they could

record a time history of the pressure field over the extended region of the array'.

By interpreting the optical fringes in each membrane that was photographed, they

were able to reconstruct pressure fields, as shown in Figure 7.48. The field of

view occupies a region Ay1 = 1.66 and Ay3 = 6. The shsded and light regions denote,

negative and positive pressures, respectively. The flow is from left to right, and

one can see the propagation of the correlated pressure disturbance every 2.8 ms

(TU,16 - 0.77) for R = 2000. One can see that although a generally defined low-

pressure region appears to convect, the boundaries and small-scale character of

the region is very stochastic. Put in the perspective of the space--time correla-

tions shown in Figure 7.36, thlis time history illustrates the type of space-time

decorrelation that has been o6.erved over times comparable to TU4,,Im0.77(tUD/6*r=5).
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The wave number frequency characteristics of the wall pressure spectrum can be

exploited in practical situations in which one is interested in discriminating

against near-field flow-induced pseudosound. Using the techniques of array design

described here, one can design transducer clusters tailored to respond well to

k= k while discriminating against the region kI = kc. Thus, when transducers
0

are used for oceanographic applications in which they are exposed to local flow-

induced pressures, by selectively adjusting size and spacing to the spatial char-

acter of the pressure field, the influence of these pressures car. be minimized.

7.4.5 Particularities of Rough-Wall Boundnry-Layer Pressures

The characteristics of pressure fluctuations have generally'been discussed

in connection with similar behavior over smooth walls. - In general, it can be shown,

as in the previous sections, that for w6*/U < 3 to 4 (for the rough walls so far

-examined1 2 5 the convected pressure levels and their spatial cor-

relation can be described in terms of the outer variables Tw, 6 * and U (or u C).

In the case of low wave number pressures in a small range of k 6* near %2 so far
1

observed and for 5 < w6*/U < 20, the wave number spectrum can also be defined in
2

terms of T and 6*. As seen in Figure 7.31, however, the convected boundary layerW

pressures cannot be described in terms of the outer variables at high frequencies. 0

Instead, inner-wall variables are needed to describe the wall pressure fluctu-

ations. Figure 7.4914 shows the dimensionless spectrum

2 'g T

which is the counterpart to Figure 7.32 for smooth walls. The collapse of the

various spectra for the frequency wk /U >-3 suggests the existence of a nearly

universal spectrum description; for k U /v - 117t'h, spectra are in disagreement.g T
Aupperle and Lambert found an empirical relationship -'o describe their results,

which is

0 (W) U I%%

2 -
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This representation brought the spectrum on the vail for which k gU T/v 117 into

a somewhat better alignment with the other spectra than the nondimensionalizat ion

shown in Figure 7.49. Furthermore, the results DL and SS of references 20,and 121

also roughly (within 5 to 10 dB) conformed to those of Aupperle and Lambert, but

generally the representation in Figure 7.49 was better for those spectra. ~
effectiveness of the inner variable nondimensionalization emphasizes the ý,npqrtance

of intersticial flow in determining the high-frequency pressure fluctuý;Uons. Note

that the convection velocity of high-frequency pressure fluctuations is on the

order of U /U 2ý8 to 9. Correspondingly, the region of Ak /U dependence begins
C T

at wk /U =0.5 to 1.This value suggests that the largest of the locally convectedg c 151
eddies is on the order of 6 to 10 times k . Burton has measured pressure-velocity

| |2

I9

correlations and has found them to be generally similar to those over smooth walls.2

7.4.6 Effects of Transducer Size and Shape: The Response Ftinction
Although some influences of finite transducer size have been discussed in

connection with boundary-layer pressure measurement, some practical and theoretical

aspects warrant further discussion. The subject has been given analytical and

experi~mental attention by Corcos,'3 ' 3  Foxcwell,15  Gilchrist and Strawderman,15

Chase, 155 ib, 156hite,15 Kirby,15  Candiramani,3  Willmarth 'and R~oos,

Bull and Thomas,16  and Haddle and Skudrzyk.16

These effects can best be discussed within the framework of low-pass spatial

if ~ 4' 2-.
ThisreprisngtEqation (7.140)) The atspectrum dtenwaity ofo thhe okutput of a sintole1•

* (w)IsT~~ (k,w) d~k , .(7.146)

where the Fourier transform ofthhe sensitivity function is

s ho() n Y (y ) d y (7.147)
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4.4<

and S (Y) - 0 outside the boundary of the sensor. If S (Y) 1 1, the transducer
T T

responds to local pressures uniformly everywhere on its sensitive region. If we

introduce Equation (7.134), we find that the ratio of the measured autospectral S
density to the actual spectral density at a point is

* (Li) if .2(718

PM(i) ISTk)I 01 3 (kl,k3 ,A) kdk3 148)
0p M f T , 'w

An expression for *l 3 (kl,k3 ,w) can be taken from Equation (7.133) as 0 (k,w)/$ M) =
1,3 3'w)p p

l,3 (klk 3,w). Corcos132,162 carried out this integration for circular and square
158 157

transducers with uniform sensitivity, while Kirby and khite extended the
157, 155results to other shapes. White and Chase considered the averaging effect of

nonuniform sensitivity distributions. Gilchrist and Strawderman 15 had earlier

attempted to account for nonuniform local sensitivity by defining for a circular - S

transducer an effective radius

2 2 (r) rdr .< (7.149)effJ ST~r rdrE
0

and then assuming that the actual transducer responded to pressures as if it were

actually a smaller transducer with uniform sensitivity over radius R eff The wave

Inumber functlon for a circular transducer of radius RT is

IST(k)I = 4 kRTy) 2  (7.150)"

where

2 2k k 1 +k3
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to the Measur'nd Sensitivity Distribution'4 ' 4 ' 6

Figure 7.50 -Sensitivity Distributions and Response Kernels
for Commonly Used Transducers
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Chase determined

M 2\;1 -2m-3/2 2  o
S (k) =.2 2 (-l)m km c IM- :kR) ():Cs

-1 2mi+1 si - (2r1+l) ! 1 2m+1 -2m-3(.1)
(kRT 12) (sin 2kT ST (0) (klT)-(kT) ST (1 (R~+~I 2m J

for kRT > 1, where

dmS (z)
in T
S (z)= "ti'ST d~~czm ....

and (m!) = 1-23-4....m, 0! = 1. For kRT _5 1, one can approximate S T(k) with

Equation (7.150) using Reff defined as Equation (7.149). It is apparent for most

transducers that Sm(O) is small or zero.
We consider two examples; in the first, the transducer has a uniform sensitivity

0 (1) =1, sn(o)
ST ''T

and -

s (z). =6(1-z)

All terms of Equation (7.151) are important, but the first' is most important

(for kRT>l) so that

S (it) 2 (2½(kRT)' 1  S0(1) Cos (kRT +-! kRT > 1.

T T-.4)-

and

is ( (k C'os• (k76
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If, instead, we have S(R/RT), as shown in Figure 7.50, then S()u 0, s (0) = 0,

but S' (1) - a. The first term of the expansion is zero, but the second and largest

term (for kRT>l) is Ilk-

S(k) 2(-l) (~½(kRT)-5' a sin (R

and

isT(k'li =8(kRT)s a sin2 (k :+}-)

The dependence at large wave number for this sensitivity has an extra (kRT) 2

because of the nonvanishing slope of the sensitivity function at the periphery of

the transducer. If both the sensitivity and its first derivative vanish, we have

IST(k) 12 = (kRT) -7•T
at large wave number.

Measurements of the effects. of spatial averaging have been provided by Geib,156.

159 160Willmenth and Roos, and Bull and Thomas. The results are most often presented

in the form

*(Wi) JwRT

___) =(7.152).

p - -.

Figure 7.51 shows a comparison of measured results that have been extracted from
156 L9o, thoetclreut2*1bGeib and Willmarth and Roos, andtheoretical results of T(R) - 1 by Corcos 13 2

157and ST(r) of Figux'e 7.50 by White. In both theoretical results a pressure field

with the cross-spectral density of wall pressure as Equation'(7.133) was assumed.

It is clear that there is no universally acceptable function with which to predict

exactly the effect of hydrophone size. Indeed, the theoretical results show that

the averaging effect is very sensitive to ST(R) near the periphery. Thus it is not

surprising that o(wRT/Uc) for condenser and pinhole microphones are somewhat
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different than for hydrophones. Bull and'Thomas160 showed that slightly different

autospectra could be obtained with pinhole and condensor microphones of the. same

nominal geometric diameter when wR./Uc > 1.
c 158

Finally, effects of hydrophone geometry have been explored by Kirby and
161

laddle and Skudrzyk.1 Generally, when a transducer is longer in one direction

than another, autospectra of wall pressures are lowest when the longdimension of

the transducer is aligned with the flow direction. This behavior would be expected

on the basis of spatial anisotropy of the pressure fluctuations in the plane of the

wall, as shown in Figures 7.27 and 7.39. Theoretical results by Corcos show that

spatial averaging by square transducers (of length IT) is less severe than by round

transducers for which LT= 2 R_.

7.4.7 Transduction of Boundary-Layer Pressure Through Rubber Blankets
When a transducer exposed to subsonic boundary-layer low is shielde4 from

* that flow with a compliant fluid layer, it may then discriminate very wellagainst

high wave number components near k - k c. The discrimination can be estimated very

accurately from formulations derived by Maidanik1 6 4 and Maidanik and Reader. 1 6 5

The geometry of the transducer (or array of transducers) is shown in Figure 7.52.

j The moving fluid of density p0 and speed of sound c is separated from the trans-

* ducer system in a rigid plane by a second layer. of parameters pr and c r. The

thickness of the layer is h. In the most general case, the interface between the

p c fluid and the prCr fluid would be maintained by an elastic film. This case

* has been covered by Maidanik. 6 5  For many applications, particularly underwater,

the r layer is an elastomer that is assumed to be fluid-like. In an aerodynamic

.. application, the system could be a oorous plate situated at Y2 " 0 between the 0
* ~1412

fluid and the v fluid (see Maidanik and Section 7.4).
0 The simplest approach (and one that applies in many practical situations) is

"to assume th&t the properties Pr and c of the' viscoelastic layer are similar enough
r r

to those of the external fluid, p0 and co. Further, assume that the turbulent

pressure sources, i.e., the Reynolds stress tensor, in the moving fluid are un-

D" affected by the presence of the elastomer. Thus posed, the solution of this problem"

may be written straightforwardly by applying Equation (7.77). It is assumed tha-.

"the viscoelastic displaces the Reynolds stresses a distance Y2 -h from the rigid

* surface. Therefore Equation (7.77) shows that as long as
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Figure 7.52 - Geometry of a Hydrophone Beneath
a Viscoelastic Layer
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In the case of a single small transducer [ST(k). i] reacting to boundary-layer

pressure, its autospectrum is controlled by wave numbers kI kc; thus it will
1

relate to that of an uncovered transducer by

It( ) /-2wh \
( bexp") (7.155)

p

This ratio is plotted in Figure 7.53 as a function wh r/Uc and wh r/U, alternately

assuming Uc = 0-.6 U and 0.8 U.

We now consider again the problem of discrimination. For k h > 1, Equation
c r

(7.155) shows that the wall pressures are attenuaced as long as k > k- also.C r

Thus the coating permits discrimination of subsonic convected wave number components

compared to contributions for which kh < 1. If the pressure field on the interface
r

of the outer fluid and the coating has an acoustic component, kk Mk r (p-P , co=cr)
superimposed on the boundary-layer pressures, the coating'permits a noninterfered

reception of the acoustic field.

The results of this section and the sections that dealt with spatial filtering

provide the designer with many options for discriminating against the pseudonoise

of boundary layers. When 0 (t,w) contains components of interest (say acoustic
p

information) in the low wave number end cf the spectrum, a suitably designed coated

transducer system can be successfully used as an acoustic receiver eve'n though it

may be physically close to a moving turbulent fluid.

Maidanik6'6 has considered a larger number of possibilities than the simple

example considered here. These cases include combinations of properties of the
164, 166.

outer and coating fluids as well as the effects of a plate at the interface.

For-a simple coating, if c > c and po r p then resonance situations are generated
o rr

in the wave number range w/c - k < k < k - w/cr because of reflections at theO O r r
fluid interface. Even for c and cr differing by 30%, effects on transmission can

0 Obe important. If c > co, resonance conditions can also be generated when the

coating is thick enough. For thin enough coatings, say krhr < 1 (kh 20.1 will

satisfy this constraint), pressures in the wave number range k < k are transmitted
r

without change.
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7.4.8 Pressure Fluctuations in Turbuleht Pipe Flow

This topic is treated here only as an extension of our discussion of turbclent

boundary-layer pressures. Because there has been interest from time to time in - 6

measurements in water and because water tunnel facilities are not common, some work

has been conducted in pipe flows. Already included in this chapter is work done*.

by Bakewell and Lumley,41 Laufer (channel flow), 48 Morrison and Kronauer, 9 3 and
22Robertson et al. In many cases, the physics of wall layers in pipe flow and

boundary layers is the same. Perhaps the most extensive characterization of pipe
167flow turbulence is that of Laufer. Many investigators have used pipe flows for

measurements in fluids with polymer additives. The wall shear coefficient can be

very simply determined in pipe flows by using Equation (7.6). The static pressure .

difference AP over a length L gives T  asW

2dTw 2L -

where d is the diameter of the pipe. Near the wall, turbulence intensities are

similar to those measured in turbulent boundary layers.16

Wall pressure fluctuations on pipe walls have been measured by von Winkle, 1 6 8

133,169 17,1 172Corcos et al., Bakewell et al.,170,171 DeMetz and Jorgensen, and Greshilov
173et al. Measurements have been made in a water channel flow by Creshilov and

174Lyamshev. Figure 7.54 shows the autospectra that have been made dimensionless

on the average discharge velocity U, and d the diameter of-the pipe or the height

of the channel. The spectra are of the form

2 fp, G(f) df
feJ 0

0

This dimensionless form has been adopted by all measurement programs. Cross-spectral

densities 0 (Fr) are qualitatively similar to those in boundary layers, shown in

Figures 7.37 and 7.38, and the convection velocity converges asymptotically to -

0. 6 51 Uc at high frequencies. The measurements of Greshilov et al. on smooth and

rough walls of a water' channel disclosed a more rapid loss of streamwise coherence
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of pressure similar to that illustrated in Figure .7.37a for the boundary layer.
Generally, the measurements on smooth walls of channes74 and pipes169172 behave

in a form roughly similar to the functions for boundary-layer pressures.

7.5 TURBULENT FLOW OVER CURVED SURFACES

This section summarizes some characteristics of various types of flow that

exist in boundary layers on curved surfaces. They can be classified as "equilibrium"

in only a few very special cases; they include both, external or internal flows, and

none of them may be considered homogeneous in one or more coordinate directions in

the plane of the surface. Therefore the balance of published work on these topics

cannot be generalized to yield simple prediction schemes. Here we only illustrate

the extent to which th.? noise-producing characteristics of various flow types

deviate from those well-documented for equilibrium bjundary layers. These charac-

teristics are the magnitude,' frequency spectral form, and the temporal and spatial

statistics of boundary-layer pressure in local regions of the flow, as well as the

overall spatial variation of these properties at various points on surfaces.

We discuss

1. Transition to turbulence

2. Favorable and adverse static pressure gradients

3. Axially symmetric flow on circular cylinders

It is expected that the reader will find more detailed discussions of the general

flow characteristics and prediction schemes based on the growing modes 'of the Orr-
1 2Sommerfeld equation in the extensive surveys of Schlichting,1 Hinze, Cebeci and

3 15 97Smith, Bradshaw, and Lin.

7.5.1 Transition to Turbulence
5'4Mollo-Christensen5 gives a very brief and clearly presented survey of the

2aspects of transition from laminar ,to turbulent flow. Hinze gives another survey,

highlighting the unsteady aspects of the transition process. In both surveys, the

similarities and dissimilarities of the transition mechanics and the fully developed

turbulence production are discussed. •

The transition process is illustrated in Figure 7.55. The flow is presumed to

encounter the surface at y1 - 0. For a short distance, the flow is dieturbance free

and truely laminar. Near 1?ý i T ollmein-Schlichting' waves begiar; these disturb-
ances are analytically predictable as eigenfunctions of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation
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97
(see Chapter 3, Section 7.3.5, and Lin9). They have wave fronts along y3 and

propagate at a wave SDeed roughly on the order of U/2. The generally used and

convenient computation scheme 'is to compute the complex eigenvalues of the homo-

geneous equation ((Equation 7.114) with q=O). When, for either component of
9 11

disturbance, uj, the computed amplification of the disturbance grows from e to e

times an initial value, i.e..,
-0

in wuw]=J , (yl) a dy1  'S n (7.156)
iiY' )d Si•')!:i

Where n = 9 to 11, a1(y,) corresponds to streamwise-varying U(Yl,y2) and y! is the

streamwise location of the initial value, the transition is said to occur. The

value of y generally lies at the leading edge or at the forward stagnation point

of the body where the flow is presumed to be disturbance free. It is often found

that the value of y1 for which calculated and measured transition occurs is such

that n 9 even though the flow disturbances should hardly be considered to be first

order with such a large amplification. Further downstream the disturbance wave

fronts become distorted in the transverse direction distortion of the upstream loop --

of the resulting vortex-like wave front resembling a U (see Hama 5 3 ' 1 7 5 ). The fluid
motion within the U-shaped loops becomes turbulent loy a 2 x 106• resulting in,

tR , esultng in
,, , _ ' . 1 7 6 , 1 7 71

the occurrence of spots o turbulence, 1 which spread streamwise and S

laterally as they propagate downstream.107'178 The occurrence of these spots

increases both temporally and spatially until they coalesce into a fully developed,

turbulence region, RP = 107

This process is dependent on both the streamwise Reynolds number and the .

magnitude of the static pressure gradient. An adverse pressure gradient (a positive

value of aP/ay) brings on transition to turbulence at a lower value of R1 9 while,

conversely, a favorable gradient (negative value of 3P/3yj) will delay the transi- -

tion to turbulence. The process of transition is a.so aggravated 'by surface rough-
S~~179 180-182"-"-"

ness (e.g., Klebanoff and Tidstrom ), surface comrnliance and'flexibility, 1 ".-.'

and freestream turbulence (e.g., Hall and Gibbings -), and it can be influenced

by ambient acoustic levels (e.g., Shapiro1 8 4 and Sc ilz et al.85-187).
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For two-dimensional shapes, airfoils, hydrofoils, and the like, approximate

methods are smmarized by Schlichting, with results of measured boundary-layer

properties given in numerous NACA reports. The case of a flat plate is useful for
188rough calculations. Transition Reynolds numbers, are given in the now well-known

189Figure 7.56 for a range of turbulence intensities in the freestream.

The calculation of the Reynolds number of transition, R is an involved

subject well beyond the scope of this work. However, it is useful, in the context

of making approximate noise and vibration estimates, to review the results of some

recent work of Niedzwecki190 and Casarella et al., 191 which deals with the location

of transition on bodies of revolution. They have calculated the transition location

on a series of elliptical head forms whose shapes are illustrated in the upper
192half of Figure 7.57 (from Lauchle1). The parameter t refe'rs to the ratio of the

major-to-minor axis of the forebody. The figure shows the locations of the min'imum

pressure 'coefficient and of transition points, determined according to the "Smith-

Gabroni" criterion that a is = 9 to 11 (see Equation (7.156)), for five values of

Reynolds number. For the shape t - 0.5, the transition point moves farthest down- . "

stream for the range of R D U D/v shown. The transition depends primarily on the " --

value of a parameter B., determined by the static pressure gradient and defined as

dU S

U dS 2
in P (s).

6xl06
TURBULENT REGION

4

2-• ~~~~LAMINAR ...

•~ ~ REGION- -=

o 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16.0.20 o.: .28 0.32 0.36 ,

1oo [1/3(U• +V +W w ] /u* :.-.

Figure 7.56 - Effect of Turbulence on yl Reynolds Number

of Transition. riat Plate, Zero Pressure Gradient. 1 8 9
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where

sU (s) r2(s) -3 •
2 Um(S) r 2 (S) dS -.-

I.- °.-" - •-0

s is the streamwise distance along the body, r(s) is the local radius of the body, .

and U (s) is the iccal potential (freestream) velocity outside the boundary layer.
m

The'derivative. dU /ds determines the static pressure gradient (aP/as)-Um(aU/as

for a given body shape and dominates the variation of 8 with s for the shapes shown. '
2The factor P3 (s) lies within the limits of 1/2 and 2 for axisymmetric flow. In

judging the relative extents of a series of candidate designs, Casarella et al. 1 9 1

suggested that 8 should be as large as possible; the condition 8 =- 0 occurs at the

point of minimum pressure. When is also as far from the stagnation point aspoin ofminmum presur. Wen min ,

possible, these two requirements ensure a long region of favorable pressure gradient

(accelerating flow). As a practical matter, when RD > 30 x 106 for these bodies,

transition can be extended only as far as Cpn.

The lower half of Figure 7.57 shows another headform and its transition loca-

tion calculated by Lauchle. 1 9 2  In this case the region of Cminis extended (i.e.,

a large region of 8=0). For the values of R shown, laminar separation was experi-

mentally observed near the indicated location., Thus, as a practical matter,

transition on this body was limited by the downstream extremity of the minimum

pressure region.

Boundary-layer properties can be approximated in the turbulent region using

the relationships of Section 7.2 aslong as the ratio of the body curvature to

boundary-layer, thickness is very large and one can estimate the origin of the tur-

bulent boundary layer. The coordinate distance y1 in those equations, is replaced

by the streamwise distance' s along the surface of the body measured from the

transition point. Those equations will also apply approximately to airfoils of

small thickness-to-chord ratio. For bodies of revolution, the bbundary-layer thick-
191

ness is much thinner (for a given dP/ds) than on the two-dimensional form. For

laminar flow overa flat surface, the displacement thickness (Equation (7.28)) is

given by
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6*- 1.72 yl U•) (7.157)•'-""i:•••" .

.?iich can be rewritten simply as .7,',( ) (.17

( 1.72 (7.158)

'or a body of revolution, R,* can b4 rewritten as a furction of R, UD/v and -

;/D where s is the stream, ise distance from the stagnation po4 'nt. This relationship .

Ls written

,-f, (7.159)
DD

ihere f is a function of the geometry alone. If it is assumed that the boundary

Layer is identical to that which would develop on a flat plate, i.e., Equation

:7.157) with s replacing y1, then Equation (7.159) takes on a limiting form

( 6* =1. 72 ()(7.160)
flat

?igure 7.58 compares Equations (7.159) (reference 191) and (7.160) for the elliptical

iead forms shown in Figure 7.57. 'The calculations illustrate the effect of body

;hapN in altering the development of laminar flow. Calculations of R,. extend

foughly up to the transition points shown in Figure 7.57. Other boundary-layer .

Length scales are expected to be In the same proportion to 6* as they are on planar

Laminar flow; 6 = 2.9L*, 6*/B = 2.59. Since on a flat plate, the local friction
:oefficient in laminar flow takes on 1he form1

Cf 0.664 ( 7 .161a)
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it is reasonable to utilize Equation (7.158) to approximate Cf in laminar flow on

a body of revolution as

Cf 1.12 (7.161b)
1R6*

The wall-shear coefficient in thY. turbulent boundary layer exceeds the coefficient "
I

in the laminar flow.

The boundary-layer properties in the transition zone have been estimated by

Dhawan and Narasimha using combinations of relationships appropriate to either

fully laminar flow or fully turbulent flow.' Figure 7.59 shows computed and measured -q
values of R for one case described. The transition Reynolds number 1% is defined.

as the value of R for which the flow is turbulent approximately 0.01 of the time.1
This is defined as the location of the onset of transition. When turbulence occurs

0.99 of'the time, y = 0.99, the boundary-layer thick:iess ia well approximated by -•

Equation (7.10) with R replaced by RI - RT. The virtual origin of the turbulent

boundary layer is therefore determined by the onset of transition (R T). The local

wall-shear coefficient in the transition zone is hypothesized to be given by Equa-

tion (7.161a) in the laminar region and by Equation (7.35) (adjusted with R re- -.

placed by R, -RT) in the turbulent zone. Thus the local wall-shear coefficient

is given by

(Cf)trans,='(l-Y) (Cf)lam + y(Cf)turbf rns lam °ur

.where the subscripts 'lam and turb-refer to Equations (7.161) and adjusted,,Equation

(7.36), respectively. The curve marked A in Figure 7.59 was calculated in this

manner.

The pressure fluctuations beneath a transitional boundary layer have been

measured extensively by DeMetz and Casarella19 4 '1 9 5 over smooth walls and by

Gedney1 9 6 over both smooth and rough flat plates. In these measurements, the

transition region was developed in a range of zero to mildly favorable pressure

gradients bounded by

.y dU
- - -= 0 to 0.15,Um dy1 0.

M Y.,
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The range of R over which intermittent transitional flow has been observed was

6 6•

106 < R < 9.1 x 106

3 3(Re0O.9xl0 to l.9Xl0

In both investigations, the time dependence of the pressure fluctuations
6observed at a point in the zone of intermittent turbulence (near RI=3xl0 in Figure

7.55) resembled a gated random noise function with a random burst duration and period.

Letting the narrowband pressure level during the burst be and the long-time

mean-square pressure be p2, DeMetz and' Casarella found that in a frequency band Af -

21 -2
p = P (7.162)

where y is an intermittency factor. This factor is simply the ratio of the average

burst length T to the average time interval between burst T
B p

T

p

Thus Eqt.L.tion (7.162) suggests that the pressure spectral density in the intermittent

zone may be written

[ýp("] int U- "@()U. 'p•
2 •* =Y 2.'*"
2 [T -6*J fully (7.163)

w 6w w developed

where an appropriate value of Cf is determined by the value aLtained at the end of
the transition zone. This relationship was. confirmed by Gedney'smeasurements,

at least for y > 0.6. The intermittency variable y was found by DeMetz and
195Casarella to be distributed throughcut the transition zone in the manner of .

y l - erf RI-(R (7.164)
Y 0 5 .-°-T'

where the error function has the asymptotic properties given on page 980, (R1 ) ,
Y-0,5
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is the Reynolds number at which the intermittency is 1/2, and A.R is the Reynolds

number interval of the transition zone as defined by tjeasured limits of y = 0.01.
193

and y = 0.99. Equation (7.164) is shown in Figure 7.60. Dhawan and Narasimba

found similar behavior for velocity fluctuations with

AR 5 AR R1 TII1 )Y-0.0J.

for a wide variety of published data, for which (R) is the nominal transition
Y 0.01

Reynolds' number. DeMetz and Casarella's measurements of pressure spectra did not

reflect the occurrence of periodic Tollmein-Schlichting waves as precursors to the*
178

bursts of velocity disturbances that had been reported by Schubauer and Klebanoff.l

1.0Y , INCHES

039.06

0 94.88 O

096.44

0 g8.69
-GAUSSIAN0

0.6 ___________ _

0.4
*N EQUATION 17.164),

0.2-

-3- 101 3 3v

- 6lO.S/(ATJ~

Figure 7.60 -Normalized Intermittency Dlistributions for Laminar

Turbulent Boundary Layer Transition on Smooth 'Walls19
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This is perhaps due to an inadequacy in available signal-to-noise ratio in pressure

measurement. However, the intermittency observed in the wall pressure signal and

the space-time spreading character of convected pressure bursts closely resembled S178 •:'.r

the observations of turbulent velocities in "spots" by Schubauer and Klebanoff...-

Therefore Equation (7.162) shows that the level of the spectral density of the wall

pressure, conditionally sampled only within the interval of a burst, is independent

of the duration of the burst, a result that is not unlike the observed behavior

of the velocity spectra in this intermittent zone. 197.

Subsequent measurements by Huang and Hannan197 are somewhat contradictory to

those of DeMetz and Casarella. These measurements were made on axisymmetric head
616 6

forms at R= 1.3 x 10 to 2.2 x 10 . The momentum-thickness Reynolds numbers R

were roughly on the order of 400 to 900, compared to the value of 1900 in DeMetz's.-7.

experiment. Huang and Hannan. did not measure spectral densities of wall pressure,

but they observed that time histories of pressure signals did not display the

intermittency shown in the experiment of DeMetz'. Furthermore, laminar separation .

occurred on one of Huang's forms. On this body, the minimum pressure coefficient

reached -0.4 within a short distance of the stagnation point. The total root-mean-

square pressure fluctuations are shown in Figure 7.61a. In the separation zone

they exceeded 0.14 q., -where q. is the freestream dynamic pressure. In the region

of the fully developed turbulent boundary layer, Huang found that p2½ 0.015 q.

On a second head form on which laminar separation was not observed, it was found,

in the region of transition occurring just downstream of the minimum pressure

(C =-0.19), that p 0.038 q for R, = 460. This magnitude is in excess of
*~ m.

that measured in the fully developed region downstream, and it is therefore in

conitr~dlction, with the measurements of DeMetz and Casarella and Cedney. The reason
for the discrepancy may lie in the difference In R between the two measurements

and therefore in differing values of Tw" Pressure fluctuation measurements made 5
198

on a waterborne body of revolution by Nisewanger and Sperling qualitatively

agree with DeMetz' in showing no anomalously large pressure fluctuations in the

transition zone. Measurements in the fully developed teg.on have been made by

Bakewell?'7
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7.5.2 Adverse and Favorable Static Pressure Gradients
in Fully Developed Turbulence

The characteristics of turbulent boundary layers in the presence of severe

gradients of static pressure are difficult to quantitatively characterize because

the behavior is a multivariable problem. Simple analytical prediction schemes, such

as those presented in Section 7.2 for flat plates and zero gradient, are difficult

to find in the literature. Experimental evidence of boundary layer development, e.g.,

references 199-202, shows that the local mean properties (6*,0,Cf, etc.) are very

much influenced by the upstream character as well as by the local value of the pres-

sure gradient. This effect of the upstream gradient has also been observed in some

of the turbulence characteristics.

These flows are also nonequilibrium except in those relalively rare cases in

which

IT, - constant wz-_

w 1

which implies that the local freestream velocity behaves in one possible form as

U [yl (yl), ]a

and

6" _T y_(yl)]..•.

Equation (7.,27b) then shows that C is a constant throughout such a region. These
f 431

types of flow were exam'-"d by Bradshaw ; measurements of wall-shear coefficients -

in the presence of adverse pressure gradients on rough walls were made by Perry
12,13 9and Joubert. The wake function of Coles very well characterizes the mean

velocity distribution in these boundary layers except in regions closer to the wall

than (y/6*)-(U /UT) < 0.1 where inside a short zone of overlap the law of the wall

is satisfied. 1 2 , 2 0 3
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Computation schemes for estimating wall shear using semiempirical routires,
204 '..:

have been suggested by a number of investi-ators, e.g., Ludwig and Tillmann, 2 ."
Ross, 2 0 5 Diewert and Abott,206 Bradshaw, et al.,207 Patel and Head, 2 0 8 Dvorak, 2 0 9  0

210 21.1 212
Mellor and Gibson, White, and Howarth. Those of White and Howarth are

the simplest. Virtually all the prediction techniques utilize the momentum-

integral equation (Equation (7.27b)), which we rewrite in the form

C0
d Cf 8(2+H) DP (7165)

dy1  2+ 2q . 3y"

to emphasize the competing roles of the wall shear and pressure gradient in the

hbundary-layer growth. Depending on the relative magnitudes of the terms on the

right-hand side, the boundary-layer growth is controlled by Cf or P/YI"y This is

reflected in the presentation of wall pressure statistics later in this section.

Another parameter often used as a length scale and already introduced in Section

7.2 is

Measurements of wall pressure fluctuations in adverse pressure gradients

(decelerating flow) have been made by Schloemer. on a smooth wind :unnel wall in
123both positive and negative gradients. Hodgeson on a smooth glider wing in flight,,

Bradshaw4 3 ' 2 0 7 in a wind tunnel equilibrium boundary layer with a positive gradient,
213

Buzton on smooth and rough wind tunnel walls with positive and negative gradients,

Blake 2 1 4 at-thetrailing edge of a flat strut (see also Chapter 9) ,andbyLauchle, 1 9 2

198 171Nisewanger and Sperling, and Bakewell on bod'ies of revolution. It is not .

possible to present these results in a general form; therefore some representative

data are shown for illustrative purposes. Figure 7.62 shows wall pressure spectra

for positive gradients in the dimensionless form using dynamic pressure and dis-

placement thickness. In the context of Equation (7.165), the wall shear and pres-

sure gradients are tabulated, showing a domination of the boundary-iayer growth

by the static pressure increase. The two mcsr strongly influenced flows are those

of Burton and Blake, where flow separation was closely approached. Because of the

800
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relative unimportance of wall shear, in these cases it makes more sense to non-

dimensionalize on dynamic pressure than on wall shear stress. The effect of the

pressure gradient is to increase the spectrum level up to a magnitude of 10-4 in

the most severe cases examined so far. The spectrum shape hpparently depends on

the upstream history of the development of the boundary layer, since there is no

correlation of the results with Reynolds number, wall shear, or pressure gradient.

The dependence on upstream history is most evident in Burton's case. As the flow

progressed into a region of positive pressure gradient, at low frequencies,

w6*/U < 2, the pressures gradually increased from an initial value given by Vp = 0

to the value sbawn; at higher frequencies the spectrum levels diminished. A roughly
214

similar effect was observed at and, near the trailing edge of a flat strut. Here

again the dimensionless frequency below which levels increased and above which they

decreased was between w6*/U 1 and 2.

On sand-roughened walls, Burton's measurements showed that the dimensionless

spectral density was ,relatively weakly dependent on the magnitude of the pressure 'AD

gradient. The spectrum level shown in Figure 7.62 is within a factor of 3 of tho'se

measured on the roughened wall. Furthermore, for the roughness used, as the pres-

sure gradient increased, the spectrum level actually decreased in magnitude by as

much as a factor of 2.5.

In the cases of negative (favorable) gradients shown in Figure 7.63, Burton's

measurements on smooth and rough walls show a strong dependence on,the wall shear

stress and displacement thickness. However, in these cases the pressure, gradient"

term never exceeded the magnitude of the wall-shear coefficient. There~fore the

influence of the wall was relatively more importane than in the cases of the posi-

tive gradients. A general characteristic of ,the pr'essure spectra for both types of

gradients is thac the maximum spectrum level iF within a band of frequencies

0.1 < w6*/Ij < 4.

The spatial character4Istics of wall pressure are even less precisely summarized

than ,the frequency dependence at a point. T"ie 7.3 lists' some of the critical

parameters that may bd used in connection witt. Equation (7.133). Generally, the

cross-spectral densities are spatially nonstationary, i.e., depending very much

on the location of measurement. The convection velocities dedduced from these

measurements therefore vary from 30% to 40%, depending on frequency and transducer

separation. Table 7.3 shows-representative nuinericai values for parameters,
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extracted from various sources, by fitting Equations (7.129) to experimental data.

Generally, as the negative gradients increase in magnitude so does the transverse

correlation of pressures, while the streamwise correlation is only slightly affected.

This implies that, compared to a zero gradient, there is a larger transverse extent,

but a decay distance that corresponds to the same number of dirturbance wavelengths.

For positive gradients, the streamwise correlation decreases as the gradient in-

creases. In most cases this behavior is associated with a streamwise statistical

nonhomogeneity in the flow,.which could possibly enhance the low wave number levels

of wall pressures. For all types of gradients, the effect of wall roughness is to

reduce the streamwise correlation without affecting the transverse length scale.

Assuming that the wall pressures are at least localiy homogeneous in the plane

of the surface, Equation (7.133) will still yield the wave number- spectrum. When

the streamwise correlation is reduced by a positive pressure gradient or by increas-

ing wall roughness, yl increases. This reduces (D (t,w) near kI = !/U and increases
1p . c

0 (k,w) for k <<, W/U . This increase will persist until y, > 1. For higher wave

numbers, i.e., k 1 > W/Uc, the increase in the spectrum level will continue to be

proportional to the increase in y1 " On the other hand, while y increases, the

experimental results suggest that U decreases. This gives rise to an effect on
c

the lateral k3 behavior that can be somewhat offsetting. In Equation (7.133), the

limit of k < W/U suggests that the rpectrum level will decrease as Uc. Thus3 c 
c

whether in'fact a given condition will change the form of 0 (t,w) will depend
p

largely on the relative changes in U and y Furthermore,'for stilli lower wave
c 1

numbers, say ki << « /U where the representation of Ejuation (7.133) is probably

invalid, i.e., where Figures 7.41 and 7.46 4pply for omogeneous boundary layers,

there is no existing experimental data.

The only direct measuremerts of the wave number spectrum in the positive

(adverse) pressure gradient have been provided by Moe ler et al. 2 1 5 The boundary

* layer was developed on a smootia wall and forced nearlr to separation. Within the

"range of their parameters (0.6<k 1 6*<2) pressure fluctiations gradients obeyed

| $p(kl.O.w) U.
0  6* -3.6 ).31

. )30 (kl*) - 4 dB

1.

. 2( 3 -C

"which is the same functional form given by Martin1-44 (Equation (7.144)).
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*: 7.5.3 Pressure Fluctuations Beneath 3eparated Turbulent Flow

The process of separation of turbulent boundary layers is temporally unsteady
50

and spatially ill defined, as shown by the measurement of Kline and Runstadler,
216 217 218" " Sandborn and KlinE, Sandborn and Liu, and Simpson et al. The intermittency

is a function of distance from the wall into the flow as well as streamwise location,

"" following the same integral of the normal distribution as observed in the transition
218

flows (Equation (7.164)). In the work of Simpson et al., the separation point

• was defined when the flow reversal of separation occurred half the time; for

distances of 36 to 46 upstream and downstream of this point, the, intermittent

character of the separation was clearly evident. Velocity (rms) maxima of 25% of

the freestream velocity were observed in this region. These velocity maxima were

observed at distances from the wall near the point for which the curvature of the

§ mean velocity profile vanished, i.e., where

2
aU1

20: aY2

3 Observed values of boundary-layer length scales at separation are given by Sandborn

and Kline and Simpson et al. Generally, the shape factor at separation (6*/e)

depends on the value of 6*/6. Extensive data on turbulent velocities and Reynolds

stresses are given by Simpson.218 Blake214 gives turbulent velocities and spectra

Sfor various separation zones at trailing edges. Studies and prediction schemes for

turbuleut boundary-layer separation are plentiful;. .g., the experimental results of
219 220 221Perry and Fairlie and the prediction criteria of Stratford, Goldschmied,

.* and Cebeci, 222 were all reeently compared by Tsahalis and Telionis. 2 2 3

Pressure fluctuations beneath turbulent separated flows have not been well

destribed. Measurements have been conducted-in hydraulic jumps, but these can-

not be generalized. Measurements downstream of i flow spoiler mounted on a wall
225

. have been conducted. Compared to pressure spectrum levels observed on smooth

walls with no spoilers, the maximum pressure level behind the spoiler was largest

for frequencies less than wh/U < 1.5, where h is the height of the spoiler. This*

point is the location of reattachment of the flow.226 The total root-mean-square
227pressure at this point was on the order of
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p -0.06 oU

where U. is the freestream speed, compared to .

1\ 2 O:::/2 -= 0.0OC6 1 PoU2

on smooth planar boundaries.

Other measurements beneath separated flow at trailing edges of airfoils by

Mugridge228 and Blake214 are described in Chapter 9.

7.5.4 Thick Axisymmetric Turbulent Boundary Layers: The Circular Cylinder

This topic has unly relatively recently received extensive investigation.
229An initial experimental investigation was that of Richmond, some of whose work

230 231has been more recently summarized by Willmarth and Yang and Afzal and Narasimha.

The subject of laminat turbulent transitional flows has beea examined by Yasuhara. 2 2 6

Currently there is no universally accepted similarity law for the mean velocity
229 232 233

profile, although there have been suggestions by Richmond, Rao, Cebeci,
234 235 236 231.

Reid and Wilson, White,. Chase, and Afzal and Narasimha. Furthermore,
233

Cebeci has a semiempirical predication technique for estimating the local wall

shear coefficient and the axial growth of the boundary layer. More recent experi-
230,231mental results than Richmond's in addition to those just Mentioned include

237 238measurements by Rao and Keshavan, and Willmarth et al. Willmarth et al. . -

obtained 'measurements of the mean velocity 'profile and wall-shear coefficient on

thin cylinders for which 26/d 37, where a is the radius of the cylinder and 6 is

the boundary-layer thickness.

The transverse curvature of axisymMetric flow makes it necessary to redefine

the boundary layer displacement thickness 6* as r

- ( '= 2f ( ', rdr2

d/2

and the momentum thickness 0 as

- + ()2 2 1) (U) rdr

a
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The mean velocity profile should depend on the dimensionless lengths yU /v and

dU /2v (where y=r-d/2) near the wall of the cylinder and on y/6 and 26/d in the

wake region of the cylinder. Therefore one would expect analogous dimensionless

forms to Equations (7.13). through (7.16) to apply to tne axisymmetric boundary

layer. Thus we expect

U1U =F 
d

T

in the wall region and

U -U
Uc

26.

in the wake region. Among the proposed forms of F are various logarithmic functions

reviewed by Afzal and Narasimha. These functions are. supported by experimental
237

results in variors ranges of dU /2v and (or) d/26. Functions of the form

U [d_1
A AT n[ n +B

(where r=d/2 is th3 surface of the cylinder) reduce to a logarithmic profile in the

limit of

< 2 < 2,.

i.e., in this region the mean velocity follows

•'-" 2fi AUT + B

T
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236
Chase proposed a more complex form (rzd/2)

1 dUT 2r dU (k) 2r6)-y in , T i , n < 7 .4 (7 .166a ) .r •"'' '
U~~2 d)~<~~~

and

2.5 in n - 4 .] + 5A (7.166b)

L- tJ • :--

dt Nr" 7.4 < -"T- in < C .- "

These functions have been derived using arguments analogous to that of Millikan.1

They are compared-to measurements of Willmarth et al. in Figure 7.64 for two extreme 0

values of 26/d. For comparison, Willmarth et al. also show Equation (7.21) for the

smooth plane boundary layer. Equation (7.166b) reduces to Equation (7.21) when

(d-2r)/d < 1.

Another pair of formulations by Afzal and Narasimha gives, in the wall region, •

U
S=2.5 in -r + C + 0 i:[UV-

and in the wake rgion

(U.-U) [=r -2. £n T(z)+(~ o
=-2.5 in 6 + D - + 0

with a wall-shear coefficient given by

ff

cfi=2.5 in -_+v D + C + o0]:<,,....
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Figure 7.64 - Seven Representative Velocity Profiles in Wall Coordinates

Showing the Influence of Increasing Transverse Curvature.
9

Flat Plate, Coles (1955); a+= 33.4.,
Chase 2 3 6 Equation (7.166)

The values D and C tepend on 26/d and dU /2v, respectively. They have been deter-

mined from a compilition of available measurements. For dU /2v > 400, C = 5.5 ± 0.5,

but for dU /2v t- 20 to 200 there does not seem to be a clearl> defined dependence

(see Figure 7.65). For 1 < d/2 < 10, D 2d/26, compared to a value of 2.5 for

smooth planar bound ry layer.
230,238

Wall pressure fluctuations have beenmeasured only by Willmarth et al.

The spectral density on a cylinder for which 26/d=* 2 is shown in Figure '7.66 in %

dimensionless form. In this case'the spectrum has been normalized on the mean

square p 2 , which can be evaluated once Cf is determined using the above equation.

Compared to the spectra measured on a smooth plane surface, the pressures measured

810
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Figure 7,65 - Variation of Additive ':.rm in Law of the Wall with Respect
to Inverse of Frictional Reynolds Number. (Top) V. and Y, Willmarth

and Yang; R, Richmond; C, Chin et al.; A and Y, Afzal & Yajnik.
(Bottom) P and H, Patel and Head. Half-Filled Circles are -

.from Rao and Keshavan's Data. Circles with Flags are the

Corresponding Point when Skin Friction 0b6tained by Patel
Is Employed. From Reference 231

on the cylinder have slightly larger contributions at higher frequencies and lesser .__-__
238

at lower frequencies. Measurements on a cylinder for which 26/d - 4 gave. sim- 7.

ilar results; the same value of meran-square pressure was observed, but less con-

tribution at frequencies greater than wd*/U- 10 occurred.

The cross-spectral densities O(rlO,w,) and 0(0,r 3,w) were similar to those .

measyired on the planar surface (Figures 7.37),.but the transverse (r 3 ) function

did not show a single dependence on wr 3 /U for all frequencies and separations. 0

Considerably less correlation was observed for r3 /6* 0.72 than for r 3 /6* - 0.19.

Convection velocities were essentially the same as those measured on the flat

surface (Figure 7.38a).
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CHAPTER 8
BOUNDARY-LAYER-INDUCED VIBRATION AND NOISE

8.1 INTRODUCTION
"Noise radiated from boundary layers on surfaces originates from two sources:

direct radiation from the flow and surface vibration. If the surface is flat and
-rigid, the only radiation possible has been shown by Powell (Section 2.4.4) to be

quadrupole and radiated only by the volume distribution of Reynolds stresses in the
2boundary layer. Ffowcs Williams has further shown that the radiation is quadrupole

even if the surface moves but is still infinite and perfectly homogeneous. In both

S-[ of these cases the surface simply'acts as a reflectot. If the surface moves at all

and is in any way inhomogeraous (say by adding stiffeners), even though the boundary

layer flow is strictly homogeneous in the plane of the surface, there is additional

radiation due to the induced vibration of the body. Furthermore, ft the body is

not spatially continuous in the plane ofýthe boundary layer but is terminated as

with a trailing edge, Powell3 showed that there is a dipole source established at

* the edge. This topic will be covered in Chapter 9. This chapter is concerned with

the following aspects of the problem:

1. Flow-induced structural vibration of structures of large curv.1ture and

methods of prediction and extrapolation,

2. Structural radiation of these flow-excited structures and prediction

techniques,

3. Theory and experimental evidence for direct radiation fr.i boundary layers.

"In the determination of flow-induced ,vibration we shall put .Cipters 6 and 7

to work.- Recall that Chapter 6 covered the important mechanisms for the flow-

"induced vibration of structures in terms that relate to the space-time matching of

the structural acceptance and the hydrodynamic exciting forces. EsZtimates'ef the

structural ,response and its resulting acoustical radiation were predicated on a

knowledge of the input power to the structure from the flow. This power can be

"determined once the wave vector spectrum of the exciting pressures is known;

"Chapter 7 has given both empirical and theoretical descriptions of the wave vector

Sspectrum of turbulent boundary-layer pressure. Similar descriptions can be deter-

mined for other flow types once a spatial mapping of the exciting pressures has

been determined. The first part of this chapter serves two important purposes.

On one hand, it provides a discussion of the important problem of boundary-layer-

induced vibration and noise. It also serves, the more general purpose of outlining
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a methodology for combining the principles of Chapters 6 and 7 in order to ana-

lytically model the flow-induced vibration and sound from other flow types.

In the final segment of the chapter, an assessment of direct flow radiation

from turbulent boundary li.ers (requiring no surface vibration) versus noise from

flow-induced vibration is given. The relative importance of edges (surface dis-

continuities) and vibration in overwhelming this noise is illustrated.

8.2 FLOW-EXCITED STRUCTURAL VIBRATION

8.2.1 General Method

If the structure is well enough defined that one can identify individual panel

elements and then determine the vibration (and sound) fields from the elements, the

methods of normal modes (and in some instances the power balances of statistical

energy analysis) as introduced in Chapter 6 can be used with good results.. These
4-27

techniques or modifications thereof have been used in a large number of cases.,

Measurements of boundary-Jayer-induced vibration and noise appear in references

16-30; however, these generally deal with the flow excitation of single baffled

plates or membranes.16-252829 Flow excitation of a periodically stiffened
26 27 30membrane, space vehicle, and commercial aircraft have also been reported.

Analytical approaches to the problem that have Avoided relying on normal mode anal-

yses have been applid' to the directly induced convective wave motions in panels,31

radiation from large (heavily damped nonreverberant) plate.3 in which various aspects
32

of thick-plate dynamics are introduced, and general analyses of radiation from
S33-36

stiffened flexible surfaces without assumptions of interplate independence.

37.
Review papers by Leehey cover the early'period of research and introduce the'

38
method of normal modes. The panels are always assumed to be linearly excited by

the flow; i.e.. no influence of the panel motion on the flow is considered. The

effects -f wall vibration on t1 -i turbulence have been theoretically examinee by
39 40,41Ffowcs Williams and Davis, who found influences on the Reynolds stresses.

42
The only controlled experiments using panels are those of Mercer, who found no

influence on mean boundary-layer properties and Izzo4 3 who found enhancement of

streamwise velocity fluctuations at the frequency of vibration for dUT /v > 3,

where d is the amplitude of wall motion. Other work in the area of interaction

effects has been done by those interested in the generation of water waves (see

references 102 and'103 of Chapter 7).
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Boundary-layer-induced vibration is made complicated (and interesting) by the

fact that the wave number spectrum of surface pressures is not independent of wave

number, as it is for point forces. As illustrated in Figures 7.24, 7.39, 7.40,

and 7.41, the pressures are concentrated within a well-defined region near kI = /Uc.

There may also be a subordinate concentration of pressure components near the

acoustic wave number, Iki = k, as shown in Figure 7.39. If the panel has any

resonant modes whose wave number of resonance coincides with k! = u/Uc, it will

preferentially accept power from-the flow in these modes of vibration. As discussed

in. Section 6.5, certain modes of vibration also preferentially radiate sound, and

it is often the case that preferentially excited moaes differ from preferentially

radiating modes. Therefore caution must generally be observed in applying the

methods of Chapter 6 to boundary-layer. problems.

The situation to be considered is shown in Figures 8.1-8.5. It is required

to evaluate Equation (6.40a), which is rewritten, for the autospectral density of

the modal pressure in terms of the wave number frequency spectrum qf wall pressure,

Sff) 0 p(k,) Ismn()l dk 1 dk 3  (8.1)Cmn(• A,

p -0

where IS (i)'j is the shape function (Equation (6.39)). The mean-square modal
mn

velocity, averaged in time and over the surface of the panel, is given by Equation

(6.41), which 'is repeated:

2
S A2mn (mnSn= Pmn (8.2)

TM mn

where w is the resonance frequency of the m,n mode.me

The wave number integral in Equation (8.1) is to be evaluated over all wave

numbers k and k3 . Near the convective ridge, k1 = /Uc, as shown by Equation
-*N -2(7.133), , (k,w) decreases as (k 3 6") for k 3 > y 3 u/U (y 3 given beneath Equation

(7.130)). At lower wave numbers nothing is known, but it is assumed that k1 or k3

dependencies are similar. As shown in Figures 8.1, and 8.3, the maximum values of
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the pressure spectrum and the shape function do not necessarily overlap. In the

case shown, the convective wave number is greater than the wave number of free

bending waves kb because Uc < cb. In Figure 8.3 the bending wave number kb is

greater than k = w/U because the free bending wave speed cb is less than' the
c cb

convection velocity. The points that form the lattice in the figures represent the

k ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i anmaxi- hihIs )matrix of all possible values of k = k and k k for which IS k

mum, i.e., for all possible resonant modes of the panel. When one of these points

coincides with the value of the wave number of free bending waves

k =-c- (8.3)
b c b

a resonance will occur at that frequency. For plates

cb (WK c L) (8.4)

so

kb

where se = h/(12)½ is the radius of gyration of the plate, ,h is the thickness, and

c is the lo gitudinal wave speed of the material (see Chapter 6 for full dc.,.ils).

One of these points is shown as the crosshatched region in Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3.

In Figure 8.3 it is shown coinciding with the region of' high-pressure spectral

density, i.e.,

k
m U

c

Alternatively, in Figure 8.2, the panel acceptance lies in the nonconvective, low

wave number tail of the wall pressure spectrum. The wave number bandwidth of

p (k,W) is 2-Y 1/Uc, as indicated by the spectrum function (Equation (7.133)).

Near the acoustic wave number k k, the curve of p (tm) is shown discontinuous,"1. p
reflecting the uncertainty, concerning values there. Recall that 'y is' the decay
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constant of the longitudinal cross-spectral density. An alternative bandwidth may

be deduced from the exponential moving axis decay illustrated in Figure 7.35 and .

leading to a nonvanishing value of 0 (w-Uckl) when k << ,/U'. This bandwidth is "

Akc = 2(6 U )-I, where e is the time constant (or eddy life time) of exponential
T TC T

decay, assuming a moving axis correlation function of exp(-ITI/ ). . *The bandwidth
T

of the acceptance of the mode with which Ak is to be compared is
c

Ak1 Ak
13

The relative shapes of frequency functions are shown in Figure 8.1. The spec- "

trum function 0 (k W) = O(k W) has a peak at w k Uc = k U From Equation
p np c mc

(7.133) the breadth of the peak is 2y1 kU, or 2/8. The breadth in the resonance

of mode is nT mn. The frequency regions of P (k ,,-) include the convective region

near kmU as well-as the low wave number high-frequency pressures. Experimental 0O

data for this spectral region is given in Figure 7.46. At very low frequencies.

(of little practical value except at very low convection speeds) p(k k w) depends
2 pp

on w

8.2.2 Effects of Hydrodynamic Coincidence on Single-Mode Response

The. various regions of hydrodynamic and acoustic wave number coincidence depend

on the relative magnitudes of co,cb. and U. Figure 8.5 shows that since cb in-.

creases with frequency, as frequency increasesthe relationship among phase speeds S..

varies. If the structure is -a membrane, characterized by a constant phase speed

Cm* the relationship among speeds does not change. For example, since the membrane .; .

speed is independent of frequency, the simultaneously acoustically fast and hydro-

dynamically fast (cm>Uc, c >)co) modes are possible, and these will radiate effec-

tively at all frequencies."

The autospectrum of modal pressure can be simply evaluated from Equation. (8.1)

for all wave number combinations, even when k and wIU coincide, when certain

criteria are satisfied. As long as the bending wave speed and the convection 9

velocity do not coincide (cbU), the following requirements, originally due to
5Dyer, must be met.
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w <<2y k U . Put in alternative terms, n < 2/0 . This means

simply that the vibration decay must not be significar~t within an eddy life time.
2. 4w/L << 2y W/Uc. Put in alternative terms, 4w/L << 2/8 U . This means' ~~~T c :L,•.::

that the distance an eddy travels in its life time 6 U must be less than the stream-T c ,,:,..
wise length of the panel divided by 27.

A criterion similar to number 1 above has been derived by Phillips 6 in connection

with wind-generated water waves in which methods similar to those of this chapter

were used. Coincidence effects between the wind spee~i and wave speed were also

examined.

Under these circumstances the autospectrum ýP (w) will be broad enough that
Pmn :A.

Equation (8.2) is valid and the integral in Equation (8.1) can be separated. There

are three regions of wave number.

Case A. k << w/Uc. This case is illustrated inFigure 8.1. Assuming that
m c

the d6minant part of the integral comes from the region of kI km, Equation (8.1)

becomes

(W p kn<< ISn(k) I dk(pmn/low A 2p n- inn

p. p .-.

HF AT p•mn c

Since the velocity w/k >o U w these modes are termed hydrodynamically fast (HF).and
m .c

the associated mean-square surface velocity for the mn,mode is7

WS

2.O

V2 (270 w iAP w
m 2 P mkh< Ow n (8.6)

HF ~ T m n

wherd M m i A and in is the total (structural plus added) mass per unit area of

the panel. This case of low wave number occurs in most underwater applications. .
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2
'he additional possible contribution that comes from the tail of IS (k )I for

> k can be determined by using Equation (6.59) for a simply supported panel orm

:quation (6.61) for a panel clamped along y ± LI/2. For the simply supported

:ase the effective v.Aue of IS (kl)12 is

I S 2 16LI -k •

s m(k 2  2 - 1 (m8.7) :

(kmL 1 ) k

2
ihere the (sine) has been replaced by its average, 1/2. Thus, letting kI =W/U

ie have the contribution from the convective ridge:

ptat'2 @ 1 (6k))IY 2 .8 2 
2

conv T _ 3 Wy3 2 2 A P

UkL + ((8. 8*

rhe pressure' spectrum is the sum of the low and convected wave number contributions, "•-:)

ioeethe relative importance of Equations (8.5) and (8.8) will depend on the,:S:•'7

)arameters of the problem. Generally, it is assumed that ($()' is negligi- " '

cony
)le. If the edges, are clamped, Equation (6.61) •shows that an even lower response, :::::[.

,ya diinlmlilctvfactor (kmU/u) 2 , will result from the flow. .•-'.'

k an

Case B. km=u/ or cb = Uc cos cim. The peak o'f the acceptance function' , ,. .,.

m~ .c b c

:opncides with the peak in he wave number opectrum of the pressure. In thisb case 0

:he flow convection velocity is greater than the phase speed of bending waves.
Therefore, at some angle to the flow r , the trace velocity .Ue cos M matches cb.ne.....,

If there is a mode resonant at the associated wave number, that mode will be prefer-spo

nt ially excited. .

Equation (8.1) bmcomes

Case ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • B. km w rc =Ucsa. h eko h ccpac ucin

* u (i) -k k (8.9)""."-"'pmn A' p n /

841. - - .
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"0

so that the modal vibration level of such hydrodynamically coincident (HC) modes is

)2- (2it) irA

n P kkm= W ) (8.10)M M2 nP U /
MnW cHC T mn

Introducing Equation (7.133), we have

6*2 3_: '.. .

4r4(ff )A•-• 4• ,p (,mn) pY •'''2i

mn= M2 -2 (8.11)
mn 22
HC M T •mn [(Y 3 Wm*) 2]

Case C. k >5 w/U . In this case, since k < k , we write k k cos a
m c m p m p m

Therefore the condition can be rewritten

(i) W
Cos a >-

c m U
p c

or

cb < U cos a (8.12)
b c m

This condition therefore requires that cb.< Uc' or it is said that the mode is

"hydrodynamically slow" (HS) (see Figure 8.5).' For flexural waves on plates there

is a specific frequency, called the hydrodynamic coincidence frequency, at which

c U c This' frequency is defined, as "
be

U c (WhKuc , p h 'i"':.

or

W (8.13)
Wh KC (8

842 . , . .
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-ues 'of coincidence frequency for steel and aluminum panels are given in Figure

3.Since all resonant' modes satisfy the equation for the resultant wave number,

-0

=k=,2) (8.14)p n

iation (8.13) is a limiting condition. When k > w/U ,k must also be greater
m c P

in w/U_, so that the frequency is below the hydrodynamic coincidence frequency.

*For this case, Equation (8.1) becomes

4' (w). (2 TO)24( lkmk>--w) (8.15)
p A p kn mU jmn ~ p

:h 'Fquation (7.133) and Equation (8.2) we have for the modal velocity of hydro-

tamically slow (HS) modes

7- 4n 1'(w )A (1)3 2
2 P n j~_______________~Ci(8.16)

mu i~i2 2 1 2 2
HS T mn .(*)2] 1K u 2 k*cs~

additional contribution comes from the maximum of 4' "i,)coinciding with the
2P

j wave numbet extremes of IS ('k)I . This contribution is often neglected. The-
mn

;es B and C, since 'they pertain to the conditions of U on the order of the bend-
c

;wave speed, are generally more important in aeroacoustics than in underwater

)lications. With Equation (6.58) this contribution to I' (W) is written
pmn

cony

16 1* y~ 3  (8.17)

(kL)~~ 2(kAc 6*)]
Un
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Tho~se relationships indicate different devendence 'of the modal velocity on

ed depending on which case applies. To illustrate the differences in the response

the modes as a ftuiiction of flow velocity in tlýe variclis coincidence regions, we

the wall pressure spectral density be approximuated by

* (i)= aC 0.5 <-< 10 (8.18)

ch is indicated by experimental data discussed in Section 7.4.14 and the low wave

ber 3pectrum of-pressure is given by

<< «- O'w) 'atC2 [-P~ (-) (8.19)

a modification of Equatiodt (7.144)). Thus we find the mean-square modal

ocity:

e A. U « < w/k m(c<bor w<<w h hydrodynamically fast resonant modes

2 ~ 3U_ 2
2 3~ ____ /U\ U6oo *2'2

(U) (w* ~~) Aa (8.20a)

e B.. U c w/k M(-hhydrodynamically coincident modes

(U) 2 
(2J) ( c 2  82b

HC 2r - (.20b
am c cC 2h

a C. U » > w/k 4(U »c >bl w<<wd' hydrodynamically-slow modes.

2 2 2

7V2  4Y (-c 0  ~C2 ~i~h I A (8.20c)
CY3T o, pn p (k, 6*)

HS m
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where it has been assumed that k 6*, k 6* 1 1. Thus, at flow velocities suffi-
m n

ciently less than the bending wave speed, the mean-square modal panel velocity will
1 3.6

-increase as U7. The dependence will fall off to U at flow convection velocities
4 2 3.6

greater than c This norinteger power arises from U C, which becomes U by
b" - 1/5.

virtue of Equation (7.35), which shows Cf = U 1. The modal velocity is also

dependent on the mode order at frequencies significantly above the hydrodynamic

coincidence frequency. The thickness of the panel enters by influencing the mass

impedance (p hw) and by changing the coincidence frequency since Wh increases with
ph

a decrease in the thickness of the panel.

8.2.: Empirical Confirmation

"* These results have been given some support by the experimental results of
29SMaestrello. Figure 8.7 shows the mean-square amplitudes of various modes of alu-

* minum panels as functions of speed normalized on the acoustic wave speed in air.

-. The speeds for which the bending wave and convection speeds become equal are des-

ignated as U in the legend. For speeds very much different from U (either above"-m n

or below) the behavior with Mach number indicated by Equations (8.20a) and (8.20c)

is qualitatively represented by the measurements. Near hydrodynamic coincidence,
2

Sthe curves of <y > versus U /c show either a peak or a smooth transition.
0i'• •22°

An effort by Maestrello to predict this panel motion'by using essentially

the same theory as that presented here was only partially successful.. Although the

"speed dependence was properly predicted, the levels were overpredicted by as much as

10 dB. Differences between measurement and calculation of this order are common.14.16

"Another comparison between measurement and theory is shown in Figure 8.8. Measure-.. h

ments at.the center of a panel of the mean square displacements of the 11th mode

were obtained by Tack and Lambert. Their theory, developed along similar lines as

that presented here, but using a contemporary analytical representation of the wall
5 18pressure correlation derived by Dyer and fitted to their measurements, compares

"favorably to their measurements of vibration. Also shown is, Equation (8.20a), which

"underpredicts the measurements. Since the dimensionless frequency range is low,

Figure 7.46 shows that the low wave number 'limit of Equation (7.133) may apply.

This gives, Instead of Equation (8.20a),

- y2 2 2~S- lf~U•6*2 2 W > W h.

mV2 1A a A f cb (8.21)..
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Figure 8.7 - Modal Mean-Square Displacement of Aluminum Panels;
L = 12 in., L = 7 in., 6* = 0.15 tO 0.17 in., UI 0.8 U

3 c
U Denotes Speeds for which cb: and U Become Equal,

m c
for Longitudinal c;dv Order II.

(Adopted from Ref. 29, Copyright Academic Press)
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Figure 8.8 -Boundary-Layer-Induced Vibration Amplitude of n Mh~ode
of a Brass Panel (,0475 In x 0.0254 m x 0.00153 in).

f 1100 Hz, 6* =0.0009 in. Cf 3 x 10

at 50 in/s, and n 0.01
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This equation, with a 1 and yl/y 3 = 1/6, more closely predicts the measured
c 13-0.2

amplitudes. It also. approximates, with Cf U the observed dependence on speed.

Also, since at coincidence Uc = (0.7 to 0.8) U = c;', the coincidence range is ap- .

proached by the measurements. Generally, for good prediction it is necessary, in

any case, to use measured wall pressure statistics obtained in the same facility as

the vibration measurements. Herein can lie one source of error because of the dif-

ficulties in measurement of wall pressure statistics and the sensitivity of those

statistics to the boundary-layer development already described in Section 7.4.

A second difficulty lies in uncertainties in estimating the loss factor for a panel.

The use of panels for deducing wave number spectra of wall pressures has been
44 45 -"

demonstrated by Jameson and Martin (see Figure 7.46). In those researches it

has been shown that careful measurements of total damping must be included in the.

experimental program.

*_ -•-

8.2.4 Average Response of Many Modes

For frequencies well above the hydrodynamic coincidence frequency, W >> h

(see Figures 8.1, 8.3, 8.5, and 8.6), the mode order does not explicitly'enter the

expressions for modal velocity because the wave number spectrum of the excitation

is nearly independent of wave number. This fact greatly simplifies calculation of 0

total mean-square response. Using the methods of Section 6.3.2 we find in such

cases, using Equations (6.47), (6.50), and (8.6), that the mean-square vclocity in-,

the band Aw is

- 2 A2  0p P Uc h
V .(_,A__ _)= '•, (.8.22)VHF H2 nT W C£ U <.<,c

M T c p

which may be rewritten in the form analogous to Equation (6.52b) .

28y2 G-.'

T c

for Case C, where G is the point admittance of an infinite plate, G , (8msKC)

The mass'per unit area includes the added mass .(see Sectiop 6.7.6).

0
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At frequencies less than wh, (i.e., hydrodynamically slow modes) the plate

wave number k is greater than the convection wave number. By virtue of Equation
p

(7.21), and as illustrated in Figures 8.2 and 8.5, there will be a mode wave number S

k < k that will match w/U and be well excited by the convected pressures. Tnere-
m p c

fore one cannot assume that all modes included in Aw are equally well excited by

the boundary layer pressures.* The situation is further illustrated in Figure 8.9.

All modes for which km = w/U are both resonant and well excited in the band Ak 40

coincident with Aw. By Equation (8.14) end the coincidence condition

c U cos ai """Cp c m
0

k
m

=U m •n-

k+k ) -

which is rewritten

U %2 
2

(k 2c +n k c2d (8.24) -'-

m 2K-c _ n

This relationship defines the condition for coincidence with mode, m, and it repre-

sents the circle with radius U /2Kc shown in Figure 8.9. The coincident modes
c 2

are shown by both the intersection of circles in Figure 8.9, or by the cross-hatched "

region in Figure 8.2. Ffowcs.Williams and Lyon 7 first recognized this significance

of coincidence. Their expression for the'mean-square velocity results from account-

ing for separate classes of modes: those which are inside the semicircle (Case C), i 7

those at the intersection of circles (Case B),.and those outside the semicircle -

(Case A). Thus the total mean-square response is

*Note that this aspect' of flow response is simplified in the case of membrane-
like motions for which the phase speed of flexural waves c is independ Ut of

frequency. Reference to Figure 8.5 will show that in these cases if U c there'c in -'•

will be hydrodynamically coincident modes at all frequencies.

850.
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V2 1W,AW) = V2 + F, V2  V W2 S2 w
Dio n mn DDf

an mn mn
HF HC HS-

V2 +V 2V
HF ýC 'HS

where each summation is to be approximated with a wave number integral over the

respective annular segmert of radius k and radial increment
p

-Ak=
2k Kc
p

k3

HYDROD YNAMICALLY
F AST

2k KC

P0

HYYDRODYNAMICALLY

CC

Figue 89 -llutraion f Wve umbe BadB fr HltiodalResons
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The intersection of circles that gives the r antribution of the coincident modes is

given by

a = COS 
"''M

or

a cos ( (8.25)

The mode density in the wave number plane is given by the number of modes per unit "

wave number area. This is

A -
AN 1. _p

Ak Ak Tir 2

The summation then includes three terms of the form exemplified by

cco
_.i h V 2-• A kAkda """
VHSJ n .... :

- o HS

mn V2 A c

fh ~ (~Ž~c~)da

0 HS
V2' d "'a?•

and similarly for V witIA a < a < 1/2, and for V with a -(At /2)<<c'< +AAa /2.
*HF HC m m m i

The banawidth of the coincidence region is, referring to Figure 8.9

Ak - 2y-
c

= A(kp cos a ) k sin a a,S. c p m 
.
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that the included angle of the coincidence region is given by

Act =m sini U
m c

s the total mean-square velocity at frequencies below coincidence w < is a

mation of the terms

VHS •AW 6*2 Y-
ir- 2 • 2•' '~ , (8.26a).p h n WIC c~ c 3

22

2 Y.- • (WA 6
2H 4 ( c2l(8.26b)

Oph 2+ 1 WK C

P T 3 2.S k h

2 ~ -2 kh)

(W)AW 6: (HC 3h, ..

22 2 -- (8..26c)

T22 + w""'2"+

HF .phn -kn-'-z3 W yl

W < W In the limit of w << wh, Equation (8.26b) is the largest, meaning thatý

total response is dominated by whichever modes are hydrodynamically coincident

that band. At very loW frequencies.,

S(WWh ,AW) V H (W<-W h ,AW)

4 (VW) AW y3  (ý)½

V W < W hAW) M Mý .2 (- - (8.27)

p T . 3853
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which is to be compared to Equation (8.22) for the alternative limit at high

frequencies. Equation (8.27) shows that the mean-square velocity reduces to

-_V -2 2 0- pc'UL ] - -½ . .":- .

2O "-M

V (w(~,W :2~ o )( ½(8.28a)

P T w

or in the range of Equation (8.18), this gives

- 2 525 (U,,\ 5  ( A
2 0< Aw) 2. (8.28b)

which shows that the vibration level can be reduced by mass loading (increasing P
p

or h) or bý damping. Equation (8.22), with Equation (8.19), on ,the other hand,

reduces to the alternate proportionality forms 0

2 2
S( h) = VHF (»>>wh))

2 -2 3-n

.... T W Uh *-n w• >> W•.1 ''.-''
2- w W 1wh6\ (\.1

V2 (>>W h •) .. (8.29a)h2o2 w \2/ 2hW U C
p h h u ,c

2U n U

Sn 4 (8.29b).n h W* I f'

showing that, as with the modal amplitude', the d--pendence on speed at low speeds -

is more pronounced than at high speeds. Perhaps closer to the coincidence frequency

the wave number spectrum (Equation (7.133)) applies, giving

P ;' U6C
2

VH f. (U. <C")VHF ,h Pp Th3 ' "' ...

h YT h
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Ls relationship shows a slightly weaker dependence on speed than Equation (8.29b),

Lch is valid at lower frequencies. Now, accounting for the fact that Cf should

.y roughly as U 0.2, the dependence on speed at a fixed frequency indicated by S

.se formulae is (Uc=0. 8 U) a

2 U.6 Uc6
V -U U< rW>

U < cb or w > wh

~U4.6 U >> cb or w << wh

nensionless frequency dependence is dominated by Equations (8.22) and (8.27),

iing the approximate spectral form shown in Figure 8.10. The break point between

and w is determined by the value of w6*/U., for which p (w) changes from p M..
-1 p-

.istant to p (w) w . The value of n from Figure 7.46 is n = 4. Experimental
p 30

pport for the spectral form is given by measurements of Moore and Chang and'. ..-.

26a•hey, whose measurements display much the same character as shown in Figure 8.10.

Evidencefor a direct vibration field in panels due to local response to the 0

ivecting boundary-layer flow has been experimentally observed by Maestrello2 2

32 32
I'Leehey and Davies and theoretically examined by Leehey and Davies. Cross,

rrelations of flow-induced panel vibration of large panels disclosed a wave

mponent traveling at the speed U and superimposed on the reverberant field (which ..
c

covered by the above auialyois). The condition, has been observed both above, and
32

low hi'drodynamic,coincidence. The analysis of Leehey and Davies shows that the

aracter of the traveling wave at the speed U , 'disclosed by a ctoss-spectral

nsity jf panel vibration of points separated, by rl, has an' amplitude proportional ' -

_Yl W T/U c* * (rl ,0) - *p e .. '.".-
vv p

e., the decay rate of the vibration matches that of the boundary layer. This

mponent of vibration is present for all frequencies below the fundamental reso-

nce frequency of the' panel as well as' at higher frequencies. The direct component
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Frequency Spectrum of. Flexural Acceleration (w , 0 (0)) as Measured
vv

in a Proportional Frequency.Band, t2. a w

comes from all lateral modes with resonance frequencies above the frequency in.

question, while the reverberant response comes from modes with resonance frequencies

less than that, frequency. The direct response can occur whether or not Dyer's

criteria Section 8..2 are satisfied by the panel,:although the reverberant motion

controls the energy in the panel when Dyer's- criteria are satisfied.

83.3 SOUND FROM FLOWV-INDUCED VIBRATION
The methods of Sections 6.5.3 and 6.5.5 can be applied using the modal and

total response velocities to determine modal sound pressures and far-field sound

power levels., However, due regard must be paid to the relative importance of hydro-

dynamically and acoustically coincid'ent modes. It is possible to have simultaneously
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odynamically coincident (Uc>cb), and acoustically fast (k >k) modes. For

< 1 it is also possible to have hydrodynamically coincident edge and corner
p
s, the likelihood being more noise from the edge modes (see Figure 8.11). 0

uch cases the radiated sound power in a bandwidth should be carefully evaluated.

•efore, using Equation (6.82) the radiated sound power in a frequency band Aw is

1? (W it Mw dwrad E mn+A~w/2 
mn

modes
in Aw

h reduces to

P (W, AW) Pc A V w). (8.30)rad 0oC p amn Vm(nm).

modes S
in Aw

emn is the radiation efficiency of the m,n mode, rather than Equation (6.89b).

.11 that Equation (6.89b) results from applications of statistical energy anal-

An independent average mean-square panel velocity and an average mean-square

.ation efficiency are used in that approach.
25

Davies has used both calculation methcds (Equation (8.30) and (6.89b)) to

ict the radiated sound-power from thin aerodynamically excited, baffled panels.

calculations are compared to his measurements in Figure 8.12.. The measurements

made in a reverberant enclosure around a test section of a subsonic wind tunnel.

panel was mounted in the rigid tunnel wal . The theoretical sound power' spectral

ities from Equations (8.2) and (8.30) gi e it (W) AW Pr(wAw,
rad rad

p c A r _

0 O,0

(W)° oa) M (7) (8.31a)

ra 2%.°•• mr
.. ',. n; TWin
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Figure 8.11a - Frequencies Below Hydrodynamic Coincidence in a

Typical Aeroacoustic Application for Hydrodynamically Slow
Acoustically Slow Edge and Corner Modes. Hydrodynamically

Coincident Edge Modes Occur When U I2Kcc ko S Uc/"cc .
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Figure 8.11b - Frequencies Above Hydrodynamic Coincidence in a %'.

Typical Hydroacoustic Application of Hydrodynamically
Fast-Acoustically Slow Modes

Figure 8.11 - Classifications of Hydrodynamic ,and Acoustic Mode
Types in Various Applications
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Figure 8.12 -Acoustic Radiation from Thin Panels Beneath

an Aerodynamic Boundary Layer 25

Sthe alternative estimate (Equation (6.89b)) is

P C A w ____

itra(W) 22P..n(w) a 4, GO.,1

a are given in Section ,6.5.5 and the vinc~ulae orer quantities denote

a = ~~~a

S mn
InAw

re 8.12 showz measured radiated sound power in one-third octave frequency bands
twonr'Inels of area dimensions L= 0.33 m and L 2 .= 0.28 m. These are compared
stiinates that were made using the modal averages in Equations (8.31a) and --
1b). At frequencies below coincidence, f <.*f, the theoretical estimate -is
ndent on the method of modal Summation (Equation (8.31a) vice (8.3,lb)) because*
some rhodes are hydrodynamically coincident. However-, at higher frequencies

.359



the estimates are not sensitive to summation technique because there is no prefer-

ential modal excitation by the boundary-layer pressure at wave numbers k < W/U
'1 Cj- Finally, note that the estimates shown in Figure 8.12 utilized measurements, in the

same facility, of boundary-layer pressure statistics and measured panel loss factors

1.1

An extensive series of calculations of sound power have also 1een made by both

Maestrello22 and Aupperle and Lambert.14 Their calculations were performed using
the normal mode approach of Chapter 6 and Equation (7.133) for the pressure spec-

trum. The calculations of Aupperle and Lambert are compared in Figure 8.13 with
•. 16
experimental results of Ludwig obtained in a reverberant chamber. A digital

computer was used to calculate the modal summations as given by Equation (8.31a).
The difference between theoretical values for the assumed clamped and unclamped

' panels is due to the effect of the clamping boundary condition on the modal shape

function (see Section 6.4). The acoustic coincidence frequency for Ludwig's panels

8 0

W

hf0 80 -

0 60 man.060% "o-4o

10

IW J

W,I j 40

300 1k 3k 10k 3k300 0. 30 lk

f (HZ) f(Hz)

C cOMPARISON WITH' LUDWIG'S EMPIRICAL RESULTS COMPARISON WITH LUDWIG'S EMPIRICAL RESULTS
(d = 0.038 mm). (d = 0.051 mm).
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h ..

is1 48 a 0'--a--- 28 95 aU_

Figure 8.13 - Acoustic Radiation from Thin Panels (with L1  0.279 ,m)
14Beneath an Aerodynamic Boundary Layer

* '(Copyright Academic Press)
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was calculated at 220,000 Hz; thus the radiation was controlled by edge and corner

modes. Theoretical estimates for Ludwig's case had also been sticcessfully performed

earlier by White12 using an analysis similar to that of Aupperle and Lambert. The 6

earliest theoretical work directed at corroborating Ludwig's results was that of
.7

Ffowcs-Williams and Lyon, who were able to predict roughly ,the observed dependence

of sound on speed and panel thickness.

Calculations of flow-induced vibration of a cylindrical pipe were performed .
8by Rattayya and Junger. The radius of the cylinder was assumed to be much greater

than 6. The normal mode analysis was u3ed; the mean-square flexural velocity was

determined using the mode density for cylindrical shells.

An extensive summary of computational techniques for predicting flow-induced

vibration and noise has been prepared by Leibowitz.I 0

The only reported measurements of flow-induced noise and vibration of panels
26

beneath pressure gradients are those of Chang and Leehey. In that case

6(2+H) aP 0.0084 -

q ay 1

which, compared to the data in Table 7.2, is a situation with a weak adverse pres-. •

sure gradient. Estimates of noise and vibration were compared to measurements of

those quantities using the methods of Chapter. 8 and Equation (7.133). The compar--

sons were as good as those made in cases involving zero pressure gradients. At

frequencies less than the hydrodynamic coincidence frequency, the panel vibration 9

levels were overestimated by' the theory by about 7 dB.

8.4 GENERAL RULES FOR HYDROACOUSTIC SIMILARITY AND NOISE CONTROL-- ___.,._.
In a practical situation, we are interested primarily in vibration as sensed

by an accelerometer and either sound pressure level, sensed at some given distance

from the noise source, or sound power. The preceding results can be used to provide

general rules for flow, acoustic, and structural similitude. These rules may be

used to plan scaled model simulations, performance estimations for design modifica- 9
tions, and noise control measures. The two expressions for root-mean-square

2 2 2accelerations *(a =c2V2) may be written from Equations (8,28a) and (8.29a) as
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a c 22 ý 6* I C f W << W h (8.32a)
ph n T @J U

p h T k>

with values of wh 2-rfh given in Figure 8.6. Both of these show that the accelera- . i~l

tion measur-ed in proportional bands conforms to the general behavior __

2e

224 'U '" -

S 4-2 -1 -o / -U L • h w (8.33)
a 2 Lhn f g h

p hr Pi \ p JX)c'

where f(x), g(y), and h('z) are functions of structural Mach number, reduced fre--

quency, and flow Reynolds number for which length L is a conveniently selected "'

linear dimension (plate thickness, model length, etc.).

Vibration control may be achieved by a number of measures indicated by .=
Equations o8.32).i Figure 8.14 illustrates for o > w themost impow-tant of these

for hydroacousuin ppoations bnsing the notation nerl ehai

2
ALa 10 0 log-

where variables wfth subscript o represent the original value ofnthe parameterd f

Deper dence on speed is shown to be thenmost prominent variable (6e .ssumed constant),

"Qb-w ", dependence on, panel liroperties'is somewhat weaker. Dependence on Ur• -is pred- "•"
icated "Vb n assumed n cn 4tfr a (k <<c/Uh,0.'d Sound control isndiscusaed later.

Equations (8.33) shows clearly that scaled model similitude can only be achieved

when o ertah n parameter ratios are maintained. Reynolds number similarity is re-

size ratio as th s shown tothe geometries (seevSection 7.2) Similarity instant),

the sach a number l/c -establishes that the effects of hydrodynamic coincidence are
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appropriately simulated, while scaled frequencies (wL/cz, wh/c•, etc.) establish

modal similarity. Except for the effect of Reynolds number similarity, by con-

structing model and prototype structures of the same materials and operating them

at the same velocity, hydroacoustic similitude is maintained. v'When comparisox--

are made at scaled frequencies

(NOL)m = (wL)p

problems with explicit flow modeling are largely circumvented, with the possible

exception of Reynolds number dependence of the flow.. Such dependence may, for __ "

example, be important if boundary-layer separation occurs on the model. The

Reynolds numbers of model flow will generally be lower in proportion to the geo-

metric scale ratio. Also, damping must be properly simulated in the model, since .

it linearly controls the resonant acceleration response. According to the above

method, when U mU W C = cz , etc., then
P' Pm p."

- -~ L

10 lp 1 0 log am + 20 log T- ..- .'.

p(wL '. NQ:!ilii;i

for model, (m)-to-prototype (p) scaling. .

Sound pressure and sound power levels may be similarly expressed by invoking

general representations as used above. Sound power is related to the mean-square.

velocity (Equations (8.28a) and (8.29a)) through an expression of the form of

Equation (8.30), 0

d(L,A)) V, (wAW)
C 0 A p L (c

where o(wL/co) now represents the fact that the radiation efficiency will be gen-
0

erally dependent on the wavelength of sound relative to a geometric length scale

of the body. Furthermore, the sound pressure level, p2, will depend on P0Cof
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2" sound power, 'and the square of a linear dimension, say L2, which represents

"e range distance squared for direct-path radiation for sound in an unbounded

dium or the room constant for reverberant radiation in an enclosure. Thus

2 2
pa (w•, Aw) L

ir sound fields developed in semireverberant enclosures or when the reverberant

,vel has not been assessed, it is best to consider sound pressures. at correspond-

,g (scaled) distances.

Accordingly, we may now write the mean-square sound pressure level below the

'drodynamic coincidence

2\ 2 2 5 /w/ Co::
* wA4(* 2.5 (UO t co 2

I) << Wh (8.34a)

id above the hydrodynamic coincidence frequency

(P2  2~C (U2 (*3e -n (Ž) c~,~ 'o

00o

Wa >> Wh (8.34b)

tere the value n -4 can be deduced from measurements shown in Figure 7.46. :1
tese are relationships corresponding to the acceleration response. In deriving

. - i

iese expressions the proportionality

A L2

p
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is used. Similar relationships could be derived for the acoustic power by multi-

2 -.ying the pressure squared by L (G co)
0 0

Acoustic similitude also requires that the size of the body and the wavelength

"vibration are in proportiin to the acoustic wavelength. Thus, by maintaining

)th the same structural material and the same acoustic medium, the similitude

!scribed above can be maintained. Under these conditions we have a very simple

!lationship between the scund pressure levels of the model and pr, ype:

10 log (pa (w,Aw))p = 10 log (p a (W,AW))m

(wL) = (wL)
m p

)ssible limitations of Reynolds number dissimilitude in scaling the sound pressures

-ist as in scaling vibration levels.

The possible importance of fluid loading in connection with vibration simili-

ide has been overlooked. The degree of fluid lcading is expressed by the factor

c /(p hw), which will be a constant when the above requirements of similitude are

!t. This is especially important when nd exceeds n' as described in Chapter 6.rad mech'

Dissimilarity in Reynolds number can be reduced only by increasing the size of

ie model, under the constraints provided above. If the Reynolds number is large

tough, so that the flow is fully turbulent, dissimilarity will not be a serious

ifect in modelirg, because 6* and Cf are slowly varying functions of Reynolds -

Lmber.

A more serious deficiency in model testing will often-be caused by unavoidable

.fferences in mechanical loss factor. These diffetences can be caused by details

prototype const-ructif, that are not recreated in the model. These details can

ten influence intercomponent coupling loss factors in complex structures, as

:11 as the boundary conditions of resonantstructural members.

The above relationships may be constructively used to estimate possible noise

ntrol measures. Consider a composite structure of N ppanels of dimensions Li, L3

d thickness h subjected to boundary-layer flow. If we are interested in a hydro-

oustic application with w > wh and with edge mode radiation, then, from Chapter 6,

uations,(6.90d) and (6.90e),
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(L +L0. k
c ( k m 2 to 3

"*e (ignoring water loading) kp = (W/IcC)½, and we can write

op U- .~ U. *..,) n(L+ I

"p 1.
:W w cN(p ) (n +nl)ci)(h) (()0n C 0 A k kk(8.35) 1r

P rmP -' .

the radiated noise in a proportional frequency band (Aw/w=constant).* .

The most effective noise control measure is to increase p , by mass loading,

lout also increasing Young's modulus. This measure increases the impedance of
.2

structure, p, while also increasLng k by decreasing c This last measure
_ P

L reduce o. Unfortunately, it is not often practical or desirable to increase,

mass of the radiator. One possible noise' control measure that is not acceptable .-A

:his case is to add ribbing for the purpose of stiffening. This measure will

-ease both N (the number of separate radiating panels) and therefore the total
p

[meter Np(LI+L3 ) of the radiating surface. Accordingly, a removal of stiffeners

L reduce the noise. The addition of mechanical damping, nm, will 'be effective -

f when n a n If, as is possible in water, n > n , then sinceS w e m r r M-'-'"_'

.........................................-..................-. -? , ..

r phw
p

addition of stiffeners will. have no effect on the sound field because the'ratio

o ,' ' (8.36) -: '.

+ nr r P0c0

I be unaffected by the addition of the stiffeners. A reduction in the relative ....

7
:city between the surface and the fluid can reduce the aoise by U(n-4).

For acoustically fast surface modes, i.e., w vibration modes for which Ab > o09

id-level reductions'follow reductions in vibration level. Letting AL denote
s

dec.bel reductions,

Neglecting any interpanel interactions, see ref 27, which could cause selected

• number transmissions from panel to panel.
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gradAL l0 log-==--Prad 0 :

kere (-d den6tes the original value. '

AL = AL
s A

then a rad , in Equation (8.34b). Therefore the charts in Figure 8.14 apply to

;ound reductions of such modes. Acoustically slow bending modes, however, generally

:adiate as edge modes for which Equation (8.35) applies. This alters the dependence

Af AL on thickness h, but otherwise AL follows AL
s s A*
Other reductions in noise may be brought about by less obvious methods.

reductions in the wall-shear coefficient should effect a, propcrtionate reduction
n P2a Modifications to the flow in order to adjust the spectrum level of wall

a
,ressures are perhaps possible, but there exists no systematic method for doing

:his.

1.s HISTORICAL NOTES ON MODELING 4l-(k. W)
.. it [ i oFlnterest to point out some highlights of the evolutionary development

12 - 7)f this topic. Prior to the analysis of'White in 1966 there had been theoretical
46York by Maidanik and Lyon in 1961 as well as the previously =antioned work in

7 17.963 by Ffowcs Williams and'Lyon and Tack and Lambert in 1962. The'se followed
5 47)yer's5 analysis, later further formalized by Maidanik, of the response of plates

:o random pressure fields. The approach was substantially the same as that used'

al Chapter 6, except that it was performed in the time and space rather than the

.requency and wave number domain. That analysis departed from the one used in this

*ook In the postulations regarding the statistical nature of the pressure field.

)yer assumed a delta functioncorrelation, function of the form

R (r,-r) --A 6(r -U T) 8(r) exp i'.~A(8.37)
pp c 1l c 3,6

,ihere A is a correlation area of the rressure fluctuations.
c
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function models the pressure fluctuations with a life-time 6 in a frame of
T

trence moving at U . The use of delta-function approximation for convected

lom excitation functions had been adopted earlier for structural predictions18,19"."-... "'Yon. Their use simplifies analysis, but the validity of the results -,

tined must be restricted to situations in which the acoustic wavelength, struc-

tiL wavelength, and the size of the structure are all much greater than the spatial

!gral scales A of the wall pressure. .

The criteria in Section 8.2.1 were essentially the results of Equation (8.37)

.ng a wave number spectrum, determined by transforming Equation (8.37), using

ition (3.51),

2S
p A

-* c __ _ _ _(43 1+02 (kU' 2  (8.38)

function has all the necessary features to qualitatively match the wave number

!ndence shown in Figure 7.41; there is a local maximum at l = ,/U and a wave-

,er-independent function for k << u/Uc, although it has an erroneous frequency

.ndence. Tack and Lambert, Ffowcs Williams and Lyon, and Rattayya and .Junger

I this delta-function model for boundary-layer pressure in subsequent work. The

constant 0 was determined from the moving axis correlation (see, for example

re 7.36). Integral correlation lengths of the pressure field were determined
17SthM-. spatial correlations in narrowbands. The ratio of magnitudes of the

:trum at k u /U and that at k «< u/U is
1 c 1 c

Dp (,,kl<< w

O P ( W l cW : .'i +. '0,W

a 56*/U, the ratio at w6*/U 1 10 is
TS

it w, .k.......

i0 log 27
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nnparison to Figure 7.41 will show that this delta-function model ove'esti'mates

ie pressures at low wave numbers compared to those at wave numbers near k = k
-2 1 c

irther-more, this simple model gives an w -2frequency dependence at small values
.=k1 , indicating that the discrepancy between Equation (8.38) and the measured

dlues in Figure 7.46 will increase with increasing frequency.
7 11It was recognized by Ffowcs Williams and Lyon and Lyon that an "effective"

:)rrelation area rather than the flow correlation area was required to estimate

inel vibration for cases in which c b> U . The effective area was dependent on
b c

ie ratio of the bending wavelength to 6*. In the context of Equation (8.1) this

affective" correlation area was actually the low wave number spectrum evaluated

--ar ki k ; i.e.,

2i

p At pk 27 I (k1=k cos 0, k <k sin *,w) d4~dw

0*

~iey evaluated this function using space-time. statistics of the convected pressures

y using the rough approximations that near ki -W/U

p 3 1 1 3 c

he fnctin ' (k odgeon' 48'4 9
he~~~ fucto 0( is taken as the frequency spectrum 0 (W/U ); gso'

lider wing results were used to Approximate this function. The lateral function

as just-the Fourier transform of tke lateral correlation function assumed to be

f the form exp(-2Ir 3 !/6*). The correlation area A replaced A in Equation (8.38)' -
t c

or their analysis.

.6 DIRECT RADIATION FROM TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS
The pressure ar~ywhere in the fluid due to a'volume of turbulent fluic, adjacent

o a flat, rigid homogeneous surface is given formally by Equation (7.69). This

elationship is the result of Powell's imaging areument discussed in Chapter 2.

hat the radiation Is quadrupole is a conclusion reached by neglecting the surface

ntegral of surface stresses. Phillips5 0 5 reached a similar concliision, namely,

.870



dipole radiation from incompressible homogeneous turbulent flow on a flat,
52

* surface is identically zero. Mawardi estimated noise from the quadrupole

n in much the same manner as that for subsonic free shear flows in Section ,

Qualitative Analysis of DirectRadiation

.. 1 Landahl's Argument for Dipole Radiation. Landahl's, argument concerns the

ive magnitudes of the surface and volume integrals in the far field. At dis-

ts far from the surface, Equation (7.58) is written

"x 1 Xi dV(y) +p(2 3 t 23
27rc r

___ i [Tii2]dG
2TITc 2 JJI t dS(

o r

T ijhas .been reintroduced, and the theorems derived in Chapter 2 have been

Landahl postulated that in the boundary layer bursting process (see Section

a localized reaction pressure of order pu'2 is impressed on- the wall, where

relocity fluctuation amplitude during a burst is u'. The horizontal length

(say, an integral scale) of this pressure is des'ignated as k *The time .. ,

iatives are on the order of ZIu', whe're 9. is the vertical, length scale.of the

zone. Following a short analysis, he found that the first term in Equation
2I) gives an instantaneous tar-field prescure of order (U /c )smaller than the

id term whi-h he considers *a dipole term. The idea has been questioned by

54in a more recent analysis which accounts for the phasing of the apparent

:,ce terms." The' wall shear stresses considered by Landahl would act as a

[pator of sound~energy, thus limiting the magnitude of 0 (k 1 ýkow). See also

ion 8. 6. 2.

0' ;; ;i
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-.6.1.2 Effects of Slight Surface Curvature. Another possible noise source arises
55

rom curvature of the boundary, as discussed by Meecham. Powe.l's imaging argu-

ient reliesý on spatial homogeneity of flow on a perfectly flat surface. Meecham

.rgues that finite curvature of a perfectly rigid surface will prevent the surface

.nregrals of the type

"Po =xi dS(y) (8.40)

n Equation (2.62) from canceling as they did in Section 2.4.4. By analogy to the

ncompressible flow about 3 large cylinder of radius R, Meecham postulated that the .-

ifference between the physical flow and the image flow for an acoustic field should . -

e of the type,

(physical flow) - (image flow)

(image flow)

here 6 is the thickness of the boundary layer. The ratio 6/R is zero in the case .

f a flat surface. Thus, if the pressure on the interior of the surface in the

mage flow is of order mp U with the turbulence length scale I., where = is a

oefficie.Lt, then the difference between theý physical and image flows is finite and -

f the analytical form

Pphyscal - Pimag .. .c

ierefore, to the quadrupole contribution is 'added a dipole-like contributoz for

*iich the fai-field intensity per unit area is
• ....9--.

2r-2 33/63 2

I a r oPMU (8.41)
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Ls not identically zero except when R ÷ •. The analysis shows that the

7ution wili also increase with a reduction in the radius of curvature of the

The quadrupole component, although indirectly altered by curvature through

ge in the boundary layer, is not directly effected by the curvature. Other

rations of a rotating cylinder and flow over a bump in a wall are worked out
:han. 5 3

i the limit of very small radius of curvature, say a trailing edge, there is
3ist a surface discontinuity which, as Powell has shown, raises the dipole

Lon to greatly exceed the quadrupole. This is disctussed in Section 8.6.2

greater length in Chapter 9.

3 Efforts at Measuring Direct Radiation. Measurements of flow-induced noise

irious types of flows have been attempted. In no case is there a'fully sat--

>ry theory with which to quantify and generalize the results. The measure-

)f Skudrzyk and Haddle 5 6 deal with noise radiated by a roughened rotating. .

That radiation was due to the flow on the drum, as was deduced from the

;e in noise with roughness.

idiated noise from smooth and rough rotating disks was reported by Chanaud. 5 7

iing was applied to the plane of the disk, with a resultant increase in sound

Lon compared to the smooth disk. The roughness was a 2-in strip applied to

3 region of a 12-in-diameter disk.- The increase was observed. predominantly

region 0 < 0 < 60 deg, where -0 is the plane of the disk. The maximum y

!ld intensity was observed at an angle of 15 deg to 30 deg to the plane o0

;k over a frequency range-trom 3150 Hz to 20,000 Hz. The sound from the

disk was associated with a standing vortex pattern causin, an oscillatory

lound the edge of the disk. The directivity for the smooth disk was nearly
2 0

-like, sin *. The 'total sound 2ower from the roughcned disk was observed to
6

te as U . This speed dependence is similar to that of the Aeclian tone

!r 5) and given by Meecham's dimensional analysis above.

Lthough the radiation was increased by roughness over an entire frequency band

Lng from' 100 Hz to 20 kHz, the greatest increase was observed for frequencies

than 3000 Hz. This frequency can be nondimensionalized on kg and U , as

ire 7.49. Using the parameters of Chanavd's measurements and the flow char-
58

stics o" disks reported by Cham and Head, It is found that this, lower limit
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of frequency corresponds to wk /U = 4.5. In Figure 7.49, this frequency is seen
gT

to be the lower limit on which the wall pressure spectrum is controlled by roughness

variables. This similarity suggests a noise mechanism conLrolied.by flow around the

elements. The directivity observed in. Chanaud's measurements in this frequency

range also suggests a source in the shear stress dipoles. As shown in Equation

'(2.73) (as well as in Equation (8.19)), the shear stress dipole, being directive in

the plane of the surface, has its maximum directivity there. Thus the concentration

of sound at angles within 30 deg of the plane of the disk is suggestive of this

mechanism.
59

Another measurement by Barker utilized a rotating spiral-shaped plate enclosed

in a drum. In this program a polymer additive was added to the water in the arum,

causing a reduction in the wall pressure spectrum levels of up to 10 dB for fre-

quencies greater than w6*/U = 6, where U is the spiral speed. Sound pressure levels

in the tank were observed to decrease over frequencies greater than 1000 Hz for,

concentrations of 100 and 200 ppmw.

Radiated noise from torpedo-likr bodies of revolution has been reported by
Lacl60 Skdzk61 :

and by Haddle and Skudrzyk. The latt-r measurements were made in the

far field of a buoyantly propelled vehicle. Speculation that the noise was not' due

to surface vibration resu]ted from similar noise levels being observed with both

aluminum shell and solid wooden bodies. Lauchle's measurements'were conducted on

the flat nose of the body of revolution. He used his measurements to postulate an

effective, noise source located at the zone of laminar to turbulent boundary-layer

transition. ,, .'

Noise from curved surfaces such as those in all the experiments above may be

expected simply on the basis of'o-urface nonuniformity, as implied by Meecham's

analysis. In addition, the lack of statistical homogeneity of 'flow near the nose,

of a body of revolution violates all the analytical requirements that were needed .

in Chapter 2,to specify simple quadrupole radiation as the sole noise source; i.e.,

a lack of statistical homogeneity in the surface pressures is certain to enhance

the low wave number wall pressures, but whether this increase at wave numbers near

k is sufficient enough remains to be established.
0
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8.6.2 Recent Analyses of Direct Radiation
8.6.2.1 Background. In recent years there has been interest in quantifying the

direct sound levels to be expected from turbulent boundary layers formed on rigid

surfacec. Recall that in Section 2.4.4 this sound was shown to be caused by

combinations of a quadrupole system of sources and surface shear stresses, the :...-.

latter arising from the viscous interaction of the flow with the wall. Furthermore,

it was pointed out that noise from the volume distribution of Reynolds stresses .

would be relatively inefficiently radiated on hard walls compared to flow over soft
wals 62

walls.3 Ffowcs Williams speculated that there is a theoretical possibility of

direct radiation from Reynolds stresses in transition zones compared to that in

homogeneous boundary layers because of the exponentially growing Tollmein-Schlichting 1

waves in the former zones. This possibility can be readily traced to an enhancement

of the low wave number contribution at

k <k << « -
o cr

where c is the hydrodynamic propagation velocity in the stress tensor that appears
r

in the integral, Equation (7.74). This integral shows that direct radiation or

unattenuated propagating pressure disturbances can only occur when (k2-k2)½" is

00
real, i.e., when k < k .Disturbances that grow exponentially as they propagate

are relatively rich in low wave number content compared to disturbances in homog-

eneous turbulence fields, and those disturbances which are frozen in convection do

not possess low wave number components.

Further treatment of transition noise as if from exponentially growing' dis-
turbnceshas e engive by63

turbances has been given by Dolgova under *the hypothetical assumption of the

existence of exponentially growing one-dimensional surface pressure waves through-

out the entire transition zone. Such pressures in transitional boundary layers'
64,65have not been observed, at least not within develop~ing boundary layers in

small pressure gradients. Furthermore, normal pretsures exerted on the surface

will only radiate as octupoles' (rigid) or quadrupoles.(soft), as shown below.

These factors suggest that sound radiation from such wall pressures must be negli-

gible.
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Acoustic radiation from developed boundary layers was evaluated by Vecchio

and Wiley using a theory that results from the retentioh of the surface integral

over S in Equation (2.78), but with zero motion on the boundary and with zero ,
0

shear stress, T •. 0. The quadrupole contribution was ignored in favor of this
ni

surface integral of the normal stresses, p6ni The integrals over the outside

surface, SI. were taken as zero. The use of equations in this form is in direct

violation of Powell's reflection theorem for turbulence-generated noise over rigid 9

planar surfaces. IT his original paper, Powell warned against such manipulations;

the normal stresses, he said, are merely a consequence of the reflections of the

volume distribution and should not be considered separately from the quadrupole

* contribution. S

8.6.2.2 Analytical Fundamentals. One way in which the hydrodynamic pressures may

be seen to give the radiated sound field is by rewriting the stresE tensor, follow-.
67

ing Lighthill, as S

aPu u. au. u
ij u + (Puujuk+ PikU +p kUi) (8.42)

it ij Dyk Pjk aY, kYu
k

The third term is a third-order octupole *term that may be ignored in favor of the

first two terms. In a shear flow, the first-order term in the fight-hand side is

Dpu u au
1 ~l2 •1:.>-:
12 p (8.43Y

at ay2

where p is the fluctuating pressure and aU /ay is the mean vel city gradient;-,

Now, since we are interested in rigid surfaces, u 0; Equation (2.81) may be re-n
written to give the far-field fluctuating pressure

2  fff OT1 2 (;,t C"PaX, = 7 dV(y"-...-.'
÷a (t) ax ax r •.'-)

1 2

V
0
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iere y= yly 2 ,y 3 and y' = yl,-y2 ,y 3 . The is antisymitetric about y2  0,

-cause u = 0 forces T1 2 (y 2 -=0) = 0. Now, if the thickness of the boundary layer
0

Ssmall compared to both the distance to the field point r and the acoustic wave-

tngth, we can approximate

[T1 j 12112] [l2J•(y 2 o + - •

Y L1Y2

that the far-field pressure becomes

a(, t) 2/( l2 ') y dV('y)

2ax,. 1,a2)

00

iichby Equation (2.58) (since y T-(yt)-. as y2- and with Equation (9.43) is

(•TI 2 %.:.

32 -T
xs sin r 12 12.'r-.

~a(X 27Trc jj 2  at f~J V~
0

2 dU 2 0.cos 6 sin 0 i tf (32 ( r - Y') (8.44)21Trc dy2  Y t2 2V( )

0 2 at 0
0

iere the flow (l)-direction is parallel to the x axis in Figure 2.1 and 0 is taken

"/2. Since the vertical distribution of the boundary-layer pressure is sto-

astic the integral cannot be evaluated except perhaps in terms of statistical

:operties, as outlined in Section 7.3.' In any case, in order for acoustic radiation

occur, the boundary-layer pressure.field must have non zero contributions in-the 0
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w wave number range, Ikl < ko, in 'the, sense of Equation (7.74), and the acoustic

diation will still be-of the inefficient octupole type (quadrupole over soft

rfaces). •0.

5.2.3 Deductions Based on Models of Surface Pressure at k I k . The problem of

iiated sound from wall turbulence has also been exa.mined using Equation (7.77)

am the standpoint of the wall pressure in the wave number range Jkl < k . The
'0

equency spectrom of the mean-square pressure at a point is given by an integral

er allk k= k, of the product iPk,w) . This irvolves the singularity k k

k approaches k that cannot be integrated. Taken at face value, this indicates
O

e existence of a peak of indeterminant level in the wave number spectrum $ (kl=k ),

illustratec in Figure . The origin of this singularity lies in the assump-

on of a spatially homogeneous source layer of infinite extent and therefore over
68infinite volume. Berger argued that the singularity can be removed thiough

se realization that the physical boundary layer extends over a finite region rather

an indefinitely, as assumed by the simple theory. The formal development replaces

e complete Fourier transform (over-< yl,y 3 <-) appearing'in Equation (7.77) with

rtial transforms extending over -LI,-L3 <yYI'y 3 k L,L 3 . The resulting alternative

rmits integration through k - k leading to a value at tI k= k relative to that
0 0

Ikl 0 which is.

0 (Ikl-k° wo) (Ikl - 0,W). (8.45)

r a range of wave'. numbers Ik 6 < c /wL centered on ko. The singularity is removed,
0* '

t it is possible that wL/c »> 1, permitting a relatively large spectrum level at

incidence. In a more recent paper, Ffowcs Williams elucidates more clearly the '

alytical nature of this apparent singularity.

Other attempts at dealing with the singularity postulate the remove of energy '7. .. '* V .[-

om the acbustic medium either by dissipation5 4 ' 6 9 or wall compliance. 3 ' 2 5 ' 7 0

e effect of wall compliance interjects a surface integral of finite value that is

ded to Equation (7.69) (see Equation (2.80)). The surface reacts to pressures

nerated by T so does not vanish, as previously assumed. The equation

r the transformed wall pressure that replaces Equation (7.77) is.
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2 2)
~ -(y e( ) zz

p(kW) Q y kdy) 2 e + - (8.46)J 0 a p

ere p~k~m) = ,, a(p ( .46)

ao 2 4Z.

0*

the walluti impedance,an

m i w1 2' [(k1- 2) 6i + k il
p p-

.46) isl deivpedaincte, folwnaa:nqaind279 n 28)arrnfre

eh the us o-quton(.7) Euain 279.ivsth urac.resrei-trs._

2 2).

the norma veoct and Th imag system of Renod steks 0n tun the+

ousthi iemed an the pollowingwaye i Eduac tiogehe wi9 t e transformediEqua-

uthe al impedance, and th plate5•5-. imeac. Toehrwt tetasome;qa 1

on (2.79) and the syummetry Q j(yz Q1 (-Y2 ) Equation (8-.46) results.

Qijyzk'm =ij Ti(2 ,k• k ki2+ j•
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Addressing the case of ki -. k and a mass-controlled boundary impedance, i.e.,
4 0

I » >> Dk, we find

• p(ik=kow) = i +pp (IkI-O,w) (8.47)pp 0 [-...clj pp

ýlternatively, if the waves in the plate become acoustically coincident, i.e., 0
2 4=k orm = Dk ,we have

p 0 s 0

2 + msw )_ ..2 1

,P(IkI=ko=kp •) n2 [ + (p()k1=0, ) (8.48)

:n the above, P (pp(k=O,w) is not the value that would be obtained on a hypotheti-.

.ally rigid surface; but rather on the impedance boundary itself, i.e.,

(Ppp (kl=O,WW)" p (8)2 2 2 2 (

EP(IkiO~)rigid(p2c +M2W

here 0 (k=Ow is given by Equation'(7.86b). Therefore, when the surface
rigid

tass impedance becomes less than of order p c, the zero wave number intercept is

educed by the impedance ,ratio squared. In the limit of m - 0, of course, the

oundary is pressure release,, i.e., zero pressure fluctuations, and O(k,w) is

dentically zero for all k. In hydroacoustic. applications, the fluid loading facto r

c /m , w is often of order unity,' so that no singularity can occur at jkl ='k
lthough there may be some enhancement by a factor of 2 there. This is because for

.ny value of m w between'infinity (rigid) and p c (acoustically transparent) the

pectral density of the pressure will vary by at most a factor of 2.' If .the induced

aves in the surface boundary are acoustically coincident, yet the total mechanical

amping is small (n<<l), Equation (8.48) indicates a reduction in the spectrum level.

The spectrum level of wall pressure at Jkl kou a mass-controlled impedance

oundary may then be written in terms of the k - 0 intercept of the spectrum on a

igid boundary in order to emphasize the relative magnitude of the acoustic com-

onent:
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-2 2

0 0

Dissipation in the acoustic impedance, Z arises in theturbulent boundary

through fine-grain (high-wave number) Reynolds stresses acting on the large-

(low wave number) pressure waves. The attenuation of the sound increases .

the wall shear and is most pronounced for grazing sound, iý.e., when k k
0

9
has shown that such effects give rise to a change in Z in Equation (8.46)

a

P W
Z =0
a*

2 k - ) +\-•- a o.

(Section 7.2) U is the friction velocity, K is the von Karman constant (0.4)

OLis a complex factor that depends on the quantity

2 2
o .

resence of - in the impedance removes the singularity at k - k • In the range0 0 m. _..

I 6*/U. < 10 and for R between 104 and 10, Howe found that the real part -... -

that accour.ts for attenuation lies between 0.2 and 3.4. The wave number -. -

69.rum of pressures on a rigid surface (Z.'-) is then

p

09 2'(fk. k ,w'k ') . .. 2 ' p( Ok= ,w) ,(8.51)":'::::''......
0 2U\ .J 'igid

I€--• Re (S) • .......
\ Co e 0

ypical values of U 1U 0.03 and U /c°= 0.01 in hydroacousdic applications,

ion (8.51) shows that the introduction of dissipation-does not remove the

ral peak at"IkI -. k., i.e., the wall impedance .dominates the pressure transform

uation (8.46).
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6

.2.4 Some Formulas for Quantitative Estim~ations of Sound Radiation. The rela-

nship between the surface pressure on a rigid wall beneath the turbulent boundary

er and the radiated sound pressure above it is indirect. The reflection prin-

le (Section 2.4.4) shows that in-evaluating the far-field sound one must account

only for the secondary waves, as given by the surface pressures, but also the

mary waves emanated from the Reynolds stresses as sources. When the surface that

port's the boundary layer is planar and rigid, the surface acts simply as a re- 0

ctor and no special radiated sound component can be identified with the surface

ssures alone. Equation (2.81) gives the sound field in this case. It is pos-

le, however, to rewrite Equation (2.81) (or Equation (2.60) with 2w replacing

to account for the pressure doubling caused by specular reflection) in terms of 9
.nsformed variables,, and this was done in Section 3.6.1.

71,72
Smol'yakov approached a rough estimation of direct quadrupole radiation

essentially this manner, using a form of dimensional analysis identical to that.

Section 2.3.3 and leading to Equation (2.64). The sound intensity averaged over .

.id angle in the far field was thus represented as

(Ir,)f cc dV

I(r,•) (4 5r2).J A "V

-22

(rW)A dy 2  (8.52)
P Po c , f

!re I(r,w)/A represents the radiated acoustic intensity per unit area of panel,

Ls .a constant to be determined, and A= u ' (dU1 /dy 2 ) and UlU2

i integral in Equation (8.52) was evaluated using empirical relationships for

and U(y 2 ).* The integral was repeated for parameters that are appropriate

low-speed jets; using measured values of jet noise intensity and values of the

:egral'so determined, a was evaluated. Applying that Value of a to the boundary
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, Smol'yakov determined that the pressure spectral density (0 (r.w).
Prad

(r,w) and -- •<u)<) of sound behaved roughly as

4r2d - MU (4x10) R*- (8.53)

P CO'2 -2/-
"rad Ap

w6 /U < 'Q2 where,

-1/10 2 . 3 2/5

Q 2.3 R =1.7x10 RUx 2x . .

the spectrum dropping off precipitously outside these limits. The estimate is

and subject to the following criticisms: The matching of acoustic and turbu-

scales may be dissimilar in boundary layers and jets, the hydroacoustic coupling

ot depend on the length scale ulu2 (dU /dy 2 )-, and the imaging'effect of the .0

has not been accounted for. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the levels indicated

uation.(8.53) are, practically speaking, negligible for most hydroacoustic

cations.

A variant to the analysis used in Section 3.6.1 may be 'used to relate the

ted sound pressure to low wave number wall pressures in the range k 1 , k 3 < k 0

the radiated sound pressure spec'trum and the wall pressure spectrum at super-

trace wave numbers can be related in'an approximate sense to a low wave number

rum of the source stress tensor.. -

To accomplish this, Equation (3.62) can be rewritten in the form

(., ) : 1 W 3

d = 2 (2n) r A IP ( kl_•kol) (8.54)Prad 4 2 c 4 2P ijkx(_a._

ve the radiation corresponding to Equation (2.81) and the geometry of a turbu-.-'•'"

tio. cosines of the field point, all less than or equal to uni~ty. Since we are •.•2.•.
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ped. The spectrum function iP (k,w) in Equation (8.54) differs from that used
ij k 2

surface pressure fluctuations in Section 7.3.1, Equation (7.86a), in that a

e-dimensional wave number spectrum has been used !n Equation (8.54).

If it is assumed that the boundary-layer thickness is very small so that

<< 1, the correct order of magnitude relationship between (ijk ( wi,3 ,L) and

2 uiu ,i(k -) d3

00

ijkY. 02o7r JJ J i-"--y 2 -13

ng

~~ 4t
2 dy2 y-

2 * (k w .(855

Oijkk = 2) ijkk rl3Y2-Y2,)edld ; - _-

2 2

S it has been approximated that. u Substituting Equation (8.55) into

tion (8.54), we. obtain a relationship that parallels Equation (7.86a):

*Note that these relationships are only approximate since the strengths-of the
aids stresses have been approximated by an average over boundary-layer thick-

and correlations between two vertical points have been approximated as depend-
crudely on the difference r2  2  also note that wave numbers in the' plane

hie surface are denoted bylk3
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rS

U 4 A 6 (Ikl3 1ko W)
r rw) w P°U 6 (8.56)(rP 6 4 r2 02 T 2-.i-:-. _

Prad o 2r o
0

ctrum function in brackets ,is dimensionless. Rew" Ang Equation (7.66a),

u' 2 •'k'1 •:"
4F 1 40 w ! 7
UPk w U~~ (k \ 2 jj(k 3 k0~wpp 13 - _ 0o , 0 2 (8.57) .7

see that the surface pressure spectrum becomes a measure of the net strength ,

quadrupole source spectrum. Therefore It can be used to estimate the source

n Equation (8.56).

seen in Secticn 7.4.4, experimental evidence for a magnitude of (Pp(kl3,u)

13 k k0 is scant (Figure 7.47), but nonetheless the available measurements 0

t represent upper bounds. The representation used in Figure 7.47 has been

as a universal spectrum. Accordingly, the spectrum of radiated quadrupole

an be written in dimensionless form

U

grad M4 pp 131< oI'k,~,
~~_ Ur - A *2c (8.58)

4 2 24 2*3
'Ur UU, M.0o T 0 , T....•

he spectrum in brackets is the (assumed universal) function of w6*/U given.

re 7.47. Note that this spectrum function represents the effective quadru-

,urce strength and that at a given valuc-, of W6 /U the intensity increases as

.ccordance with basic principles. Equation (8.58), with Figure 7.47, there.-

rves as an alternative to Equation (8.53) for estimating direct quadrupole

on.

compare the quadrupole radiation with the dipole radiation that would be

d from a ribbed structural panel for which Equation (8.15) and (8.31) apply,
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U9

$ (r, w) A2 k_ =kp•)2. ......

Lrad = k- (8.59)
2U4 4 2 n p c Kh 2 4 *2

U ProT p Z UI 6

as before, 0 (k 3 =k0,w) is the wave number frequency spectrum of houndary-

pressure evaluated at wave numbers kp. The spectrum function 4*-(rc") repre-
p p

a sound pressure averaged over a solid angle in the far field as it has been

ed from arguments involving the total so,.nd power., It therefore represents a

bound to the maximum jound pressure that could be observed at high light

S in the far field.

The quadrupole radiation is apparently dominated by dipole sound whenever .ny

of scattering mechanism (ribs, edges, etc.) is present. 'Three basic. problems

xamined below to illustrate this dominance of scattering mechanisms at both

nd high Mach numbers. Figure 8.15 shows sketches of three conceptual radiators; . "

nar homogeneous boundary layer on a rigid plate is shown in (a), a planar

eneous boundary layer on a ribbed (flexible) structure is shown in sb), and a

r boundary layer exiting a rigid half plane is shown in (c). In this third

le, which is discussed at length in Chapter 9, the sound is radiated because -

ddies are convected past a pointed trailing edge. The noise has been called

ling edge noise.". Now, the far-field sound pressure levels for cases (a) and

re, given in Equations (8.58) and (8.59), respectively. The sound pressure

for trailing edge noise that will be derived in Chapter 9 is (see Equation

r ) -1) ' pp( 6 (860)Pra 4 Tr r yXl P{ U8 6 )..','.'.'-l

04 2 ry 3  '..-. T

0.8 (given in Se,'tion 7.4.1 with the point pressure spectrum t (0))0 The,
* pp

(6/xI) is the, ratio of the displacement thickness of the boundary layer to

treamwise 'length of the plate, x1 . We assume that the boundary layer begins

the leading edge of the plate which is many acoustic wavelengths away and not 0
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exposed to any inflow disturbances that may create additional "leading edge" noise.

Therefore 6*/X is given by Equations (7.34) (n=9) and (7.35):

-= 0.037 RII/5
x I

Equation (8.60) gives an average per solid angle in the far field sirce the direc-

tivity factors have been integrated out; in the standard coordinate system with

1 f/2 and 0 = 0 corresponding to the flow direction,

(r,,)= •4 df d8 r :nPrad 47t f

. Prad maximum, ra space

Figure 8.16 show's the th ee sound pres-urc %;.ectra for a low-speed flow referred

"to a unit panel area, A P E•.fation (9.'P) aid (8.53) of Smoi'yakov are shown for

the quadrupole radiation. Rccal'rg ,',:LL. bcth the edge and vibration-induced levels

are averages over a spherical surface in the accusti, far field and that the quad-

i rupole levels represent peak levels occurring at arbitrary points in the far field,

we see that tietotai iovrd r•ow. cannot 1.oss-bly orniazae the other sound components

exre.pt at the highest frequerci1es. The -t' •tS. )n also suggests that the acoustic

radiation will be dipole whenever finite ý_.rt :e_. iXe placed in low-velocity flow,

not only because these surfaces mc p.neratf. Lheir-own additional turbuAence, but

"also because they provide a tichanism 'or.z. -e-ing the fundamental nois,% :producing

* physics that convertst'he turbulent energy to acoustic energy. Figure 8.16 further

- serves to indicate why measurenents of dLrect radiation are likely to be dominated

by the particular .xpprimental arrangement, and measurements should probably be

viewed asdipole generated rather than quadrupole generated until clearly shown ro

be otherwise.
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A source of inhomogeneity that has not been included in the discussion, but

which could, at least conceptually, cause higher levels of direct radiation is

afforded by separating and transitional flows. However, these have not been sys-.

tematically examined from this point, of view. If shear stress fluctuations are

ignored, the radiation will still be quadrupole, but the level will be enhanced due

to some spatial nonuniformity that increases the low wave number pressure.

The example given in Figure 8.16 is intended only as illustrative; it is not

indicative of the actual levels to be expected in other more practical arrangements.

Differences in circumstances could cause variations of more than ± 10 dB in any of

the particular noise levels. However, the relative levels would remain substantially

as shown, and, except at moderately high wave number, k'6/10 =k 6 > 10 where the
1 1

analysis is not valid, the direct radiation is not expected to yield an appreciable

contribution.

In higher-speed flows, the quadrupole component can gain, in importance, as

shown in Figure 8.17. Here, for flows past rigid planes and half-planes, the

quadrupole and dipole noise sources can both be important, especially at high fre-

quencies. This importance has been demonstrated in a number of aeroacoustic experi-

ments with wall jets. The next chapter includes examples of measured trailing edge

noise from wall jets which may exceed the quadrupole noise of free lets only at low

frequencies (e.g., Figure 9.45). Figure 8.17 suggests that this can be the case

when w6*/U is less than unity or so. Vaen the flow is bounded by a thin, flexible'

panel, vibration-induced radiation may be imp'ortant at low to moderate frequencies,.

depending of course on the magnitude of the radiation damping relative to the total

damping.. Figure 8.17 should be regarded only in a qualitative sense, since the

actual noise will be dependent on the conditions of the experiment.
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CHAPTER 9
THE HYDROA%.,OUSTICS OF NONCAVITATING LIFTING SURFACES,

9.1 INTRODUCTION P

In many engineering applications, the noise and vibration produced by lifting

surfaces dominates all other structural acoustic sources- In contrast to the flow

noise of shells and flat surfaces previously discussed, lifting surfaces are not

hydrodynamically and acoustically homogeneous. Thus the fluid dynamics of the sur- 9
face can be complicated by the coexistence of a multiplicity of flow regimes at dif-

ferent sections of the surface. In rotating machinery (fans-, propellers, turbines,

and the like), the relative velocity between the'appropriate solid surface and the

fluid is often maximum at the blade tips,-making lifting surface noise dominant in

systems tha. include rotatingcomponents. In a very real sense this chapter provides

the fundamentals for treating the noise of fans and rotors by mechanisms discussed

in Chapter 10. Lifting surfaces in general provide important edge effects that

influence both the fluid dynamics of the surface and the-acoustic radiation effi-

ciency. The surface may not be acoustically compact in that the product of the

chord and acoustic wave number may be much larger, than unity. In these cases simple

formulas for estimating and scaling noise using the simple point-dipole radiation

formula (Chapters 2 and 5) are not valid.. As a structure, the surface may be a

cantilever possessing a particularly low input impedance at tne tip and along the

leading and trailing edges. Finally, the vuastable nature of the shear flow leaving

the trailing edge may give rise to a corre~ated discrete vortex structure that will

also be a source of noise and lifting surface vibration.

Thf general hydroacoustic mechanisms common to all types of lifting surfaces

are discussed in this chapter.'* Section 9.2 discusses the various sources. and their

important time and length scales. The implications of these scales in determining

the general acoustic aspects of the-problem are described, and the resulting speed

'and directivity dependences are given. Section 9.4 is a review of important aero-

dynamic characteristics of steady and unsteady boundary-layer and wake flow. In

particular, statistical properties of various flow regi•.es are presented in dimen-

sionless form for later usa in quantifying Input force representations in the

acoustic problems. Sections 9.3 and 9.6 discuss leading- and trailing-edge noise

*Particular characteristics 9f rotating machinery are discussed in Chapter 10.
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from rigid surfaces from various points of view that lead to alternative normaliza-

tion and scaling relacionships. Flow-induced vibration and its effect on the

Helmholtz instabilities of trailing-edge. flow are discussed in Section 9.7, which

also includes the subject of hydrofoil singing.

9.2 FUNDAMENTALS OF LIFTING-SURFACE NOISE

9.2.1 Classifications of Flow Disturbances .A7
The flow environment of the typical liftiCng surface is illustrated in Figure

9.1. The worst case is depicted;.a turbulent flow is incident on the surface and a

turbulent boundary layer is convected past the trailing edge. The occurrence of, new

disturbances in the trailing-edge wake due to shear flow instabilities raises the

possibility of additional noise. In real situations any combination of all or some

of the sources depicted cen occur. The view is from the intersection of a plane

(ylY 2 ,0) with the surface, which is supposed to lie nearly in the (yl,O,y 3 ) plane. _-_

The flow field is roughly parallel to the y., Y3 plane, except for the effect of 0.

finite angle of attack thickness, and camber. The incident turbulence is regarded

as linear superposition of wave harmonics of amplitude u and length scales A, where

A also represents the correlation radius of the ingested eddy, wltich is pi'esumed to

convect at speed U and is on the order of 0.9 U . The interaction of this turbu-
c OD

lence with the lifting surface causes unsteady loading and thus sound. At frequen-

cies high enough that leading and trailing edges are more than an acoustic wavelength

apart, this interaction ma, b- localized at the edge, in which case it may.be called

"leading-edge" noise. To a first approximation, the statistics of the incident

turbulence are generally.regarded as stationary in time and space, and Taylor's,

hypothesis of frozen convection (Chapter,3) is assumed for the eddies as the hydro-

foil cuts through the turbulent field.,

A boundary layer develops' on the hydrofoil at the leading edge, and, depending

on the angle of attack, the velocity (Reynolds number) of the inflow, and the curva-

ture of the leading edge (affecting the local pressure distribution), the flow may

separate there. If this occurs, intens.e pressure fluctuations with root-mean-square

values on the order of 0.1 times the dy'...mic pressure are- likefy to occur beneath

and just downstream of the separation zone (see Section 7.5.1). Whether or not

separation occurs, turbulent boundary-layer flc4 will totally envelop beth sides

of the-lifting surface when the Reynolds number. based on chord is somewhat greater
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6
than a limiting value on the order of 10 Transition is dependent on angle of

attack, roughness, upst'ream turbulence, and chordwise thickness distribution.

Because of the conv!ergence of the upper and lower sides of the hydrofoil, the flow

decelerates and the associated idverse pressure gradient causes a general thickening

of the boundary layer near the trailing edge compared with what it would be on a

flat furface at the same Reynolds number. This property depends on the variation

i of the section thickness, particularly near the trailing edge; the flow may separate

Sand shed vorticity into the wake. Even when turbulent separation or vortex shedding

does not occur at the trailing edge, the passage of the turbulence in the boundary

layer by the edge generates sound, called "trailing-edge" sound, in the same phys-

ical way that leading-edge noise is generated. Trailing-edge noise of this. type

is most intense with very sharp trailing edges.

At a Reynclas number high enough that turbulent boundary layers occur on the

"surfaces, the occurrence of tones depends strongly on the geometry of the trailing

OL edge. Fr ccrtain geometries with or without this separation, the wake of the

hydrofoil is a.two-sided shear flow with disturbances that 'are similar to those in

the wakes of circular cylinders. The intrinsic instability of these flows often

, results in the formation of additional vorticity in the wake. This occurs partic-

Sularly if the location of separation at the edge is well defined (for example, when

the edge is blunt). Then the formation of the vortex-street wake is a primary

source of tonal vibration and noise. On the other hand, for less blunt, i.e.,

sharper, trailing edges, the flow separation ac the edge may not be as well defined

. as, for, example, on sharp ed es at high Reynolds number, in which case the wake

vorticity will very likely be disordered. Laminat-flow airfoils' (or, say, for
6"Reynolds numbers less than 1 ) with sharp trail~ng edges often generate ordered

vcrtex streets with high tonal qualicy. These characteristics are discussed in

detail in Sections 9.4 ad 9 5.2.

SIf the ends of the hydr foil are not embedded in end plates, a t'ip vortex is

also probable. The unsteadi ess and strength of the vortex depend on the lift

"L developed by the hydrofoil and its boundary layer.

9.2.2 Characteristic Length and rime Scales for Acoustic
"l. and Aerodynamic Classifi ations

We proceed now to a general discussion of the important time and length scales

of the various flow types. "hesc characteristics determine, not only aerodynamic
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classifications of sources, but also acoustic classifications as well as the

theoretical approaches to the treatment of each source with regard to noise esti-

j mations. Table 9.1 provides a list of primary sources and a summary of the most

"general characteristics of each important flow source discussed in this chapter.

Thus two general classes of aeroacoustic sources are possible: noise due to

o-o turbulence-edge interactions and noise due to vortex-street wakes. The former

classification includes both trailing-edge and leading-edge noise; the latter is a

* trailing-edge phenomenon and is influenced strongly by Reynolds number effects.

The aspects of the flow on the hydrofoil controlled by viscosity, e.g., the boundary

layer, wake flow, and leading-edge laminar flow, depend on Reynolds number. In some

cases, flow-induced forces result in hydrofoil vibration, and this vibration often

* supports and augments fluid forces because of a phase lock between the fluid and

structure motions. The vibration may Also increase the noise by creating additional

" radiation from the surface motion as well as by increasing the magnitudes of -the

flow-induced forces just mentioned. Whereas ýhe dependence of total sound power on
5 6"" speed is generally quite regular, for example, U to U for rigid surfaces, the de-

Spendence is more complicated and is not characterized by simple formulas when sur-

" face vibration occurs. A qualitative illustration portraying the relative spectral

forms of the types of noise in relation to one another (as if measured with propor-

tional frequency baids) is shown in Figure 9.2. The frequencies are those which

would be expected in the far field of a rigid lifting surface advancing into turbu-

* lent fluid, for which a specific numerical example is given at the end of the

Schapter. Separate measurements of leading- and trailing-edge noise was the subject

of an experimental program of Olsen.

.T'he vortex-street wake flow b-hind hydrofoils (see Section 9.4.2, is dependent

.on Reynolds number in much the same fashion as it is behind cylinders. Figure 9.3

shows a collection of flow visualizations, in the wakes of lifting surfaces with

blunt trailing edges. Figures 9.3a and 9.3b (reference 2) show the effect of angle

"-of attack on the orderly vortex structure'downstream of an airfoil for which

U C/v - - 2.3 x 105 where C is the chord. The- surface is thus the "laminar-flow"
OD c

type, but the general features of the wake share much in common with ordered wakes

at larger Reynolds numbers. The photographs illustrate the existellice of a dominant

structure that can be disorganized by the introduction of both the asymmetry and

turbulence that is brought on by-increasing the angle of attack. At a 3 deg angle

of attack, the disordered boundary-layer flow Just upstream of the trailing edge
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(a) a 0 de±g R 1.96 x 4

(b) a 3 deg R h 1.96 x104

(c) ci 0 du.g R 3.4 1

FIgure 9.3 -Photographs of Trail'ing-Edge Flow Fields,
2 5

()and (b);*Airfoil R' 2.3 10 ,h/C 0.028.
c

(C) Flat Scrdt, h/c 0. 24

(Photokraphs (a) and (b) taken from Ref. 2, (c) taken~from Ref. 3)
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(tripped by laminar boundary-layer separation) becomes entrained in the vortex

cores, but the geometry of the vortex field does not appear to be greatly influenced

by the upstream turbulence. In both case-s the frequency of vortex formation-w in-
s

creases nearly linearly with speed in sLch a way that s = U /h (increasing slightly

with Reynolds number and angle of attack). Figure 9.3c shows another type of visu-

alization as effected by the motions of phosphorescent particles on the surface of a
3water channel. Here the Reynolds number based on the thickness of the trailing

edge is somewhat smaller than in the other cases illustrated. These vorticies (see

Figure 9.1) gen-erally extend only over a spanwise segment 2A The noise emanated
3.

because of the formation of such orderly vortex streets is generally nearly tonal,

as illustrated in Figure 9.2

In the case of leading-edge-turbulence interactions, the unsteadiness in the

inflow induces an angle of attack oscillation on the hydrofoil. The frequency

of this oscillation is on the order of w = U./A. The response of the flow on the

hydrofoil will depend on how well the flow adjusts to this oscillation in angle of

attack. Clearly, if A is made larger than or on the order ot the chord C, then the

entire chord will be. enveloped by the gust. This condition may be stated as

CIA 2-rfC/U., or -

«1U=

When this condition is met by the incident turbulence, the lifting surface responds

as a unit; i.e., the fluid dynamics of both the leading and the trailing edge are

not -.)hysically separate and the gust will induce both a moment avd a lift on the

surface.. As C/A increases, i.e., as the length scale of the incident turbulence

decreases in relation to the chotd, the response to the disturbances will become

more localized near the leading edge. When C/A is much greater than unity,

WC

U

the response will begin to diminish with increasing frequency. The study of the

unsteady dynamics of hydrofoils in response to incident gusting can be found in
4 5*texts by Blsplinghoff et al. and Newman.
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Sounds emitted by the interaction of a'sharp leading edge with small-scale

upstream turbulence or by the interaction of a sharp trailing edge with boundary-

layer turbulence or with wall-jet turbulence have many general features in common.

In both cases, appreciable sound will be emitted only when the scale A of the turbu-

lence is greater than the radius of curvature of. the edge. Furthermore, when both

wC/2U > 1 and wC/c > 1, as is often the case when such noise has practical impor-

tance, the surface may be considered as a half-plane because leading and trailing

edges are aerodynamically and acoustically uncoupled.

9.2.3 Low and High Frequency Limits of Theory
9.2.3.1 Statement of the Problem.' In Chapter 5 it was seen that the acousLic radi-

ation intensity emanating from a cylinder shedding a vortex-strect wake in a moving

fluid was very simply expressed' in terms of the mean square of the fluctuating force

exerted 'on the cylinder by the fluid. This result, also illustrated in Chapter 2,

has general application to any body placed in the flow as long as the dimension of

the disturbing body in the flow direction is smaller than an acoustic wavelength.

The effect of the cylinder is twofold; it creates a new fluid dynemic disturbance,
but as an acoustic effect it behaves as a low-wave-number scatterer, the effect of

which may be expressed analytically by replacing the physical cylinder by a distri-

bution of concehtrated forces in -the fluid that are the result of "hydrodynamic"

scattering. In the case of small cylinders, the fluctuating force is simply the

unsteady force exerted on the fluid and concentrated in a region very much smaller

than an acoustic wavelength. In the case of lifting surfaces, this result- has imme-

diate and straightforward application only at low frequencieS for which wC/c <<«l.
'0

At frequencies that are often of practical interest, the acoustic wavelength is

shorter than the chord of the lifting surface, I.e., wC/c > 1, so -that the surface
0.

is a much more complicated scatterer, and some other analytical formulation must be

used. The purpose of this section is to set' down the fundamentals that lead to

acoustic distinctions such as compact and noncompact chords. This is done inma very

idealized way by postulating a local dipole distribution concentrated along a

trailing edge. The geometrical effects Of extended surfaces-were first recognized
6 7by Powell ; later Ffowcs Williams and Hall formalized the mathematical treatment of

the flow noise of half-planes. The general approach of Ffowcs Williams and Hall is

followed here.
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We consider the acoustics of lifting surfaces to be governed by the ratio of

the chord C to the wavelength X . If C/X < 1
a a

-<2* '-
c

0

and the surface is considered acoustically compact. The problem then reduces to one

like that of Section 5.6.3, where we provide an expression for the force in Equa-

tions (2.77). This force fluctuation may be due to either ingestion of turbulence

in the inflow or to trailing-edge vortex shedding.

In the alternative limit of high frequency

S> 27r:
c
0

the leading and trailig edges are at least a wavelength apart, in which case

acoustical interference of leading- and trailing-edge noises may occur at specific

field points and alter both the directivity and the dependence on Mach number of the

sound. Now, when both wC/U > 1 and wC/c > 27, the flow-induced noise from the

leading and trailing edges approaches independence both hydrodynamically and acqus-

tically. In this class of problems it is useful to cons'-der the leading-edge noise

separately from the trailing-edge noise. The latter is likely to be caused by both

convection of the boundary-layer eddy field past the edge and the generation of new

wake vorticity. If the complication of flow-induced vibration does not exist, the

noise from the more ncarly homogeneous boundary layer on segments of the surface that

are an acoustic wavelength or more from either edge will be minimal. This is because

the surface acts as a reflector to quadrupole radiation from the eddy field in the

*sense of Powell (see Section 2.4.4).

9.2.3.2 General Theory for a Localized Dipole Field. Here we consider scattering

effects on the sound from a given source distribution at frequencies wC/U., > I.

alternately located near surfaces for which wC/c <<. 2w or for which wC/c >> 27.
0 0

The acoustic source is assumed to be manifested primarily as a localized dipole

caused by the fluid 'motion. The dipole source may be due to forces exerted on

either the edge of a large lifting surface or on an acoustically compact flow
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spoiler aligned with the trailing edge of the surface. The dimension of the forcing

region is presuned to be smaller than an acoustic wavelength, for example, on the

order of a turbuient length scale or the trailing-edge thickaess h,. as ir. the case

of vortex shedding. We seek to know what difference it makes to the radiated sound

field that the souice is situated near the large blade surface rather than near

cylinders or other acoustically compact bodies. Where vortex shedding in the wake

is concerned, for example, hydrodynamic forces are concentrated~at the trailing
8edge regardless of the value of wC/co. The surface model is a semi-infinite half-

plane coincident with the yl < 0, y• = 0 plane, as illustrated in. Figure 9.4. This

time, rather than aligning the axis of the coordinate system with the axis of the

'force, it is more convenient to align the axis with the edge of the plate.

A given dipnl~e strength of frequency w is assumed to be described by

F2(wy;t) =F(y,w) ei (9.1)

where F 2 (Y,w) is the generalized time Fourier transform of the source strength

f(y,t), for example, the p(wxu) of equation 2..87 with a Fourier transform, Equation

(2.104). The source concentration is located a distance y_ Z 0 downstream of the

edge, and it may be distributed over a length b~y - Z3 parallel to the edge. Equa-0

tion (2.74) with only the dipole source term retained can be put into Helmholtz form

(Equation (2.106)); specifically,

2 -(,w)
SP(,W) + kp ( aCY) = y (9.2)

2C

where P (y,w) is the generalized Fourier transform of the acoustic pressure. The
a

scattering half-plane surface is rigid;.thus the normal derivative of the acoustic-

pressure vanishes, i.e.,

3Pea(YW) A L
- 0 t 1 _• (9.3) .?

~2.

The Green function for the problein also satisfies Equation (2.113), namely,
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vGGy,x) + k2 GGy,x) = •(-)(9.4) "':!

X O :. "-S

with the boundary condition. i_!

aG.... 0 ± fir_ (9'.5)

This function is given by Ffowcs Williams and Hall7 as a specific case of the more:•:-:-2

general formulations for wedges derived by MacDonald. 9 ' Crighton and Leppington 1 0  :.'"

have derived the Green function as a special scattering problem by using the

WieriLer-Hopf technique. Howel has used the three-dimensional function in a form :•

valid for sources near the edge and a far-field observation point to derive a two- .':-

dimensional, function. An extensive survey is given by Bowman et al. 1 "2  .

The Green function for the special case of a source near the edge of the

plane y = (ro,o,•o) and a distant field point x = (.r,O,0) is..:-

eikor F! 2e'i/4',) / 1 1/2 ii :"::

k r << 1, k r >> 1 (9.6) •'''

ethdThe acoustico Chptrressure, is given by an analog for Equation.•(2,.115). Following the !..

(+w "JJf •F(')G••a dV(•) (9.7a)

or.-

a(g,w) L';F2(YW) •.(~~o dV(•) (9. 7b) '%:.
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This equivalence is insured by the fact that

F2(y , d=~ y) G( 1 y1 y0, 3 w dyd

-j ~ f~ F(y 1 y 0y) G(Ixr 1,y2= y3 w) dyldy

=0

because F (y1,y2=0,y 3) F F2(y Vy 2=0 'y) and 3Gay 0 on the half-plane. The

normal derivative of Gon the plane is

1/2
ik r -ir/ 1/ 2k

__ .1- e o *e ~ sin *cost s in -

r si 0 8 4~ 2.(7T) 0 0)

(9.8)

and the localized dipole strength per unit ,.--JIume can be written,

F ('YW) = 2 W) 2A3 6(y3) S(Y) 6 (yi~. * (9.,9)

where F 2(w) may be equated to the freq~uency spectrum of a force per unit span, the
correlation length along the span is 2A3  and 2k A 1'~ . This may be done for a

3P o03

dipole source distribution near a surface because the integral of p6wxu) over the

source volume in -such cases represents the i.utforc4 imparted to the fluid. This .7-

force has an equal and opposite reaction' directly on the rigid plate and it will be

presumed to have an 'effective locatirn Z. with respect to the edge. Substitution
0

of Equations (9.8) ..nd (9.9) into Equation (9.7b) yields the far-field pressure
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"k F2 (w) 2A iin /2 in e (9.10)

* pa(x,u) =4(2,)1/2 1(k) 1/2

where F2 (0)2A 3 represents the magnitude of the fcrce, or the net dipole strength.

The frecuency spectrum of the far-field radiated pressure is proportional to the

square of the magnitude of P a (-,0 (see, e.g., Equation (2.124) or (3.39)).

Furthermore, we assume that the leagth of the edge is L and that there are L3 /2A 3

" uncorrelat'ed dipoles per unit spanwise length,, each with a frequency spectrum f(ý).

The autospectral density of far-field accastic pressure is then the summation over

all the uncorrelated contributions from the point dipoles,

2 2
k 2 sin ol sin2  2LJL_ 2 (1

(, ) 0 o5 (_ ) z (9.11)

Prad 32 323(ko ) I

-'(Sound pressure ,from each local dipole)

.* (Number of dipolcs) • (Spectrum level

- of a typical dipole element)

The factoi 4f(w) ZcL 3 is the spectral density of the net mean-rquare dipole strength

C.

exerted on the fluid anda Z M 2A"

In an identical manner we can find the radiated 3ound pir.ssure from the same

distribution of point dipoles, but now in free --pace where scattering boundaries are.

- absent. This dipole distribution is still synonymous with a force distribution.

Invoking Equation (2.110) and the free-space (;reel. function Equation (2.108) (or

- just using Equation (2.77) directly), the spectrum of the radiated sound pressure

is

k. i 2 0o[l.3  1
ppa(X,W o ) (9.12)

i: compact 16,Y2 r
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where, again, Pf(w) Z L3 is the net osciliating lift forc2 spectrum induced on the

fluid, and Zc 7 2A This pressure would be radiated if the same force were presentc 3*
near a ver y small nonreficcting boundary, as illustrated in Figure 9.4b. Equa-

tion (9.12) should therefore be compared to Equation (5.49), with due regard to

"differences in notation. The validity of Equation (9.12) for airfoils has been

"confirmed by directivity measurements by Hersh and Meecham,13 Siddon,14 and Clark

and Ribner,15 as well as In appropriate references cited in Chapter 5.

. 9.2.3.3 Implications of Noncompactness to Dependence on Speed. The striking dif-

. ferences between the half-plane and free-soace radiation, as expressed in the two

equations above, are in the directivity and the dependence on the acoustic wave

. number. As in Chapter 5, we can assume that the spanwise correlation length is

Sindependent of speed, but that the spectrum of the oscillating force is given in

terms of a dimensionless spectral density, i.e.,

I.
?'(P ) M - U) z. 1(oý (9.13)

For simplicity, the function p (w 0IU ) is also asstimed to be a dimensionless
p o

"hay-stack" spectrum with its maximum value centered on wZo/U ±1. The length

scale Z is a characteristic of the fluid disturbance that produces the force (for"0
* example, a cylinder diameter or a trailing-edge thickness). Substitution of Equa-

tion (9.13) into Equations (9,11) and.(9.12) gives alterrative representations for

the mean-square radiated'.sound pressure:

.7Pa (X). P * (x',w) dw.
2rad

,il -" 2 1ý - 'A
""" t'7ad 0

-. O

"where A(w9 /U ) is the bandwidth of the excitation spectrum. Thus the mean-square
0 '

pressure in each case is given hy
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(2 a 2  sin 2  (9.14a)

a compact 6412 r2 0 uin 8 (/

ard

2_1 c 2 4 cn28_ a p3 2 o U -s c ain *j sin2 -(9.14b)

edge 128nr3 r- 0

These formulas disclose that the difference in wave number dependence of the sound

preszure in the two cases gives rise to different speed dependence. The coefficients

a arise from weighted integrals-of the pressure spectrum

anJ - PradU) d -u-_6- d

where n = 2 in free space and n = 1 for the half-plane. Furthermore, the directivi-

ties of the two cases provide for no sound in the' fluid plane normal to the axis of

:he force, but on the surface of the plane the sound is maximum. The intensity on

the surface is, in fact, double the value that it attains in a direction normal to
the surface. Furthermore the speed dependence is U5 for the force situated neart too

the half-plane and U6 for a similar forcing mechanism acting on an acoustically

compact boundary. 'These differehces are illustrated in Figure 9.5.

In more physically realizable situatlons, the distance to the field point r
5will also exceed the chord; 'in, this case Lhe dependence on speed will still be U.,

but the. d.irectivity pattern will roughly reseýmble sin2 e directivity. This is be-

cause the Y2 - 0, Yj < 0 plar.e will be a fluid plane as ly l l > C, and it must also

be a plane of asymmetry on which p. = 0. Figure 9.5 shows the hypothetical case of

a given surface of chord C with an acoustic wave number increasing because of the
6 5speed dependence of the forcing function. The break point of Um to U. occurs when

kC_.a _. > - M >
2i 2iti

0
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sin

0og U0 0

Figure 9.5 - Illustration of the Speed Dependence of Noise from a Localized Force
on a Rigid Surface~ as the Acoustic Wavelength Decreases with an Increase in
Speed-Dependent Frequency, i.e., as koC = C/ioM. Also Shown. Are Free-Space

0 00

and Half-Plane'Directivity Functions for the TheoretlraI Problem

To illustrate this numerically, for the case. of Vortex shedding shown in Figure 9.3

the ratio of fluid length scale to the chord i8

oa = . 0.028

so that the, condition is

SIn aeroacoustic applications this Mach number is often exceeded, but in water Mach

numbers rarely exceed 0.05. Thus vortex 'shedding noise from a rigid lifting surface
of this geometry will i•how a U• speed dependence in water and tU5 to U= dependence•

in air, dependtln8 on the specific value .f M.
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FLOW FIELD OF '46.

HEIGHT 6. MAKING
AN ANGLE "

WITH THE
TRAILING EDGE

of a Semi-Inf t H al

"10 V '

Figure 9.6 -The Geometry of a Wall Jet That Is Incident on the 'Trailing Edge-.
of a Semi-Infinite Half-Plane":

9.2.3.4 Radiation from Turbulence Convected Past a Half-Plane Edge. We now

examine a related problem of important practical significance,, i.e., the generation

of high-frequency noise due to the interaction of upstream turbulence with a leading

edge. The problem is straightforwardly solved as an extension of the above develop-

ment. Ffowcs-Willliams and Hal .quantified the dipole noise, which is caused by the

passage of turbulent eddies convected close to a'sharp edge;-this noise is radiated
5as U, when the surface is largely flat. The situation, shown in-Figure 9,6, is also

one' for which wC/c >>'2w. The flew is assumed to be of thickness 6. and width L3 ,
0 3

encountering the edge on an angle-a with the normal to the trailing edge. The edge

coincides with the y,1 axis and the turbulence character is not presumed to be influ-

enced by the edge, i.e., no new hydrodynamic disturbances are supposed to be gener- -J
ated at the edge.* We %se Equation (2.115) for the radiated pressure at frequency w

*Other theoretical arguments that-hav6 been put forth in this regarc are dis-
cussed in Section 9.6.3.1. , .
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due to a fluctuating Reyn6lds stre.,s as .. p 1roximated by PoUUJ in Equation (2.52).

The analog to Equation (9.12) is

), Wg(x,y.) V(y)' (9.15)
a =f ij ay 2 aY

where the integration extends over the entire volume of flow.

We can sniplify the analysis by r.iing that because of the existence of a mean

shear flow, the Reyijlds stress can be considered to be dominated by functions'of

the form .

T ij() M 0 0 U i() u (yW).

• •. where Ui is the mean velocity in either the Y or direction and u. is the jth

stochastic component of that velocity. Note also the requirement that 6 nly terms IIL

the mean stress tensci for which

au

will be included. Furthermore, we now specify the situatiot, that

aUi dU

ayj dy 2

is the only nonvanishing mean-shear term in the 'stress tensor.. Therefore Tij will

include only the two terms:

T12 P oU cos O u2 (y,w) 0 UoU u 2 (YW)

'32 oU sin .( u 2 (Y,w) P 0oU3 u 9 (y,wJ)
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plus the second-order products of turbulent quantities. The field is therefore

decomposed into one parallel and another normal to the trailing edge. The problem

is now most conveniently solved by invoking spherical coordinates. Thus

2dV(y) = r sin ° dr d6 d"

y 00

2 -
2 a G(x,r,'o)
a G(xy) 0 1 o "
Dyiay r sin orDO ar

ij 0 0 0 0

ei/ ksn)1/2 8 o a.
ik r e (2k siný) sin a cos (9.16)

47rr Ir 1/2 2r3/2 sin
0 0

The trace components of mean velocity in the r and 6 directions are

U U 1 cos o sino + U3 cos

U = -UI sin 60

Treating f.rst the contribution due to flow parallel to the edge, i.e., involving

U3 cos *0, it is found that this pari of the volume integial contains functions

dependent on ro,' 0,60 of the Lype
.'

6 Tr 0'/ do. os _ r2's.

1 fddro d° dO f u '(ropo,Oo) cos - - -32 r soin
o 0 0 0 o 0 0

0 0

If we make the assuniption that u(6o) = u 0 (-•o), i.e.. th t there is no Asymmetry

about tite,; y3 0 axis, then the integration 0 < 0 < w/2 ancels that due to

r/2 <%o < 7r, resulting in

1 =0

*~3-
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For flow normal to the edge there are two terms. The first is UrUe and contains th.

function

Cos T- 2

0

S•rp

61 irr u0 r ) 052

I -(ro, S sin 0 3/2 r sino drod•d

0 0 1 0 0 3/ r0in 0 0 0 0

fo sin •

Neither of these integrals can be shown to vanish identically by using symmetry

arguments; therefore both must be formally retained. Thus Pa(X,wJ) is given by

a

ik r i/

2 /2.

U (-u ,)sine)I/2 sin 0 C 2r r n dr d

r 8• 112 sn

I r o- 0 2 o 0

The integrand of Equation (9.17) shows the important result that eddies that lie

close to the surface and are well upstreal of the edge, T P , do not contribute toby
the sound,. It is only swhen the. cos in/2 termItakes on finite values that an eddy is

capable of radiating noise. If the thicknessaof the turbulent flow'field is 6, then

only those eddies which are located within aipradius of 26 or ro of the edge contrib-e

ute strongly to the radiation.e After prassino the edge, eddies will. continue to be
sources, depending on the orientation of the velocity disturbances relatve to the

edge of the flr w field. To determhne the dependence of sound on parameters, the

00
integral in Equation (9.917) will be assumed to extend over a correlation volume de"-
termined by the correlation ra'dius of an cddy. The ma'gnitude of P a,).il't"re

fore be measured in terms of an'eddy scale A0 . Furthermore, all components of the :"

• o21
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turbulence will be given a common scale of intensity, u (y,w). In thi4S case the

Fourier amplitude of the sound pressure becomes

i(kor+7T/4)P e0 2ki~i0) / 6'o[•[
P (x,W) o " A (2k A sinU)U• s in (9.18)

a 3/2 1 0 0 o 2
87t r

As before, the autospectral density of the radiated sound pressure can be approxi- 0

mated with the square of the Fourier amplitude to obtain

p A U cos a u 2
S (x,,W) 0 ... k2A sin sin2 .19)
Prad L r327T A o sin

0 /'0

where V/A3 expresses the number of uncorrelated eddies and P22'(W) is the frequency

spectrum of the eddies. This equation can be converted to a form useful for scaling

by assuming that the volume witain which the eddies can effectively radiate sound is

roughly kfor flow or. one side) "7

2V -6 2L3 [•
L3

where 6 is the length scale of the flow and L is the spanwise segment of the edge
3

that is enveloped by the moving fluid. Then, ignoring numerical factors, we have,

for A 6, the autospect'rum of the radiated sound pressure behaving as .

2U4 - _L3 3  2 0 2 D22( '
PD (xo) A -c 2cos a isin jsin 2 • 2  * (9.20).' 0 , 22 u2os 2 .2
~rad o 01 r UM __ a

where A is constant. The turbulence intensity is assumed to be proportional to U,

while the frequency is determined by the rate of encounter of the eddies with the

edge. This rate should be proportional to 6/(U cos,) or equivalently Z /(U cosa).
0 0

If we now invoke Tay]ors' hypothesis of frozen convection past the edge (Chapter 3),

then we write

922



D(W)= 02 2 (ki) (U cosa)'

where (P i) is the wave number spectrum of the normal component of the incident S

turbulence. The sound pressure- spectrum expressed as a function of the dimension-

less frequency tc36/(U cosa) is given by

0ory ,a n it sUl be compar wit Equtin2 (9.11 and ) (9.21) The•Pr ad -7 ýsa r L 2 '~

This relationship is the major conclusion of this section, and it is used '

throughout this chapter. It applies to flows incident on the edge from either

y > 0 or yl < 0, and it should be compared with Equattons .(9. 11) and (9.14). The i'

U dependence on speed arises in the case discussed here because the interadtion of

the edge with the turbulence results in a localized edge dipole source with a magni-
2

tude proportional to PoU . Furthermore, Equatiun (9.21) brings ou. the effect of0.-0
yawing the edge at an angle a to the mean flow. The spectrum level will decrease as

2cos a until tie source tazms whose magnitudes are quadratic in the turbulent field

quantities begin to dominate the radiation. The result shows that this type of

dipole scund will be most intense for flow across the edge rather than for flow

along the edge. The level is proportional-to a transverse cross-sectional area of

the flow region measured in multiples of L3 6 or L A. The acoustically active seg-
3 3.

ment of the surface has also been shown to be measured in multiples of the height of

the wall jet or boundary layer, or of the eddy scale.

Extensive experimentation, some of which is described in Section 9.3. has been

carried out' by NASA and its contractors and used to develop a variety of semi-

empirical prediction techniques for noises produced by trailing edges scrubbed with
16

tubletflow. The~se techniques, summaized~.V by FnIessentially use Equa-

tion (9.21) as a basis, with the length 3cale 6 replaced by some geometric dimen-

sion. For example, for jets exhausting over trailing edges, 6 is replaced by the

diameter of the jet.
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9.3 NOISE FROM INFLOW UPSTEADINESS
9.3.1 Elements of Unsteady Airfoil Theory

9.3.1.1 Outline of the General Theory.. This topic is of such broad naval and 6A

aeronautical interest that it-has been treated elsewhere; the reader is referred'
I. .5

specifically co books bv Bisplinghoff et al. and Newtman for developments of the

general theory. A general treatment of the lift fluctuations on a body of arbitrary
17 •-

geometry in unsteady flow has been given by Sevik. In this section only the pre-

liminaries that pertain to unsteady lifting surfaces are outlined in order to fix

ideas and to illustrate the limitations and idealizations of the theory.

The problem really deals with determining the distribution of unsteady pressure

on a lifting surface that results from a time-varying change in angle of attack to

the inflow. This angle of attack can be altered because of a heaving or pitching,

motion of the surface in a steady flow (commonly cal-led "Theodorsen's problem").1 8 ' 1 9

In either case the initial disturbance is a relative vertical velocity between the

lifting surface and .the incoming fluid. In the mathematical problem posed in Figure

9.7 the airfoil is of infinitesimal thickness, representing a plane dircontinuity

in the yl,y 3 plane in the three-dimensional problem, or a line discontinuity in the

two-dimensional problem. The flow is assumed to be inviscid, so that the vortex

sheet in the C/2 < Y, < • plane is in direct response to the requirement-that fluid

pass the trailing edge tangent to the surface. This boundary condition is known as

the Kutta condition. All the vorticity disturbances in the wake considered later in

this chapter are the result of viscous flow instabilities assumed to be su;..erimposed

on the potential flow. The Kutta condition as stated here applies to the potential

flow. Now, as a point of complication, one must assume that the unsteady viscous

and potential flows are not wholly independent. Therefore the terms "unsteady Kutta

conditions," and "partial Kutta conditions" often appear in the literature. These.

simply mean that some kind of condition of boundedness has been placed at the. trail-

ing edge. Figure 9.3a helps tu illustrate the notion of "inner" and "outer" -flow

regions; the smoke pattern4 close to the surface are drawn into the viscous vortex

. wake, while the streamline, which is a distance of only one trailing-edge thickness

away, passes by the airfoil surface without dis*ortion. Therefore, to the degree

20-22*There is also a response tochordwise motion, or gusts, but this is small

when accor.panied b.y a vertical, or transverse, velocity fluctuation.
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that the outer potential flow is unaffected by the inner viscous wake, it is pos-

sible to keep these flow regimes dynamically separate.

The mathematical problem of the unsteady flow is set up in the following way.

The plane -C/2 < yl < w is a discontinuity we include within a surface S. On this .-.

plane we must allow vorticity to be present, for without' circuilation around the -.

lifting surface there can be no lift. Flow outside S is inviscid and irroi:atlanal.

Therefore Equation (2.86) is useful because it exposes the direct influence of the

vorticity. Incompressible flow will be assumed and all the vorticity (incident,

bound, and trailing) is rc-tricted to lie in a sheet of infinitesimal thickness,

i.e., ;.' '

CSW(;,t)= (oyl 6(y2 (9.22)

32 2r....

Since the vorticity is

.4. . .,

we can define q stream function

so .-hat

23 7 ~ 3 (y 1,y3 9t),6(y 2  (9.23)

, . ,

In writing Equation (9.23) it has been assumed that

u =(UQ*,OO)

so that only oiie component of w is important and
- - (u .o o). .-

, . 92_ .- * " ,. *S926""""



This Ladition is o&viously met in the two-dimensional problem since 3p3 /y 3y 0.

A solution to Equation (9.23) folLws directly from the methods of Chapter 2, e.g.,

Equation (2.56) with The .- tardation condition dropped (for this hydrodynamic 0

problem in which U/c-*O), so that

+i TI f 3 (YY3't 6(Y2 ) dV(Y) (9.24)

Since

'1 '3

u 2 =Y 3 1Y3

Equation (9.24) gives the velocity on the cut in the vertical direction a.-*"

.4-•ff m3(YlPY3t (Y-YI) -'..-"':

u (Y1,0 ' t) = 2) dY dY (9.25)
SY>_Ci2 f(yY) 2 + (y3-Y) 3.3

If two-dimensionality is notý assumwed, by taking w3 (YlV 3 ) = (y,) we find, upon

integration over < Y < ,
3

u2,~~~ ~ ,t)1 3(Yl 0 dY1 .:•.

u = L yl_ 1 (9.26)-21 f.- y TY:
-C/2

Similarly, for the two-dime sional problem the streamwise velocity is found in

stages that utilize Equatio• (9.23):

*Note that for airfoils of finite span there will be a tip vortex, O'.

adding another component to the down wash '(Chu and Widnall1).
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'" . I'.i#I fff . •(Y't) (Y2-2

1 2O 4wJJJ 2 ( 2 + 213/2 dV(Y)

(yI-Y 1) (Y2-Y2) Y3 J

SI .3 (Y'l'S(Y 2) (Y2 -Y 2 ) dY2 dYl.

2- f 2iy -YJ)J + ( Y Y2 2]

from which

+ 1 _

U u(Y,10+,0, t) U)( 0+ " < Yl <C

u(y 1  t) = - -3(l Y2 (9.27)

C C
2_1_ ___ IyP Ott W(yl) 'Y2 0C.

"i • u(Yl'-'O') =2 2 <.1

'Equation (9.27) is' determined by deforming the Y1 integration into contours in the
upper and lower complex (Y1 +iY2 ) plane and evaluating the residutes at Y = y1± iYI"

Equations (9,26) and (9.27) givethe velocities on the surface surrounding th'1

bound vortex sheet in the -C/2 < yl <' plane, and they form the starting poi.tnt for

most-analytical treatments of thin airfoil theory. To find the lift we mus: find

* the pre.sure jump across the surface of the airfuil. It is expedient to re-,ite

Equation (2.86) as

1'y 3 [p(, + D 0oU -

Upon formal integration, this gives the conditions on either the upper or the lower

surface (i.e., above or below the slit -C/2 < yl < )" For example, on the upper

surface,

1 2 u 2u

S 2 o " + 2 (9.28)

where P and U are freestream conditions. The vorticity outside the slit is zero:

therefore the velocity, on the surfaces y2 0 and y2 , 0 of the slit hae been

"928
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written in the form of a pottrLial jump

u = _ s

introduced in the above equations.

The problem now is to find a relationship between the imposed downwash on the

airfoil u2(Y,0,t)'and the-wake vorticity w(y. ,0t) that results. To do this the
21

boundary condition imposed at the trailing edge, i.e., at y 1  C/2 is u 2 (C/Z,0,t)z 0.

This condition means that'the gradient of pressure across the wake at the trailing

edge and downstream is zero, i.e.,

1 ap(. u2 + au2'

0 ' 2  Y1

= 0,

2 2so that by Equation (9.28) (letting u 2Uu+U,,)

C

auT(.0,ot) au (l\2'O'/

This is a condition that also ensures that the flow is tangential to the trailing

edge. Therefore, 'using Equa'tion (9.27), we can write the kinematic conditiori for

the generation of vorticity in the wake as

C
•3 3 w3(ylU, t) - _i2 < y1 < W (9.29)

The' boundary condition of known u 2 (Y 1 .t) on the remainder of the airfoil segment

gives atnother requirement on w 3(yt): by Equation (9.26) and

C /2 (lt

u (yipt) + dY .. if dY(9.30)u2(Yl't) + (y 1 -Yl) 2 ,y-) dl
-2C/2 C/2 y1 -Y 1 ) 21
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for -C/2 < y, < C/2. The velocity u2 (Yl,t) is the prescribed vertical velocity

(dawnwash) on the airfoil. The pressure distribution on the airfoil is found from

Equation (9.28) 7

~uYAp = - oU(u-U -

where the potential jump is

y1
OU Ot (U -1t) dy 1 7

Therefore, using Equation (9.27),

-p pU w( ,t) (y1 ,t) dy (9.31)

C/2

The unsteady lift per unit span is

C/2
,dy 3 Ap(ylt) dy1  (9.32)

-C/2

Equations (9.29)., (9.30) and (9.31) (or the three-dimensional equivalent in-

volvir.p. f.quation (9.25)),are the ,general equations of unsteady airfoil theory. The

procedures for their solut-ion, involve the inversion of Equation, (9.30), which is a

singular integral equation. The solution now requires the specific formulation of

the incident velocity u 2 (y1 ,O,t). These 'solutions are given in all the references

cited' in this section. A novel approach to the acoustic problem which determines

w3 (y 1 ,t) fron' an incident vortex hAs been given .recently by Howe. 2 4

9."3.1.2 Aerodynami-c. Influence Functions. The' inversion of Equation (9.30). to find

W3 is dependent on knowledge of the nature of the downwash u2 (YlY 3 ,c) on the strip.

930
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-C/2 < y1 < C/2, (1/2) L < y 3 < (1/2) L3 where L3 is the span of the lifting

surface. Suppose now the circumstance shown in Figure 9.7a, in which a gust flows

into the leading edge of a rigid airfoil. We write the turbulence u2 (YlY 3,t) in -

terms of its generalized Fourier transform, i.e.,

0,o

u2 (k 1 ,k 3 ,w) = I L ff u(Yl,,Yt) e-i(k' 1 3-it) dy 1 3 dt (9.33)
(27)3

The space-time variation of the downwash of each wave number relative to the fixed

surface uf the airfoil is

u (y1 pt) = -u (k1 k3 w) e+ikl(yl-U.t) + ik 3 y3  (9.34)

where U refers to the velocity of the surface relative to the convection velocity

of ,the gust.

The solution of Equation (9.30) with Equation (9.34) for a one-dimensional

turbulent field, such that k L <<«. and L'/C >> 1, yields the standard two-

dimensional Sears function, which relates the lift per unit span to the incident

.downwash ampl~itude as

---- W- 1 O CU u2(ksw) SeT) e eiwt (9.35)

dy 3  2 e 2

where k C/2 , wC/2U. The Sears function gives the' amplitude and phasFiýrelative to

the disturbance at the midchord):

\1 C 1  (9.36)

ehr2) H(2) (2) 2(H _ o \+ -!

where H 2) and H(2) are cylindrical Hankel functions (see Abramowitz and Stegun. 26)

The Argand diagram of this function is shown as tha solid-line spiral in Figure 9.8.
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For cases in which neither the airfoil span nor the spanwise wavelength of the

.::ident turbulence are effectively infinite with respect to the'chord, a variety

of attempts have been made to invert Equation (9.30). One early attempt that

resulted in numerically computed response functions was that of Reissner. 2 8 ' 2 9

Recently, Mugridge3 0 ' 3 1 determined an aprroximate closed-form expression for the

lift coefficient in terms of a correction factor to the tra..itional Sears function.

In 'the notation of Equation (9.38), that result is

u(kl k3,) IS (kiC)I

ICL(kl,. 3 )f = 2i I2" < I I~e(-)l IF(kl,k 3 )I (9.39a)

where the correction function is

22

I F~kI k3) ,2

=F(k k 3 ) 12 2 2 (9.39b)

(3 + + 2__ 2

7T

3 2-34
An approximation by Filotas for the two-dimensional lift function such that ';

Iu(kiokW)I Ik /C kC
ICL(kl,k 3 ) = 2r (9.40)
\ 3 . ( S2DV" )2' (/2

wher .". n i -k/ Ti omuawsdrvdfo narolo
1.°3

e xp valu• ofn 2 t _ , 0

' k lC' k 3 1 +"--- SO

S , (9.41)

2- 2

where k2 k12 + k32* and sin B k k/k. This formuJla was derived for an airfoil of,_."'

infinite span . Graham3 numerically coitputed the exact loda-ag functions for an'.,

airfoil of infinite span and varying k 3C. These results are shown as the dotted •.=

line spirals in ,Figure 9.8 for selected values of k3C. In the •limit of k3" O,_-

S933, :"_



Graham's functio~n matches the Sears function. The amplitude-squared of Graham's

function is plotted in Figure 9.9. For use in approximations, a closed-fortm eyrpres-

Sian is necessary, and this has been fitted to Graham's eiiact calculations:

2 21 + 3.2 (LC)12
Is2D(klC,kCI =S(k C)I / (9.42)__

2D 1 3 e 1 14+ 2.4(k C) 2- 3. 2(k C)1/

Tt: is-useful to represent the exact form as an approximate correction to the Sears

function.

The a'trodynamic inflluence function f or a two-dimensional gust incident on an9
23

airfoil of finite span has been derived by Chu and Widnall. The4r results'can be

used to numerically examine the loading at the tip in particular.

Influence functions bave also been determined for co~mpressible flow. Although

hydrodynamic Mach numbers are generally negligible, exc.,ept in regions of two-phase'3

ýflow, compressibility effects become important when the 1'3roduct of Mach number and

1 IS2~(kjC~kC)I2
L4

--- EQUATION (9.42) k3 C - I AMDO 4

-- EXACTTI4EORY.GRAI4AM 3  kC 0,1,2,4

MUGRIDGE, EQUATION (9.39) k3C =2.0.

0.- -

k C

0.003



reduced frequency, MklC, approaches unity. Essentially, this means that retardation

effects must be included in Equation (9.24) and aucceeding integrals. Since k =

w/U., this product is wC/c ; it can be large at high frequencies and'nonnegligible

even for low Mach number. The above expressions are strictly valid in the limit of
36 37Mk C < 1. More-general expressions ha-e been given by Graham, Osborne, Chu and

1 23,38 39,40 41 42 43,44Widnall, Amiet, Adamczyk, Kemp and Homicz,. and Miles. For pur-
41

poses of rough acoustic approximntions, the result of Adamczyk, later corroborated
40by Amiet, may be reduced to an approximate closed form

-iit/2
S 2 D(klC,k 3 C=O) e 1/2 •(9.43)

for (wC/c,) (1-U /co) > 1.5, say. This lower limit on wC/c" is established by the
0 00 0

error fufiction,2 6 which is within 5.% of its asymptotic value (unity) used in Equa- -

tion (9.43) when its argument exceeds 1.5.

The pressure difference between the upper and lower surfaces has been given by
E. number of. investigators in the form (with the origin at midchord)

1/2

yC 1 Ui (kY-)"Ap(yY3,klk3) i2PoU u(klk3, S2 D(klC,k 3 C) e i 3Y3 ` (9.44)

+. "

Mk C < 1

32 2338 3 '39,45
See, for example, Filotas, Chu and Widnall,2' Osborne, Amiet,

41 42 46Adamcrzyk, Kemp and Homicz, and-Fugita and Kovasznay. This form reflects the

classical chordwise behavior of the steady and unsteady lift diatribution, hiamely,

a maximum ,•t the leading edge yl = -C/2 and zero et the trailing-edge .y = C/2.

Tntegratin- of Equation (9.44)-yields the lift, while multiplication of AP by y1

tollowed by integration yields the moment. These manipulations show that the center ._,

of (both steady and unsteady) lift occurs at y" -C/4, i.e., one-fourth of the

chord downstream of the leading edge.'
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An asymptotic formula for the pressure jump which is valid for high frequencies,
40wC1U > 1 and wC/c > 1, can be derived from expressions given by Aiiet. This

o 0
expression is

ir 3y3 --.t)

AP(yly 3,k,k 3 ,w) f U P u2 (kkW) Ye

f1 ~(3~i 1 112

-i Mk oyI -k k3-k o~y , 1/2 ... ,

•e .12 - (9.45)-

for M ÷ 0 but Mk C/2 wC/2c > 1.5. This formula shows evanescent waves emanating --

from the leading edge for k > ko, but acoustic waves for k3 > ko.
3 3

9.3.2 Oscillatory Lift Spectra from Ingested Turbulence
For use in estimating acoustic radiation and flow-induced vibration, we require

the appropriate, force coefficient. The above expressions for CL(kl,k 3 ) and AP can

be used to determine the spectra of oscillatory lift and surface pressure. The

total time-dependent lift due to all the wave number components klk 3 is found from

integration of Equation (9.44):

L3 /2 0. C C k c c. . .
(t) rPoU C uI2(kl'k3'W) S2D 2 ____

- L 3 / 2 0 0' " ' !

+i(k 3 y 3 -wt)
*e dkldk dw dY (9.46)

1 3 d 3 -

(k C k3C• (sin k3L3eiodkdd ""':'"

"iTPU CL3 fffu 2 (klk 3 1w) S2Df 2 2 e 3 1•33 3
-~~~~- k L___ itd kd

The result is essentially in the form of Equation (9.40) except that it includes the

averaging of the span-varying phase of the upstream turbulence. In fact, as L3
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increases, the only important contribution to the integral comes from values of
k which are much less than I/1, Also, Equation (9.46) is perfectly general;
3 3'

S2D(klC, k3 C) can tbeoretically represent any lifting surface response function.

The generality in Equation (9.46) includes a provision that Taylor's hypothesis

need not strictly apply because we have maintained the possibility of separate k

and w dependence' in u2 (kl,k 3,w). The frequency spectrum of the lift function is '.

related to the temporal correlation function by .

f 0•(w) e d= J (t) /(t+-) dt

Therefore, using Equatin (2.133), we find that in the case of spatially and tem-

porally stationary gusts the frequency spectrum of the lift fluctuation is

2 2 2 2 2"::

( = ) P U C L

u22f f22klk3w D 2 C' k 23C 2lkL dkl1dk 3 (9.47)"o2 3

where u is the mean-square component of velocity normal to the span. This is the

formal statement of the oscillatory lift in terms of the wave number frequency -

spectrum of the incident turbulence, 02 2 (klic 3 ,w), which behaves generally as

discussed in Sections 3.6.3 and 7.2.

This relationship is in a form completely compatible with the relationships

of Chapter 6 for flow-induced vibration and of Equation (9.12) for direct dipole

radiation from a surface with an acoustically compact chord.
27A relationship of this type was first' derived by Liepmann, but his consider-

ations were limited only to gusts for which k3 0 and * 3 . In that special

case, the result can be written directly from our Equation (9.38) because no con-

sideration of spanwise phase variation Is needed. Liepmann's results were in a

*form that utilized structural impedance representations in much the same manner as

that described in this text. The approach was later applied to aircraft surfaces
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47
by Diederich. The more general case of an airfoil of finite span was then later

48
derived by Liepmann by assuming that the locally induced pressure distribution

was identical to that which would occur if both the airfoil and the gust had infinite . 0

span. Therefore the airfoil locally resronded in strips of width k along the span.
3The total response is just 'the resultant of the loading on each strip, with account

takenof the phase from strip to strip. The result can be obtained from Equation

(9.45) simply by letting S2D(klC/2, k C/2) S (k C/2). Liepmann considerec. two 0

limiting cases of Equation (9.47), L3/A3 >> 1 and L3 /A3 << 1, where A3 is the

integral length scale of turbulence in the direction of the span.

A more general formalism of the problem for applications to three-dimensionally

varying turbulence is due to Ribner.49 The response is written as an integral over • . -

all three wave number components,

0 (W)(k,w) s(k) dk
jj() " u 2 ': .".-

For the surface of infinitesimal thickness the response function can be written as

S(t) = 2 D(kl,k 3 )

and we retrieve Equation (9.47), in which the response kernel is permitted to be a

function only 'of the directional wave numbers in the plane of the surface. .Another PM

50generalization introduced by Miles allows the gust to have a convection velocity

unequal to the translation velocity of the fluid. This allows the-gust encounter

velocity and the man flow velocity to differ, influencing the phase between the

downwash and the lift but not the magnitude of the lift. It appears from calcula-

tions based on the theory that the effect will be small for gust convection veloc-

ities on the order of 0.9 U to Us'. Response functions for a more general case of

nonstationary turbulence have been numerically calculated by Verdon and Steiner. 5 1

The derivation of relationships that give the dependence of the lift on the

length scale of the turbulence is most simply done by resorting to a separable

model for the turbulence, such as that used in Sections 3.6.3.2 and 7.2.5. Further-

more, recall that the integral length scale of a correlation' funcution is related
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to the wave number spectrum by Equation (3.82b) and similarly for the time scale.

If it is as.ý.umed that the span Is substantially larger than the integral correlation

scale in that direction, then the lift spectrum is of the form

2..

-A /sin
2 2 2 2 2 3

f i
IM2 k1 mPiýoW MSDkO Ak (948

for~~ A3/ 3)<1 h orlto ftruec i ietospredclrt h
surfce as asumd t be nit, ie., he orrlato3 ucini ae ob

R22(2,y2 .. ..wihi.ossetwihteti-ifi yptei. Frhroe

the avenun~er pecta ae asume to e o thefor

Th sniterliexcl2r/L, an3 <1Thcorltoofubulnderi thiecasmtions offroendi convection,

skurfc was issue repaabe bniy, i6e. Uh -. Icorpreationg funcison isvalues, Eutionb

~9.(k bec.mes

V. V.

2 22 rlW
C9.69) b4ecomes)J .js~)f(.Sa

0.
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or, more generally,

~()O2" 4.'- [)A- w 2 (9.50b)ui 222U

The function in brackets, A(wC/(2Um)), Las been called the aerodynamic admit-

tance function (Figure 9.10), and its general expression can be deduced by comparing

Equations (9.48) and (9.50), as shown below. The spectrum function 02(w) =

Equat is the point wave number spectrum of the downwash convected in a frame of

reference moving with the lifting surface. The lateral integral length scale is a

function of the wave number k1 =w/U; in this regard it is appropriate to look at

A in terms of the limit
3

lira ( k3 kW) dk1  (k A.-..
k 3 _0 22f 1 3 '7T 2 2( 1 ')

when the behavior of A3 with frequency is known.

Experimental verification of Equations (9.48) and (9.50) for fixed single' air-
52foils has been provided by the measurements of Jack-on et al., who obtaihed the

frequency spectra of lift fluctuations induced by incident grid turbulence. The

airfoil was a NACA 0015 section with aspect ratio (L3 /C) of 2.68; the measurements

were conducted in configurations with and without end plates at a chordwise Reynolds
4 . -. . '-"number of 1.6 x 104. Figure 9.10 shows the measured values of the admittance

2 / 1 \2ff 22)2 2 /21

.The spectrum of the turbulence

€2 (wl "uf * 2 2 (k1 ,k 3 'w) dk dk 3
.
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Figure 9. 10 -Unsteady Aerodynamic Admitt~ance Functicits, Comparison
of Expcriment and Theory for the Integral Scales' Show~
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was determrnehd by measurement with a hot wire anemcr-.at.. The Sears function,

"Which applies to a one-dimensional gust (Equation (9.38)) greatly exceeds che

measured admittance. In the case ef the experiment, the span waslarger that, A3 ,
2and apparently the installktion of end plates did not influence CL. In their pro-

gram, Jackson et al. also measured the spanwise correlation function-s of the tur-

bulence at a variety of frequencies. From their correlations, valxes of A3( ) were

computed; these are included at the top of Figure 9.1O0. Using the values of A3(w).

the approximation of the admittance function in Equations (9.50) is

A /WC\) 2 2A3()is /C (9.52)
L3  Ve

which is basically a strip theory that utilizes the Sears function. The lines
52labeled l'and 2 in the figure were calculated numerically by Jackson et al. using

Graham's 3 5 influence function and fitted analytical functions to the measured

streamwise and spanwise turbulence characteristics to obtain 4 2 2 (kl,k,,Iw). They

assumed frozen convection of the turbulence. In subsequent work it was found53

that A(wC/2UJ) is slightly sensitive to modest angles of attack at low frequencies.
34An alternate to Equation (9.50) is Filotas' result, which has the approxi-

mate form

Ln[C \,24-n.(_]
________2 wC CL A M2 2U 2AI F, 21 OW,, 2 3

I 2U C\

(9.53)

2]
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which also agrees with Graham's measurements in Figure 9.10 when 2A /C 0.7. This
function gives a frequency-independent admittance function at low frequencies which
increases monotonically as the lateral integral scale increases. At the higher fre-

quencies w/U > 1/A 3 and the admittance function is scale independent.

9.3.3 Surface P -essures Resulting From Unsteady Loads
Measurements of surface pressure fluctuations on a NACA 0012 airfoil in'a

turbulent stream were made by ?aterson and Amiet. 5 4 ' 5 5  The Reynold's number based

on chord varied over the approximate range 5 x 105 to 26 x 10 , with 0.1 < M < 0.5.'

Figure 9.11 shows a selection of the measured results that have been made dimension-
less on the parameters shown. In their measurement program, as in that of Jack-

52son et al., supporting turbulence wave number spectra anZ spanwise correlations

were obtained. Their theoretically determined pressures were obtained from the full

relationship from which Equation (9.45) was derived, but their formulation was valid

at high frequencies and Mach numbers, i.e., without the restriction Mk C < 1. A sim-
1

plified relationship for the surface pressures for completely incompressible flow

20 -

AlS- = 0.13
-3 C

*d' 10

.• WC

C) EOUATION (9.561. - 8

3 ,0

N-• ME S R M N S . Um TE RY( A T

0N

3 -O . 0-

3- N -I( . 1. 20ma

i.. • i .• l • , #-7 - 0 . 3.6 40m/S

0 -301
0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1.0

y1 /C

Figure 9.11 . Spcctral Densities of Surface Pressures Induced
by Ingested Turbulence on an Aerofoil
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can be derived from Equat 4.on (9.44) using the above approach. The pressure differ-

ence between the upper ani lower surface is actually

where p (y,k•,w) is the surface pressure on one side of the airfoil. The autospec-

tral density of the surface pressure is then obtainable from Equation (9.44) as

Y,,+ 22 F 1 222 (k 1k 3,' (2D c C\I, dkk3 (9.54)
P 2 L j jL 2D2 2 - 1

Equation (9.54) differs from that of Amiet and Equation (9.45) in the absence of a

phase function that accounts for the chordwise propagation and the interference of

pressures acroba the surface at high frequencies Mk C > 1. The use of Equation (9.49)

for the 'spanwise wave number spectrum and the frozen convection approximacion (Equa-

tiors (3.83) and (3.95)) gives

U I~i+.JJ I~D, 1 0 ,.u4 -+ (O(w 2 k 32PS(Y 4• u• 2 ý2(w) 2- `1 S C k 3Cf.,.--

To determine a closed-form approximation for this• integral we -cannot simply intro-

duce the .Sears function because o~f the necessity of integrating over all spanw$.se

wave numbers. TO this end we introduce the approximation to Graham's two-dimensional

influence function (Equation (9.42)), w';½h ..'.quires inL,:gration oL

1/2.
12 + 3.2 . A3 G() .p

" "" If~' M]k3

V- 1/2 + (A ..~k 2] 3

[1 ... 3) , "
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The lateral wave number response function begins to diminish as k C> (WC/U)1/4> >,

while the turbulence spectrum decays when k > A Thus these two functions
3 3_

may be decoupled in alternate limits depending on A3 , C, and wC/U, which we shall

write

A^3 1 + 3.2 -J
13 1 for -> I or >

1/2 + 3.2 1 + 3.2 /2
1 3 - i+3-2.4 for 9- [ 234 ]

3 C2. 24

56Carrying out the integration, the entire function is

2.4 -1 2 CW. ý1
1 + 3 .2 ) j C

13=2.4 C 2

1 + 3.2(r A~)

Introducing the simplification of 13 into Equation (9.55), a nondimensional form for

the autospectrum of the surface pressure at Yis found as

1/

2Ps 1C- Aq.C 
i or7 

2[ 
'__ 

2.()
q1, + 3.2 "' SeC:

4 Ca •'' or >

94 "y ""

'2 1- 
%

9 4.i','3'



or

1/2 /2C A . 7
"(4 (2 )-Y[ for--- 'I3< [] (9.56)

where -C/2 < Y, < C/2.

This approximation agrees reasonably well with the measured results of Paterson
54and Amiet ; however, the more exact numerical evaluation of Amiet predicts the

observed relative trends more accurately.,, The surface pressures, both measured and

predicted, show a maximum at the leading edge; the prediction in fact shows a singu-

larity there. This is a consequence of applying a Kutta condition at the trailing

edge, i.e., 3R/ay2 = 0, and leaving the boundary condition at the leading edge

unspecified. In reality, the singularity is removed by either laminar ilow separa-

÷ ion or finite' curvature etfects.

9.3.4 Observations of Noise from Inflow Inhomogeneities
Equation (9.12) can be adopted directly when k C < 2w. In dimensionless form,

0

this is ILI

Prad sin' 6 3 wC9 222r2'') U C(w) , !-< 2(5q2M2 42 Uo
qM0 4w 0U,

where CL(w) is the spectrum of the net oscillatory lift (Equation (9.50b)). At

higher frequencies such that the chord can no longer be considered small, the expres-
54

sions of Paterson and Amiet can be approximated to give

0 r,,~ 2 2 0 2 2
Prad 2 sin 2 3ý 23 2 ( 2WC

22_ 2 r/ T3- 72 022(w) for c > 2n (9.58)q:M 0i

and for 2 A3 1, which is identical' in parame tic form to Equation (9.21).. In

both equations, the vector (r,e) = (r,O) points into the ditection of the flow, while
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0

the vector (r,O) = (r,i) points downstream. These two relationships can be compared

with measurements. It'is convenient to express the aLoustical effects of finite

chord as a ratio of Equations (9.57) and (9.58). To this end, Equation (9.50a) can

be used for the lift spectrum to obtain

p (r,, edge

rad 8
( w'i (9 .C.59)
(rad compact c -

0

if the differences in directivity' are ignored by, taking field points directly normal

to the surface 0 = = 90.

Measurements of sound due to the interaction of airfcoils with upstream tur-

bulence* have been made by Clark and Ribner, Dean, Fink, Amiet, and Paterson

and Amiet 5 4'5 for airfoils responding to upstream turbulence, and by Fujita and
46Kovasznay. for an airfoil responding to a periodic time-varying wake defect. Clark .0

and Ribner present no spectral densities of radiated noise, but confirm the general

validity of Equation (9.12) and (9.57) through correlations of the oscillating' lift

and radiated sound pressure. Measurements by Paterson and Amiet are shown in

Figure 9.12 in nondimensional form. These measurements were obtained at the same.

time as data for surface pressures shown above in Figure 9.11. The flagged points

denote frequencies for which wC/c > 21 and Equation (9.57) are not expected to hold.
0

The dotted line in the figu e is the square of the reduced frequency times the

spectrum of oscillatory lift; the latter was calculated using Equation (9.50a).

The solid lines, are the more p-ecise theoretical values calculated by Paterson and

Amiet, 5 4 ' 5 5 which are valid for all values of MwC/2U = wC/c . At frequencies

small enough that acoustic effects are insignificant, the dimensionless sound pres-

sures are yery accurately predicted by the simple dipole relationship (Equation 0
57 58,60(9.57)). The dimensionless sound pressures of Dean and Fink5 are shown in

Figures 9.13 and 9.14, respectively. The ordinates reflect the different normaliza-

tions that were used by the inve..tigatbrs, and all measured values can be seen to be

equally well predicted by the theory.

*Measurements of noise ýrom rotors and fans are 'discussed in Chapter 10,.
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Dean's' form of nondimensionalization is found by combining Equations (9.56),

(9.57), and (9.50) to obtain a function that is independent of IAI ; i.e., 2.-

(r,O,w) 2)_-___ i

(L)2 0 4 L A .
ps 1 42 U 23A 1+3.;"":'-"

depending on the limits as stated for Equation (9.56). Note that when A3 /L 3 > 1, .....

3/3is replaced by unity. At very low frequencies this factor approaches.'.".

(2n) 2 /24 =1.6 in agreement with the notion that when A3 > Con L3 , the' deft re-

--- ~~ = - -.

desponse of the airfoil is correlated and it radiates over a correlation area equal

to (CL 3). Figure 9.13 indicates that. at high frequencies A3 /L3 is smaller than

unity and the sound radiation process is more limited by the local leading edge;

* i-e., the correlation area becomes less than (CL3 ).
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The form of Fink's nondimensionalization may be found by combining Equations

(9.49), (9,50), and (9.57) to obtain

p (f, Af)

q. M2 i (r (0 .233 9-) (7rsin)2q- U2\ r 
" :"2

3 2

co~) A~)

The notations to Dean, Filotas, and Mugridge refer to the various approximations to

the admittance function. Note that when wC/c > 2w, Equation (9.57) does not hold; t,_.

for U 31.5 and 80 m/s of Fink's measurements this occurs when wC/2wU, - 10.5 and

4.1, respectively. As described below, this may account for the remaining discrep-

ancy between Equation (9.53) and the measurements.

Semiempirical prediction techniques for other forms of leading-edge noise in

more complex arrangements have been reviewed by Fink. 1 6

The discrepancies between, the observed levels of noise and those computed

from the theory of the simple dipole can be looked at as the ratio of the finite to

ptl.nt radiated noise levels. Figure 9.15 shows the ratio derived in three ways.

The theoretical values of Paterson and Amiet 5 4 ' 5 5 (Figure 9.15) show an interference

pattern in the frequency region 2r < wC/c° < 4w that agrees with the measured values.

This behavior has been shown as a ratio of the sound predicted by the exact theory

to that predicted for the point dipole. The simple asymptote for high frequency

(Equation (9.59)) is numerically larger than the heuristic correction function
61pr,4 posed by Hayden, 'which is

S (r,w)
. tad' ,finite 1 (960)

prad point 1 + / WC
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Figure 9.15 - Reduction of Sound from Unsteady Flow Over Lifting Surfaces.
Reduction Caused by Finite Chord Relative to Acoustic Wavelength

Although Hayden's function appears to roughly describe the trend shown by the

exect theory at low frequencies in Figure 9.15, it does not appear to agree at high

frequencies with either the frequency e'!pendence or the speed dependence that one

would expect for the half-plane vers,.s point-dipole radiation.

The time-dependent lift, s,:_cace pressure, and radiated sound from an .airfoil .

cutting through stationary wakes has been treated-theoretically by Fujita and '.
46 62 63

Kovasznay, Mayer, and Lefcort. Measurements to corroborate the theory have

been made by Fujita and Kovasznay-witl simultaneous surfaceand far-field pressure -

measurements. The configuration examined by Fujita and Kovasznay has direct appli-

cation to 'the radiated sound. from a single s,tator' blade responding to the wake of

a passing upstream rotor blade. The mean velocity defect in the wake causes a .. :...

time-dependent perturbation on the angle of attack of the fixed airfoil. This-

variation in downwash caused by th3 wake of an upstream body moving relative to

the airfoil can be designated as u 2 (yo-yl), so that the maximum value of u2 occurs

at y Yo. The time-dependent downwash is u2 (Yo-Uwt), referring time to the "..
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instant that the leading edge coincl.des with yo. The oscillation in angle of attack

is u (y Ut)/U .The appropriate form of Equation .(9.44) for the surface pressure *:..

in this case is

C 1/J u(k 1s,k 3t) 2pk 1  (W u2 (-k1, tS(jw -Uk dkwt

0 U02 (w)

CO 00

u (k (k ) W d f u (y1 V) 11U dy1

-002

is the spatialFourier transform of the dowrmwash with a span-independent downwash

being assumed. The time-dependent pressure differential across-the airfoil at

chordwise location y1is

IC 1/2
2 12 -yl -i~jt
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.quation (9.62) can be integrated over the sPan to determine the instantaneous " A

:ime-dependent lift and subsequently the sourd.

In the experiment of Fujita and Kovasznay,46 a fixed airfoil was positioned

ilong the radius of a rotating rod and both were placed in the open-jet wind tunnel,,

-ihich exhausted into an anechoic chamber. The alignment was such that the wake of

:he rod impinged along the leading edge of the airfoil twice per revolution of the

"od. This arrangement represents, idealistically, viscous rotor/stator interactions

lue to the presence of inlet or outlet guide vanes. Figure 9.16 shows time records

)f the instantaneous surface pressure distribution, lift coefficient, time derivative

)f the lift coefficient, and radiated sound. At the angle of attack of 10 deg the

tffect of the wake was to initiate leading-edge separation, which subsequently

:eattached as the airfoil progressed into the wake. This caused the rate of change

)f the lift coefficient dC /d(tU /C) to nearly double for zhat case. The pressure

listribution shows the square-root functional increase in pressure at the leading

.dge except when separation occurred. The measurements of the radiated noise from

:he transient response of an airfoil passing through the wake defect of a cylinder,

Agreed with predictions based on Equation (9.57) and measured'lift coefficients.

"_n their case the 'radiated sound pressure waý determined in the time domain. They

:valuated

=rt d( + cos ew.....

*qM ) d(-F

ihich includes the fu 1 effects of acoustic time retardation.

0

).4 VISCOUS EFFE : BOUNDARY-LAYER AND VORTEX-WAKE . ..
DEVELOPMENT

These flow types include all flow on the lifting surfaces whose characteristics

ire determined by the shear flow adjacent to the surface and in the trailing-edge

,ake.

The discussion is restricted to flow over rigid lifting surfaces. Considera-

:ion of surface flexure and hydroelastic coupling to the fluid'motions, which are
celated to singing, are reserved for Section 9.7. The areas considered are

• ~ ~~9 5 3 " " ' ', '~~~.: .. ;.-. :

• ' ... •+ , . + +1*
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1. Bouindary-1ayer growth on lifting surfaces

2. The onset of vortex shedding

3. Influencei of edge geometry on flow structure

4.. Alternative definitions of Strouha1 number6

5. Flow-induced trailing-edge pressures and forces

4.1 Boundary-Layer Growth on Lifting Surfaces
This aspect of lifting-surface hydrodyniics has an -indirect influence on

idiated noise. For airfoils with undisturbed inflow, the static pressure gradient

ifluences the laminar boundary-layer growth and laminar turbulent transition.

.ferences given mn Sections 4.3.2.7 and 7.5 apply here. In addition, Schlichting6

immarizes methads oi calculation' and some experimental observatfonts, including-

--aracteristics of the Joukowsky .airfoil and many of the NACA liftiirg sections.
654bott and von Doenhoff provide a compilation of most general lifting character-

tics of NACA sections. When the flow remains laminar beyond the point of minimum

4essure, laminar separation can occur as the static pressure gradient becomes

iverse. In these cases,, if the shparation is intermittent because of unsteady o -

iflow conditions, the temporal variation of section lift coefficients can also be

,,gravated. This situation has been ob~served by'Fujita and Kovasznay, 46who also-

tport an associated increase in radiated noise. Certain section shapes, are de-

Lgned to retard laminar turbulent transition by appropriate locati.n"of the point

maximum thickness. Generally, the transition and separation characteristins of" "

iftzng sections are also dependent on the angle of attack. -Often eon: moderate

"igles of attack the separated flow very n year the leading dge will reattach itself -

3 the'foil as it becomes turbulent, 'initiating the turbulent boundary layer. Char-

teristic's of the NACA 0012 section are given by Gault,r Peterson, 7 von Doenhoff
64".esd of the Joukowski section by Schlichting. The transition behavior on these

vctioes makes scaling of model measurements somewhat difficult because of large,

ixaxges with Reynolds number. 6  Hiowever, f or val-Aes of Reynolds number based on

iord that are greater than 106, the flow will most likely be turbulent, at least he

.wnstream of the po4nt of maximum thickness unless the boundary layer is tripped.

c the leading edge. sother situation in which the simple boundary-layer equations

ill fail to adescately predict the flow is the case rf high-lift sections, which

re thick sections designed (e.g., Leibeck 7) for maximum lift at. high Reynolds

•gls o atac te spaate fow er, nartheledin ege il rettch tslf 0
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number. These are Aesigned for maximum loading without turbulent boundary-layer

separation.

The characteristics of boundary-layer development on lifting surfaces with

oscillating angle of attack have been mostly examinedfor the purpose of assessing

the effects for large fluctuations in angle of attack on l.minar separation. Em-

phasis in that work has generally been directed toward problems of dyiamic stalling

and flutter. Computations of Tollmein-Schlichting wave stability have beenl made by

Chu71 on a Joukowski airfoil 3hape for angle of attack oscillations from 0 deg,

0.95 deg, and 3 deg. At R = 1.5 x 10 , little change in the point of neutralc

stability was computed for an oscillation of 0.95 deg, but the point moved forward

fror. the 45% chor,' point to the 15% chord point for a 3-deg oscillation. The effect

was calculated for a reduced frequency (wc/2U ) of 0.25. However, no substantial

change in the. boundary displacement thickness or wall-ýhear stress (less than 10%)

was computed downstream of the midsection of the surface.

The boundary-layer thickness and wall-shear coefficients along the contours of

lifting surfaces can be computed using any number of the techniques summarized by
64

Schlichting. The method of Truckenbrodt seems to be well used; the earlier equa-

tions by Gruschwitz have been verified by the measurements on an airplane wing in

flight by Stuber.72 All prediction techniques require the static pressure distribu-

tion for the lifting section as a starting point. The momentum thickness (Equation

(7.33a)), is then integrated using estimates of the shape factor and wall-shear

coefficient. T he initial condition for the calculation requires the knowledge of
64the momentum thickness at the end of the transition zone. Schlichting gives a

worked example. Note that although Equations (7.34) and (7.36) give a rough measure

of 0/C near the trailing edge, the estimatLs do not generally agree with measured

values of the detz.1ied variation along the surface, especiai'iv at angles of attack.

However, these equations give rough order-of-magnitude values on lightly loaded

sections which may be relied on when other computatiqn tools are unavailable. An

example with the cenionly used NACA 0012 section is given in Figure 9.17. The

actual momentum thickness near 'the trailing edge'exceeds the values predicted with

Equations (7.34) and (7.36) because of the influence of the airfoil curvature in

establishing an adverse pressure gradient. At the trailing, edge, 0 and 6* should

therefore depend on Reynolds number, thickness, anc angle of attack. At a 0-deg

angle of attack ft will be as;sume.d in Section 9.6 that f(r the nit,urally de'v.lcpiug
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Figure 9.17 - Characteristics of Boundary Layer Growth

on NACA-0012 Section at R 7.6 x 106c

turbulent boundary layer, i.e., no turbulence stimulators (trips) at the leading
edge, 6*/hm W constant, where h is the maximum thickness.

m m

Later measurements on an NACA 63-009 section in a wind tunnei are shown in

Figure 9.18. Th•.s thin, uncambered section shows two practical aspects of the

viscous flow. At a 0-deg angle of attack the static pressure gradient is small,

and, assuming that transition occurs near the leading edge, Equations (7.34) and

(7.36) adequately predict the momentum thickness. At a 4-deg angle of attack there

is a strongly adverse pressure gradient near the leading edge, and laminar separa-

tion occurs over a region of 6C = 0.006C, as indicated by the arrow; at the point

of reattachment the flow was turbulent. (This airfoil stalled at an 8.5-deg angle

of attack.) Downstrerm of reattachment, the remainder of the section had an adverse

pRr.tssure gradient. The simple boundary-layer equation fails ro predict this case,

which is initiated (tripped) by the separated flow and controlled by a pressure

gradient.
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In estimating the momentum thickness at the trailing edges of lifting surfaces,

as long as the pressure gradient is not severe and laminar separation does not trip

the boundary layer, it appears that the simple formulae in Equations (7.34) and

(7.36) will give an approximate value for acoustic estimations. This value will

probably be conservative, and it will probably lead to slight overestimates of the

characteristic-frequencies that are based on the dimensionless scaling wc/U, 6 106..

*The effects of surface roughness can be included in the procedures outlined by
64Schlichting (see also Section 7.2).

9.4.2 Conditions for Vortex Formation at Trailing Edges of Rigid Surfaces
9.4.2.1 Sharp Trailing Edges. The natural generation of acoustic or vibration

tones by rigid lifting surfaces is ultimately controlled by the production of peri-

odic vortex-street wakes at the trailing edges. As a practical issue, the predic-

tion of the tone frequencies and the reliable prevention of the tones is of first-

order importance in both hydro and aero-acoustics. Continuous-spectrum sound which

will occur (and be occasionally co-existent with tones) may be of secondary impor-

tance. The latter is important, for example, for high-performance aircraft wings

which employ lift-augmentation devices.

We are interested in a reasonably precise description of the unsteady fluid

mechanics of'trailing edges. First, we require a reliable method of predicting the

conditions for the occurrence or nonoccurrence of tones and their frequencies.

Second, an understanding of the fluid mechanical causes for the generation of

vortex-street wakes is helpful in either explaining or discovering noise and vibra-

tion control methods. Third, analytical modeling of both the near-field eurface

pressures and far-field sound pressures of various types of 'flows, (both conLinuous-

spectrum and tone-produced) requires some physical notion of the statistical.

structure of the near wakes of the edges.

rn the present context, the most elementary wake-producing surface is the thin

flat plate. When laminar viscous flow exists on both sides of a thin flat plate,

periodic vortex formation occurs, very much like those shown in Figure 9.3(a) and

(b), and Figure 5.1. In fact, the mean velocity profiles and the dynamics 'of wake * *

instabilities of laminar wakes of both cylinders and ,flat plates are qualitatively

identical, as discussed in Section 5.2i 'The ,theoretical'determinations of wave

speeds and wavelengths of unstable modes of laminar wakes of flat plates following
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73the same format as outlined in Section 3.2 has been done by Sato and Kuriki and
74

Mattingly and Criminale. The mean velocity profile chosen for the calculation

of Figures 5.6 and 5.7 was taken from the work of Sato and Kuriki. For Reynolds -

numbers exceeding'U b/v > 8 (where b is a wake width defined by Equation (5.3)),

such wakes are theoretically unstable. At Reynolds numbers up to 700, the wave

mechanical properties compare favorably with each other and with Figure 5.7.

At high Reynolds numbers, such that the boundary layers on each side of the .

flat plate are fully turbulent upstream of the trailing edge, the wake generates
75no periodic disturbance. In fact, measurements of Chevray and Kovasznay show

that the shear layers shed at the trailing edge simply merged to form a stable

wake. The trailing, edge of the "flat plate" had a slight taper of a 0.13-deg .

included angle, a base height h (trailing-edge thickness) of only 0.025 cm, and

a relatively thick boundary layer such that 2e/h 46, where e is the momentum

thickness of the boundary layer at the trailing-edge. For comparison, the wake
4Reynolds number was on the order of U b/v = 10 , with b determinad in the same - S

manner as for the laminar wakes discussed above. It *is apparent, therefore, that

for flat plates or thin airfoils with sharp trailing edges (with sharpness defined

in small fractions of 2e), a limiting Reynolds number based on chord exists above '

which periodic wake disturbances'should not be expected. This Reynolds number, -

U oC-/v, where C .'s the, chord, has been found by Patterson et al.76 to ibe dependent

on the angle of attack of the airfoil and to be in the range 8 x 105 ti 2.4 x 106

for an NACA 0012 airfoil. The relationship to boundary-layer development is clear,

since Figure 7.55 indlcates that the' turbulent breakdown of Tollmein-Schlichting - ___
6waves occurs at R in excess of roughly 1.5 x 10 , so that substantial laminar

6 6..
flow should be expected on the surfaces of thin airfoils only up to R` = 1.5 X 10

c
This limit might be slightly higher on thick airfoils with large regions of favor-

able pressure g'radient forward of the mid chord. ,

Note that hypotheses cf uuupiing existing between wake instabilities and

Tollmein-Schlichting waves in the laminar boundary 'layers of lifting surfaces have
779 80been put hby some investigators i 77 Archibald,andFink ' -benptfort' by va jlam, Longhouse, Arhbl

to explain certain observed "Jumps" in a uniform increase of frequency of vortex, . _

formation (or acoustic tones) with forward velocity. Furthermore the acoustic tones

generated by airfoils at R < 2 x 106 have been eliminated by the abovementioned

investigators by roughening or serrating the leading edges of their airfoils. -
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9.4.2.2 Blunt Trailing Edges and Wake Geometry. Airfoils with squared-off blunt

trailing edges' may be expected to generate periodic vortex sheets and acoustic

tones whether the boundary layers on the airfoil are laminar or turbulent. The dis-

cussion which follows generally applies to both laminar and turbulent upstream

flows, but the specific examples will be those for which turbulent upstream flow

exists. Measurements of the flow structure in near-wakes of blunt edges have been
81 82-84 85made by Eagleson et al., Blake., and Bearman ; extensive flow visualizations,

2such as that resulting in Figure 9.3(c), have been made by Meyers, Greenway and
3 74 86 87

Wood, Mattingly and Criminale, Seshagiri, and Wood. Measurements by Brooks
88 6

and Hodgeson of sound levels emitted by an NACA 0012 airfoil at R = 3 x 10 (with
c

boundary layer tripping that resulted in a relatively large momentum thickness at
-3

the trailing edge, O/C= 4.3 x 10 where C - 61 cm) showed that weakly periodic

vortex shedding occurred when 26/h 2.1 and 2.8, but not when 28/h = 5 or infinity

(sharp edge). A working criterionr for "bluntness" may therefore be 28/h in excess

of 5 to prevent vortex shedding with turbulent flow airfoils, since collective

observations 7 5 ' 8 8 show that tones are not generated at values of 5, 46, and

The mechanics of vortex formation behind the squared-off blunt edges (Fig-

ure 9.19(a)) is strongly nonlinear and not amenable to the same methods'of linear

stability theory introduced in Chapters 3 and 5. For small values of 20/h, the

shear layers in the near wake may be analyticaily regarded as a pair of vortex

sheets. As the sheets move downstream, their response 'to any small perturbation

will result in the formation of vortices. The numerical computations of the motions

of a pair of such vortex sheets by Abernathy and Kronauer89 and Boldman et al.90

shown in Figure 9.20 show this' tendency very well. The computed successive stages

of deformation of a pair of vortex sheets at various times follouing some initial ''.:'''

disturbance to the originally parallel sheets, show matured deformations which are

clustered into local concentrations of vorticity. The least stable of all possible'

arrangements is the one for which the ratio of the streamwise to cross-stream dis-

tances between cluster centers corresponds closely to that between vortices in the

actual' wake shown in Figure 9.3(c). The computed spacings are also similar to those

which have been found to be most stable by von Karman and Rubach.91,92 Figure 9.20

also shows a parallel between the wavelength of small amplitude wave-like oscilla-

tion, and the streamwise spacing of large-scale concentrations of vorticity which.-.

is very much like that observed fo'r other hydrodynamically unstable motions dis- ''''

cussed in Chapter 3.

96.1
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Figure 9.20 Vortex Street Formation with h/a 0.281, A -0.0250a,

y = (coth mh/a) and At = 0.004a/U8 9

Measurements of velocity fluctuations in the near-wake of a squared-off blunt
85 82,83trailing edge by Bearman and Blake suggest that the shed vortices reach full .* .*- ..

st ength of formation at a distance Z on the order of 0.8 h. Figure 9.21 shows the
f

1,ortex geometry in the wakes of blunt trailing edges with various base modifications

that have been shown effective in altering the occurrence of vortex shedding. Apart

from their importance in suppressing vortex shedd'ing, experiments with splitter

plates in particular disclose important qualities of the shear-layer dynamics that

affcct vortex formation. As also illustrated in Figure 9.19 all vortex-street wakes

have the property that the intensity of velocity fluctuations in the upper and lower

shear layers of the wake grow in intensity along loci, as shown in selected parts of

the figures. These loci contract just -downstream of the trailing edge as the velocity

fluctuations increase in intensity. At the point of minimum shear-layer width the

velocity fluctuations also attain an ab'solute maximum. This distance from the edge
85

is called the vortex formation length, I f an.d the' wake width, yr. These have spe-

cial importance in determining the frequency of-vortex formation. 8 2 ' 8 3 Both Zf and v
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Figure 9.21 - Splitter Plates and Illustrations of Streamlines

are approximately equal to the thickness of the trailing edge for squared-off edges.

Various splitter plate modifications shown in Figure 9.21(c) and (d) have been

shown used to reduce the intensity of the vortex street wake. 8 5  When the length of

the splitter plate is greater than the base height, the vortex formation dynamics

are affected. Shorter splitter plate lengths only serve to extend the fotmation
"length without signif.Icantly affecting the wake intensities. The splitter plates

longer than 2h not only extend the formation length, but the individual shear layers
begin to break down before vortex formation, so that the vortex shedding becomes

suppressed. No vortex shedding occurs for lengths greater than 3h. Therefore, the

length of the splitter plate, or the length of the notch shown in Figure 9.21 (h)',

must extend beyond the full extent of the natural length of formation, at least

1.5h, in order to be effective in both delaying and weakening vortex formation.

Such splitter plate lengths inhibit "communication" between the shear layers, -while-

the sufficiently long notches delay the formation of 'one shear layer with respect

to the other for at least one-half wavelength of oscillation of the shear layer.

4+.~
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eca1l (Section 5.4) that splitter lengths equal to 2.65d annihilated the occurrence

1 periodic vortex shedding from cylinders of diameter d.

1.4.3 Suppression'of Vortex Shedding With Changes in Edge Geometry
In the case of sharp edges on laminar-flow airfoils, vortex formation can be

uppressed by the use of leading-edge trips to promote fully developed turbulent

oundary layers, as described in Section 9.4.2.1.. Even hydroelastic effects-in

harp-edged, turbulent-flow hydrofoils are minimal, as discussed in Section 9.7.2.

'or turbulent-flow airfoils at greater Reynolds numbers, suppression of vortex

hedding is less straightforward. The remainder of this subsection is devoted to

.ifting surfaces with turbulent flow upstream of the trailing edges.

It has long been appreciated that the audible tones emanated by marine propel-

.ers can be changed and even eliminated by somehow sharpening the trailing-edges of

;he propeller blades and turbine blades. Much of the early experience was concerned

iith the elimination of vortex shedding tones by modification of trailing, edges as
93;ummarized in Table 9.2 from Cumming.. The procedure generally followed was to

ieasure the frequency and relative amplitudes of the flow-induced vibration of
94 95 96iydrofoils. Donaldson, Heskestad and Olberts, Ippen et al., and Toebs and

agleson97 were able to quantify the influences of' trailing-edge modification on m.,

. ribration amplitude in this manner.

The ranking. of edge shapes by each investigation shows remarkable consistency,

in view of the fact that there are factors involving coupling of the vortex shedding

iith the structural' resonances that can influence relative levels. For example,

:he relationship between the frequency of vortex shedding and speed can change when

,ither the geometry or the damping is altered. This ch.nge could have an effect on

:he bydroelastic coupling that is important to the generation of the tones, The

3hapes used by Heskestad and Olberts are of particular'interest because they are

insynmietrical.' Figure 9.19(c) and (d).shows illustrations of vortex structures as

leduced 'from flow measurements behind beveled trailing edges. Generally, unsym-

netrically beveled trailing edges effect the most reduced'hydroelastic response.

k relative-amplitude of zero should be viewed somewhat qualitatively since they __.

nay cause varying levels of trailing-edge noise (described in Section 9.6) even

:hough they' do not emit strong tonals.

To understand the -causes for the different regimes of 'shedding that occur on

rarious trailing-edge shapes and in particular the general effectiveness of bevelled-
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Iges in suppressing vortex shedding, near-wake development has been examined.

igure 9.22 summarizes the velocity profiles in the near wake of a bevelled trailing

Ige of the type used by Reskestad and Olberts to radically suppress vortex shedding. "
is tpicl ofthoe shd fom sch 2,84

he wake is typical of those shed from such bpveled edges as shown in Figure

.19(c). A transient flow reversal has been observed which occurs in the separated

low at' the edge and beneath which the static pressure is constant. It is also

Lear from the wake survey shown in the figure that the fluid disturbances increase 0

a intensity as the flow progresses downstream in the developing wake. The turbulent

Low of the normal boundary layer type exists up to position D and the flow separates

t position 13.

An organized wake develops and causes pressures at the edge duý to both the

Dcal separated flow at the edge and to a developing ordered vortex structure in the

aar wake. We shall see in section 9.5.3 that these surface pressures induced by

he local flow are generally characterized by a broad frequency range; while those

enerated by the organized wake structure are characterized by a more narrow band- •

idth centered on the so-called "vortex-shedding" frequency, s. .

To observe the connection between the fluctuating surface pressures and wake

evelopment, a series of space-time correlations between surface pressure fluctua-

ions and streamwise velocity fluctuations (both filtered in 1/10-octave frequency

ands centered on the vortex shedding frequency) were determined by measurement. "- .

s shown in the lower part of Figure 9.22, ihe rms pressures attain a maximum value

t a point just upstream of where the stagnation point has been estimated to occar.

nie pressures than fall off roughly as, (x-x ) where' (x-x) i's the distance fro"
ae stagnation point xs. The reason for this behavior is e:camined in Sections 9.5.1

ad 9.5.2. The center of Figure 9.22 shows correlations defined as

r PG( ) u1 (rl,t) 0
(rP = - /2 """"''

PGUl. U

he pressure fluctuations were measured at the position of maximum intensity, p0 i-

ion G in Figure 9.22, and the velocity fluctuations were measured at locations in

he wake at which, focal maxima in velocity occurred, i.e., along the loci y 'and y

hese loci are considered to be the upper and lower shear layers, respectively.

hese pressure-velocity' correla-tions allow mapping of the wake disturbances and
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:ir cornection with the flow-induced surface pressures. The correlations suggest

it the unsymmetrical bevel provided a spatial delay between primary motions of the

-ar layer by at least one-half wavelength. This is indicated by the one-half wave - •

)earance of Wp in the separated zone. Once both layers are clear of the edge,
pu

ty still interact to generate a clearly defined structure. This behavior, as

;cussed later, is strongly dependent cn Reynolds number. A vortex structure indi-

:ed by both the correlations and by the traces of Yu and y, is shown. in the lower0

rt of the figure. The vortex cores are located so that they are tangent to both

a approximate wake centerline to either y or yt. This type of "modeling" of the

atex street has been verified as valid simulation by computations and observations

Schaefer and Eskinazi. 9 8

Another case for which the wake development occurs, but is less ordered, with

a local separated flow being more prominent in determining surface pressures on a

ailing edge, is shown in Figure 9.23. Upstream of the separation point, the

assure-velocity correlation is essentially the same as that observed in attached .6..

andary layers (see Chapter 7). Downstream of separation, the correlation function

aws slightly with distance downstream, reaches a maximum atthe apex of.the edges,

I then diminishes. This shows an aperiodic vortex structure which generates the

rface pressure at position G. This position is within an eddy scale of the apex., 0

I the Lelatively large correlation of the pressure with the velocity above is

.ised by the flow-edge interaction. The wake width yf at this po:nt is partially,-..

scriptive of the spectrum of surface pressures near the apex of the edge. This
81int is pursued in Section 9.5.3. Recent work explores the close structural .

nilarities between periodic and random wake structures. These types of correia-

•n measurement have also been made on various types of airfoils and trailing edges -.

85 C.9 30,100 82-84Bearman, Hansen, Mugridg,, and Blake to elucidate features of

growth and to explain the behaviors of notched trailing edges and splitter S

ates.

Ld Alternative Definitions of Stroubal Numbers
Definitions of Strouhal numbers for vortex shedding from lifting surfaces are

tied. This is largely due to the wide range of geometries sad flow regimes which

.y exist for lifting surfaces at a given value of Reynolds nuaber. Flow quality

stream of the edge, boundary-layer thickness, edge geometry, and edge thickness

a all important in determining the frequency of vortex shedding. Since the
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Strouhal number brings in only one additional parameter (viz., length) i,, addition

to the shedding frequency f and the velocity U., various definitions of Strouhals

number have appeared in the literature as knowledge of trailing edge flows has S

developed over the years. Each definition depends on which fluid mechanical prop-

erty cf the edge flow is important in the given case. The most importa .i defini-

tions are reviewed under the two general qualifications of laminar or turbulent

upstream boundary layers. .0

9.4.4.1 Laminar-Flow Airfoils. For laminar flow 'off blunt trailing edges, a rela-
101

tionship reported by Bauer is

f (h+26*) 4"'
- 0.2 to 0.24 for 3 x 10< < R< 3 x 10 (9.63)

Up

. 0

where U is defined below in equation (9.66). In this formula 6* was calculated
S

u-ing a Blasius formula for the boundary layer. For very blunt edges for which --

26*/h << 1, this formula is identical with that of wakes of cylinders. Considering

the complete similarity between the two classes of wake, corresponding values of

Strouhal number are expected. Another relationship,, defined by Paterson et al. 7 6

over a Reynolds number range for which laminar-turbulent transitional flow is

involved at sharp edges (3xlO5 < < 15xlO5 ) is
c '0'

2f6 ,-- • 1 5 05." .
0.11 for 3 x 10 < < 15 x 10 (9.64)

wh-re 6 is the boundary layer thickness based on the assumption of lamiinar flow at

102'the trailfng edge. Other measurements of Hersh and Hayden. suggest that this

4 '5Strouhal number ranges from 0.13 to 0.16 over the range R - 8 x 10 to 4 x 10C .

Thus Strubuhal numbers for sharp-edged ,aminar flow airfoils appear to be betv'een
4 6

0.11 and 0.16 over the collective range 8 x 10 - R < 1.5 x 106. Base thickness
'probably does not enter as a parameter unless his order 26* or larger, in which

case Equation (9.63) applies.
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In the case of thin-edged airfoils, the vortex formation frequency is not

linear with speed. This is because 6 1 (see Section 7.5); thus Equation

(9.64) gives

f U3 12 ' ' .

9.4.4.2. Turbulent-Flow Airfoilt. Regarding singing tones from hydrofoils with
103

blunt edges at high Reynolds number, Gongwer observed that the .singing tone of

a hydrofoil increased in frequency as the base thickness of the trailing edge h was

reduced, and that the 1- :ease was not inversely proporLional to the geometric thick-

ness but rather to an effective thickness somewhat larger than h. For hydrofoils

which were either swept (yawed) or not he found that

f (h+26*) 6 0
= 0.18 for 1.5 x 106 < R < 7.8 x 106 (9.65)

U cos a c

where a is the sweep angle of the trailing edge relative to the flow vector and 6*

is the boundary-layer displacement tIt.ckness at the trailing edge of thickness h.

The formula was derived for hydrofoils wiLh circular trailing edges and the range

of Reynolds numbers sufficient for turbulent blade flow. Subsequently it has also

been found to apply to blunt squared-off edges; and momentum thickness rather teen

6* is now often used in its definition. This value is slightly smaller than the-

Strouhal number, for circular cylinders (Chap er 5) 'or for the identically define,-

Equation (9.63), but it is a constant for the range of R, examined- Gonguer'r
c

results are also noteworthy because, 'using E uation (9.65), he confirmed '-hat

trailing-edge vortex formation near the tips of propeller blades was the source

of marine propeller singing. Equation (9 ;j,' is probably the most-simple foc'mula-

tion for estimating vortex-shedding fraquenc es, although other definitions nf

Strouhal numbers that apply to more general railing-edge shapes are discussed

below. For blunt, squared-of" trailing edge the Strouhal number defined in Equa-

tion (9.65) has the value -ndicated by recent work 3 ' 8 2 ' 8 3 ' 8 5 of 0.23 to 0.24 for

values of R collectively between 1.4 x 10 ud 2 x 106. In all the experimentsC ,

cited, the upstream boundary layer was thin in comparison to the base height. In

these cases, the increase of vortex shedding frequency with velocity is linear. .7

972
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82,83More recent work has disclosed that Equation (9.65) wiil not account for

vortex shedding behind edges such as those shown in Figure 9.22. A comon feature

between both the blunt and beveled edges as shown in Figure 9.22 is the 'occurrence

of shear-layer trajectories y£ and y and of an absolute maximum in shear-layer

velocity fluctuation at some location downstream of the apex of the edge and in the

near wake. This maximum occurs at the minimum value of'Ay y u -y which shall

be called yf. This cross-wake scale is analogous co the cylinder diameter in

Chapter 5. Furthermore, following the notion introduced by Roshko (Chapter 5) that

the velocity governing vortex shedding is

U U [1-(C)s]112 (9.66)

where (Cp) is either the static base pressure coefficient or the pressure coeffi-
p 

"

cient in the trailing-edge separation zone, the definition .e

Wyf 21rf y
US f .1(9.67)
U U

appears to be valid for a large range of trailing-edge geometries. This dimension-

less' representation is supported by considerations of wake stability. Calcula- '
83tions were made of the eigenfunctions of the Orr-Sommearfeld eq',ation fnr d variety

of mean velocity profiles described by Equation (5.2).. For a range of minimum*

velocities -0.1 <*U < 0.3, the calculaced.perturbation velocities u(y,t) traveling
m

at wave speed C areleas: stable at frequencies given by
r

W y

0.85 < -- 7 < LO (9.68)
s

Table 9.3 shows a listing of wyf/iJ for a variety of trailing edges on simple airfoil

shapes. Generally, the total momentum thickness of the incident boundary layer 20b

was only a small fraction of the. trailing-edge thickness. However, edge 7 has a.

.973
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7 .7 7 7 . .

:iverging tail section and a total momentum thickne~s h/4. Other pertinent inf or-

tion is included in the table for guidance concerning thc ranges of validity of

e Strouhal number definition.

The relationzhip between the vortex-shedding frequency and the mean drag co-

ficients induced by vortex streets on cylinders was discussed in Chapter 5. The

scussion is expanded here, but, rather than basing the analysis on the vortex-

reet drag, w. substitute the base pressure or the pressure coefficient beneath 0
85,04 99e separated flow at the trailing edge.. Both Bearman and Hansen observed

at the base pressure coefficient, and therefore the vortex wake drag coefficient,

creases with an increase in the formation length of vortices. The importance of

is result in terms of wake dynamics can be seen' by referring to Equation (5.37), . .

ich shows that the mean drag coefficient is a function of both the strength of

e vortices and their separation ratio, a/b (h/t in Chapter 5); the spacing of the

ealized vortices is shown in Figures 9.19 and 9.22. The minimum mean drag induced

the vortex street as derived at the end of Section 5.3.1 is uniquely determined . .6

the translation velocity of the vortices, the geometry of the wake; in these

rms it is independent of the characteristic of the body. Recall that following
105onauer, Bearman differentiated equation (5.37) with respect to the spacing

tio to determine a/b as a function of a known vortex speed relative to the mean S

ow velocity, U, that satisfies this requirement of minimum drag. Since, by

uation (5.21), 'U is also a function of r, b, and a/b, Bearman expressed the . -.

sult in the unique functional relationship.

FS

b

and b are determined by measurement behind blunt bodies. Since we can write 0

S* U*,.-

c s
f --s b 27t

ere U is the convection velocity of the vortex and
c

U . U
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and since

U U 1U= U12

then the functional dependence is rewritten as

f a
S F-2 =FU (9.69)

S C

which is an analog in the far wake of Equation (9.6;'). This function is shown in

Figure 9.24 in' the form of a compilation of experimental data from a wide variety

of sources. The reduced base pressure coefficients observed with splitter plates

result in values of U s/U. closer to unity and therefore lower Strouhal numbers

owing to an altered wake structure.

0.20

0.15 , '

" . "

0.05-

1.0 1:1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

K - ,-C•b).. .

Figure 9.24 - Bearman's Universal Strouhal Number Versus K for
Assorte'd Bluff Body Shapes Including Flat Plates with Bluff
Trailing Edges, Cylinders, Wedges, and Airfoils with Blunt

and Beveled Trailing Edges. Adapted from a
104Figure Prepared by Bearman " '
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Another definition of Strouhal number, given by Hansen99 utilizes the momentum

.ickness of the wake determined at the formation zone, Ow. Hansen found the

,rtex-shedding frequencies from his blunt aad modified trailing edges to satisfy'

,e relationship

SW 6 W 6SW Iw • = 0.0728 - 10388
S

6 S 0.0728 (R3.-1038 (9.70)
w w/

3 4.

3 x 10 3 < R < 1.2 X 10
0
w

106
Lis relationship was adopted from one used by Roshko. It was subsequently

,und 8 3 to overestimate (by nearly a factor of 2) the vortex-shedding frequency of

.unt edge 5 in Table 9.3, but it accurately predicted the frequencies of edge 6.

te overall range of validity of Equativn '(9.70) may then apparently be extended to

3 X 10 3 < R 5 x 1o04
W

ie base pressure, coeffici.ents on all the airfoils for which Equation (9.70) seems

hold are all less than -0.3; thus this value perhaps sets an upper limit on p

)r'which this definition appears be valid. Also note that when'C -0.3,

/U < 1.15, which correlates with the occurrence of nonconstant and decreasing

ilues of Bearman's definition in Figure 9,.24. The wake momentum thickness is

,lated to the drag coefficient C of the airfoil section. Sincs the drag on the .
*~D.

Lrfoil is roughly equal to the time rate of change of fluid momentum of the wake

In the flow direction; see Equacion (5.23)), it is found that
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28W C (9.71)
h D
m

for airfoils on which the flow is separated only in the vicinity of the trailing

edge; h is the maximum thickness of the airfoil.
m

Equations (9.65), (9.68), (9.69), and (9.70) provide alternative definitions 0

of the predominant Strouhal number for vortex shedding. To date, the analogous

definitions of Equations (9.68) and (9.69) appear to be of universal validity, ap-

plying to a wide range of geometrical forms. It is clear that Gongwer's definition,

although it is most simple in terms of the easily obtained quantities on which it ,

is based, will not adequately scale the shedding frequencies from the nonblunt edges

in Table 9.3. On the other hand, the estimations of vortex spacing, the shear layer

thicknesses yf and a, and wake momentum thickness are not known a priori for many

applications. Thus, unless one has a situation approximately covered by the cases -. .O

in Table 9.3., Equation (9.69) must be used judiciously for estimating frequencies

in noise estimates.

9.5 SELF-INDUCED SURFACE PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS

It is important to give separate consideration to the characteristics of ." "

-surface pressures on wings and hydrofoils because of the variety of flow regimes

that are typical of such bodies and because of the intimate relationship between

the surface' pressures and radiated sound and vibration. This section is concerned

with self-generated pressure fluctuations due to viscous boundary layer and wake

flaw of the body and as such they are considere'd.self-induced. These pressures

are, to A first approximaýion unaffected by inflow disturbances' except when those

disturbances affect the boundary-layer transition. The flow regimes that exist S

on a lifting surface in a given situation have been shown in the previous section

to be controlled by a mix of Reynolds number and geometric effects. In order to

isolate these effects, the distinctions between tonal and turbulent pressure

fluctuations discussed in Section'9.4 are expanded below. As brought oit in con--

nection with the beveled trailing edge with upstream turbulent boundary layers,
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riodic disturbances are due to the generation of the periodic vortex street,

ile turbuleut flow near the blade surface will generate local pressure fluctua-

ons. _

M.1 Tonal Surface Pressures From Vortex Shedding: Theory

The problem considered here is the establishment of surf-ace pressures (causing

unsteady lift) due to the formation of the vortex. Of interest are the magni-

des and variation of the pressure fluctuations over the surface of the lifting

rface in terms of the strength and geometrical characteristics of the vortex

reet. Obviously, there are many parallels between such wake-induced disturbances

nerated by both cylinders and airfoils. In mathematical modeling of the phe--

menon, a point of departure is that the lifting surface chord and length are

ch larger than a streamwise vortex spacing so that, for the sharp-edged surface -..

pecially, the trailing-edge region is effectively represented by a rigid semi-

finite half-plane of infiniteslmal thickness. The important subject of vortex

edding forces on vibrating airfoils is reserved for Section 9.8. In the course

comparing the analytical results with measured pressures, it shall be shown

at the correct analytical result can only be given when no Ktitta condition is

plied at the trailing edge; it cannot be given when a full Kutta condition is ap-

ied, as it was above in modeling the response of the airfoil to inlet turbulance.

rthermore, the spanwise scale of the vorticity will be regarded large in comparison

the vortex spacing so that modeling may consider a locally two-dimensional peri-

ic vortex st eet in the wake of the edge. These results are especially realistic

consideration is restricted to surface pressures in the near field of the edge.
e topic has )een similarly treated by Davis 1 0 7 (radiated sound), Blake83,10 .O8

(raiatd.s0nd9-Bak

urface press res), and HoweI 0 9 (surface pressures' and radiated sound).

The pertiient geometry, shown in Figure 9.25b, is an idealization of the actual

ke structure3 suggested by Figure 9.22 in Section 9.3, and idealized in Figure

25 as a wavelike vorticity distribution moving in the y_ > 0 direction. The wake :.

rculation di tribution r = ,(•l, 2 ,t) is given by

+ik (ý-U t)
e w c d&1 for (9 L.73)
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Figure 9.25a -Convected Eddies and Trailing Edge-Scattering

y 2
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-~ U

'Figure 9.25b -Shedding of Discrete Vortices

Figure 9.25 -, dealizati oni of Two Trailing-Edge Flow'Problems
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re , 2are dummy variables introduced to identify coordinates in the wake.

factor y 0is the circulation distribution in the wake, and it is related to the

:.ulation of vortices, r,$ that may be experimentally determined. The vortex

..ulation'is just the integral of r(E1,E 2 .t0 over a half wa .velength nr/k

/V

y -H/2A
w ik(~

royoe d& 1 9
y -7r/2k

w

2 yU

r *R 9  oc0 (9.74)

nodeling the wake vorticity to have wavelike structure along F, >'k. rather than
1 f

> 0, flexibility is maintained to allow for effects of deiayed vortex growth as

the case of trailing edges with splitter plates.

The surface Dressure generated by the vortex street can be shown to be singular

the trailing edge as long as a, complete Kutta condition isnnot applied. The

tex street generates a potential field h~(yly 2 't)' which causes a pressure given

the unsteady Bernoulli equation, Equation (2.88)':

+ ++

re *u lo st) is evaluated on the upper surface of the half-plane, y/ 0 (see

are 9.25).. Pressures on opposite sides are out'of-phase, i.e., p(xi.Ot

Y1 0, t). The potential needed is the real part of the complex value. .

(YP. Re 0 (Zlz)

h°=• Y2 e dh 0. . -

re Re is the real part ow (zitz with rerpect to the complex notation J.
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The hydrodynamic potential around the plate due to a point vortex is found

ost expediently by analytically mapping the field-of a vortex near a surface into

hat near a half-plarne, as illustrated in Figure 9.26. The theory and techniques
110

or doing this are discussed extensively by Milne-Thompson. The potential d,,e

o the vortex in the plane is

r
in (9.76)

here 1 + J&2is a complex variable and 0 is the complex conjugate of ý0

o-.0

he plane is mapped into the Z plai.e according to the function rn

E PLANE

0
z- Z-I .Z2

Ozo 
0

o Figure 9.26 -aMapping Functionefor Vortides Near the Sharp Edge s-

of a Half-Plane
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iat the complex potential in the Z, or physical, plane is

1/2 1/2

r jZ jZ0
0(, . (9.77)

1/2 ~ /jz + jzn

ave de fined Z Z 1 JZ 2, using j rather thanj, to emphasize the use of c.-mplex

able theory here as an expedient and tc keep it formally distinct from the

Lex time dependence.

The complex velocity due to this vortex is

dO r 0

U, ju- (ZZ)1
A. 2 dZ 21 ~2

0

a Z is the locat'ýon of the vortex. 'Note that as Z -*0, i.e., at the edge, the-
0

A.ty has a square-root singularity,

ui -JU 2  .Y (9.78)
2w(ZZ) 1

00

h would be canceled by adding vorticity to the wake if we were toapply a Kutta

ition at the edge.

To apply this potential to the problem shown in Figure 9.38a, we introduce

tion (9.77), to give

1 )/2 1~)/2 k(-Ut

h~l, ,) n 12 1 ew1c d (9.79)
f (y + J(ý1

e Equation (9.73) is used-to model a continuou~s distributitai of vorticity thAt

aIs at ~l- and continues in 'periodic fashion indefinitely downstream.
f0
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By integrating by parts we find the potential induced by, the entire periodic

" wake to be

"-* 1/2 C/2:'7+ Yo 0 e 1-w •"~::j:"0 *:(Yl'°+'t) =• - k (9• 0i+C(.:)

ff i(2(f) i/2

ew (L J(.

T--t*re L is the formation distance of vortices downstream of the edge. The integral

simplifies into alternate forms depending on the relative magnitudes of .y1 and tf.

-In the case of Y, >> z the approximation

y1/2 1/2 i2" ~ ~(yl)/ J(tf (fYl
tn 1/ f I2 - >>i

(y)1/2 + j(f1') 1/i)/2 1

holds. The integrals reduce to a pair 5 6 (for y l >Xf)

1/2 ik C d 1

((Y2( a

-IV J*) 37 4

it (*~w [l f±;112] 1/2fi~i~I

a:::. -Z.,pkwl) [Jkwl I,•.k

-oi°,

:'::• 1'.. . • . ... •Mf



f1/2The function Erf(ikf) is the error function for which the asymptotic formulae'22

are

:.;" i(k -k f+m/4)
w f;'"2 e.'

Erf'(ikw.f)i 2 
- 1 k I > I (9.81a)-" (f 1wf /2 , f

(it k wIw f

'kZ / e -: ( wIf 7f2 < 1(9.81b) .

whenkW kf and kwY, are on the order of unity, neither equation applies. Therefore
, a set of alternate first-order closed-form expressions for the mean-square amplitude

of the surface pressure are found for various cases that depend on where kwlI and

k 9 .wf stand with respect to unity:

L.

:"p2 2 U yf

2or16 U -forlk t (9.82a)
16' Us l wk 1  wk f2 22 0

P °Us \ 2'yf /

in which the only important length scales are y, and yf;

_____' 1/ 2  k i- o 2 = Ij -4 _f Coso k I +

22 U2 4 y f1 41T \wf

P, U

for kwy1 >I W Iwf > 1 (9.82b)

and finally
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2= 4 U Y" 1-4 4) wf- i -(1 -2=.
2 /ro s( 2 1Yf)

for k v > I >> kwI (9.82c)

to complete the set of limits that apply whenever yl >> If Equation (9.82a) applies

closer to the edge than a wake wavelength and requires a very short formatiqn zone.

Equation (9.82c) applies at distances far from the edge but requiring a sbort forma-

tion zone, Equation (9.82b), on the other hand, applies at distances fLr from the

edge when the formation zone is large.

In the alternative limit of f >> y the In term in Equation (9.79) reduces to

2j (yI•)1/2 for the, entire region of integration. The resulting integral is
1/2l-Erf(ikw if Accordingly, when kw f >> i, the expression for the pressure

becoems

T2 1 U Yf Yfor.'l"

2 4 U f Yl o >> 1 > kwyl
0o s \ 2•yf 

,-,

or k I >> kwl >k 1  (9.82d)

However, when k w << I,. the alternate limit 'for the error function leads to

22 -- for 1 • k t L >kv (9.82e)

2 2 ( o •\ yf Y' 
" .

0 S \ 2 ty f .: .
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In all the above expressions k I has been rewritten as (U IU ) (y.). Equationsw f 2 sc f
(9.82d) and (9.82e) give similar values of p and therefore a smooth transition of

parametric behavior in the overlap region of kwIf - kwYi. However, for kw f >> 1

this smooth transition does not occur for the asymptotic forms. Therefore, for the

special case of Yf =f and kwIf >> 1, an adequate expression is

(4

P 7 C. for ky •k >>1 (9.82f)
3622, 36 s y W1 wf

In all the expressions for pressure it can be seen that both the formation length

and the wake thickness enter as pertinent length scales depending on the domai.n of

dependence. When kwf is much less than unity, Equations (9.82a,b,c) show that the

pressure becomes largely independent of £f* Equations (9.82a,b,c) show that when

k I~ decreases toward zero the pressure increases at all values of kwyI-
*w f

We conclude from the above, analysis that pressures due to periodic vortex

shedding are maximum near the trailing edge, with amplitudes falling off as 1/(X)I 12

and that the formation length If may be important in determining the proximity of

the vortex street to the edge and therefore the maximum pressure induced. The

pressures become theoretically singular as the trailing edge is approached; how-

ever this behavior should be expected only untily yl is on the order of a viscous 'u
1/2'length (v/w i.e., as long as

Yf ( U f)

Comparison with experimentally determined pressures are given in the next section.
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9.5.2 Measured Pressures From Vortex Shedding

We have already seen %i Section 9.4, Figure 9.22, that measured fluctuating

pressures near a trailing edge with vortex shedding are maximum just upstream of

the stagnation point. A clearer perspective may be gained from Figure 9.27, which
83,111shows these pressures to be generated on a blunted airfoil, edge number 7 in

Table 9.3 of Section 9.4. Note the logarithmic scale for the mean-square pressures

which have been normalized onh the freestream dynamic pressure. Other parameters

that apply to the wake, the importance of which are discussed in Section 9.4, are

also shown. Figure 9.28 shows a y /yf - wyf/Us mapping of the pressures which are

strongly tonal but also have significant continuous-spectrum character. The

continuous-spectrum pressures upstream of'the edge are independent of the bluntness,

and they are generated by the local boundary-layer flow, as discussed in Chapter 7.
To compare these tonal pressures to Equaticns (9.82), the parameter r must be

0

determined from the measurements of wake properties. Schaefer and Eskinazi ana-

lytically modeled the vortex streets behind cylinders with an array of Rankine -

vortices (see, e.g., Section 4.3.2.1) of radius ro. A comparison of measured and '"

computed velocity fluctuations confirmed that the wake may be approximated by vortex

cores, as shown in Figure 9.22 and 9.27. Accordingly, a mean-square value of r
0

may be defined as -20
SURFPACE PRESSURES

1o log /' .... . TURSULENCE'0 ,2INTENSITY 
""".~~~~~-•3o -0.2 | . %°

~-4 0.0.1""""

1- - -6. _s -4 -3 0 1 2 3 4

S•' f 0. inch

Figure 9.27 - Profiles of Surface Pressure and Velocity Fluctuations.
at the Blunt Trailing Edge of a Tapered Airfoil (#7, Table 9.3, p. 969)

Measurements Were Made at U 100 ft/sec

• . . :, . , . , . , ". . .. , • "_ . , •988,
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Figure 9.28 - Contour of Spectral Densities of Surface Pressures
Generated on a Trailing Edge with Vortex Shedding

2 2r (27 roum)o omy.
0.,

0 M
22

where u 2 is measured along the loci y and y. Since at the formation point

4r yf

0=

we have

f ju2 2 '9.83)
0o )'

Measurements of surface pressure obtained on some of the edges that appear in -_

Table 9.3, normalized as suggested oy .Equation (9.82), are shown in Figure 9.29.

Comparisons are also made, with each of the theoretical values of the surface pres-

sure. The factor A3 is the spanwisa correlation length, which will be discussed in

989
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Section 9.5.4, but it has the same significance as it dc j for vortex streets of

cylinders. In Figure 9.29, the abscissa is the distance from either the base of a

blunt edge (ys=O) or from the stagnation point (y s•). It is seen that the avail-
5 S

able experimental data applies to kw.f > 1; Equations (9.82b,d,f) are expected to

agree with measurements best. For the parameters of the available measurements, it

is difficult to apply Equation (9.82b) because when the conditions of validity 'for

Yl are reached it also becomes comparable to the transverse correlation length 2A 3..

It is therefore difficult in practical instances to apply Equations (9.82) and

retain the conditions of two-dimensional vortex shedding as well. However, Equa-

tions (9.82) suggest a sensitivity of the pressure at large distances to formation

length. Application of these results to the tonal pressures on laminar-flow air-
79foils is indicated by the measurements of Archibald. For kwtf >> kwYl > 1,

the surface pressures will fall off as (Zf)-/ 2  Therefore increasing If to be

larger than yf will carry both a reduction in potential flow pressure as well as a

possible reducrion in both spanwise correlation length and in vortex intensity r
850 9(recall Bearman's results with splitter plates). If an. unsteady Kutta condition

had been applied, the measured pressures would not have been predicted. Instead,

in the limit of yl - 0 the pressure would decrease to zero and the prediction of

peak pressures at the edge would not have been possible.

When y1 >> yf, the measured values of the pressure begin to decrease nearly as

(y,/yf) but, as, discussed earlier, this may be due to the fact that locations

far from the edge will not respond to the wake vorticity two dicensionally.

Variations in the magnitude of surface pressure due to Reynolds number and

geometrical changes are controlled by changes in the strength r Vortex strengths

may be determined either by measurement according to Equation (9.83) or from

measured surface pressures accordingto Equatiui (9.82d) (since th's equation con-

forms best to measured parameters). Figure 9.30 shows a compilation of existing ft'.

measurements 83 , 88 as a function of Ryf = Uyf/v. The points arc keyed to Table 9.3.

.For both the squared-otr and rounded edges, r is dependent on R at low values.
0 h

The numbers shown in the figure denote the bandwidths of the pressure spectra when

it was determined that they were no longer tonal. These bandwidths are shown as

quality factors, Q -f /Afs, where Af is the bandwidth of the pressure spectrum at.

-3 dB points from the maximum. As Ryf increases, the intensity and the quality of the

tone increase in a mtanner similar to the values of cylinders (see Figure 5.15). One

would expect that if the parallel continues when R reaches between 10 and 6the
Yf, n 0,h
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strengths of the vortices shed by blunt trailing edges should .gain decrease as they

do for circular cylinders. Vortex shedding has not been observed at such large

values of Ryf, however. 0

9.5.3 Pressures From Turbulent Separation

As noted in the last section, both periodic and continuous spectrum pressures

may co-exist at trailing edges. Figures 9.31 and 9.32, -how autospectra of surface :

pressures that were measured on edges 5, 6, 8, and 9 of Table 9.3. On the bevelled

edges 6, 8, and 9, the, pressures ware measured on the bevelled side near the apex.

In order that the measurements could be compared on, a common basis, the continuous

(broadband) portion of the spectrum has been nondimensionalized on the variables ...

yf and Us, defined in Figures 9,.22 and 9.23 and Equation (9.66), as well as the

dynamic pressure of the freestream q,. The tonal contribution of the preasure is

indicated by the arrow representing a delta function. The total mean-square pres-

sure is therefore given by a mixture of both the random and tonal contributions:

TYPE5 s 4tIh Xl I04
-10 I I I I I !I IiI I I I 1 I '.2

Q5 0.2 1.0

-06 0.6 1.0S -20 -- aNT 6yV 8 0.2-1.3 0.26
TYPICAL -RFSSURE

_30- SPECTRUM UPSTREAM

_. -.--

-60-

a-3o

.1 0.2 1.0 2 3 4 5 6 ' 10.0

,,vf /U,

Figure 9.31 - Pressure Spectral Deusities on Trailing Edges Nondimensionalized

on U and yf (see' Table 9.3, p. 969)8
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dL 2

___-_+_ _f + 6[6+ d()

2 =f 2 + - '2 IU s + 1 .0 'T.... w
q.o q. q., i- S,•i

2 -~ 2

The tonal pressure pT is equal to zero for edges 8 and 9, while it attains varying----.-

"magnitudes on, the other edges. The position of measurement of the pressure is

given relative to the location of the stagnation point at the edge; this point

occurs at the base of the airfoil with edges 1, 3, 5, 7 and at points such as "S"

in Figure 9.22 for edge's 6, 8, and 9. Included also is an approximate value for

. the autospectrum of surface pressures Induced by the normal turbulent boundary

layer upstream of the edge. All spectra show a similar dependence on the dimension-

less frequency wyf/U ; eiter the tone or the maximum in the autospe=ztru of the

continuum occurs near wyf/Us = .

As the apex of the beveled trailing edge is approached, the boundary layer

experiences an adverse pressure gradient downstream of which the 'flow may separate,

as seen in Figures 9.33 and 9.34. During this process the pressures at frequencies
less thanwy f/Us tend to increase, and those above wyf/Us tend to decrease sharply as

-the apex of the edge is approached.. Figure 9.33 (taken from reference 82) demon-

strates this behavior for edge 9 of Table 9.3, which is also shown in Figure 9.23.

Upstream of location C, tale surface pressures behave statistically just as they do

for any fully developed turbulent boundary layer (see Chapter 7). If the edge is

not curved as shown, so that separat'ion does not occur at the trailing edge, then

the boundary-layer properties remain substantially unaltered up to the apex, as
88--' '

confirmed by the measurements of Brooks and Hodgeson. Downstream of position C

in Figure 9.33 the flow separates, creating the spectrum at G as shown.

Elucidation of the pressure fields. beneath zone of separation on the trailing ""

edge is afforded by the flow downstream of a sharpened bevel (edge 8 in Table 9.3),

which generates the properties -hown in Figure 9.34. Turbulent flow separation at

the knuckle causes an abrupt increase in fluctuating pressure as shown by, the be-

havior of spectrum levels at constant values of wyf/Us, the pressures retain a high -

value throughout the separation zone for wyf/U .5 10. At higher frequencies, the

increase is localized at the knuckle. Magnitudes of the cross-spectral densities

S of pressures at different chordwise locations show that the pressure-producing

vortex structure remains well correlated as it convects un.formly down the bevel
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Figure 9.33 - bpectral Densities of Surface Pressures at a Round-Bevel
Trailing Edge. The Double Arrow in the Inset Indicates the Zone

of Separation. Parameters: Edge 9, Table 9.3, R - 10

83L-Ii"".. and past the apex. The vortical nature of the flow was established3 by flow

* visualization and correlations of velocity fluctuations. The zone of separation is
"not one of constant recirculation. Instead, a separation vortex is formpd that con-

S~vects downstream wi:h a reattached flow following it. As the vortex passes roughly

halfway down the bevel, separation reoccurs at the knuckle and the process repeats.83

The high-level low-frequency pressures are generated only by the separated voctex,
•-' not by the reattached flow. This dis•Inction arises from the observation that the

"velocity fluctuations near the surface have nearly zero convection velocity, but
both the pressure and velocity fluctuations of the large-scale vortical flow convect

"at Uc e.0.46 U1 at 0.7 < Wyf/Us < 1.0. The phase angle of the cross spectrum o'

presares was found to vary uniformly with streamwise separation, free stream veloc-

ity, and frequency, sb'that the standard interpretation (sep Equation (3.103) or

" (7.129a)) could be put on the phase. Thus w/UO k , whe>: id is the convection;•""c C
velocity which lies between 0.35 U and 0.5 U% and Figure 9.34 shows values of k cy

at selected dimensionless frequencies. As discussed in section 9.6.3 this param-
eter deterisines the theoretical behavior of surface pressures induced by aerodynamic
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".edge scattering. Finally, a" Figure 9.32 shows, the random pressures on edges withedge scteigsFnly

separation seem to have a characteristic frequency wf/U = 1, ane the levis

apparently remain reasonably uniform throughout the zone of separation.

9.5.4 Spanwise Correlation Lengths
In section 9.6 it will be shown that the sound radiated by trailing-edge flows

is directly proportional to the spanwise integral 'correlation length. If turbulent

separation does not occur, then the spanwise cross-spectral density of pressures

near the edge is essentially the bime as that shown in Figure 7.37b, which gives

A3 1.4 U c /W (9.84)

where A has been defined by Equation (3.90a).
"3

When separation occurs, the spanwise correlation is more complicated. Measure-

ments at the midpoint of the knuckle bevel (previously shown in Figure 9.34) have

two characteristics. As shown in the upper part of Figure 9.35, the normalized

cross-spectral density has an envelope that appears to be a function of wr3/U
3 c

Upon close examination of the points, however, one sees that this applies only when

"yf/Us. " 1. At lower frequencies the cross spectrum is not expressible as a func-

tion of wr3/U ; rather, it depends on r 3 /yf. Thus there are two spanwise integral

scales for pressures beneath the separation zone,

A3 = yf Wyf/U 8 1 i (9.85a)

and since for this edge U /U 0.46
c s

A3 =2.2 U /l3 c

or

A3  ()yf > 1. (9.85b)'

When vortex sheoding occurs, then spanvise correlation and its physical meaning

are completely analogous to the circular cylinder. The lower part of Figura 9.35
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Figure 9.33b -Spanwise Cross Spectral Density of TonalPrsue

t. on Blunt Trailing Edge3 with Vortex Shedding
"Figure 9.35 -Example f Spanwise Cross Spectra on Trailing Edges 5, 6,

and 8'of Table 9.3 with Different Modes of Flow
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shows the spanwise correlation of tonal pressures near the trailing edge. For both

trailing-edge geometries, the same exponential fit seems to apply. It gives

A 3'= 3.8 yf (9.86)

-P:

"The correlation values presented in Figure 9.35 are the maximum values of the space-

time correlatign, and they are not known to be influenced by airfoil vibration.

i Owing to slight yawing of the vortices relative to the trailing edge of the strut,

the maximum of space-time correlation was often observed at small values of time

- delay. For the blunt edge this behavior was minimal, but in the case of the rounded

edge a time delay was generally observed.

"Measurements of spanwise correlations of velocities in vortex-street wakes of
112 4

- squared-off blunt edges have alsb been reported by GrahamI. for 2.8 x 10 < R <

- 8.3 x 104. The correlation tinctions are similar to those shown in Figure 9.36.

SHowever, Graham observed gererally negative values of the correlation function

between 5 < r /h < 11 reaching values of -0.05.
3

9.5.5 The Flow-Induced Forces at Trailing Edges
In the case of either the tonal or the random pressures, the force on the

i surface can be formally found by integrating the pressure,

f(t) - ra p(y,t) dy (9.87)

Jsurf ar~ei. h

- Figures 9.27 and 9.29 show that the trailing-edge force due to the vortex shedding

• "is localized. The autospectrum of the force can be written

ud dy2 p(ylt) p(V2,t+X) • dT (9.88)f. I u f ac e . 1 ' u r f a c e

The time and space variation will be separated along the lines used in Sections

3.6.3.3, 5.3.3, 7.2.5, and 7.4.2; an autospectrum function will be factored out
"from the siatial behavior. The pressures induced by the formation of periodic vortex

streets will be deterministic in yl, in phase opposition on upper and lower surfaces.
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and will have a spanwise stochastic function of position, with integral scale A3 .

It is apparent from the measured data that yl and Y3 functions of position are
analytically separable. Figure 9.29 suggests in fact .

p(y,t) p pg~y' ei e (9.89) ,

where o P U r/(2lryf) and g(yl/yf) =[(y,/yf) /0.12]1/2 for y Iyf less than,

say, m, where m is approximately 6. Accordingly, it can be shown that

i <F2 (t)> [(w6 w) + 6 (W-W

where

<F2 (t)> f4 \ ( 0- [ yf(012 (2A 3 L3 ) (9.90a)

if myv is less than the chord C or

2 2
0F2(t)> S 4 [o "r .Y( 12 (2A L (9.90b)

if the chord'is much less than myf. The assumption has been made chat the integral
-1

over g(y 1 /yf) is limited only to the (yll/2) region, and that the Apan is long

eniough that L >> 2 A3 .
3 3

9.6 SOUND FROM TRAILING-EDGE FLOW

9.6.1 Summary
Sotuid is radiated from trailing-edge flows by two related mechanisms. Tones

are gýlerated ,'n periodic vortex shedding occurs. The vortex street in the wake

provides distributed aeroacoustic dipole source of strength V • (U). If the
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frequency is large enough that wC/c > 2ff, then the acoustic pressures far from
0

.the edge may be determined in a straightforward manner as an extension to the,

analysis Section 9.2.3.2. The acoustic-field Green function introduced in that -

seition applies to this case, since Equation (9.8) gives the pressure in the fluid

resulting from a unit depole source near the trailing edge. The pressure and fluid

velocity become singular as the source-distance from the r 'decreases, in the same
0

way as expressed explicitly for the velocity in the hydrodynamic field of the edge

by Equation (9.78) in Section 9.5.1. Thus the two problems are consistent, and

this consistency is used below. At lower frequencies such that wC/c < 20, a low-
24

frequency Green function for the acoustic field (see, e.g., Howe ) must be intro-

duced as an alternative to the half-plane function, .

The second mechanism of sound generation at trailing edges arises' when vorticity

is convected past a trailing edge. The sound is generated as the vorticity in the

flow encounters a sharp discontinuity in local impedance (p C in' the fluid com--

pared with infinity on the surface of a rigid knife edge). As far as the mathe-

matical fundamentals of Section 9.2.3.4 are concerned, at first sight they apply

equally well to both leading- and trailing-edge sound generator. Physical dif-

ferences are apparent, however, as 4ndicated by the behavior of surface pressures

near the edges. Near the leading edge, the pressure attains a maximum (analytically a
it becomes unbounded, while at the trailing edge, the unsteady pressures induced

by turbulent flow do not increase at the apex of the edge. as discussed in the

preceding section. This means thatf, while leading-edge noise is analytically .

reasonably well described by the relat±onships of Section 9.2.3.4, continuous- ,, '

spectrum trailing-edge noise will differ in level from leading-edge noise,.but,.

as we shall see, it will still be functionally similar. 'The mathematical dis-

similarities are due to the observed fact that the random trailing-edge surface

pressures remain finite at the edge. ThL analytical treatment that may provide

such bounded pressures must require that additional vorticity be shed into the wake

in response to the hydrodynamic effect of the upstream turbulence, which would other-

wise be to create a pressure singularity at the edge as in the leading-edge case.

Thus, while leading- and trailing-edge noises at high frequencies are both the

result of the scattering due to the Impedance discontinuity a- the edge, trailing-

edge noise is reduced somewhat by a requirement that the surface pressure at the

apex should not increase there.
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In this section, analytical relationshipo are derived with which the predic-

tion of sound can be made. Empirically determined vortex strengths or excitation

forces, depending on analytical model used, are given to assist in practical situa- S

tions.

9.6.2 Acoustic Tones From Vortex Shedding

9.6...1 Theoretical Relationships. At low Mach number, the wave equation in the ._9

Powell (Equation (2.89); see Section 2.5) and Howe form is

V2 P(y') + k2 P GY'W) 2(P U (9.91)ao a DY2 o- 3

which resembles Equation ('9.2). The vorticity distribution has been specialized

to be oriented along the y3 direction, whence the 3 U term is all that remains "'
of W x U. The vorticity is given by the same model as Equation (9.73); however, .

a statistical variation along the span of the edge is permitted. The correlation

length 2A of this variation is presumed to be much greater than a streamwise vortex

spacing; that is, 2A3 k >> 1. Combination of Equation (9.73), (9.8), and (9.7b),

noting that A

+ik (EI-Ut)

-3(ýI,&2,&3,t) Y (kwp 3,W) 6(c e d&1  (9.92)

yields > 0

ikor -im/4 r
0. eil/ 1/2 1/2 GPa(x,W) = -4 ---•-e (k) sin * sin -

a 41Tr 1/2 0 2

J L/2 [ ikv~
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The geometzy of the wake is shown in Figure 9.25(a). For simplification, it has

been assumed that kwtf = 0, although it is argued below that there is really no

loss in generality by doing so. The integral in Equation (9.93) is evaluated

straightforwardly to give

ik r /k 1/2 L/2

= e. (2)1/2 sin sin 2 Pk 0 Uccf Yo(k w 3 9w) d&3  (9.94)a4 r (2 ') 1/ "" _L/.

and P(x,w) is a random variable because of the stochastic nature of the integral

of Y (k ,& 3w) over the span. By the same steps that led to Equations (5.48) and

(5.49), the spectral density of the far-field sound pressure is

(XW) L 0 k 0 2 2 o2 c(995) -AP

.÷ad 2 T isin ýI sin 2 T c ":"Pradtx• 32i 2  w / 2[.'- c 2

327 W)- r _Y'.?..-.

where * (W-Ws) is a normalized spectrum function of the wake disturbances such that
Y s

dw- 1fSl
and , .

--f _ (9.96)

By Equation (9.74) ''

k22 2 kw -"Y r k (9.97)

o o
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is the mean-square 'vorticity at a point in the near wake. In Equation (9.95) the

factor yc appearing in Equation (5.49) has been taken as negligible in comparison

to 2A5 . 0

To maintain consistency with Section 9.5.1, Equation (9.82a) can be used to
2relate the surface pressure near the edge to the quantity y 4y (W-Ws) to obtain
0Y S

rad 1 s 2A3  (Y 1 y)L 2 (9.98
=p (Y-~W 2ir . - Isin fl sin -(.8

#p(yl-Ysw)= 2 ff2 _0 yf 2 2sn, l~ 99)?:i:

Equation (9.9F) has been derived by u3ing functions that depend on the assumption

kwt = 0. However, it does not depend on this assumption.' The influence of

kWZf > 0 is to reduce the magnitude of thL surface pressure by a degree proportional

to yf/2f; 'however; the nature of the singularity, which ultimately controls the

ratio of far-field to nea--field pressures, is identical. Accordingly, even though

p (xra ) and fp (yl-ysw) may be reduced by yf/tf, their ratio wiil be invariant.rad s - '"
5 -1The position of surface pressure measurement must be in the (yl-Ys) range for the

spectrum level.

Figure 9.36 shows a comparison of the measured sound pressure from a NACA 0012

airfoil with a'blunt edge and values predicted using Equation (9.98). The spanwise

integral scale A was taken from measurements such as shown in Figure 9.35, and the
3

other conditions for the airfoil are as listed 'in Table 9.3 and shown in Figure 9.30.

Both the bandwidth and the integral scale of these pressures show greater randomiza-

tion than occurs on blunter edges, e.g., edge 5 in. Table 9.3, p. 974.

At low frequenciLs such that wC/c < 27, the above analysis must be adjust'ed,
0

to use a low-frequency Green function. Such functions have been derived by Howe.
ill~ 24

for the circular cylinder and the finite thin airfoil. The result obtained

is similar. tc Equation (9.94') b-it with a different numerical coeffici-ent and with

h /k rather than (k k)1/2 he associated force on the cylinder is related to
0 ow 0 w
P r by a relationship similar to Equation (5.32). The mean-square sound pressure t

300
radiated from the lifting surface as given by Equation (5.53) then applies and is

rewritten here for the convenience of the reader
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Pa x (\ 4  /r~ L U /fx M (ne 2iFs&2I~ Yt9.99)

where 0 = 0 coincides with the wake and where CL is now the mean-square lift co-

efficient basea on the chord of the airfoil to be consistent with Equation (9.50a),

and y, represents the length scale such that Equation (9.62) is obeyed. We note ,

that the term in square brackets is independent of the chord by virtue of the fact
2 - -that the mean-square force as given by Equation (9.90a) is proportional to yf,-

2
not to C

The far-field pressure in a two-dimensional field was determined by Davis using

a ma~tching process. He evaluated the' radial fluid velocity resulting from Equation

(9.77) at distances far from the edge. He matphed the radial velocity to that of

the acoustic field radiated from a source near a half-plane. A variation of this
114 115approach was used by Clark and Clark et al.,, who expressed the time deriva- S..

tive of the force on the lifting surface ia teras of the rate of momentum shed into

the wake (see, ,!.g., Equation (5.23)). The unsteady momentum normal to the plane

of the surface and generated in the near wake is responsible for the lift fluctua-

tion causing the noise. To evaluate this momentum it is necessary to determine .

empirically the correlation volumes for normal (u 2 ) velocity fluctuations. Agree-

ment between the measured sound pressures and those estimated from the wake momentum
116flux is to approximately ±5 dB. Kotake developed the formalism for the general

treatment of the radiated noise from a surface of arbitrary chord, shedding a wake .9.

with an arbitrary circulation distribution. The formalism developed the alternat-

ing lift fluctuations along the general lines of the approach of Section 9.3.1.

9.6.2.2 Tones From Laminar'Flow AItr'oils. Th3 earliest measurements of sounds 0
117from airfoils with vortex shedding are those of Yudin on rotating rods already

described in Chapter 5. Those measurements were made on blunt-edged surfaces at

low Reynolds number. More recent measurements using fixed airfoils in uniform

inflow are described below. Since these measurements were made at moderately low

Reynolds number, they entail the existence of laminar flow over a substantial

segment of the chord. Treatment of tonal sounds therefore will be divided into a

review of measurements with laminar flow airfoils and an account of theoretical
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relationships for predicting sounds from blunt-edged surfaces at high Reynolds
114 76number. The radiated noise measurements by Clrk, Paterson et al., and

118 6Sunyach et al. were all conducted for R < 1.5 x 10 . The chord was acoustically

compact in those measurements so that radiated noise can be regarded as having been . -

induced in the same manner as for cylinders, and Equation (9.85) applies. Note

that may be a spectrum function as in Section 9.3, i.e., the integrated lift

coefficient is

2 2
C- fC/w) dw

Since we are dealing with sharp-edged laminar-flow airfoils, the Strouhal number

defined by Equation (9.64) applies, so that we replace

26 yf

ia Equation (9'.85).
114 76The nc.ise levels oi Clark and Paterson et al., nondimensionalized in the

manner of Equation (9.85), are shown in 7igure 9.37. The experiments were con-

ducted on airfoils that had perfectly sharp trailing edges; Clark's airfoils were
both uncambered and cambered NACA 65-010 sections; that used by Paterson et al.76 -""

was an uncambered sharp-edged NACA 0012. The sound pressure levels given in

Figure 9.37 were of high tonal quality.

The dimensionless noise levels are roughly constant It low values of R,, sug-

gesting.,that the oscillatory lift is a function of Reynolds number only through its
dependence on 6. At a 6-deg angle of attack and at values of R > 7 x 10 the

values reported by Paterson et al. fall off, abruptly, possibly because. of an in-

fluence of turbulent boundary-layer flow on the wake dynamics. S4_uewhat similar
behavior was shown in the experiment of Suny4ch et al. In that case, a narrow-

5 5band radiation was observed at R = 10 which disappeared forR % 2 x 105. Ac c
connection between the turbulence character of the surface boundary layer and the

76tone generation has been further substantiated by Paterson at al. and Hersh and*
102'

Hayden, who found that tripping the laminar boundary la.er to turbulence could
eliminate the tone. The existence of the tone'also depends on the angle of attack,

as seen in the inset of Figure 9.37.
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A close examination of the frequency-speed zelationship of the tones observed
76

• by Paterson et-al. discloses a discontinuous behavior with speed. It was also

observed at some speedR that two tones could occur simultaneously. Tam77 has

postulated that this discontinuous behavior is the result of acoustic cotpling

"" between the wake disturbances and Tollmein-Schlichting waves in the transitional

- boundary layer cn the surface. Ihe jump discontinuities are due to phase require-

ments between the exponetitially growing disturbances in the wakeand the disturbances

* in the boundary layer of the, airfoil. The waves in the boundary layer then feed the,

"" initial waves in the wake.

9.6.2.3 Turbi-lent Flow Airfoils With Blunt Trailing Edges. In Section 9.6.2.1 we

derived a relationship between both the vortex induced surface pressure and the

radiated sound for acoustically large rigid airfoils. A useful relationship that

* may be used in conjunction with Figure 9.30 for rough prediction is found from

Equation (9.95):

2 1 20 2A3 L

CO(;~ Isin f in - _ __a 32 q- -- • 2 r2pUM (xr
32in 2 2 2 2 2

;"" po ro Us
{( 0 2-2 for 'c > 2r (9.100)(21r)- 22q)2 yf2

where 2A3 may be taken from Table 9.3.

For compact turbul.ent-flow surfaces, Equation (9.90a) (for C>myf) may be used to

find a lift coefficient consistent with the definition Equation (9.50a) in the form

"-"() 2 oUs2 r 2
-" 2 V 2m o s _(9.101),-' (21rqy f) "3

where the entire bracketed term on the right may be obtained in Figure 9.30(b)."
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Thus

p2(• ( M) 2 2A 3 L
= qX) q sin 0 sin -2 x

a: 16 1t2 co o r

a 2 r 2 'U 2

for < 27r, and C > , 6 yf (9.102)

In addition to the experimental work of Brooks and Hodgeson previously
119described in Section 9.6.2.1, measurements by Olsen and Karchmer of dipole sound

from co-axial nozzles and from nozzles with splitter plates support the validity

of Equations (9.100) through (9.102). Supporting measurements were also made of the

wake flow. The vortex-shedding edges were blunt as edge 5 of Table 9.3. Measure-
4ments indicated that their wake flow had the following parameters: Rh-= 2-6 x 10

If 2h, and yf = 0.9h. Calculations made with values of 0 pro Us/(27wqyyf) from

Figure 9.21b, 2A3 = 6 yf, U = 1.3 U., gave values of sound pressure that agreed with

those measured to within 10 dB; the calculated values wre generally high. In theirS program Oeasuenad toawihmni B;teclclrdvauswregnrll ih I hi

program, Olsen and Karchmer9 varied the flow velocities on the upper and lower

surfaces of the plate independently. When the velocities differed by more than a

factor of 2 (U /U > 2), the tonals cease .,As U increased
upper lower -upper lower

from unity, the sound pressure level decreased sy tematically; a 10-dB reduction

"occurred when U /U 2.5.
upper lower

9.6.3 Sound From Aertacoustic Scattering
"In this section we consider broadband sound enerated at frequencies greater

* than, say, wC/UW = 271. In this frequency range, eading and trailing edges may be

"considered to be aerodynamically dec oupled; the leading-edge noise is given by

Equation (9.56). , This source of trailing-edge noise occurs froti jets blowing over
simpe orsloted railng* 60-63, 120-130

Simple or slotted trailing edges, and turbulent boundary layer flow

* past sharp-edged airfoils. At finite angles of ttatk, the tip flow of lifting

1011
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"surfaces may generate noise.1 3 1'1 3 2  This noise, however, has received very little

analytical or experimental attention compared to the attention given to trailing-

edge noise. The theory postulates that the noise mechanism is due to the convection

of the turbulent eddies in the boundary layer past a sharp edge so that the edge

*[ behaves as a scatterer. The general dimensional characteristics of noise from this

[-[ *type of source were: considered in Section 9.2.3.3 and the generaticn process way

be considered independent of whether or not the flow is on one or both sides of the

edge, except insofar as interaction may occur between the flow and the trailing

edge. In this section we characterize the noise in terms of the spectrum of surface

pressures and examine dimensionless representations of the sound.

9.6.3.1 A Concise Theory of Edge Noise By Aeroacoustic Scattering. In this section

we examine numerous theoretical results that may be used to predict sound pressures

due to turbulent flow off trailing edges. Certain simplified analytical problms

are discussed to examine separately the importance of various features of the general

. theoretical treatment. The results derived in this section pertain to the trailing-

"edge noise from scattering of aerodynamic sources (pertaining :o wall jets, flap

* noise, and boundary layer turbulence ccnvected over trailing cdges).

Theoretical treatments of trailing-edge noise by aeroacoustic scattering, beyond

thM dimensional and heuristic discussions in Section 9.2.3.3, have dealt with three
133-135.gneral aspects. The first treats the radiated noise field as a boundary-

"value problem determined by a known pressure field that exists on the rigid boundary.

The characteristics of the boundary pressure field are assvmed to be proportional to

and determined by the hydrodynamic pressures of the turbulent boundary layer on the

edge. These results in particular apply only ti the extent that there is no hydro-

dynamic interaction between the edge and the incldent eddies and therefore no for-

mation of additional vorticity sources within the wake of the trailing edge. The

effect of the sharp trailing edge is to scatter energy from relatively short hydro-

. dynamic (evanescent) waves into the long acoustic waves. The second alternative
136-139formulation deals with the hydroacoustic interactions amor.g the rigid plate,

the fluid, and the shear layer in the wake of the edge. The plate-shear layer

interaction is assumed to be governed by incompressible equations of fluid motion

and gives rise to flow instabilities, while the acoustic scattering effect of the

half-plane gives risc to a far-field acoustic radiation. The third class of
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"i: prblem10,11,21,140,141
problems treats the flow field incident on the edge and in the wake

as a ,distributed source according to Lighthill's analogy. Various combinations of
-q11,21,14l 10,140

vortex motions'1 and surface impedances have been considered in that

group of studies. Additional work that does not clearly fall into the three classi-
142fications is that of Amiet, which is a direct application of relationships derived

L43 126
"in references 40 and 59, and of Tam- and Tam and Reddy, which is based on a

Kraichnan-like model of the surface pressures in terms of the velocity statistics in

the wake in connection with -an acoustic boundary-value problem in which the surface

pressures are the boundary conditions. An extensive and critical review of all these

analytical treatments has been given recently by Howe. 1 4 4 Also included in that

treatment is a unified theoretical analysis from which many of the results from

various investigations have been extracted as special cases of a more general theory.

. One of the important questions surrounding the theoretical analyses has dealt

-* with the prediction of sound levels from mathematical models of near-field wake
L126, 133-135- velocity statistics or from wall pressure statistics. This work is of

"use in explaining some of the differences in the observed trailing-edge noise levels

- in terms of the time and length scales and the intensities of the surface pressures.

Another important question deals with the i~teraction of the turbulence field

with the edge and therefore with the boundary condition to be applied there in

analytical treatments of the problem. This boundary condition is used to keep the

velocity transverse to the edge finite. A vehicle for doing-this is to postulate

the-shedding of additional vorticity in the wake whose rotation is such as to cancel

• the transverse velocity induced by the incident primary vortex. In theoretical

. models the use of Kutta conditions influences only the magnitude of radiated sound,

not its dependence on Mach number. The imposition of such conditions should be

dependent on the edge geometry and the thickness of the edge in relation to the

scale of the incideit vorticity. These conditions have been examined for specific
136situations,, all of which deal.with half-plane knife edges, by Crighton and

107 180Davis (for a semi-intinite vortex sheet downstream of the plate), Jones .(for

a stationary vortex with harmonic time dependence), and HoweII' 2 1' 4 1 ' 1 4 4 (for a

.* turbulence translating past a trailing edge). The unsteady aerodynamic implications

of various types of Kutta conditions have also been analyzed using stability theory

*: by Orsag and Crow. 14 5
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-.: A reasonably complete-analysis of the problem of trailing-edge noise from sharp
144edges has. been given by Howe. The approach solves Equation (2.89), retaining

* only the W x 'term for subsonic flow. The turbulent sources are postulated to be

in a region above and adjacent to the sharp-edged plate, and in the wake downstream.
of the edge. The solution of the problem includes both the far-field and surface.

"pressures generated from the edge-flow interaction, Figures 9.4 and 9.6,show the

Sappropriate geometry. Two alternative solutions are produced. The first essen-

"tially corresponds to the analysis used in Section 9.6.2.1 in that it does not

include a Kutta condition. F in Equation (9.2) is replaced by a distribution of
2

4. 4. 4sources p x Uc, just as in Equation (9.91), where w is a measure of the distri- "
0.

bution of random vorticity fluctuations in the turbulent flow and U is the convyc-c

tion velocity of that vorticity. The length scale in Equation (9.11) 1 would stand0

for the variable distance of the incident vorticity from the edge. In Equation (9.11)

- this would be typified by the shear layer thickness 6. We have seen that such

solutions correspond to the case for which surface pressures at the extremity of

the trailing edge become infinite in the mathematical sense. It could be argued

that this singularity might be removed in a physical sense by the action of viscosity

within a distance .y =1v where Z' is a viscous length scale (w/v) Howe 1 4 0 ' 1 4 4

V
gives ar. alternative argument, which employs a Kutta condition as described above

(and for which the essentials will follow below). The acoustic source strength
40. 4;4. .0 0W X U c is accordingly modified by an amount -p 0w x Uw to account for new vorticity

"w in the wake convected away at speed U. The results of this analysis might be

expected to hold for turbulent flow past shArp-edged lifting surfaces for which the

included wedge angle is small. Furthermore, as we shall see, the result presented

here does not apply to the noise resulting from the formation of periodic wake

'vorticity due to shear-layer Instability.

* Postulating that the sourue' region above the dbwnstream of the edge constitutes

a region of nonvanishing'V (wxU), Howe obtains an expression for the surface

pressures
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Iy A0 dkldkwd dZ (I.+ sgn(y2,) Erf iy~,V,-k + Mcko) •;:
Ps(y1 3 ,3t) = C dkdkdw Erf

-cD .-.

2 1/2
' i(k 2 k) Z

SU 112 (9.103)
Uc(ko')-k")

0

where U i', the local convection velocity of the eddies at a distance Z from the
C

surface, sgn -^ +1 for pressures on the same side of the surface as the flow, and

Sv_ = -I for pressures on the opposite side and where

1/21/2

where (--I) i and wis the generalized Fourier transform of the source vorticity

6.~Q 1 3132

13,ZW) (213 e w(,t) d y1 2dt (9.104)

-004

The new vorticity generated in the' wake in response to the interraction of the

incident vorticity with the edge is shed into the wake with suich'a strength and

convection velocity, U,. to identically cancel the singularity created by the ci-

dent vorticity. Evidence for this has been shown in the flow visualization of Yu

and T.Am. , This accounts for the error function and for the presence of, U, the

convection~velocity of eddies in the wake. 'In writing Eqvi~tion (9.103)', the general

result has been specialized to a flow vector perpendicular to the edge, an eddy

convection Mach number much less than unity, and the pressure evaluated on the sur-

face of the half plane. The error function in Equation (9.103) has the asymptotic

values given evrlier in Equation (9.91). The applicability of Equation (9.o03)
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to pressures near sharp trailing edges has been validated by measurements on opposite

sides of sharp-edged airfoils. 8 8 " 4 6

The corresponding relationship foz the far-field sound pressure consistent with

the above is

-ip sin (ý)(sin )/ "d dkfrZ -'

P- r(2),1/2 Jof -0j 2d (9.105)r(2)1/ .. .

U /2 -k1Z i(korwt)
I- I • (wU U)Ie e..

where U is still a function of Z, and
C

= (kl, -ijkI, k0 cos cb)

The factor (U -Uw) arises from the applicaticn of the Kutta condition. If the wake
c 'w

vorticity is convected at the same velocity as the incident vorticity, then U = U ,
C W9

and Equation (9.105) shows tha., there will be no sound at all. Typ.kcally, U > Uw,
c w

so one expects sound to be generated. If the Kutta condition had not been applied,

then 1 - Uw/Uc would be replaced by unity.

Regarding Equktion .(9.103), the reader will see certain close similarities to

Equation (7.77) foi the surface pressures beneath subsonic turbulent boundary layers.

The transform

X:: X U)

replaces the transform used earlier

(ki2W)[(kk +k] E 2)�k kj 13 2 1 0J2 + kj .,

1lO16 ' :
.1," o

4 -



The latter transform came about from having integrated by parts over y). The for-

maitty of this equivalency can be deduced from repeating the derivation of Equation

.7.77) but with the source term given by Equation (2.89). The notable distinction

between surface pressures near the trailing edge and surface pressures upstream of

the edge is given by the bracketed term with the error function. As Equations (9.81)

4how, Erf Ii [y 1 1 +k 3 ) approaches unity when (k +k ) becomes much larger

than unity. Accordi-igly, as long as the wave number spectrum of w x U is peaked

near k kc M W/U (as illustrated, for example, in Figure 7.25 or 7.39), the
cec

solution given by Equation (9.103) reduces to the form of Equation (7.77) when

Y >> k ; i.e., the error function gives the familiar pressure doubling at distances

far from the edge. If the flow is one sided, existing only in the region 6 > y2 > 0,

e.g., as in the case of wall jets, then p(1 3 ,0+,t) will be finite and essentially

the same as that which would exist without an edge. On the opposite side,Swill vnish (kY i). -1/2.""'.

p(130-t), the upstream pressure will vanish as (ky)

Alternatively, Fquations (9.81) show that when yl 0, i.e., at the apex of the -

edge, Erf fi [yl~klP+ 'Ii identically zero as required by having utilized the

Kutta condition at the edge. The pressure on opposite sides of the surface edge will

be 180 deg out of phase due to the presence of the sgn(y 2 ) term.

Other assumptions made in the derivs.tioa of Equations (9.103) and (9.105) are

I. The eddy field is frozEn during the time that it translates past the edge;

i.e-., in terms of the moving axis correlation time constant, e, (see

,Figures 3.21 and 7.10) we require that

0 U >> 6
T C

where 6 is the thickness of the boundary layer.
2. The eddy convection velocity U c(y2) is equal to the local mean velocity in *

the boundary layer..

3. There is no correlation between ediies that tzanilate at different values

of Uc(Y 2 ).

4. The wake vorticity created in response to the eddy-edge interaction via

the imposition of the Kutta condition is concentrated in a thin sheet,

6(y), and is convected in frozen fashionat velocity Uw. The velocities
*2 w
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U (Y2) and U are parallel to the wall. The plate is infinitesimally thin,
c 2 w

and the mean slip velocity of flow (the velocity just 6utside the viscous

sublayer) is also taken to be U.+ -4- --

5. The source term w x U is such that Wx U W x UC. This requires that

dUlA -V(i x U) >>V ( dy /'.

A +

where k is the unit vector parallel to the edge and u is the fluctuating

velocity vector. If the above inequality does not hold, it will affect the

result through the form of the shed vorticity arising from imposition of

the' Kutta condition.

9.6.3.2 Radiated Sound Pressure in Terms of Surface Pressure From ihe foregoing

results can be found a useful relationship between the frequency spectra of radiated ;0

sound and of surface pressure on planes terminated by rigid knife edges. This

relationship will make it unnecessary to devise prediction schemes in terms of

vorticity measurements.

The frequency spectral density of the radiated sound pressure at a point in

the far field can be written from the above in terms of the surface pressures. The

spectrum of the radiated sound

t (r,w) 1 -- sin 2 e Isin *1 M = L2 () (9.106)Prd 4.2 2, c r2'i

.rad 4.r

where P(..) represents the integrated influence of the entire vortical source region,

and M represents the average convection Mach number of turbulence past the edge.c
The function P(w) is

2 Uw UJc 2(k)U2 3 (Z 3 (Zj ek(Z+Zt) .
PM, f df dZ' 02 " - U c W 3 M. 3 Z

"* (k k =k cos 0, w; Z,Z') dk (9.107)
2.A OjW W 1,3. 0 1(91)3 33
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in which we have specialized the source function to w3 X U ; i.e., -orticity paral-

lel to the e ige is considered to be the most important radiator at low Mach numbers

since k w3 U >> k w U . The spectrum function w3(Z)W3(Z')ý (kl 3 ,W;ZZ')
S3

represents the cross-spectr'ra of vorticity in planes Z and Z' above th,! plate;

W3 (Z) represents the magnitude of the vorticity at Z above the pl..te. Further

elaboration is unnecessary because these functions will be cast in terms of the

pressures on the surface beneath the shear layer. To relate P(w) to physically

determinate parameters it will be clear that this relationship is best made in terms

of the spectral characteristics in the cross-stream (y 3 ) direction. Therefore define

ppl' -i(k 3 r3 -WT)
(2•r) J. 4

.t
Ps (YI 3't) P (Yy 3 +r 3,t+T) dr dT

where it is assumed -that the spanwise extent of the flow, L3 , greatly exceeds the

integral length scale A3 and that the vorticity is homogeneous within the span L3 .'

Accordingly, we find from Equation (9.103) that

Iy ~ dZJ dZ'. p2 " U2  W Z) 3 (Z e-k(Z+Z') =@pp(Y'3• 0 o Uc) c •3( 3.'

,2
(+sg(Y 2) Erf (i[y1(kl+k)112 ) 0 (k1 Vk3 9WZZ) 4k1  (9.108)1(

If *p(yl,k3 , w) had not been determined from pressure correlations with zero stream-
pp 3

wise separation, i.e., along r1  0, there would be two error function terms to ,

further complicate the expression. The spectrum function for the vorticity,

OW3W3(kl~k3, ;Z,Z'), is peaked at kI kc = (,/Uc and kI 0; the breadth of the

peak in k is on the order of 2/8 Uc, where 0 is the moving-Rxis eddy decay time
1T c
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constant. Therefore the integrals over k will be dominated by = (W/Uc'0), and
113

we may approximate the assorted functions of kZkZ', and (kl+k3 ) y1 by their cor-

responding values at wZ/U , WZ'/U , etc. Now, if wy /U > 1 an. y (6 U) > 1,C C: 1lc iT C
the error function term may be decoupled from the spectrum fuinction *(klw;ZZ')

because Erf Fi(k y/ )/V l 1 for wy /U >> 1. Therefore, at distances far from

the edge, the integral cver wave number reduces to 1/@03W (kl,k3,w;Z,Z') and the
3A 3r 1/21

error function term becomes 4.0. Alternatively, if y, = 0, then Erf [i(kcYl) J0,
and the integral over k reduces the same way, but the error function term is 1.0.

1
The expression for the transverse wave number spectrum of surface pressure

-accordingly reduces to a simpler form:

F.O

2; 22 -k c (Z.Z
Itpp (Y 'k 3 W) = (Yl d dZ' PO° - U cW3(Z) 3 (Z') e.._.

"* (kl'k3 w;ZZ') dkl (9.109).

3 3o

where

(y.). = 1 and -j-, U I
SUc T C

i' 0 orwyl << 1

c

Comparing this to the expres;sion for-P(w), we find that as long as U U (i.e.,
c c

as long as the eddy convection velocity is basically tuniform over all levels Z of

the boundary layer) and'as long as the spectrum distribution over k is the same
3

for all Z (i.e., basically as long as A is construt over Z (see Figure 7.21)), then
3

2Tr *p(yl,k3 -k cos ý,W)P(w) -- -___ __-'___

(2t.3 )
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whe re y1 must satisfy either of the above conditions. In most practical instances

k A *0; therefore the wave numb~er may be effectively evaluated at k 0. An0 3 3
alternate expression for low Mach numbers is therefore

P(W) Ccp"l'( ' for kAo A 1 (9.110)

where 0 (yitw is the pressure spectral density at a point y1  This expression is

pp•

particularly convenient for the estimation of the dependence of radiated sound on

changes in the statistics of wall pressures.0

These relationships apply equally to cases in which the ti4rbulence- is either

homogeneous or inhomogeneous in the plane of the plate. However, if the flow is

inhomogeneous, i.e., is in the case of separated trailing-edge flow, it must'be

established that

1. the region tr of the chord over which the turbulence extends is greater

than the streamwise eddy scale; i.e., wP /U > 1.
1 c

2. the eddy decay length exceeds 6; i.e., 6/U C8 < 1.

3. the spanwise correlation length is large enough so that wA /U >> 1.

4. or(yk e s w) is evaluated beneath' the separated flow.

pp (Y 31." .".' •..

For cases in which the flow is two sided, then,'to the extent that periodic vortex

shedding does not occur, the net radiated sound intensity is just the power suesm of

contributions from each side of the surface. Finally, when the flow field is con-

trolaled by a separation Lone near the trailing edge,ll (yk then the pressures

must be chordwise homogeneous over a region 6C such that w(6C)/U >> ,. The
c

trailing-edge flows described in Section 9.5.3, in particular in Figure 9.27, fall

intothis class....

Alternative examples of the use of these equptions are giv fhn below in which,

the spanwise statistcs are controlled either by a separated flow or us fully

developed homogeneous turbulent boundary layer.

a. Separated flow upstrenm, of the edge.

This case corresponds to theione illustrated in igure 9.27 in which' the

boundary layer separates before passing into the wake. Using the above equations,

the radiated sound preisure spectrum cun be given In the dimensionless form intro-

duced in Section 9.2da

1021
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0 (W) t ()( rad 1 *3
ci Jsin' ~ sin 0 j7

L 2

where 0 (wi) is measured close enough to the edge that wy /U <1. For use in the
ordr-f-agitdeesimte A 3 f(Section 9.5.3), Us U.., and pressure spectra0

are given in Figure 9.31 or.9.32.

b. Spatial~ly homogeneous convected pres~zure3 with slight chordwise decay.

This case applies to turbuilent flow past sharpI edges, blown flaps, and to the-

parallel wall jet. Using Equation (7.135) we bqve

(k k cos Ow k

____ y 6__dk1

pip

2T 2 (-
3 c

_ _ -in

UII

• °° p -.•

whichra amut to Eu (9.(.10 ih'A3 Uc / .Th aitelon)pesr

side.s in, -the

11. 6\2
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where p (w) is weasured where wyl/Uc > 1. The distinction between Equations (9.111)
pp

and (9.112) is essentially that A = U /Y3 w and that a(y1) = I in Equation (9.112).

To estimate the far-field sound pressure levels in one-tbird-octave bands, 'estimate

AW = (1/4)w, 6S* - 6j , = 3 = U.8, U = 0.7 U., and t (W6*/U )q given by Figure
g iven byFigur

7.29. This sound pressure probably represents the minimum sound radiated by a ".-.

turbulent flow of a homogeneous 'boundary layer. As shown In Figure 7.62, the sur-

face pressures (even those far enough upstream that wy1 /Uc >> i) can be influenced ,

by local pressure gradients and upstream history, and all these influences appear

to increase both the level and the lateral correlation scales of the bouudary-layer

pressures even when separation does not take place.

Equations (9.111) and (9.112) are of a general form giving a mean-square pres-

sure in a dimensionless form as

.p (W.AW) W
2 =6f ( (9.113)

q,,M -i- s in -j sin ol
r

where M = U /co. This !. the same functional form as Equation (9.21).

9.6.3.3 A Note on Evanescent Wave Theories. The hydrodynamic pressures on the

surface, due to the boundary layer 'turbulence convected past the edge, have been

represented mathematically as an incident wave field1 34 ' 1 35 diffracted by the edge.

These diffracted waves in fact constitute the sound radiated by the scattering

!nteracticn of the edge with the turbulent field. The approach waj used by
134 135

Chandiramani and Chase to expose the relationship between the radiated sound

and the near-field surface pressures. The theory provides a closed-fcrm relation-

ship between the surface pressures induced by the turbulence upstream of the edge .

and the radiated sound. The analysis-assumes that the incident pressure field is

imposed on'the surface froir a plane immediately above, but not touching,,the rigid

half-plane. The flow plane extends both upstream and downstream of the edge and

the incident wave pressures are presumed to have the same characteristics both

upstream and downstream of the edge. The relationship of the incident wave field

to the physical pressures that actually exisL on the flow-bearing surface has been
144clarified by Hiowe. Downstream of the ,edge and in the wake, y2  0, y1 < 0, the

100,
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diffracted pressure is zero so the incident wave pressure equals the physical pres-

sure. Far upstream of the edge and on the surface, Y2 = 0, yl < 0, the surface

pressure is just twice the incidert pressure, due topressure doubling. In the

vicinity of the edge the surface pressure is a complex corbination of the incident

pressure and the near-field diffracted pressure caused by the interaction of the

incident field with the edge.

As discussed by Howe, the analyses of Chandiramani and of Chase correspond
144

* with his result for which a closure (Kutta) condition was applied at the trailing

edge.. Accordingly, as given by Equation (9.110) the surface pressure at points

within an eddy scale of the trailing edge was found to be equal to the hydrodynamic

pressure in the wake; both pressures are equal to the pressure-of the incident wave.

In the evanescent wave theory; the pressures are presumed to be homogeneous along

the plate.

The result of Chase',s analysis can best be written as

÷ 1 L3 2 (k +k. sin 8)k°
(r,cj) =- 2 sin 2  Isin 2 0os ,w) dk

.- Prad r (k -k° sin sin 6)2ikl° o',)dI

or, in terms of the above,

1f 2 (k 1+k° sin e) kO i(kk cos '0,w)

4 2 A3_ (k lk sin 0* sin 8)2 i( o L

The spectrum function *i(ki9k3,w) applies to the incident wave,.which corresponds

to the surface pressure spectrum beneath the turbulent flow

Wy 1

- p(ylk 'W) ,)(klk k << 1

pp 3 . C W dkb-• c

.(ki.k W) dk1  >> 11.. 30 1k Uc
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The factor 4 accounts for the pressure doubling of the incident wave pressure at the

surface far up3tream of the edge. -For low acoustic wave numbers, k °< c

M P(W) --J D i(kl,k° cos fw) dk1
4 c

21 M (i(kl,k cos *,w) dkI

which is identical'to the relationships derived in Equations (9.109) and (9.111).

9.6.3.4 Measured .Continuous-Spectrum Trailing-Edge Noise From Rigid Airfoils.

Turbulent trailing-edge noise radiated from sharp-edged airfoils has been measured

by Schlinker147 and by Brooks and Hodgeson88 on NACA airfoils. In the latter case,

"the properties of the boundary layer and the surface pressures were measured near

the trailing edge; the boundary layer was tripped at the leading edge. In Schlinker's

experiment the bot'ndary layer was allowed to transition to turbulence naturally,

'so that the qualities shown in Pigure 9.17 were assumed to apply to the NACA 0012

airfoil. For the NACA 0018 foil (h /C=0.18) the 6*/h %as assumed to have the same

"value as the NACA 0012 foil. For purposes of comparing Equation (9.112) with Figure

9.38, we note that it can be rewritten for the special case of fully developed and

- ronseparated flow on both sides of the airfoil. To account for two sides radiating

incoherently, Equation (9.112) is multipliedby two:

2w * 
C 2* 28 

2PradA, UO f 2 ... •

Lq2 , 0  sin Isi- w1 4 T2 cw

r

-- (0 .042) Cf CO . ,4PP~ w *I T
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where y 0.•8 and U /U = 0.7 for fully developed turbulent boundary layers.
3 ~C O

* The dimensionless wall pressure spectrum is given in Figure 7.31. The wall-shear

. ,coefficient has been separated out because of the near universality of the wall

"0 pressure spectrum nondimensionalized on T and 6*. Equation (9.114) applies there-
w

fore for both smooth- and rough-surfaced airfoils. For evaluation, Cf and 6* must

* be determined.

Figure 9.38 shows spectra of radiated sound for two sets of NACA foils compared

* with Equation (9.114). The dimensionless form is used to make easy cross-referencing

with boundary-layer properties discussed in Chapter 7. Note that the surface pres-

sures measured by Brooks and Hodgeson agreed with those of Figure 7.31 when normal-
lized on T

w

In the measurement programs the airfoil-generated noise was difficult to

distinguish from other facility background noises. Therefore Schlinker used a

"directional microphone to discriminate against other sources. Brooks and Hodgeson

used a series of free-field microphones over an arc in the 0 plane and normal to
2* the surface 0 = 0. The directivity sin 8/2 wac verified to the extent that the

facility permitted, 45 < 6 < 135 where 6 = 0 coincides with the flow direction. The

i radiated sound of Brooks and Hodgeson compared well to the estimate of Equation

(9.114), but the measurements of Schlinke'r do not at low frequencies. The reason

for this is unknown and beyond explanation without information regarding the bound-

ary layers on the airfoils.

Radiated sound from sharp-edged airfoils is therefore only indirectly deter-

mined by the chord. Surface finish, Reynolds number and maximum thickness control

the sound radiation through influences on C and 6*. For blunted airfoils that
f

do not shed vortex street -. dKes, but have a small region of flow separation near

the trailing edge, it is',likely that enhanced sound will occur at low frequencies

and reduced sound at high frequencies, as may be deduced by an examination of the

surface pressures in Figure 9.33. Surface pressures near the trailing edge-with

"separated flow have reduced high-frequency content.

9.6.3.5 Measurements of Broadband Noise from Turbulent Wall Jets and Blown Flaps.

Noise from these one-sided flow geometries has the same physical origin as noise

from turbulent boundary-layer flow past sharp trailing edges. Blown flaps and wall

"Jets, however, generate more intense sound pressures- Noise in the form considered

1,027
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here is also expected to occur on two-sided flows when a velocity differential of

more than 2 to 1 exists.119

Available experimental results fall into two classes. First, measureraents-

have been made on compound or slotted blown flaps. The configurations
examined124125127128 include flap arrangements that turn either into or away

from the jet. The results of measurements on these flaps have been examined in ¶

16detail by Fink, who gives prediction schemes. The second group of measurements,

"which forms the bulk of available dat', was obtained on the simple configurations

illustrated in Figure 9.39.
120-The measurements of Hayden '(aspects of which have been openly published in
Grsh121

references 61 and 122) and Grosche were obtained using a wall jet With the axis

of the jet parallel to the wall. Their supporting measurements included the mean

velocity and thickness of the wall layer at the edge of the plate. The more recent

correlation measurements between surface pressure and far-field pressure made by
129Yu and Tam were obtained on a similar arrangement. In 'Hayden's program, the

configurations that were tested included the ratio L/D and therefore U and 6.
123 124-Scharton et al. and Olsen et al. examined a series of configurations that

represented pressure side blowing of airfoil flaps. The jet was incident on a

converging surface, probably producing a favorable wall pressure gradient; measure-

ments included statistics of pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of the edge.

Turbulent field quantities in the converging flow were determined only in a case
127 .125similar to that of Olsen 'er al. by Olsen and Boldman. The program of Tam 'and

126Reddy concerned the reverse situation involving upper (suction) surface blowirg.

In their case, the wall jet turned through 60 deg and possibly represents an adverse

wall pressure gradient. They measured radiated nois# and statistics of the turbulent

field at the edge, but not surface pressure fluctuations. The measurements of
56Fink were conducted on an airfoil section the leading edge of which mated with the

ducting of a wind tunnel open jet.. The flow wasmade turbulent upstream'of the air-

foil using a turbulence grid. Both 'the intensity and macroscale of the incident'

turbulence were varied. The noise in these experimental arrangements constitutes

edge noise rather than noise from the turbuler.ce contiguous to the wall.

Various measurements are compared within the format of Equation.(9.21). The

radiated sound pressure measured in a bandwidth 6w,

1028
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Figure 9.39 -Experimental Configurations for MIeasurements of
Trailing-Edge Noise from One-Sided Flov
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p 2 (ra ) dw -f Prad iii

= p2 (r,fAf)

can, be written in the nondimensional form involving the broadband transverse cor-

relation length of the component of tie turbulence normal' to the trailing edge:

2P (rf,'f) f ( A-j/ (9.115)

2 L3 A3 u 2  28
%;m -- sin I jsin *:

r U:,

for a yaw angle of - 0 deg. The general function f(wA /U ) includes the frequency

3 00

dependence of the turbulent field as well as the transverse correlation scale.

Therefore it should be somewhat dependent on the circumstances surrounding the type

of flow studied. Figure 9.40 shows that it is. The noise levels of Fink,57 Tam

126 124
and Reddy, and Olsen et al. appear to fall into separate groups of dimension-

less spectra, each of which is about 8 dB wide. The free stream reference velocity 0

U or the maximum velocity in the wall jet U m at the edge are used s."nonomously in

this figure.

The alternative form of nondimensionalization given by Equation (9.ý13) utilizes

the thickness of the wall jet at the trailing edge, 6j. in the form

2 W
p2 (r,fAf) -k'ir) (9.116)'

"6L
qmm 2(sin 2 Isin 01

• ..r 2 2)

which is useful especially when the turbulence intensity is unknown. The, flow thick-
61 121 12612

ness 6 was measured by Hayden, Grosche, Tam and Reddy, And Olsen et 1.127

Spectra are shown in Figure 9.41 In the form of Equation (9.116). Again, the meas-

ured values from the bo-axial vqll jet of Hayden and of Grosche, as well as those

of Olsen et al.,l27 form a series separate from the values of Tam and Reddy obtained
123

on a diverging wall jet. The noise levels of Scharton at al. are also included,

1030
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the.scales being estimated* as U 0.6 U, L= 2D, and 6= D/2, where D is the

diameter of the circular jet. The collection of data suggests that the dimensionless,

noise levels from the three types of wall jet appear to increase as the diverging e -

angle of the surface increases. Augmented noise levels were also measured by Olsen
127et a], for the converging jet for which y = 30 deg are also consistant. The

higher levels could be attributable to the large-intensity turbulence levels created

at the edge by the jet-wall interaction. There is also a general increase in sound 0

level as L/H increases, shown by Hayden, which has been corroborated ty Joshi, 13 0

who shows that the overall sound power level increases with L/H from the free jet

value 'to a maximum at L/H = 10. For larger values of L/H the sound power decreases

very slowly, which is probably due to the reduced velocity of eddy convection past A

the edge at large L/H. The occurrence of maximum sound levels observed for L/H 10

is attributable to the relatively intense turbulence field associated with the end '

of the potential core. Joshi's sound pressures also show maxima near fB /U 0.15,

where it has been estimated that =, H 'and U (1/6) U for HIL 25.
j m 0

Equation (9.111) may be used to predict the noise from wall jets using meas-

ured surface pressure spectra. Figure 9.42 shows such a comparison for the con figu-
123ration of Scharton et al.. It is notable that the interaction of the jet with

the wall increased the noise of the jet by more than 10 dB.

9.6.3.6 Modifications of the Aerodynamic Scattering Theory for Surfaces of

Finite Thickness and Impedance,. The preceding theoretical results, as well as

most others, are posed for surfaces that are rigid knife edges'. In many practical -

situations, however, edges are neither rigid nor sharp. Therefore modifications to

the standard theories are given below for finite-Impedance surfaces and wedges as

far as the scattering of hydrodynamic waves into acoustic wAves is concerned. The
variations of the problem of hydroacoustic scattering from edges (either leading or

trailing) that' are not rigid haJ.f-planes and that have been considered by Crighton

'*Joshi 1 0 reports that for L/H < 15 the wall jet mixing characteristics closely
resemble those of free jets for these parallel jets. Thus, assuming tnat the length
of the potential core of the jet is 4D, and using the relationship due to Forstall

148and Shapiro quoted by Hinze, the velocity U is roughly estimated as U /U 4H/Lm mo0
or 4D/L'.
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10Crighton and Leppington s result for the. effect of flexural compliance of

the surface yields the expression for the liip plane that differs from the rigid

plane by

0 (W) f (4$)1cp rp

M VO

"2 -co

CS

The factor 8' Is the fluid loading factor introduced in Chapter 6. Equation (9.118)

applies only for 8 >> 1; that is, as the platebecomes more fluid-like, this form

of radiation diminishes asl/8. When the surface impedance is large enough that,

8 1 1, Equation (9.117) holds. The presence of the fluid loading factor in Equation ,

(9.118) implies the existence of additional Mach number dependence of the noise; -"

i.e,., the total overall sound pressure for the compliant edge, p, will depend as
cp

p2 tcp(w) dw
cpp -- -

2- 2 3) u:

(V - (9.119) -.

The corresponding relationship for the compact force, i.e., dipole,-extracted from

Equation (9.12), is

S2 2 v
2 2 q• t7 (9.120) '•"

Pdipole r 3

r -..

showing the same parametric dependencies as Equation (9.119);. both expressions give

a behavior. This means that the limp panel provides only a modest impedance
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discontinuity z,. the flow. In contrast, the total intensity for the rigid edge has

been obtained ftaom Equation (9.117)

p =U5 (9.121)Prp

When the surface is a wedge rather than a thin half-plane, and the exterior

angle of the wedge is ai, where.

1 < a_ 2
A-1

(with p/q-2 for the half-plane problem, I for the full-plane, and 3/2 for a right-

angle corner) the adjustment to Equation (9.117) is

ed(w)$ . (9.122)wedge r~p F,%

Regarding the oierall sound pressure, the speed dependence of sound from turbulence

cor.vected over & wedge would be.

2 U ( 4+2 /a) (9.123)
Pwedge

with the dependence on the other variables, (in Equation (9.117)),retained.

The above theories apply to surfaces of infinitesimal thickness or wedges that
140come to.a point. The results also apply to surfaces of finite thickness whose

trailing edges are rounded when the acoustic wavelength exceeds both the thickness

of the surface and the radius of curvature of the edge. When the eddy length scale

Is small compared to the radius of the edge and,the acoustic wavelength is long,

then the Mach number dependence of the total intensity-will still be as shown, in

Equation (9.121). However, the magnitude of the sound will be less than if the'

edge were sharp. 7."-

With regard to the application of a Kutta condition, no theoretical work of

this type has been done on edges that are not sharp. For blunted edges, the results
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E Section 9.6.3.1 should apply as long as the base thickness of the edge, h, is

nail compared with the boundary-layer chickness, shear-layer thickness, and

/U«c << 1. In such cases all the simplifying assumptions leading to Equations 0

).103) and (9.105) should hold. For blunt edges for which 6 << h, zh/U > 1, the
C83

pplicability of these equations is questioned on the basis of measurements -

owever, Equations (9.106) and (9.110) should be approximately valid, at least when -.

he surface pressure wave number spectrum is meastured far enough upstream to avoid

he near field of the edge.

'.7 FLOW-L1NDUCED VIBRATION AND SINGING
In this section we consider the flow-induced vibration of lifting surfaces that .

s c3rsed by each of the excitation mechanisms. As a general rule, in order to

pply the methods of Chapter 6, the modal force spectrum must be estimated fo-z the

ype of flow in question. The necessary additional information is an estimate of

tructural impedance, and this requires estimates of the mode shape and loss factor. P.

s a first approximation the fiquency ranges that are dominated by the respective

low sources will still bear the relationship shown in Figure 9.2. It must be empha-

ized that the vibration-induced sound will change the relative weights of the

ifferent flow sources because the radiation efficiency of the structure may depend 9
2

n frequency in a fashion differing from the w dependence of the compact flow

lipole. A complication that often arises in the hydroacoustic application is a

'luid structure feedback. At low frequencies chis feedback .,nay occur in the form

;f flutter if the fluid disturbances at the leadiag or trailing edges induce angle-

,f-attack fluctuations, that alter the pbtential flow and therefore the lift on a

'lexible hydrofoil. Such fluctuations in angle o attack are ý.mportant at reduced

"frequencies that are less than unity so that the erodynamic influence functions

.ihich are large, possess mass, positive damping, and stiffness-like qualitiep which

:oupfe with the structural impedance of the sirface thus altering, the resonant

),!havior of the surface. The flutter phenomenon Is treated by texts such as
Lsplinghoff et al.4 At higher frequencies, wC/ > 2, the incompressible fluid

.eaction to unsteady inflow will be a combitiatior of added mass, and hydrodynamic .

.amping and apart from viscous effects the interzctions are stable and passive.

Then vortex shedding occurs at blunt trailing edges,, however, sell excited motions

ire again possible. When the vortex shedding frequevcy, or the eigenfrequency of

:he unstable shear layer in the wake, equals-a resonance frequency of the structure,
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the hydroelastic coupling can enhance the strength and spanwis' correlation of the

shed votticity thus increasing the magnitude of the flow-induced forces.

This section discusses the physical causes and mathematical modeling of both

"linear and non-linear (self-excited) flow-induced vibration which is controlled by

either turbulent boundary layer flow on. the blades or by hydroelastic feedback

"occurring with vortex shedding. The problem of radiated noise from the vibration

can be determined for either linear or nonlinear flow excitation using the methods

of Section 6.5, once the modal amplitudes are known.

9.7.1 Linear Flow Excitation of Lifting Surfaces,
9.7.1.1 Modal Response and Excitation Force Spectra. The vibratory responses as

resonant modes of a lifting surface to broad band excitation can be approximated

by Equation (6.41). This is rewritten to give the mean-square flexural vibration

velocity

2 1~f n n)

nV c (9.124)

T n

where the mean-square velocity is defined in terms of its spectral density

-2  n) (9.125)

and where $f (W) nis the autospectrum of the broadband modal force exerted on the
n

surface evaluated at w . Thi modal force is a convolution of the pressure distri-
n

bution with the mode shape function, Equation (6.40). The loss factor nT is the

total loss factor (see Section 6.6), which includes the flow-induced hydrodynamic

damping; the mass M includes the added mass. For frequency bands Aw broad enough -

"- that enough modes are iacluded to allow a modal average tp be taken, Equation (9.124)

!. (or (6.41)) is replaced by Equation (6.51),

Wf W)2B n 1 A

V (W ,AW) (9.126)
0. "2 41ri CA

"when the force excitation has a bandwidth that is less than nTWn then equation 6.34

with w - w applies fcr the mean square velocity, response at resonance.
n
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For fluid excitation caused by boundary-layer flow, the modal force is given

directly by Equation (6.40), with specific examples worked out in Section 8.1.2.
Since the boundary layers on the airfoil surfaces are uncorrelated, the net mean-

square velocity will just be the power sum of the individdal responses, i.e.,

0~,w per )lower

Other than this, the predictionof response is the same. An example has been worked
149,150out and is ..ctnpared with measured responses to boundary-layer turbulence in

Figure 9.43, where m = M/A is the wetted mass per unit area of the hydrofoil.s p
When fluid excitation is caused by inflow unsteadiness and vortex shedding,

account must be taken of the deterministic chordwise-variation of unsteady pres-

sures (Figures 9.11 and 9.29) compared to the variation in'mode shape 4mn(y 1 ,Y 3 ),
as developed below. The unsteady chordwise pressure distribution is given by

Equations (9.44) and (9.54) (at low frequencies) when excitation comes by incident
turbulence, or by Equations (9.87) and (9.89) when excitation comes from vortex
shedding. In either case we have a stochastic spanwise variation and a deterministic
"ordwise varidtion. The pressure is a superposition of continuous frequency har-

monics on the upper and lower surfaces of the lifting surface. These are written

Ap(ylY 3 ,YT) pu(yly 3 ,t) - pz(ylY 3,t)

Ap(ylyt) = P(YY 3,) eit dw (9.,127)

Following Equation (6.27), the Fourier transform of the modal force imposed

by the flow is'

fn(W) f APf(ylY 3 ,W) mn (ylY 3 ) dy1dY3  (9.128)
AP

*By dividing fn (w) by the planform area one would obtain a modal pressure

differential consistent with Equation 6.25.
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The flow-induced pressures may be separated into a deterministic chordwise variation,

g(y, and a stochastic spanwise variation, Ap(y 3 ,Vw); i.e.,i -~

AP(y 1 ,Y 3 ,W) = Ap(y 3 ,W) g(y 1 ) (9.129)

151"

Lifting surfaces are cantilever structures, but Leissa1 5 1 has shown that to a rough

approximation mode shape functions of cantilever plates can be represented by a

separable form as

,mn(YlY3) ,m(y 1 ) On(Y3) (9.130)
I -.

Therefore, in ev'luating Equation (9.128), relatively pronounced response can be

expected of those modes for which g(yl) and ý m(Yl) are complementary. Figure 9.44

illustrates that for such unsymmetrical (relative to the midchord) loading functions,

a- provided by inflow, turbulence or by vortex shedding, "torsional" modes (as 01(Yl))'

* are most responsive. However, since g(yl) is peaked near the unrestrained edges

and since qm (yl) is nonzero on the edges, for all orders m of the chordwise vibra-

tion pattern it appears that modes of all types will be responsive to flow excita-

tion of these types.

The response of a cantilever beam to inflow turbulence shown in Figure 9.43
31has been estimated in the manner indicated above, using Sugridge's expression of . -

" the lift coefficient and Equation (6.34) with w = w for the resonant modal acceler-:n ":

ation response spectral density at the resonance frequency is

%AUM n 0 %m(uo
: C~AA M2 nT ft•~ ]ii

,2 2  2 2

p p.

For modes with uniform response along the chord, ie., (,nCy) which are classical
on

beam modes, the modal force simplifies to the resultant fcrce, and thus relationship

reduces to

_ _ _ _ __2 2

22 A CL(w"
qA

In this case the resultant lift force is applied to the c/4 point as indicated in

'Figure 9,44.
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Figure 9.44 - Illustrations of Lift Distributions__,(Yl)

and gT(Yl) for Leading and Trailing-Edge Pressures

and Chordwise Mode Shapes for Structurally
Free Leading and Trailing Edges .-

9.7.1.2 Hydrodynamic Damping. The reaction of the moving fluid to the motion of

the hydrofoil can be expressed for each mode as a pressure that is dependent on the

amplitude distribution of the hydrofoil. The temporal Fourier transform of this I

pressure is written149 as a summation of contributions from all modes.

ph~, n n272U p 20° Uwn(w). tM(Y-Y°) *rim(Y°) dy°0 (9.131) 4a

where •() is the modal amplitude and t () is a function that describes the

chordwise dependence of the pressure in response to the particular form of a (y). pmn
If *m(y 1 ) -1, then tmn(Y) has the same form as gL(yl) above and in Equation (9.44).

C (wC/2U) is related to the Theodorsen function of unsteady airfoil theory.

Equation (9.131) results from a straightforward application of the unsteady airfoil

theory outlined in Section 9.3.1, but the downwash distribution is given by functions
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resembling 4 (y). Thus Equation (9.131) has the same form as Equation (9.44).

Of importance here are the two chordwise mode shapes shown by o(yl) and 1l(Yl in

Figure 9.44. For 0o(yl) - 1, the force per unit span is

dL(w) APhj, dy
dy 3  f. -.

SCoP UVn(W) *(y 3  --

where CT (wC/2U) is the Theodorsen function4 ' 5 ' 1 8 if C << A3 and CT(9) 1/2 for
>3

The hydrodynamic exciting pressure -pb (,w) is included on the right-hand side

of the structural response function (Equation (6.25) or (6.98)). Therefore, since

(*i, ) * 1n(Y3), we can modify Equation '(6.99) to include tht hydrodynamic reaction

superimposed on the hydrostatic added mass and radiation damping. Doing this, we

obtain a modified impedance relationship for the general mode order m, n

_(m+m) 2 + iW(ms4m) w , (ns+ + (i(ms+m) V(w)

-iWAPb (W) -i0i C U VM(W)

where w is the water-loaded resonance frequency., For beam (m=o) modes and for
.Un .

wC/2U° > 1, CT(WC/ 2UM) is real and positive; therefore the fluid reaction behaves

as an additional damping.. A hydrodynamic loss factor can therefore' be defined as -

'I•TCP 
-U 

fo r

H 2(m+m ) W C 2-U
s on on

which increases linearly with the advance speed of the hydrofoil. A more convenient

expression of the hydrodynamic damping is a loss factor defined in terms of the

added .mass,
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ltp U
S= 2m. .,.

on on -

Since (Equation (6.91a)) the added mass at low frequencies is -given by

m 
9

this hydrodynamic loss factor is given by the simple functions

H - 2() (9.132) -

and

/m0
n= nH 1ms'mon) (9.133)

Equation (9.132) applies when tha chord is smaller than a spanwise wavelenCgth.

For higher-order modes for Which the extent of the chord' may exceed A~3 functions

analogous to those discussed in Section 9.3 must replace the two-dimertsional

Theodorsen function. Functions that are adequate for this purpose have been
152derived for small aspect ratio wings by Lawrence and g.erber, with'experimental

153verification by Laidlaw and Halfman. The resulting expression for hydrodynamic

damping is

For mode orders with one-node line along the chord, i.e. the (l,n) modes, an ex- .-

149pression has also been derived. It replaces-'the C~ 61) function with one appro-
priate to a chordwise pitching motion for which tk'e fluid applies a moment and #i '.

gives a hyd~rodyvamic loss factor double that given by equation (9.132). It 'is to be _
noted that this hydrodynamic response is capable of coupling modes since lift induces
moments and~moments induce left thus permitting coupling of n- 0 and n- 1 motions.

Figure 9.45 shows measured values ofn for a number of modes (m.n), where k
is the chordwise wave number and k is the spanwise wave number. Equation (9.1'2) .
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has been drawn in as the "two-dimensional" theory f or mode orders (O~n). Using an
152alterniative expression derived by Lawrence and Gerber for vanishing aspect ratio

for the case of A /C - 0, values are found that are one-half of those based on the ,
3

theory of large aspect ratio (two dimensions). The experimental 'values of n' in

Figure 9.45 that are apparently ,independent of frequency are actually controlled by

other hysteretic losses in the test fixture.

9.7.1.3 Viscous Damping. These losses are considered to be important when the flow

about the vibrating surface is stagnant and the vibration sets up steady-state eddy

currents. 1 5 4 ' 1 5 5  For cantilever beams with mode types (0,1) this type damping has.

been found to be given by 1 5 4

n P.~(\" (9.134)
V -ms GA)i

9.7.2 Vibration Indwced by Vortex Shedding from Cylinders and Airfoils .
9.7.2.1 General Characteristics. Detailed measurements of the hydroelastic behavior

of fixed hydrofoils excited by vortex shedding forces have been made by Tppan
96 156 ill 8et el., Eagleson et al., Blake, and Blake et al. The problem is manifested -

as a large-amplitude vibration level occurring when the resonance frequency coincides 0-

with the frequency of vortex shedding. Figure 9.46 is an illustration of the be-
havior as observed on a cantilever hydrofoil in a water tunnel.,' 1 1 1  Acceleration

was monitored at yl - -0.66C, Y3  0.285L. ;the origin is taken at the intersection

of the trailing edge and the root of the hydrofoil) for the trailing edge 7 in

Table 9.3 and for the same hydrofoil with a sharp trailing edge. The sharp-edged

responae that is not tonal is shown in Figure 9.46. For this mode, the vortex-

induced vibration .level is approximately 50 dB greater at the coincidence speed than

it was when the trailing edge was sharp. Figure 9.47 shows the acceleration levels 0

in narrow-spectrum frequency bands for two hydrofoils with specific modes identified.

The case is selected for f ý f so that the forced nonresonant vibration due tos "nn
vortex shedding from the' hydrofoil with the blunt edge causes an identifiable but

low-level peak. The slightly different resonance frequencies of some modes for the

two hydrofoils is suspected to be due to their different chords resulting from hav-

Ing shortened a sharp edged foil to create the blunt edge. Similar response char-
77-81,83,93-97,103,156acteristics have been observed elsewhere (e.g., references

and the discussion in Section 9.4).
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Figure 9.46 - Hydroelastic Response of 0,2 Mode of a Simple Cantilever

Hydrofoil Fitted with a Sharp and a Blunt Trailing Edge,
4L 50.8 cm. At Coincidence (ws - 0 2 ) R 2.8 x 104,

Rh 4 x 103.

Self-sustained vibrations occur as shown in Figure 9.46, when the linear .,
dependence of frequency on speed is interrupted because the vortex shedding "locks-

on" to the vibration of the trailing edge. This occurs when the natural vibration

frequency and natural shear-layer frequency coincide. In extreme cases the apparent

vortex shedding frequency may become fixed and equal to the natural vibration fre- 0

quency for short speed ranges, as illustrated in Figure 9.48. The phenomenon is

another case of the shear layer-body interaction that leads to self-sustained

oscillations, as described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4., As tbe vortex shedding fre-

quency passes through each mode in succession, the 3tep-wise dependence on speed

is observed about an average function

W Yf

s
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This behavior is evident in the measurements in Figure 9.48,. At these "coincidence"

speeds, the obiserved damping of the mode is reduced to values less t'-an the dampin g

observed when vortex shedding does not occur, as illustrated in Figure 9.49. The.

observed loss factor near the coincidence velocity U - U is substantially less
co

than that observed when the edge was sharp, but at the same velocity the hydrodynamic

damping is essentially cancelled by the negative damping associated with the vortex

snedding. This behavior, although pronounced when trailing edges are blunt and vortex
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tedding Is strongly tonal, is less pronounced when the edge is sharpened by bevel-

ig. The general trend of reducing hydroelastic response by modifying the trailing

iges of hydrofoils was discus'sed in Section 9.4 (see also Table 9.2). 0.

Self-sustained vibrations have also been observed in cascades when the coinci-

ince of the vortex-shedding frequency coincides with the frequency of an acoustic

ross mode of the duct. 1 5 7 -16• They also occur with combinations of acoustic modes
161162

f ducts and shedding structures. Acoustic reinforcement is provided when the .

,rtex-induced force f(A), or w x U, coincides with a node in the acoustic cross-
156

ode of the duct.. In the case examined by Farker, for example, a lifting surface

)anned a duct and reinforcement occurred when the placement of the surface in the -

,3 plane coincided with maximum values of aSn()/3y2 and when the vortex shedding -

requency roughly satisfied

F= C k
s o n

here k is 7n/L with n 0,1,2... and L is the duct width. S () is the acous-
n 2 2 m' 0

ic. pressure mode shape (see Section 9.8.1), and the acoustic source is given by

(y,) = (Wa/y 2 ) (W3 XUc) in Equation (9.2). The above resonance condition becomes 2 2
ess able to predict coincidence frequencies as the chord of the airfoil becomes

arge. The self-.excitation comes about because the acoustic particle velocity of

he duct medium drives the trailing-edge shear layer.

.7.2.2 Control by Hysteretic Damping. Since the vortex-induced vibration involves

he coupling system with the structural modes of the airfoil with -the unstable mode

,f the wake, it is expected that the introduction of dampihg into the fluid struc-

:ure will be effective as a vibration-control technique. To quantify this effective-

tess,. Equation (6.99) can be adapted to the present case by writing

(-i) ZM Y (W) f?(, 3 )n dy 3  (9.135)

32

(-•) z~ni") Y•(•-L"3_ /21?•:::.•

0'.' .

\ I051 '.'.;.?

.\. ,... •. •

*1'



where

C/2
f 3  ) ffi f AP(Y ,3 m(Yl) dYI

C/2

idfY3)
C dfy 3  m(y) ) (9.136)

C ' d 3  mY(j

as long as the chordwise scale of AP(yly 3 , w) is much smaller than a wavelength of

Tm(y') near the edge yl yl" The impedance is written

2 2 (sm
(iW) Zmn(W) = ((m) +m ) - i(ms+mmn) nTW mn (9.137)

where n T includes both mechanical, hydrodynamic, and radiation damping, i.e.

=T fs + nr + rIH

A modal lift coefficient is formed in a fashion which parallels sections 9.5.5.

It can be written in the form of a random variable

f'(y3,w) 'Vn(y3) y
CL(w) m em3 f mn 3 3 (9.138)

0

where the prime denotes differentiation by Y3 " Now the autospectrum of the fluctuat-

ing lift coefficient can be written as an ensemble of CL (W) e ; i.e.,

L 3 L3 / 3 12,,f dr 3  f'(y3) fm(Y3+r3)> Pn(y3) n(y3+r)
3<m3 3 3 n

2 lbfm(W) -L3/2
<CL()> 2(22 222

CL 3 q0 C0 3
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This equation reduces as long as f'(y3) is statistically stationary along Y3 and as

long as its correlation length is small compared to a half-wave length of Tn(y3)

Then we have, using basically the same procedures that led to Equation (5.49) with

Yc= 0, or to equation (9.101),

(<(l) >L 2A )
< 2(w)n> 3 3 mm %(9.139)

Cý m q 2C2L2

if the spanwise correlation langth 2A3 is much less than a wavelength of (Vn(y).

Using Equation (9.135) through (9.138), the modal amplitude at any excitation
frequency w can be written in the dimensionless form

(W- ) inT w m

L2( yf Os s)) , ,(.) e o '(9.140)
'(mn 's] mn U

where the phase @ is a random variable in the case of uncoupled vortex shedding and

it is a function of y (M) in the case of self-sustained oscillation. At the coin-

cidance condition w = U and when w = ws, the resonant response can be written

mn i(m 2 of ) CL(W) e i (9.141)
S.".yfm+ms) n

which illustrates the importance of a damping parameter that can be written as

(m+ms)WnT
a - (9.142)

,'.'.2 oYf

1

S..o P
-°.f

-" _ •1.5,



in controlling the flow-induced vibration. The mean-square modal amplitude is

"< -2C (CWm)> (9.143)
2 a L -m-

yf "'

A comparison of Equation (9.139) with Equations (9.90) shows that <C(wmn)> can be

approximated in terms of the variables in Table 9.3 since

2
<2,(Omn)> = - (9.144)

q (CL3)

Equation (9.143) applies whether "self-excited" or linear vibration occurs.

When linear vibration occurs, i.e., when airfoil vibration and the vortex shedding

remain uncoupled, then the autrspectrum of tne lift coefficient may be written in

terms of the parameters listed in Table 9.3. Thus, using Equation (9.144) the

linearly excited motion can be seen to depend on damping in the classical sense,
-1

i.e., Y M(WUm) = nT

The effect of vibration at the trailing edge is to modify the magnitude of

CLw) and lock its phase 0 into fixed relationship with Ym(w). Accordingly, to

restrict Y (w) by damping serves the twofold purpose of reducing Y (w) and -M. mflmaintaining CL() .to the value existing on the rigid surface. The quantification

and analytical modeling of this coupling is the subject of the next two, sections.

Here we examine the effects of increased damping in controllini either the linear

or the self-sustained oscillations of elastic hydrofoils and cylinders..

Measured vibration levels on a series of hydrofo'ils with blunt edges, like

number 7. in Table* 9.3,' are sLown in Figure 9.50. The mean-square displacement

represents both a time 'and area average of the motion. The dimensionless amplitudes

of both berding (0,n) modes and plate modes (m,n) which involve pitching motion

along the chord (flagged points) show identical behavior. For damping parameters

that are smaller than 100, the amplitude-squared decreases as nT compared to
-2

nT behavior for the linearly excited'vibration. The dashed line is a computation
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MEASURED VALUES
SC (cm) h(cm, --

0 6.35 0.183 *-
0 11.7 0.183

ON 6&35 0.091

0 - ' I EDGE 595

-. 08 sbý -j : .I
N--60

00

rI
CALCULATED VALUES, 0j

-100 - LINEAR EXCITATION ' --

LIFT-OSCILLATOR (Section 9.7.2.4) 1. 7

- AUGMENTED r AND C
SEE (Section 9.7.2.3)

-1201 I I I I I II I I I-
4 6 8,10 20 40 60 80100 200 400 1000

Da " (nTmsC/I12poyf21 '

Figure 9.50 - Mean-Square Amplitude of Flexural Vibration of Hydrofoils Excited
by Vortex Shedding. Variables Include Mechanical Loss Factor, Plate Density,

Chord, Trailing-Edge Thickness, and Vibration Mode Order 8

using the oscillator model of Hartlen and Currie (Section 9.7.2.4) with the same

parameters used in connection with Figure 9.56 (see, Section 9.7.2.4). The solid

line in the figure describes the linear resonant response to the vortex shedding

given byEquation (9.143) with constant lift coefficient. The parameters of

Table 9.3 were used to establish its magnitude.
96

The point included from Ippen' et al. was obtained on an aluminum panel shaped

with trailing edge number 5 (Table 9.3). The plate was mounted in a water tunnel

so that it underwent a ,rigid-body pitching motion about its leading edge. Stiffness

was provided with leaf springs. In this case the added mass was approximately twice'

the structure mass. The reported amplitude that was measured at the trailing edge

(yT) has been adjusted according to the formula

2" "

2 YT
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to determine the mean-square displacement for the mode shape YT(y,) in Figure 9.44.

Similar data exist for sustained oscillations of elasticzlly mounted cylinders.

In that case the da&ping parameter is

4 M (2w)S 2-'v = c d ~s
cyl pd 2

0

163
Figure 9.51 shows a compilation by Skop and Griffin of measurements from various

sources where M is the mass per unit length of the cylinderand its accession. toc•

inertia.

N ::: -V -t

2.0 --
a.

0 0

• ''

0.2 .6'!:i:

: 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2., 3.0 13.

DAMPING PARAMETER 2 1/Tmcflt112 P dd2

me - MASS PER UNIT LENGTH

•s".wsd/U m2wXO.21-1.3 S

Figure 9.51 - The Maximum Amplitude of Vortex-Excited Oscillation,
2 Amx, for an,Elastically Mounted, Rigid Circular Cylinder,
as a Function of the Response Parameter Dcyt. Data Point s

from a Number of Investigations Performed in Air
and in Water. Adopted from Reference 163

(Copyright Academic Press)
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9.7.2.3 Effects of Trailing-Edge Vibration on the Vortex Shedding and Induced

Forces. We discussed in Chapter 5 the effects of transverse cylinder motion on the

structure of the vortex street. The related effects on the vortex-induced forces •

were also briefly described in Figure 5.21. We now examine the effects of surface

motion in more detail. In the case of vibrating circular cylinders, the results

of Jones 164 (R.I 0 7) and Bishop and Hassan1 6 5 ' 1 6 6 (6xlO3<R <llXlO3) showed measured

effects on both C (w) and 0 as the cylinder vibration frequency w vas brought into

coincidence with the shedding frequency. At the coincidence of w W ., Jones

showed that the phase between the lift and the amplitude was between - w < 0 < 0,

suggesting negative fluid damping. This type of behavior has also been interpreted167
in terms of Equations (9.140) and (9.142) by Griffin. The augmented lift coef-

ficients are shown in Figure 5.21. Measurements by Toebs. 6 in the wake of an oscil-

lating cylinder disclosed that nearly complete correlation of the vortices along the

length of the cylinder (within 0.7L) took place for motion amplitudes of 0.125d.

This amplitude is somewhat larger than the motion occasionally observed in flow- ,
169excited cylinders. Recall, for example, the measurements by Leehey and Hanson

cited in Chapter 5 which showed enhancement of the lift coefficient with no measure-

able effect on spanwise correlation for amplitudes of motion equal to 0.03d. In the

context of Equations (9.82), this is interpreted P's an increase in the circulation -

of the vortices which causes a larger lift per unit length of the cylinder. Other

measurements Vickery 'and Watkins 170 and Hartlen et al.171 are in general' agreement

with the measurements of Jones presented in Figure 5.21 for values of amplitude that.
170

are less than 0.6d. For amplitudes of order d and larger, Vickery and Watkins

report that the coefficients decrease again with increasing amplitude.

The effects of transverse vibration on vortex-induced oscillating lift on

cylinders have been diagnosed in terms of the component features of increased cor-
169

relation and wake strer.gth (force per unitlength) by Leehey and Hanson and

Blevins and Burton.172,173 These separate effects are shown in Equation (9.139),

which is equally applicable to cylinders (yd) or to hydrofoils. From Toebs'

measurements, Blevins and Burton deduced that for cylinders
-_9-

2A 3  (2A 3 )o 100 A
SA- A..

d d AA-A mm
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where A 4 a threshold amplitude and A 0.5d, and (2A3) is the correlation
m m 3o

length when there is no transverse motion. From Toebs' data, 2A 5d, but see
3

Figure 5.19 for other'values. The effects on the lift fluctuation, which includes S
174

the increase in A3 , have been discussed. Measurements at low Rd, [500], dis-

close complete correlation of the vortex street with the vibration for A > -.2D.

Experimental studies of the effects of trailing-ee - Illation on flow have

been made by Wood, 8 1 Greenway &nd Wood, 3 Blake et al., """* Graham and'Maull, 1 76  0
177

and Wood and Kirmani. The measurements by Greenway and Wood and by Wood and

Kirmani are primarily flow visualizations (see Figure 9.3c) conducted on the surface

of a water channel. The hydrofoil pierced the surface from a towing carriage.

As it was towed, the flow structure around the hydrofoil was made visible by light- S

reflecting narticles suspended buoyantly on the surface. From measured part4 xe

trajections the circulation distribution could be calculated. Their v".asurements3

disclosed little change in the geometry of the wake of blunt edge, for heaving

amplitudes less than 0.10h. For beveled trailing edges, of tOe general type re- 46

sembling number 8 in Table 9.3, but with varying included angle, Greenva•y and Wood 3

3.
(Rh=3 .4.xlO ) found that although motion generally organized the wake of edges with

included angles of 20 to 30 deg, the strength of the vortices was only slightly

affected.' The strength of vortices shed from the upper (obtuse) corner was less 0

than that of vortices shed from the lower (acute) corner. For included apex angles

of greater than 45 deg, a marked increase in strength with motion (of amplitude

0.123h) was found.

Measurements of surface pressures and their correlation properties on an air- S

foil shape were conducted with a blunt and a beveled oscillating trailing-edge.-
8,175 ' stebs egt(e al

flap, that had a chordwise extent of 3h, where'h is the base height (see Table

9.3, numbers 1,5, and 8). Measurements of the su.face pressure were made to deter-

mine any change in the spanIiwse correlation and the chordwise variation, g(yi) of ,

Equation (9.89).. Regarding the blunt trailing edge, it was found that the' chordwise

variation was unaffected by 'the vibration, but it was also found that the spanwise

correlation was increased, as shown in Figure 9.52. A nearly identical behavior
176was'shown by Graham and Maull using a similar experimental arrangement at

4
R= 3.5 x 104. The surface pressures also increase with, displacement, with a matching
h
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behavior shown by the vortex strength K. The increase with motion of the mean-

square value and the correlation length of the pressure at (y -Ys)/yf = 0.1 is

shown in Figure 9.53; the vortex shedding frequency and the oscillation were coin-

cident. The pressure measured with no motion is p. There also was a clear phase

relationship between the displacement and the surface pressures (Figure 9.54). As

the ratio w /w was increased, there were two clearly detectable pressure contribu-

tions observed at the frequencies w and w . When w /, > 0.98, the two pressures .V s v .•".-

could not be distinguished and the phase with respect to the amplitude turned nega-

tive. This "entrainment" continued until w /w 5 1.05 and it was the same for the

two amplitudes examined. The increase in the magnitude of alternating lift C2(W)

relative to its value with no motion is determined by' the changes in 'po I o 0 ru /

(yf 2 ')q, A3 and m, which is assumed to be limited by m 2 A3 /Yf. Using Equation

-•1/2 32t y =(9 O-3) at" ":'i':
(9.90a) this increase is shown as a function of w 1w at y (9X10 )h at

*v s V

•.- . -S
100

40- Il -

302A3 _..O ,,20
610

/0'0
8A

to.. .', :-;

A 1 -...- .-

776 - " - "'.-''.6•

P (rsNP. (0)

Ah X --

3 0 [] .0 2,6
_ -, 9 .928 :

/ '•,o.4

0 5 10 15 20 25S

1000 YrmS/h.

Figure 9.53 - Enhancement of Vortex-Induced Pressures and Spanwise
Correlation Lengths as Transverse Displacem-'nt is Increased

Relative to h - y'f for Alunt Trailing Edge 8
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"A.

the bottom of Figure 9.54. The values of augmented pressure P and correlation

length Z - 2A for this displacement account for a lift increase amounting to
C 3

25 dB at wv ws - 1.02. The fact that the maximum lift occurs at uv 0 w has been -
5 s

often observed in the flow excitation of hydrofoils and cylinders, as shown, for

example,. in Figure 9.55.

As presented in Figure 9.54, the effect of the motion is shown as an increase

in lift due to an augmentation of the pressure over p and I C 2A3 throughout a .
/2 c 3

range of y /yf (yf=h) that corresponds to the observed values shown in Figure

9.50. Therefore, for selected observed values of y2/y in the nonlinear range, the
2. f

linear response calculated by Equation (9.143) has been augmented by the parameters

shown in Figure 9.53 to give the vibration levels indicated by *'s in Figure 9.50.
-112
2 -2For example, for V = 8, the observed displacement is Yv /vf= 10- . The augmen-

a
ration in P and Xc for this amplitude amounts to 25 dB which, when added to the

calculated linear response, accounts for the observed vibration levels.

9.7.2.4 Semiempirical Modeling as a Nonlinear Oscillator. Attempts at theoretically

predicting this hydroelastic behavior have been varied. 'Some of the earlier attempts

were based on the direct adaptation of unsteady lifting surface theory to quantify

the relationship between the wake circulation r and the oscillatory lift and transla-
178

tion of the surface. This was the approach used by Shioiri, Tsakonas and
179 180Jacobs, and Arnold et al. It now appears to have two shortcomings. First,

a one-to-one relationship was assumed-between the average Vorticity shed by the mean

shear layer -f the boundary layer on the ,hydrofoil surfaces and the rate at which

vorticity'was entrained in the periodic vortex street. Even in the case o'f circular

cylinders (Section 5.2) in the process of vortex formation the strengths of vortices -

are known to be modified by, freestream turbulence and Reynolds number. Furthermore.

the assumption overlooks the fur.damentals. of vortex sheet stability that are now

widely regarded as impprtant ,in the wake generation process. The second shortcoming

has to do with the fact that the theories were essentially two 'dimensional. Their

application in fact would require spanwise correlation lengths of vortices that are'

many times larger than the chord of the hydrofoil. This is generally not the case.

Therefore these theories generally over predicted the magnitudes of hydroelastic
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Figure 9.54 -Influence of Vibration Frequency and Transverse
Displacement on Phase, Pressure, and Resultant Lift

8
'for Edge 5 (Table 9.3) in- Air.

.-So
TWYPE8 TYPE 7

-6 Q 70 Hz 11.0) C 97Hz(10.1)
0" 1'12 Hz (0.1) A 163 H2 (2.0)

-70 A 190 Hz 12.0) K 3X 104

" h 6 X 104  ,
-80

-100 -- SS AE ', ....L."."9
. 0 , 'ý*.- T 8 L ES -114.A T E ' . . :' " +

-11o0 + 1 • • •i lll I L. e _

0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Figure 9.55 - Transverse Modal. Displacement as a Function
of U, c, and yf for Various Modus of Edges Type 7 and 8

(See Table 9.3) .
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sponse while properly accounting for the qualitative aspects of observed self-

citation behavior.

Semiempirical analyses, similarly based but relying on more heuristic reason- -

g, were presented by Ippen et al.9 6 and Eagleson et al156 Generally, the lift
.d moments induced nn the hydrofoil by the vortex street were determined using the

eodorsen function, which is valid for two-dimensional flow. The excitation and

,ment due to the vortex street was assumed to be proportional to the area of the
'drofoil, the square of theadvance velocity (U), and the thickness ot Lhe trailing

Lge. Again, although the general hydroelastic behavior could be described, the

iplitudes of motion could not be predicted. However, the role of increased hys-

!retic structural damping in limiting hydroelastic response could be clearly
S.fined. It was found that the optimum damping for preventing hydroelastic self-

ccitation was to have nT from 0.06 to 0.08.

A more recent approach outlined below differs from the earlier ones by not

cplicitly relying on the theory of unsteady flow about thin 'lifting surfaces but
.lying heavily on heuristic reasoning and empirical dat.a. When self-excitation

id coincidence occur, the vibration of the hydrofoil is tonal. The occurrence of

If-excitation depends on the existence of a relationship between the lift coef-

icient, CL(W) e, and the amplitudeY m(w)/yf* The effective total loss factor

uring self-sustained oscillations can be written

T eff

-s )in 'l(9.145)
T[l+Va CL (w)

here nT is the total loss factor that w uld exist without self-excitation, so the
ffective value can be less than n when * lies in the ,range -w < 0 < 0.' The lift

luctuatien in this region acts as a neg tive damping, which has a minimum value
imited by some property of the wake flow.

The nonlinear limiting-cycle character oi the oscillating lift resembles the

,ehavior' of both the van der Pol and tne Rayleigh oscillators. The important char-

LCteristic of taese oscillators is the nynliaear dependence of fluid damping on the

tmplitude of the fluid disturbance. The disturbance function used by Hartlen and
180;ucrie is che ,lift oscillation, which in the time d o: In is defined

063"'



e i"wt+io (W) -:-( ' -'
CLt W Im C M) e d (9.146a)

or

CL(t) = CL (w) sin (wt-o) (9.146b) .

The lift was assumed to satisfy the nonlinear van der Pol equation

-L(t) w. C(t) [CL(t)] + w CL (t)
S

y,(Ot)
b mn, (9.147)

Yf

where y (O,t) is the flexurail velocity of the trailing edge governed by Equation

(6.21) in general, Equation (9.135) in particular, b is a coupling coefficient, and

and y are positive-valued empirical parameters. When aL(t) is small, the fluid

osý_llation is a simple harmonic, but negatively damped (compare Equation (6.27))

and therefore able to grow with time. This growth occurs until CL(t) is large enough

to make the damping term positive. In the case of a rigid hydrofoil or cylinders

b - 0, (y (O,t)-O) and the lift coefficient is given its va]-c on rigid surfaces, -mn
which is written

iCA) t

CL(t W CL e (9.148)

0S

where

4)1/2 w
CL (9.149)

0

is the lift coefficient-for pressures induced by vortices shed from a rigid trailing

edge. -
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Skop and Griffin 138283and Griifin et al. 14modified the equation for

.ft somewhat by adding another' st--ffness term to the equation. This term permitted

!havior as a nonlinear spring.0

The equation of motion fo~r the mn mode of the lifting surface, or cylinder,

'bration in the time domain is, from Equations (9.135) and (9.138),

40
My (t) + fl m ymo(t) +k y (t) =qGCL(t) (9.150)

iere m =m + m is the total wetted mass per unit area, and

5

y (t) wY (w) sin wt

3 the 'lateral displacement of the points (f flow stparation. Equations (9.147)

id (9.150) can be solved approximately and simultaneously without the use of a

igital computer when Equation (9.146b),is substituted into Equation (9.147) and

:ie coefficients of sines and cosines are grouped, with highi-order terms higher
2 2

rder than sin or cos ignored. Thisý operation was followed by Hartlen and Currie, __

10o forind for the amplitude, frequency, and phase:

(W2 _W2 Y(W)

~ - inn mn

aw(wf

CC)sin-- T ~Mn 'mn
CL 2 Yf

5w f

S

232
2 w w

a w Sn

+06

W 2



where

a 2m \isyf)

For circular cylinders, yf is replaced by diameter. A 'second method is to program

Equations (9. 11)and (9.147) on an analog computer and determine yn(w), CL(w), and

* from observed oscillations in response to small initial conditions. This tech-
nique, although it preserves the complete nonlinearity of the functions, is difficult

to program. The difficulty arises in the necessity of scaling the amplitudes of the

functions and the frequency so that all terms in the equations remain within the
163dynamic range of the computer. The digital computer was used by Skop and Griffin

184
and Griffin et al.. to solve the linearized equations of Hartlen and Currie in

their modified form, which included the fluid stiffness term dependent on CL(t).

An example of a calculation for a singing steel hydrofoil similar in geometry

to that whose measured response character!stics are shown in Figures 9.46 through

9.48, is shown in Figure 9.56. The .zoefficient CLo was approximated from the

6.0 !n$ X 103'-

.-- expt 2.8
5.0- . -- calc 2.8

-- calc 5.6

. . . ....... calc 10,
4.0 PARI\METERS:

- , Lo=2. 16X 103

" 3.0 - C= 6.35cmE
Yf 0.164 cmE

2.0-

1.0*

0
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

sn

Figure 9.56 - Example of Self-Excited Hydrofoil Vibration
Estimated with the. Lift-Oscillator Model 1 1 1
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aerodynamic measurements in Figure 9.30 (PFUs/2rqyf =10-2 for h= 5>10 3 ) and the

S parameters of the experiment to give CL = 2.2 x 10-' For other applications CL0 (W)

S can be estimated from Equations (9.90) and (9.139) using the parameters in Table 9.3

(p. 969) and Figure 9.30 or for cylinders using the parametels in Chapter 5, Figures

- 5.15 and 5.18 or Table 5.2. The coefficients y 59 and b= 1.58 were determined

! by trial and error fitting to the mea.3ured function Y (w) v.s. sw /w. The sub-
inns mn

Ssequent curves were calculated to determine the effect of additional damping. To

perform such calculations one needs as initial information the initial damping in
-3 -2

* the structure which generally lies between 3 x 10 and 10 .' The method has been
182-184. used extensively to estimate the effectiveness of damping cylinders to

S prevent self-excited vibration (Figure 9.51).

An approach used by Iwan and Blevins185 and lwan186 uses a waathematical model

S for the unsteady momentum generated in the wake as a power series of time deriva-

tives of the unsteady fluid displacement transverse to the plane of the flow Z.

. This variable rather than the lift coefficient is used to describe the nonlinear

fluid dynamics. The force of the fluid on the cylinder is written (in terms of the

variables used in this section) as

-(,y) a P0oYfUs(Z-y)

- where Z - y is the relative velocity between the fluid and the trailing edge (sepa-

ration points). This force is equal to the rate of momentum transferred to a fluid

control volume surrounding the cylinder, determined to be

dM3  2 2 Yf
•- o=poyf wZ a P 0UyfZ *+ a2 Po- M

6 s

I..

plus the rate of momentum increase in the control volume

a°P°YfZ

These definitions are as heuristic as those in the formulation of Rartlen and Currie;

"they lead inevitably to a nonlinear equation for fluid motion similar to Equation

(9.147). However, in this case the problem is set formally along the general lines

of the'unsteady momentum transfer theory of Section 5.5.
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9.8 ILLUSTRATION: ESTIMATION OF RADIATED NOISE FROM A HYDROFOIL

The use of the dimensionless relationships in this chapter for estimating noise

from lifting surfaces is illustrated with~a specific example. The case considered

is somewhat artificial in that the additional radiation from flow-induced vibration

is ignored. The hydrofoil illustrated in Figure 9-51 is considered to be translating

at a steady velocity into fluid with nearly isotropic turbulence. We require the

one-third-octave band levels directly above the hydrofoil. The translation velocity

of the fluid with respect to a fixed frame of reference is assumed to be much less

than the advance ve locity of the hydrofoil. The reader is cautioned. that, although

a specific quantitative example is given here, it is not in general true that all

features of radiated sound may be computed with.great precision. Subtleties in

viscous flow generation can, as shown in many sections, modify the flow, making

prediction difficult. Computations like those shown in this section are valuable

in identifying pertinent frequency ranges over which one or another source mechanism

should be expected to be important. Their value also lies in setting rough relative

orders of magnitude for the various major flow noise sources that may coexist.

The particulars of the hydrofoil shown in Figure 9-57 are:

maximum thickness h , 0.IC, as the NACA 63-009m -
chord f C = 0.6 m Advance velocity, U = 30 m/s

span L = 1.8 m Mach number, M f 0.02
3

Acoustic reference range = R 1 1 m

Trailing edge blunt, thickness, h 0.51 cm

MEASUREMENT
LOCATION. 0 -90 dog

S• " " " " F~BOUNDARlY @••

PE 1-. 1 Iooc WAK'E LýZEAve o,,D e ...
AMBIENT FLUIO,

________U 2

Figure '9.57 - Lifting Surface Advancing into a Disturbed Ambient Fluid
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The particulars of the ambient turbulence are

intensity, u2  /Ui 0.02 -

macroscales, A = 0.25 m 7

A3  0.25 m

wave number spectrum:

A1

q'2kl) IwA\2  
- < 10 '(9.151a)
2 Ur

1+ -:::'•-2

'A (wA- wA
AI I A I .'A .I..

S1,.9.151b)

ASO

The spectrum in Equation (9.151a) fits mneasured values quite well (reference 148,

Chapter 1); the high wave number' fall-off in Equation (9.151b) simply accounts for

the fact that Equatiun (9.151a) overestimates measured values when ,,A'/U, > 10.

All estimations will requtire the calculation of the dynamic pressure

q. 1/2 poU2 "

= '1/2 (10- kg/m2) (900 M2 /s 2 )

4.8 x 10 micropascals (pPa)

20 log q , 234 reference 1 jiPa.

The radiated noise will be calculated for a one-third-octave frequency band;

therefore

p-(R,f,.f1) 2P (RW)A,.
Prad

- * (R,w)w
2~ p2 rad
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The Reynolds numbers appropriate to the hydrofoil are

R 18x •107

C

so that thi. boundary layer flow is fully turbulenit, and

R =1.5 x 105

Thus the parameters, of Table 9.3 and Figure 9.30 will apply to .he hydrofoil.

9.8.1 Noise from Inflow Turbulence

The equatic.- appropriate to this calculation are

a. For wC/c < 2?r or f > 2500 Hz.

Equation (9. ') for the sound pressure level and Equations (9.49) and (9. a) 6

for the unsteady lift spectrum give (6=90 deg)

2A 2rfA -. 7.
23 2-

22 L 2uU
2 f qM L3) 23___fC 2 u20_

p (R,f,Af) 8ir 2i2fC U2 2 __
287 U 2i2A 2

++ 1

b. ForwC/c > 2v or f > 2500 Hz.

Equation (9.58) may be used:

2
p (R,f,Af) =

2~ -2

However, the limit of wC/2 over which ithe admitt~ance function has been verified "'''

is 10. For an 0.1I thickness to ch~d ratio of hm/C - 0.1i this limit corresponds to ""

wh /U• - 2. The leading edge noise accordingly cannot be extrapolated into this _0,
a

lHow.ve, :.m

!S



:ange because the aerodynamic functions will be invalidated by the effects of finiLe

":hickness. The low-frequency sound levels are thus shown in Figure 9.58 for fre-

luencies less than roughly 200 Hz for wC/c < 1. 0
0

0.8.2 Trailing-Edge Noise

Noise from turbulent flow off the trailing edge is approximated'using Figure

?.38 and scaling the levels due to Brooks and Hodgeson to the present parameters in S

3rder to compute an upper bound. This noise is expected to be approximated by these

lata only when wC/c > n. The boundary layer thickness - is crudely estimated as
0

6 =106 •

A lifting surface at zero angle of attack at this Reynolds number is expected to

have a boundary-layer growth roughly as that shown in Figure 9.18, which gives

S.0.

2 10-3
C

160-
INGESTED TURBULENCE

EQUATIONS (9.50a) AND (9.57) w -'
ZZ

0.0 , / C 
-

1400
-J ,

1%. : :.UR.-...--
:x 140 -- =l ' ' "

'; ~ ~2U.o',- - , .

•" 130 ..

9'• ' TURBULENT '-""""

. •"TRAILING
S120-

-. /, EDGE"

1 0 |I || I I IIi j tI| .I I 11 1I 1 1 I J
10102 o3 104,' ::.::>

FREQUENCY (Mai)

Figure 9.58 - Illustration of Types of Noises and Their Levels Radiated
by a Rigid Hydrofoil Moving 'into Disturbed Water .
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Introducing these parameters and using Figure 9.38, the trailing-edge noise is

found as the line in Figure 9.58. It was necessary to extrapolate the available

data into the required frequency range for frequenci,ýs greater than 1 kHz.

9.8.3 Acoustic Tones from Vortex Shedding-
First the frequency is calculated from Table 9.3 For the blunt edge on which

8/h << 1 and Yf h and U 1.25 U', the vortex shedding frequency is given b-Y
5

U
f = =750 Hz6

27nyf

An alternative calculation can be made from Gongwer's definition, with which we find

f) (0.2)-, 800 Hz

The frequency of the tone is expected to lie between these two estimates. -Since

WC/c > 1, the radiated noise level of the tone is given byEuto (91)0
(neglecting directivity factors)

° - . • -• .k)JP,~~ T2 %. •y )2, (2A-]

The ratio of twice tha momentum thickness, 20, to h is

20 2 (0.12 cm)_ .47
h .0.51

which is slightly larger than that of the parent edge, number 7aof Tableg9.3 of. p. 969.
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Cherefore the applicable parameters in Table 9.3 p. 969 and Figure 9.30 p. L?7 are

:hose for edge numbers 7 and 10 so the term in brackets is

(r)U ( C (0.082 (0.7) (3.7)

0.02

the value of A3 for edge 10 is used to adjust for probable reduction spanwise cor-

relation due to the substantial value of 26b/h, An upper bound to the estimated, .

radiated sound pressure level of the tone is

10 log p = 234 -16-15-20-19

164 re 1 P.Pa

This value is indicated by the head of the arrow in Figure 9.58.

9.8.4 EnhaJncement from Surface Vibration ..

* Vibration of the surface will enhance the radiation by augmenting the trailing-

edge forces due to vortex shedding, as seen in Section 9.7.2, as well as contribut-

ing to Lhe souid pressure by surface motion. The former will occur at one frequency, S ___

while the latter will occur over a continuous range of frequencies.

* The added radiation in a broad frequency band due to surface motion will be

calculated relative to the direct dipole radiation that was calculated, in the last

subsection., The calculation is shown for both air and water media in order to i.lus- 0

trate the essential differences in treating problems of flow-induced radiation from" --.* . ....-

surfaces with light and heavy fluid loading,. Radiation from the surface is zero in

the plane of the surface; it is unbaffled so this requirement is levied hy symmetry

arguments. Th3 radiated power from multiple modes in the bandwidth AW is related

to the input power by Equation (6.103); the input power is given by Equation (6.52a).

There will be a frequency limi- for validity of this' relationship which is
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n(w)Aw n(w) O) > 1 (9.152)

for one-third-octave bands. To establish this limit for the hydrof-oil (with an

effective average thickness of h =3/4h, a limiting frequency is firstidefined as CK.-
that for which, at least one-half flexural wavelength will'fit along the span, i.e.,

(A ) =2L
p 3'Pmax

and from Equations (6.45) and (6.46a)

f L 37 Hz0 2L 2

for C L 6100 m/s, h = 0.06 m, and L 3 1.8 m. This i's not the fundamental vibra-

tion frequency; that frequency depends on both the water loading (added mass) and the

boundary conditions, which need not be specified for setting this rough lower bound.

Thus resonances may be expected for frequencies above 40 Hz or so and the inequality

in Equation (9.152) gives (with Equation (6.47) and neglecting the water loading,

which will lower the estimate)

CL f

TL'

or

f -> ̂ 600 Hz

Above this frequency both k pC and kpL 3 > 1, so that the mode density of the hydro-

foil will be approximated by Equation (6.47). For lower frequencies, the estimates

of sound pouer will be too large in some ono-third-octaive bands because those bands

will not include at least one structural mode.
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Therefore the radiated power from structural vibtation STis given by Equations

5.52a) and (6.103) as

20

rad hr~w
(w, _ . (9.153)

ST +- m 47K C
n rad + l

nd by analogy to Equation (6.101)

Ba S
r r

here

P C
0 00

p hw0
p

.nd

F h~ M A' ph(W)

.s the mean-square modal force in bandwiPth Aw. By Equation (9.144), we have the

xaan-square modal force

F w) F= F(w) (y +

n mny )e

ind, since I~() 2 may be' assumed; to be of order unity a~the edges,

F (w) Fh M

* e
is taken. to be unity by virtue af the normalization of the function (Equation
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The radiated sound power from the direct di-polelP for which wLC/G < 2rr, is,
Dl 0

from Equation (2.11c) and (9.12),

P (L p2(w)wl rG rd6cos 6do~
0 00

22h

22
w12F (Wc)

(9.59) hen w(9.154)r
00

The required quantity is the ratio of the structural radiation to the direct

d!.pole radiation, which has the general-form

TST 31r ______1_ (9.155)

* rad n5  (P

w4hich can be rewritten in terms of the inf~inile plate impedance

T ST _ 'rad o'O

~D ~ +' 'R 
(9 .156)

Y rad +
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--re, as in Equation '(6.52b),

ROD 8ms sC

a prrperty of the bending waves in plates of average thickress h.

The equation shows that the balance between tn ,ound power from flow-excited "

bration and the flow forces will depend ou the d& -_lng in the structure, the

tio of the speed of sound in the fluid to thr bending wave speed, and the fluid

ading factor. Another way of stating-this is as a ratio of the radiation damping

the total damping times the ratio of the acoustic impedance to the average plate -

1 2
pedance to a point force. The factor P c A is the acoustic impedance of the

0 0 0
uid over an area whose dimension is the acoustic wavelength. Equations (9.155)

d (9.156) are general for any fluid-structure interaction as lcng as it may be

nsidered an acoustically compact surface.

T1--se relationships are now used to illustrate the importance of structure- .

uid impedance matching for out hydrofoil.

Attention is restricted to the relative importance, of radiation and structural -

mping (the reader can calculate the hydrodynamic damping). Equation (6.87a) gives

simple formula o for unbaffled plates with edge-uiode radiation, which can be
r

written

a 1k1 2 k L 1 1 -- <<

1r 4 (k oL3 kp 3 p ."- -

td which overestimates the radiation efficiency when k L < 2r. Assuraing a typical
*o3

flue for n s = 0.01, the radiation damping will not be important for frequehcies

tch that

SC < 0.01

*Note the change in index notation; L3 applies to the longer dimension-in this

ise, the span and since k > k is the spaawise wave number, we replace k L by
n . ' n"

L V,
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.For this hydrofoil shape the ratio of the bending wave speed to the acoustic speed

in water is 
0

c k WKC

c0 kp c 0

0.015

< 1 for f < 4400 Hz

and

1/2
L

P L .3

=0.5()

so that

10 M f) f << 4400 Hz
r

-1 f >4400 Hz 11

and

6900
f

The radiation loss factor is therefore of order

n 6.9 x10~ -2 " f <4400- 9

6.9 x 102 (f- f > 4400
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tir, these parameters would be adjusted for the different speed of sotnd and

.if,*c acoustic impedance. The function n /rj r- is shown graphically in

ire 9.59 for both air and wa~ier media. The ratio of' structural radiation to

)le radiation given by

~~ST x~ 1X0~ watev

Dl- r+ 3. 5 10 2air

ihown in Figure 9.60.

The s Iourves of radiation in air and water are therefore controlled by different'

3meters; structural rpsponse doe~s not generally play an important role in aero-

amic excitation problems. Although obtained here for a specific .geomarry, the

ult is fairly general. In order for the sound from surface w-)tion to dominate

ra.diated -ower, the surface density of the structure miust be sm~all (t,; reduce a)

damping of the structure must. oe very light. .When the structure is heavily

ded by fluid, the radiated power (in broad-enough frequency bands that Include

70
AM )r< ,o

FA FOEC I Hz)t

Figure 9.59 - Appro-:Imate Ratio of Radiation to Total Loss Factor ior
A 10% Thickness Hydrofoil, Chord 0.6 mn, Span 1.8 m. Radiation-Js
Assumed To Be Dominated by "Edge" Modes Along the Chord with

Spanwise BendingWavelength Less Trhan e If. Esi~tmatedA0 0
Acoustic Coincidence Frequency Is f

C

1.079
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Figure 9.60 - Ratio cc Sound Power Rdiatr-rd by Structural Vibration
to that Radiated Dy Direct Dipo-* Sound 3n a Rigid Sur~face

for a 10% Thiclie~s HydrofoL., .nard 0.6m, Span 1.8 m,

* many modes) can be cont;ibuted to cc,,-'ly 1. airect radiation and structural radia- 2

"" ton, as in the case of, this wa, e..- aded hydrofo.!. Only at reasonably large
"frequencies for which,: begin, to decrease casivone expert. -he radiated sound power

to be dominated by the dirict I.ipole soune. At low freeq.ency, when 3 is large, 1

the radiated sound can he complctely dorni,. . 1., *,e excited structural modes.

"The example has beer. worked withu.t .. tor such details as modifications"

of the bending wave speed (cb) by; -- ,.er ioadirg, boundary conditions 'on the hydro-

foil structure, directivity effects o:i th. sound from structural vibration, and the,

importance of hydrodynamic ed.ping. 1hese facv0rs would all be takan into account %

. in a se'ýond iteration. Powever, the general results of calculations for air and

"water media will remain unchanged in the outcome of such an iteration. Other

iterations should' also reexamine the frequencies less than 600 Hz for which a

statistical approach to the structural acoustics is not' strictly valid. In those

"iterations calculations should be performed on a modal basis, account being taken

of boundary condition and mode order.
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The enhancement of sound by hydroelastic coupling between the vortex street

and the hydrofoil is addressed by first computing the damping parameter. At the*

frequency of 800 liz, s >> nr, so that we have

n mC -2
s s 2 x 10 (7.7) (0.6)

S 2Yf (0.8)2 (0.0051)

-- 30

According tO Figure 9.44, for this value of the damping parameter, the flow-excited

vibration could be enhanced 8 to 15 dB by hydroelastic coupling. This coupling

could occur if a resonant mode of the hydrofoil becomes coincident with the vortex-

shedding frequency.

Estimations of noise using the formulae in this chapter will rarely give pre-

cise absolute values. The value of these estimatioi, procedures is rather their

usefulness in scaling noise levels from one hardware design to another. The estima-

tions are of val-ue too in providing rough orders -of magnitude of the relative

importance of various acoustic sources.
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CHAPTER 10
NOISE FROM AXIAL-FLOW MACHINERY

10.1 INTRODUCTON

The flow-induced noise sources in turbomachinery are virtually the same as those

discussed in previous chapters. The acoustics of rotating machinery are interesting

enough to warrant a separate chapter because of the special acoustical considerations'

brought about by the rotational motion of the blades relative to the acoustic medium;

that causes periodic Doppler shifting of far field pressures; the fact that multiple

flow excitations may coexist, providing varied spectral quality in different fre-

quency ranges; modifications of blade forces due to interactions of blades in the __

rotor with each other and with other blade rows; and frequency/wave number matching

of the rotor with ingested disturbances and with acoustical modes of enclosures. As

pointed out in thz introduction to. the preceding chapter, noises from rotating vanes

can often dominate sound generated by other components of the machine because the

vane tips rctate at larger velocities relative to the fluid than any other component.

The machinery to which this chapter applies ranges from helicopter blades to automo-

tive cooling fans. Although we discuss specifically axial flow machinery, many of

the noise abatement measures are qualitatively applicable to centrifugal machines.

This chapter is limited to noncavitating, subsonic rotor noise. Cavitation

noise of propellers is discussed in Chapter 4'; noise from supersonic tips is beyond

the scope of this book. The restriction to subsonic tip speeds greatly simplifies

the mathematical treatment of rotor noise, but it does not severely restrict either

the fundamentals of the subject or many of its practical applications., In this

chapter .e examine the important acoustic particulars of rotor systems and then

apply various elements of the preceding chapters to facilitate estimates of radiated

sound. 'Here, *as before, we shall in due course distinguir-h'between the outright

predictioh of levels and the.development of a methodology for test planning and

model scaling.

Survey papers on noise from turbomachinery appear from time to time; among the
Shl2 ?,4 5most notable are those of Sharland, Mugridge and Morfly, Morfey, ' Cumpsty,

6 7Wright, and Niese, with that'of Cumpsty being particularly incisive. Extensive

zreatments of the theoretical acoustics of fans either in ducts or in the free
8 9

field have ,been ,given by Morse and Ingard and by Goldstein. A recent'review of

broad band noise sources of' rotor'blades has been published by Schlinker and

B Brooks.
1 5 1
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This chapter first examines the fundamental characteristics of unsteady loads

and the noise of rotating vanes that arises by virtue of geometry and rotational

symmetry. Section 10.3 discusses the important performance features of rotating

machinery, for these must occasionally compete with noise control measures. The

theoretical aspects of free-field rotor noise are discussed in Section 10.4;

examples of measured noises and schemes for their prediction or control are given

in Section 10.5. Section 10.6 covers the methodology for estimating unsteady

interaction forces, and section 10.7 examines the fundamental acoustics of ducted

rotors.

This chapter does not consider separately noises from propellers, fans, heli-

copters, etc. Rather, It is organized phenomenologically to consider the general 9
lifting, surface powering, blade (vane) interactions, and viscous flow (self) noise.

Application of each noise-producing phenomenon is made by drawing on available noise

datd Cor one rotor configuration or another.

10.2 ELEMENTARY ACOUSTICS OF ROTATING MACHINERY

10.2.1 Sources of Noise

The sources of sounds from rotors, either used as single elements (propellers, '

fans, and helicopters) or in combination with other fixed or moving v.ne arringe- .

merts -n compound machinery (turbines, turbofans, and the like), may be usefully

separated into two classes: interaction noise and self-noise. Intet :-.t'on noise

refers to ll sounds that result from the encounter ofra rotating blade by a time-

varying disturbancet in a frame of reference moving tith the blade element. For

purposes of clarity, note that two frames of reference may be profitably identified,

one moving with the blade._,-the other moving with.the axial flow machine (i.e.,

fixed with stat6rs, guicdp vanes). Recall, for example, Figure 9.16, wbich shows

the time-varying loads-and noise from a lifting surface as induced by an incident 0

wake.

Self-noise refers to sounds resulting from the flow over the blades themselves

and requiring no unsteady inflow. Self-noise is generally due to viscous flow over

the blades, while interaction noise is generally regarded as due to the potential

reaction of the blades to local alternating angle of attack. The two types cf eoise

*A third frame of reference fixed with the acoustic medium can also be impor-
tant in cases involving high-speed flight.
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are often mutually independent, although'some changes in viscous flow can be ef-

fected by inflow unsteadiness. A form of self-noise arising from potential blade

flow is so-called Gutin noise (named for the first investigator who quantified its,
10level), which occurs at multiples of the blade passage frequency. Gutin noise,

which is proportional to the steady'loading on the rotor, is generally important at

nearly sonic tip speeds and small blade numbers. This uuise results from the facz

that although the forces on blade elements are steady in a frame -of reference mc- ing 0

with the blade, the force is unsteady with respect to the acoustic medium because . -

of the rotation of the blades. The measure of acoustic radiation efficiency for

this source is the ratio of the acoustic propagation time between blades to the

rotation time between blades, which is the rotational Mach number. . .

Important causes of interaction noise are

1. rotor-stator interaction in compound turbomachinery,.

2. blade-to-blade tip vortex interaction (blade slap in helicooter acoustics)

caused by flow across the rotor axis that forces a tip vortex of a 'forward blade

to be uvertaken by a following blade,

3. inlet flow disturbances caused by secondary vortical flows and large scale

turbulence of forward stators, rotoro, and grilles, .

4. interaction of rotor blading with annular boundary layers as in ducted

rotors.

The causes of self-noise are

1. the passage of blade boundary layer turbulence past trailing edge,

2. laminar separation at any point on the rotor causing, unsteady blade pres-

sures and, in aggravated state, lift breakdown,

3. laminar vortex development in the trailing edge wake,

4. periodic vortex development in wakes of blunt trailing edges,

5. rotation (Gutin) noise due to sLeady thrust and torque, 0 . S

6. noise due, to the finite thickness of the blade section(high speed only M l).

In all types of flow excitation, the elasticity of the blades can be I~mportant.

Especially where trailing edge vortex shedding is concerned (laminar or turbulent

types), hydroelastic interaction will give rise to rotor blade singing, and all the

principles of Chapter 9 apply. The resulting acoustical tone will often appear at
a fundamental frequency of the shedding, f >> OB, with side bands spaced around

s

"f -f at intervals of B..
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Figure 10.1 shows many characteristics of rotor noise for the case of a

helicopter rotor developing varying thrust magnitudes. The data are those. of

Leverton, and the illustration is taken from Wright.6 Atlow frequencies are

tones at multiples (m) of the blade passage frequency; these are identifiable in

Figure 10.1d to the m = 25 harmonic. Expected levels of Gutin sound, caused by the

rotation of the lift vector on the blades, would occur at the levels denoted by the

envelopes s = 0. Observed noise levels in this frequency range exceed the expected -

rotational noise., especially at higher harmonics and negligible thrust. Interaction

p'ise, indicated by the scalloped envelopes, is due to the transient interaction of

the blade with the tip vortices of adjacent blades. This interaction is most prom- __

inent when there is no thrust and therefore little axial mean flow through the rotor'

disk. This axial flow will force the tip vortices into a helix (see Figure 4,.44b)

away from the rotor. It should be noted that the rotor in this case is held

BW - 2 Hz BW 5 Hz BW 20 Hz

50 -f

(a30 . f '. .
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" "
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Figure 102. Noise from a 55-ft Helicopter Rotor on a Whirl 'Tower
(Adopted by Wright6 from Measurements of Leverton.1 1)

Rotor Type: S 55. NACA 0012 Section, C - 16 in, R = 250 ft, B =2,
Measurement P'osition 11.5 deg -.Lf Rotor Plane.

(a) UT 465 ft/sec, n,'- 2.6 rps, T - 0 lbf; (b) UT 760 ft/-ec,
4.3 rps, T 0 lbf; (c) UT 465 ft/sec, n.- 2.0 rps

T, - 3000 lbf; (d) UT 760 ft/sec, 11, = 4.3 rps, T 5000 lbf.
/U 1..0, ftC/U 0.7, Tf 6, BW - Filter Bandwidth

.(Copyright' Acodemic Press)
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in a whirl tower. The blade interactions resemble those of hovering rather than

translating craft. The level and general frequency dependence of the scalloped

envelope of the interaction noise is determined by the impulsive nature of the -

interaction, while the frequency interval between scallops is determined by the

fraction of the circumference 2rR during which the impulse occurs. This type of

noise is discussed: in Section 10.5.

Two forms of broadband noise are visible. The broad hump centered on f =f
t

occurs in many rotor' signatures, and it has been attributed to turbulent flow over

the blades 6  it113; has also been attributed to interaction of blades with
14 4turbulent wakes bf other blades. Elsewhere noise in'this frequency range has

been attributed to some stalling of blade sections. CoWpeting empirical correla-

tions of this noise with performance parameters of rotors for a wide variety of
6 12axial flow machinery, and for helicopters specifically, have shown a general

in.ýrease in these broadbnnd noise levels as either the total thrust or the effective

blade pitch increases. This correlation would seem to be at least in line with

Morfey's 1 4 suggestion that blade stalling or some other form of turbulent boundary-

layer thickening on the blades could enhance these levels. At much larger fre-

quencies, near f , boý'h broadband noise and tones have been observed. These noisess

are trailing-edge flow noises, much like those discussed in Chapter 9, Sections 9.5

and 9.6.2. Both sources of broadband noise are more fully discussed in Section 10.5. 7:

10.2.2 The Tonal Spectrum of Compressor Noise

Many of the important characteristicsof the tonal quality of noises from

rotating machinery can'be determined simply from the kinematics of the blade inter-

actions. Such' aualitative arguments were applied in many of the earlier analyses
15 16-of noise spectra, e.g., by Griffiths and Cumsty.. The gener l qualities of

rotor-stator (or of rotor-rotor) interaction noises may be rega ded as a circum- .
ferential spatial filtering in which samples of wake harmonics from the upstream

components are made at integer multiples of the downstream' blade nu.ber. Readers

already familiar with Chapter 7 will recognize this. behavior as much like the

sampling of turbulent pressuresby a wave vector filter. We co sider here only the

generalities; in Section 10.6 the details are developed. in th, frame of reference

rotating with the rotor blades, the inflow is viewed as spinninj a': the rotational

speed of the rotor. The response of each blade to the unsteadi ess is given ,by 'he

airfoil 'admittance function times the intensity of the incident disturbance. The
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discrete spatial filtering comes about from the scanning of the inflow by the blade

array, as illustrated in Figure 10.2. At low tip Mach numbers, the acoustic signal

emitted will be proportional to a summation of the responses of the individual

blades with time delays (or relative phases) given by the ratio of the blade spac-

ing to the wavelength of the sound emitted. At low enough Mach numbers the wave-

length of the sound is larger than the rotor circumference; then the rotor acts -

simply as a summing device which gives the resultant sound proportional to the

force components (thrust and torque) induced on the rotor. From the theory of the

wave vector filter, we expect a maximum summed response to all circumferential wave-'

lengths which are integral numbers of the blade spacing; the wave number filtering

bandwidth for a fixed filth.: wavelength of 21rR/B will be inversely proportional to

the radius of the rotor (i.e., to the total length of the "array" of sensing ele-

ments). Because the disturbances are convected past the blade array at speeds of

the same order as the tangential velocity of the blades, the frequency spectrum of

the resultant response of the rotor blade system (i.e., the summed blade forces) 0

will display humps at frequencies coincident with the peripheral aczeptance wave

numbers of the blading times the circumferential velocity of the blades.

Figure 10.2' illustrates the response of an eight-bladed rotor to an inflow

composed of a steady (16 cycle) wake on which is superimposed a continuous random

velocity component. For now, we consider only the velocity in the direction normal

to the blade surface, i.e., nearly axial. The linear blade response, which is

directly proportional to the magnitude of this nonuniform axial velocity, is as

shown in Figure 10.2a. The dotted line for blade response qualitatively expresses O

an averaging of the peripheral wave over -a blade chord. Thus the sum response of

all B blades will be important only at ne.arly discrete values of k R = mB. Note
6

that there will be a similar response function at all radii; however, if C is pro-

portional to the radius and the 'blades ia - radial, then the rotor acceptance func- 7.

tion will be in phase and of the same dimensionless magnitude at all radii. The

inflow spins at a peripheral velocity U = SIR relative to the blades. This is

illustrated in both the wave number frequency domain and the space-time domain in

Figure l0.2b. If the spatial pattern does not change during the rotation of one .-

circumference, then the spectrum function has values only on the line w - U k. Any
cchange in the spatial pattern will cause this function to be less concentrated,
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6

as shown. AL the right is illusi:rated the variation of axial velocity around,

:hat portion of the rotor circumference between adjacent blade centers. The peri-

)dic component repeats for V successive intervals around the circumference 27rR,

3ut the superimposed random component does not. Because of the relative rotational

notion, the pattern convects past the blades, at speed QR. The energy density,

i:3tributed over both wave number and frequency, is shown at the left and lower ."7

right of Figure l0.2b. Because of the rotation, contours of constant energy density A-

Ire rotated on to the "convection" line, w = (ýR)k In correspondence with the

?attern on the right, the discrete energy is concentrated near, Rk. = 0 (the steady

flow component) and near Rk8 = 2B,4B, etc. (for a V=2B-cycle component). These
two components are essentially delta functions at the respective wave numbers.

En the case of two Interacting rotors (reference 16), the Interaction tones for the

ansteady axial shaft loads will occur at frequencies w = n B 2 + n B S1 where,

subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the upstream and downstream rotors, and a and n are

the respective circumferential' mode orders 0,1,2,3.. .etc.
As in other areas of turbulence theory (Chapcers 3 and 7), the random inflow

velocity intensity is continuously distributed along the w = (Pk)k line out to
oave number k R = 21rR/Ae, where Ae is the circumferential macroscale of the ingested

turbulence. For fixed frequency and varying wave number, the spectrum drops off
rapidly because of the nearly frozen convection. At a given frequency,.the force

Dutput of the rotor is the sum of responses of the individual kR - B,2B,3B, etc.,
lobes of the spatial filtering. The net force squared, however, is an arithmetic

sum of the individual contributions squared of each mB lobe. A frequency spectrum

af the total mean-square force on the rotor 'will reflect these separate lobes if

the bandwidth of the exciting spectrum (Ak 0 )R, is less than the response lobe spac- --.

ing B. In rhis case A must exceed 2¶R/B. Assuming that this is the case, the

frequency 'spectrum will display humps corresponding to the continunus wave number, _

spectrum of the inflow intersecting with the humps of the wave number acceptances

of the rotor around Rko = w/P. In other words,

(Mean-square force at w)

rl (Wave number spectr:um of intensity compoueiit at k ) • (Response of rotor

at k) C--Rk) dk-

*Mere and in the following, 8 ideally lies in the flow helix of the blades,
but 'for 'low-pi'ch devicts it may be approximated to lie in the plane of the rotor;
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where 6(w-QRk )'expresses the frozen convection of the turbulence over a blade

element. Tones appear in the force spectrum when the wavelength of a periodic

component corresponds with a rotor acceptance wave number Rk8 = mB. The shapes of

the humps in response to turbuienc.ý will be determined by the rotor tiltering func-

tion if k R < l/E (or A >27rBR). On tie other hand, if the turbulent excitation ise e
such that it is not convected in nearly frozen pattern across the blades (i.e.,

the blades resrond nearly independently), then the spectrum will be not so well 0

concentrated along ksR = w/I and individual lobes of the spatial response will be

less distinguishable. The summed response will then yield a frequency spectrum of

the force which will be more or less broadband. That is, each blade will respond

independently of adjacent blades. This, of course, is also the case in the general

cltss of ,viscous-flow-induced self-noise in which the blades are excited separately.

The translation of these notions to the problem of acoustic radiation is

trivial only in the case of compact rotors, i.e., at those frequencies for which

w(21rR)/co << 1. As stated above, the radiated sound then emanates directly from

the resultant alternating-rotor force ing on the fluid in exactly the same

fashion as that considered in Chapter !ading to Equation (5.51). At higher

frequencies or tip Mach numbers, since wRT, m= =BQR mBUT/co, the blades
T/o

around the rotor circumference are .,,t in the same acoustic phase and the resulting

radiated sound will occur at successive blade harmonics because of the relative

motion of forces on each blade with respect to the acoustic medium. In fact, even

in the absence of inflow nonuniformity, we have already stated that the steady fLo1.,'e

rotating in the acoustic medium will radiate Gutin sound (see also Sect.ion 10.4).

.For the discussion below, we continue to consider the blade tip Mach number as

small enough to validly restrict considerations only to the resultant rotor force.

10.2.3 Elementary Considerations for the Control of Interaction Noise
Many characteristics of interaction noise have little to do with blade design, -

but rather with spatial matching of the rotor geometry and the inf' geometry.

Several of these characteristics and the implications they bear o-n tcise abatement

are now examined briefly using the nocions of Figure 10.2 at least for the lower-

order blade harmonics for which we have both nBC/R << 2w (according to Figure lO.2a)

and nBC/R << 1/1M (ensuring linear, incompressible, blade response to inflow dis-

turbances) as well as M << i. The re'sponse of any rotor will involve the relation-

ship between its acceptance function (already described) and thi circumferential
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de decomposition of the inflow, discussed below. Although the general comments

low are directed at axial flow machinery, many concepts can be applied to cen-

itugal fans. Figure 10.3 illustrates several spatial patterns as well as their

sociated circumferential wave number decompositions. If, as presumed, the chord

the blade is much smaller than the blade spacing for the first n harmonics, i.e.,

< 2 R/C. then the rotor acoustic response simply matches the array response. -'

nce the array response is itself only a function of the rotor geometry, the .

sponse of the rotor comes down to evaluating the geometrical similarities between

e rotor and the inflow as manifested in the respective circumferential wave number'

,ectra.

The four wave number spectra shown in Figure 10.3 illustrate some important

,nal characteristics of circumferentially varying inflows. Figures l0.3a and b

,ply to V identical periodic pulses around the circumference. These cause a series

Sdiscrete tones at wave numbers nV whose amplitudes are determined by the shape

the pulse.' The'more narrow the pulse, the more high wave number tones. When- .0.

'er there is an overlap of any mB response lobe with an nV inflow harmonic there

.11 be a resultant force tone at frequency w = mBa. Figure 10.'3c shows that

.rcumfarential amplitude modulation of the fundamental'V cycle pulse train results

L side-band harmonics at intervals S about each nV tone. The envelope of the tone

tvels is still governed by the pulse shape, but the amplitude of each side band

!ars a ratio a with the fundamental, where as cos se (a <1, ao=l) describes the

":h circumferential modulation mode. Figure iO.3d is a gated noise so chat z random

dise is generated V times per revolution. As long as the wave number spectrum of

ie individual noise pulse, F (k ), is narrowe-r chan V, the noise pulse can be seeno .0 °-"- ~
repeat every Ak, = V. The envelope of the repetition 4s determined by the gating

inction. In the example, this gating function is a rectangular'pulse. For larger

indwidths of F (k ), the, repeated wave number sne-t-ra'overlap so that the resultant S
00

)ectrum is broadband. A fuether poiat to be noted from Figure 10.3 is that the

[rst three 'examples,-ihow deterministic variations which give rise to discrete wave

imbers uV, while the fourth e:ample involves random variation for which the spec-

rum is continuou.s. T; the last case the phases between successive pulses are

*The analytical methods for making this decomposition- as well as the formal
aplicati,,.ns for' blade rosponse, are examined in Sections 10.4 and 10.6.
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random so that it makes sense only to represent the amplitude squarad of the spec-

-. trum function.

The most basic noise control prospect for axial flow fans to be seen from

Figure 10.3 is that it is well to mismatch the number of rotor blades B and the

-:i number of inflow pulses V because a net axial force can only be generated when

SmB = nV. When circumferential modulation occurs, 'correspondence between mB and

modes nV ± s is possible even though nV # mB. Any randomization ,of the pulses,

• for example, because of stator wake turbulence, will cause broadening of the cir-

3 cumferen~ial spectrum, and overlap between mB acceptance regions and nN spectra is

* possible.

We have suggested that the envelope of the resultant force spectrum (at low

Mach numbers so we can ignore acoustical complications) reflects the inflow. cir-

* cumferential wave number spectrum. Thus scalloped envelopes have been drawn over

the low-frequency parts of the spectra in Figure 10.1 following an assumption that

the circumferential blade loading occurs from nearly step-like pulses on each blade

- once per revolution; the loading has a characteristic frequency f corresponding to
w

2lTrf .mB nVil 0
* ~w

w

* where 6 is the apparent angular width of the pulse (8w 0.07(2ir)). Even though
w w

- the frequencies f are-not known a priori, the envelope is cusped in intervals f*w w
to match the apparent patten of the blade passage harmonics at w = mBQ. Otherwise

the magnitude of the envelopE is just drawn to match the spectrum.

* A second technique of noise control utilizes the fact that the net rotor force

(and low Mach number noise) cepends on the superposition of net circumferential

loads at various radial elements. It has been assumed here that both the irflow

and 'the blades are co-linear as illustrated in Figure 10.4. As shown, the blades

intersect the inflow disturbance in phase along ihe leading edge. In' Figure lO.4.b

* the blades are shown swept comparedwith the inflow disturbances so that, relative

* to the blade, the disturbance appears as an oblique gust. As given by linear

* unsteady airfol7 theory (Equation (9.44)), the pressure response of a blade section

at radius R to an oblique gust relative to a normal gust is in the ratio of

ikR cqs s
0 se-
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where k is the circumferential wave number of the incident gust, R is the radius

corresponding to the spanwise coordinate, and 8 is the sweep (or yaw) angle.

Therefore the total unsteady load response LT of the swept blade relative to the

radial blade will be

T ik R cos 8,CR)

LT J dR es dR
RH s

versus

LT = f (d) dR

where dL/dR and (dL/dr) are the radial unsteady load distribution for the unswept
s

'and swept blades and R H and RT are the hub and tip radii, respectively. Since

* dL/dR generally increases as the local tangential veiocity (,R) times the disturb-

S ance u

|
dLd- •. o(R) uC S 2 D(k0R cos s,k0R sin 8)

* (where p is the fluic d, ns'ty and C is the local chord), and S 2 D(klk 3 ) is thesurface

response function. For the current qualitative discussion, for small sweep we may

"* . consider IS 2 D(kl,k 3 )I • SI(klO)I. The 'above integrals are weighted to the tips

of the rotors due to the 4R factor. Thus sweep at the tips of rotors has tradi-

* tipnally been an effective noise control measure (e.g., references 17 and 18) in

axial flow machines. (In centrifugal fans dL/dR is roughly constant along the

vanes so that constant sweep' angles have been found effective.7)

A third noise control measure, effective in quieting automative fans, utilizes

unequal blade spacings. By this measure the array response in Figare 10.2c smooths

out foz k R > 0. Tlus the annoying tones at harmonics of blade passage frequency

are replaced by a more broadband noise because of the smoothing of the response

lobes. Unequal spacing will result in broader, lower level admittance humps spaced

at integral multiples of the average blade spacing.
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A fourth neise control measure, not obvious from Figure 10.2, is to reduce the

individual gust response of the blade section. This has been done by allowing fluid
bleeding from one side of the blade to the other through the use of porous blade

materials. Unfortunately, however, the reduction of unsteady lift that results

also effects a reduction in steady lift. Since the steady performance of rotors

depends on, the steady lift they produce, such quieting measures have associated

degradations in performance.

A fifth basic noise control measure is to reduce the intensity of ingested

disturbances.. This can be done in axial flow fans by displacing tha rotor vanes

axially relative to the source of disturbance and in centrifugal fans by displacing

the outlet port radially. When the unsteady force results from a potential inter- .

action, great benefits may result from reiatively modest increases in blade clear-

ances. There is, however, an offsetting performance penalty due to increased

clearance leakages. Somewhat reduced benefits of increased clearance may result

when the interaction occurs with a viscous wake because velocity-defects of viscous 4

wakes generally persist downstream of lifting surfaces farther than those due to

potential disturbances.

10.3 DESIGN PARAMETERS OF ROTORS AS LIFTING SURFACES
In order to cast i•oise-controlling parametcrs within the context of other

performance requirements, it is necessary to appreciate the fundamentals of rotor

powering. There are available many publications that deal with either the basic or

"the advanced aspects of design. We adopt here a method that relates to elements of

the approach known as lifting line theory in order Lo keep discussions basic.

Relationships are derived for rotor perfornvnce, ignoring interblade coupling.

,The validity of this assumption is then tested for the special case of marine pro-

pellers. This section defines terms, identifies the limitations associated with 4

treating the rotor as an array of independently responding blades, and familiarizes
the reader with general performance qualitieA.

Much has been written about both the general and the detailed theory of design
of marine propellers; much of the inctructional material on powering and similitude

nava arcitecure19,20
can be found in the naval architecture monographs, as well as9in von Mises

21"Theory of Flight." Design methods for axial flow machinery (pump jets,. com-.,

pressors, atc.), in which a rotor is enshrouded in a duct ad is perhaps used in
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conjunction with other stationary or rotating stages, have' been outlined in other
22-24

texts. Traditionally, *"e performance estimates of turbomachines of all types.

were strongly based on P.mpii! cal data developed over long periods of time, often

utilizing systematically desLgned families of blading for rotors and cascades.
25,26

Notable in this regard are tne Wageningen-B2' propeller series, and the NACA-65
27

series cascade tests. The powering estimates were often based on momentum and

energy balar.ces across the machine and did not specifically account for details in

blade fluid dynamics.

More recently, however, blading details have become of interest in order to

further improve efficiency at the design condition, to maintain adequate efficiency -

at co.'ditions off the design point, and to promote various types of noise abatement. 7_.

All these objectives require design methodology that incorporates a consideration

of the details of fluid mechanics of blades as lifting surfaces, even though pre-

liminary design may still involve the more traditional role of series data and p

power balances. The importance to noise 'control of considering blade detail can

be realized' by reviewing the preceding chapter. in which noise radiation and vibra-

tion were shown to be controlled 'by such details as surface condition, sweep, and

edge geometry. 'We now review the basic performance parameters for axial flow

machines and then examine some fundamentals of lifting surface flow; at least a •-t

superficial knowledge, of performance parameters is essential because they may either

reinforce or compe.e' with reasonable noise abatement procedures.

10.3.1 Similitude of Turbomachines -.

Figure' 10.5 illustrates two r ,wering concepts of propellers: the general -'9

performance as an actuator disk (a) and the resolution of blade flow (b), Overall,,------

in the steady state operation of the propeller the flow enclosed in the d6tted

streaml.aes (a) is accelerated a velocity increment v due to an applied thrust T' a

that is assumed to be applied uniformly over the disk. The application of the

thrust is assumed to be frictionless, and it is also assumed tnat no rotation or

motion is imparted to the downstream fluid. Under these circumstances momentum and

continuity balances across the actuator disk yield an ideal propulsive efficiency '

for the device which is defined as

*See References 14-20 or any basic fluid- dynamics text.
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Figure 10.5a - Actuator Disk Model of Figure l0.5b -Resolution of
a Propeller, Useful for Power and Kinematics of Blade Section

Momentum Balances

Figure 10.5 - Actuator Disk and Lifting Surface Analogies
for Rotor Kinematics

Effective work T- V'
= Actual work on the fluid = T- V

-p

V V
a' a

V v-
' Va +a

2
1+ ( CT ½.(10.1) .":"
I + (1-+::T)

where C. is 'a dimensionless thrust coefficient

CT T (1.2CT - . 2 = (10.2) -. --

1 iD2 '2 1 2
7 P 4 Ua U PU (disk area)

The velocity V is the axial velocity at the propeller disk; the momentum balance
p

gives this as V + (1/2)va. The useful, or effective, work done on the fluid is
* a a

that required to move the inflow at a speed V with a thrust T; the work actually
a

d. z is the product of T and the actual velocity at the disk, V
p
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As seen in the force diagram of Fig- 'r~ 10.51k, the mechanics of transmitting

rotational power in the shaft to translatlional energy to the fluid is somewhat more

complicated. The thrust iF accompanied by a drag in the direction of rotation;

this drag is partly viscou3, partly form drag, and partly lift-induced due to the

finite blade angle that is necessary to propel the fluid. Therefore the parameters

of thrust and axial velocity are, in reality, associated with a torque and a shaft

speed, which provide a hydrodynamic efficiency that relates the shaft power into

thrusting power,

In aircraft and marine propeller technology, it has become accepted practice

t.-) regard propulsor diameter D and shaft speed n as independent nondimensionalizing

parameters and tarust T and torque Q as dependent performance variables. The

resultant tip speed of the propeller is just

UT(R) (= T + Va) (10.3)

where 2 21ns is the angular velocity of the blade and RT is the tip radius. The

secant of the angle a in Figure 10.5b is

U /
sec +

"T 7r

- (l~-½.2)½

where

Va (10.4)
n D

is called the, advance coefficient of the propeller. For a propeller operating

at a given advance coefficient there is a nondimensional thrust, called "thrust

coefficient"

T
T 2 4 (10.5)

o D
5
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and a nondimensional torque, called "torque coefficient"

k V(10.6)kQ n2D5 0i.) 5.
Q pn D

S

The thrust coefficient k, is related to the coefficient in the actuator disk

formula by

CT jT (10.7)
T ir 2

J

so that the ideal (actuator disk) efficiency is rewritten'

2 ,(10.8)

S+(2+ (8 k2

To deduce the dependence of n on advance coefficient, we must inquire about the
28

dependence of k on J. Figure 10.6 shows a propeller diagram fnr a model marine -
Tpropeller, whose projected view (plan form) is shoun as the silhouette in the

upper right. The operating advance coefficient is indicated by the arrow on the

abcissa. The thrust coeff 4cient increases nearly linearly with decreasing J.

Referring to Figure l0.5b we see that as J decreases, the angle B decreases, but '__

the angle of attack a increases. Assuming for now that the propeller blade has a

linear lift coefficieni-angl3 of attack characteristic, then, approximately, the

lift (or the thrust) increases as a (Y-8) increases.. This accounts for the k -J
T

dependence shown. Equation (10.8) therefore shows that n - 0 as J -* 0. As J
p

increases, a increases, so that the angle of attack decreases until some point is

reached 'for which k = 0 at Jo' for example. At this point Equation (10.8) shows
T op,

that np 1. Figure 10.6, on the other hand, shows that when J J both kT 0
p T

and n -.0. A maximum efficiency is reached, however, when J is just less than Jo.

In fact, up to this point of .maximum efficiency Equation.(10.8) crudely approximates

the actual efficiency, nri. The discrepancy between the actual and ideal efficiencies

is due to the viscous sectton drag; thuc, even though the thrust is zero, a finite

torque is required just to overcome friction.,
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with 36 deg Sweep (Rc) 0 . 7  7 x

10.3.2 Propeller Blades as Lifting Surfaces

The propeller blade diagram in Figure 10.5b is expanded in Figure 10.7 to show

the force diagram for a section at a distance R from the hub more clearly. In

addition to the thrust and lift vectors, there is a force T1 in the direction oppo-

site to the rotation. This force is controlled by both the section drag and the

lift-induced drag. The torque applied to the shaft due to forces at the blade

S section is given by To- R. Associated with any lifting surface cf, finite aspect . ;__S

ratio is an induced velocity that is directed normal to the inflow vector. This is

shown in Figure 10.7 as u, and it causes the actu~al angle of attack to be smaller

than the geometric angle of attack. The angle between the rotational velocity

QR (fQ=2irn ) and the total velocity V + v (where v =u cos B ) is called the "hydro-_
s a a a H

dynamic pitch angle" .3H. The lift vector is directed normal to this velocity; the
H, -

lift-induced drag is parallel to this velocity, and the viscous section drag is

parallel to the body. For simplicity we take both components of drag to be parallel

to the actual inflow vector. The forces on the blade section then resolve to •
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Figure 10. 7 -Force Diagram f or a Propeller Blade Section

T (R) L(R) cos S D(R) sin 8H (10.9)

.and

T 6(R) =L(R) sin ~H + V(R) cos B '(10.10)

where we can write the lift in terms of the resultant velocity U(R), a lift. cuef-

ficient, and a chord C; i.e.,

L(R) =L' (R) dR= p U2 (R) CL C *dR (10.11)

The total lift L on the blade is just

RTL'(R) dka L

H.

Several factors contributi to a complication of the analysis from this point.

The blade has a varying chord. t6e flow lines lie on a helicoidal surface, the blade

surface is of finite aspect reatio, and the ciraulation cri each point of a given -

blade is Influenced by the velocities induced by adjacent blades. For these reasons. -
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Lnvolved computer programs29-31 have been developed to accurately calculate and

refine loading on highly swept pi.opeller blades. For our purposes, such extremes

are not necessary and we resort to a more rudimentary treatment more akin to the

older lifting line theory. 1' 3 2 ' 3 3  Rather than be concerned with the detailed

surface distribution of lift-producing blade vorticity, we regard the blade as a

system of strips each with a geometric angle of attack

S= y- 8 .-

or

= tan- Pi -tan (10.12)

where P is the pitch of the blade section. The pitch is the forward distance moved

by the blade section in one complete rotation. If the section is cambered, there

is a finite liftCL when ca = 0. Furthermore, because of the finite aspect ratio
0

AR of the propeller blade, the lift angle of attack slope is reduced from the value

for two-dimensional flow (which is 2w) by a factor 2 1

12 (10.13)

The average aspect ratio of the propeller blade is the hub-to-tip distance divided

by the average blade chord C. The total area of B blades is

2
Blade area B C (RT-R)T EAR 7 T

where EAR is the "expanded area ratio." Therefore the aspect ratio '-

RT •R RT :.:::
T - ,P. 

.......

AR .. . 0.8 --
C C.

is approximated by

2B. (10.14)3AEAR
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To retain analytical simplicity, assume that the lift ccefficient is typified by

that at a standard radius R 0.7R and that angles y and 8 remain small, so that
T-

dCL ; -

CL CL + d " 1 " - (10.15)
du 0.7 "J )"0

dCL L

d 27o .7

*CLw 1 1 -- (10.16)1+ 3wER V ~0.7w D
+ B B

where a accounts for the fact that the blade section has a finite camber. This
0

is not strictly true at all, radiL because properly designed propellers are unloaded

at the tips, requiring that CL approach 0 as R approaches RT. Since
LT

U2 R = 2 R2  1 +( (1Va.217)

at any radius, then approximately

cos 1 (10.18)H 2

P_ the standard radius (0.7 RT). Integration of Equations (10.9) and (10.11) with

varying, (SR) 2 , but with representative values of CL, J, and B., we find (with

T= B T'(R)dR) that
01

" 0.71r Lr T)o.7 J(]} os((-)W zj,0 2 D .7 , ( 1
kT N4EAR 21+- 19

+ B

where (CL ) is the two-dimensional lift coefficient of the cambered section at
o 2D-

a " 0. Equation (10.19) expresses many of the important features of the propeller

1118
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irust: The thrust vanishes nearly linearly when J is slightly larger than at

given value of J;_kT increases as P./D, but the slope AkT/AJ is not sensitive to

ianges in P./D. For small values of EAR/B, Equation (10.39) suggests that kT in-
1

reases with EAR; i.e., for long slender blades the thrust increases with blade area. -',.

Ais is onily partly true because as the number of blades increases, the blades get

Loser together, promoting blade-to-blade interference that will be evaluated below. 41

Equation (10.19) was derived ignoring this interference which is a function of

oth the geometry and the loading. 'ihe it'Dortant geometrical variable is the chord-

o-spacing ratio, solidity, C/S, shown in Figure 10.8., In terms of the propeller"
2 .arameters introduced above, the ratio of average values is (AB= EAR 7r R BCR) 0

EAR

C _ BirR =(10.20)

S 2(M)

here the mean spacing is taken at the 0.7R radius. The behavior in Figure 10.8

hows that an addit" rna! dependence on expanded area ratio exists beyond that

iven by Equation (10.19). This dependence will apply to both steady and unsteady

orces on the propeller only at low frequencies (Section 10.6.1.2). To illustrate

his additional behavior, a selection of propeller datz has t-en reduced for pitch

o diameter ratios ranging from 1.0 to 1.2 at ralues of J - J 0.26. Meas-
0

.red2 5 ' 2 8 ' 3 4 values of k normalized on the' functions of EAR that appear in Equa-

ion (10.19) are shown in Figure 10.9 to be nearly univ--rsally described as a 0
unction of EAR regardless of the number of blades or the angle of sweep (skew).

35
le dashed line is extracted from calculations made by Thompson 'using experimental

27
ascade data, and it demonstrates the order of magnit,ade of blade interference that

.s to be. expected. ,

Figure,10.8 -Flow Diagram of P. Blade Row
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Equation (10.19), with Figure 10.9, gives approximate thrust design character-

istics for propellers of varying pitch, area, and advance coefficient. Now we

examine the effects of such parameters on efficiency. The efficiency of the propel-

ler Tp is defined as
p

= Effective power imparted to fluid
lip = Shaft horsepower

Tv

2••sQn (10.21a)
S

°.TJ (10.21b)

kQ 27r

As previously, we evaluate 8 h, CL, and pitch at the 3tandard section (R=0.7R ) but
2weight the (RR) from R = 0 to R = RT. Equations (10.9) and (10.10) can then be

rewritten in approximate form

(TI)o.7 = Lcos 5h - Dsin 8 H (10.22a)

T (6o.7 QR , (Lsin 8H + Dcos 8 H (10.22b),

where the viscous drag is

R

- = B f 00 UJ(R) C C dR
v D

0f

*AB ' + (C!)] (C

20AB (n'D)2 + ()7 (10.23)

p nsD (CD)o 7

For comparison we write explicitly the expression for L:
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(Z j2) (CLO)2 + 2TT [ .7E EAR +2 . 3EAR I(EAR) (10.23a)

where I(EAR) is the interference function shown in Figure 10.9. As a practical

matter, L is only a weak function of EAR, so we may write

L L' + (Jo-J) (10.23b)

Substitution of Equations (10.22),into (10.21a) gives the efficiency in the particu-

larly simple form

. Ih 1 c-~ tan 8
n tan a L H (10.24)

~~ ah) ctan 8

Inspection of Figure 10.7 will show that the first term in Equation (10.24) is the

ratio of V to V + v , which is the same as the ideal efficiency of the actuatora a a"disk. The second term is due to the viscous plus induced drag of the surface. As

J approaches Jo k and L also approach zero (Equation (10.23b)) so that the behavior
0 T

of (DIL) tan 80 in relation to unity will determine the change in np with advance

coefficient and in fact the efficiency must pass through zero with increasing DIL.,

Since the distribution D(R) is partly dependent on L(R) and'partly dependent on

* details of blade geometry and blade finish, it is difficult within the ccnstraints

of the simple theory above to set down a general rule for the, actual behavior of

efficiency. As a practical matter it tends toward a maximum when J is approximately

• .equal to (Pi/D) 0 .7

Detailed lifting surface calculations or a careful examination of the charac-

33* teristics of propeller series data must be used to examine the behavior of maximum

propeller efficiency as a function of design parameters. However, a few general

statements can be made from series data. Such variables as diameter, expanded

area ratio', and bladethickness must often be determined when the prime mover Is

torque limited, i.e., for a prescribed shaft horsepower and shaft speed. Of there

* parameters, the efficiency is most sensitive to propeller diameter; an optimum value
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can be found, and designers generally design for the optimum or the largest that can

be accommodated by the geometry of the ship. Conversely', if diameter is fixed, then

there can he found an optimum shaft speed. 'For a given diameter, the optimum effi-

ciency is generally reduced by increasing the expanded area ratio (EAR) because

greater friction losses occur ,with larger blade areas. This can be deduced by noting-

the ratio of Equations (10.23) and (10.23b) to be proportional to EAR. Larger blade..

areas, however, tend to reduce the possibility of cavitation by increasing the aver-

age pressure on the blade surface. The optimum efficiency is also reduced by in--

creasing the blade thickness because larger thickness - chord ratios increase form
36

drag (CD in Equation (10.23)). This is also true for sections near the tip.

Examples of tradeoffs among propeller efficiency, shaft speed, diameter, and

radiated sound are shown in Figure 10.10. The propulsion properties were taken from
25

Troost. One of the two tradeoffs shows effects of varying diameter for a given

shaft speed with the reference diameter being the one required for maximum effi-

ciency. The second tradeoff is .a variation of maximum shaft speed and che diameter -,

selection ir constrained by a requirement that the propeller efficiency must be

maintained at its maximum possible values. The slopes of the lines vs. D/D

or AL vs. N/N are dependent on the exact point on the propeller operating curve.N 0
The sound pressure level is presumed to vary as 60 log UT a 60 log (NVD) neglecting

any dependence on blade area as being secondary to dependence on tip speed. The

maximum possible propeller efficiency Increases somewhat as the number of blades

decreases for a given-Pip D, EAR, and r. Furthermore, as the number of blades de-

creases, the optimum diameter increases. Blade sweep, when properly applied, does.
28not strongly influence propeller efficiency.

The increased maximum thickness h -influences the strength of the propeller,

because the blade stresses Tb decrease as h ; the appropriate similarity 'formula
m

for blade stresses is

ST 1 D.'-
*rb B h..

m

or

TT1 '. "2

EAR h
m

*•N U2rn
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Blades with larger h /C may have larger local minimum pressures and therefore maym

have pressure minima whose magnitudes are less. susceptible to the changes in varia-

tions in local angles of attack due to inflow disturbances. The above similarity

rule applies only between propellers for which the distribution of load over the

blades remains similar.

FIXED SHAFTSPEED

5.

0,65 r4 LO
>-, lip .0 -Jtut
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Figure 10.10. Examples of Performance Tradeoffs Between Overall Sound Power-

and Powering Performance for Various Diameter and Shaft Speed Changes

10.4 THEORETICAL FREE-FIELD ACOUSTICS OF ROTORS

10.4.1 Fundamental Analysis

The discussion in Section 10.2 is now given theoretica'l foundation in terms of,

parameters common to both the acoustic and powering performance. Specifically,.

rotatlonal effects on radiation from blade forces as well as noises from blade flow

interactions are formulated. Figure 10.11 illustrates the geometry, The acoust.c

problem consists of evaluating the far-field sound pressure from a rotating source

(dipole or monopole) whose space-time behavior is prescribed in a frame of, reference

1i24
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PLANE OF ROTATING SOURCE

S~~FIELD -POINT-'

Fi

b 'M

"12) F

Figure 10.11 - Geometry of Rotating Source and Acoustic Field

moving with the source. The time-dependent forces and volume velocities are the'

result of the steady loads (thrust and torque) on the blades as well as unsteady

loads due to spatial and temporal nonuniformities in the inflow to the propeller

disk. The results derived here apply to any isolated rotor; they also apply ap-

proximately to components in compound machinery consisting of multiple stages of

rotors and stators except that for mtltistage compound machinery with very high

solidity (small spacing to chord ratios) in which propagation of sound is disrupted

by reflections from blade rows of adjacent stages.

The elementary acoustics of the problem have been given in Chapters 2 and 3.

From Equations (2.44), (2.47), (2.48a) and (2.62a), thi acoustic pressure p(xt)

from ,a region of forces F and volume sources • is

p6~,3q - I[14 AVX Jy a1rl V (10.,25)
t) " '•1 • iff [ N _as ,1 ff ](O2).
4n jJLat] r 4w ax Jji

*Technically, quadruple sources may also be treated in'this manner. but as we
have seen repeatedly, these sources are dominated by lower-order sources at low
subsonic speeds.
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The source point y(t) rotates with angular velocity Q, at a radius R, as shown ii'

Figure 10.11. Recall that the terms in brackets, e.g., [Fi], denote quantities

evaluated at retarded times, e.g., F(y,t-r/c). Even if, in -he frame of reference

rotating with the blade, F. is constant, the variation of rwith time due to the

Y(t) will cause oscillating far-field sound. The two terms in Equation (10.25) have

in common the volume integral

a dV(Y(t))1 = 0,1,2,3 (10.26)Ii(x't) = j l rs

-

where i = 0 refers to the volume source, i = 1'to the axially directed forces, and

i = 2,3 to the transversely directed force.,

The first stage in the evaluating Equation (10.26) for the rotating system is

to rewrite ai (,t) in terms of its Fourier transform a(Gu') of the sources in the

frame of reference f±xed with rotating source

4. FW~a(y,t) a(y,w') e dw' (10..27) '' "

so that the retarded source function is 
'.0T

.- iw'(t-rs/c)

[~a (Y't)~ aGy,w') e dw' (10.28)

According to the notation of 'Figure 10.11. the source-f leld range is

[2 +R2 2Rr sin 8 cos (8-0 (10.29)

which reduces to ½ (1.29

rs = r - R sin 8 cos (0-e ) (10.30)

when r >> R, i.e., in the far field. Substitution of E uation (10.30) into Equation

(10.28) gives

1126
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-iw't ik'r -ik'R sin 8 cos (8-60)
y,t fa(y,w') e e e dw' (10.31)

37
where k' f w'/c . The identity

0 0

-ik R cos (0-e ) sin 8 +in(O-o).
e , (-i)n e 0 J (k R sin 8), (10.32)

0.'

is substituted into Equation (10.31) to give

y(-i[f a(y, ) e J (k"R sin 8) 0

+ik'r +in(8-8o
0e e dw' (10.33)

The angle 6 is time varying due to steady rotation such that 8 =6 + 2t. We as-
o o

sums that source distribution a(y,t) is concentrated in the yl = plane,

a(y,t) a(G 2 3,) 6 (y 1 ) (10.34)

as long as the axial dimension of the rotor, say, C sin y, where " is the pitch

angle and C is the blade chord, is smaller than an acoustic wavelength..

The resulting value of I (x,W) is ... _.

+ikr 2i• T.

E i *f,� f r a (RO n J(koR sin -
nm ' o 

-o.e 

." ".

in(O-e -nI 2)
X e RdR d@ (10.35)

wbere x = r ,tO,, and ai(R,Sb,t) moves wifh the rotor blade, the integration extends

over the entire propeller disk, and approximations of Equations (10.30) and (10.34)

are assumed. If the source density a(R,8,w) represents effects of multiple compact

1127
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blades, then the exponential factor exp(-ineb) indexes the blades sequentially

around the rotor disk at multiples of 2r/g. Equation (10.35) may be used to evaluate

the acoustic pressure transform, p(x,w) resulting from Equation (10.25) by taking the4.

appropriate derivatives as in Equation (10.36). For cavitation noise, a(Z,u) rep-

resents the volume acceleration of the fluid. 37 V'' .,

The cylindrical Bessel function Jn (E) has the following asymptotic formulae3 7

that will be used later:

lim J (M) = (10.35a)
n r (n+l)

C-O :

which really applies when • < 1 and where

r(n+l) 1 2 3 ... (n-1) n = n! '

( )½ (n+l)n+l e'(n+l) (n+l) > 1 (10.35b)

r(1) =1 i"--

For large arguments,

lim J n(O) f Cos 2 4(10.35c) " '"
S•...I 2.. _ -

which really applies when • > n.

Without referring explicitly to a particular source type (dipole ,monopole,

etc.), we note that two important limiting forms of Equation (10.35) can be written

immediately. These iorms are consequences of the frequency characteristics of the

sources on the blades.

If the source is broadband, i.e., a(z,w-ng) a(z) over many harmonics of n,

then

i RT r+in(--Ob -1/ 2 )

I (x.. a (RO) Jn(koR sin 8) e RdPdOb

1128
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Since 3 7

j2( =n

n-0 0

the sound pressure spectrum is propportional to the magnitude II(xw)[2  i.e.,

€ (xW) = 2 2aa(W)
Prad 167. r&

where it is necessary to assume that the source is at' a point with a spectrum of

the form

20
0aa(R, 8 bw) = Iai(R,6 b,w)l 2(R-R') (6 -0 (-') i "if#

with an integral over R and 6b expressed as

2 ir RT

S(aa() =• aa(R,,,w) RdRdOb

oR w

This shows that the radiated sound spectrum of a rotating broadband source is unaf-

fected by rotation.

If the source is a tone at frequency w r situated at radius R

a(z,w-no) = a(R1 ) •(oy-nq±w.). -

and the soectrum will be of the form

,,aa (R,b W) 0(R, eeb) (n_ -aa bp a

so that the sound spectrum in the far field will give a Series of lines at frequen-

cies w - w nQ, with the maximum intensity occurring at w - w The function

J (koR sin ) Jn R sin-.
n ol1 n c0

forms an envelope around the tone amplitudes. Thus the spectrum of radiated sound

from a point source at R will then be of the form.

1129
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It (x'W) (P 'S' *( ±n ) J( R, sin 6WW±2
grad 1l6ir 2r 2n=- aIltC

S.-..,,

Furthermore, the amplitude of the envelope will depend on the angle 8. On the axis

of the rotation, i.e., when 8 0, only the fundam-intal will be heard, while at

larger angles many harmonics will be audible as sin 8 increases. This is illustrated

in Figure 10.12.

The spectrum of noise from each i-th directional component of the rotating

forces is found by combining Equation (10.25) and (10.35) to give in the far field

(letting F"(R,O,,w) be- the frequency spectrum of force per unit area)

i 7

6r5 4 2 3 2•. n'2

r~ n=¢ o- b .

- I 1VT"- Vi

0.8 1 o h f t w l e

_nFgr_0 0.7 4

0.4 1 10 DI
0. T II

0.2 - a IJP 0E

z aN

0.3 - a I a]iii,-

0.1 - 9 0 I 0 -

o tI I I I I "I" :'"

0 9S

~n

Figure 10.12 - Relative Levels of Far-FVield Acoustic Line Components
foi a Spinning Tone of Frequency w R /Ca n 10 and Rotation Rate

toI
QR /Co0- .0'(See Equation (10.35)), 0 is the Angle of,

Observation Measured f rom the Spin Axis

11.30
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a-the axial direction, D/3x. ='./3x

ik r
-ik cos e 01 -nw20

p (X,W) 0 Fir (W(W2

here

[F W F~(RO wng e J (k R sin S) RdRdO (10.36a)

H~ f

.,.or tangential forces, those in the 0 direction, 3/3x 1  l/R(D/DO),

= - (~o~) in(7T/2-6)

R 2mO

SF(,0, w-nO) e b n.(koR sin 0) ~RdO d@36)

'he net sound pressure from both components is 7

= p1Xw + xxw (10.36c)

The integrals over anglee b of the force components appearing in Equations

(10.36) are really the-eircumferential wave aumber spectra of the torce 'array around

t.he rotor disk, but referred to a reference frame rotating with the propeller.

10.4.2.Interaction Tones frow Rotating Blade Forces
The general representation. of blade forces as a discrete circular array of

lifting surfaces follows from thep principles of.Chapter 7 (array response) and

Chapter 9 (must response). It is easiest to deiive the force spectrum by bunrolling"

the blade sections, as illusirated in Figure 10.13.. The blade row, considered sta-

,tionary with respect to the gust., is shown as an array of lifting surfaces spaced

b - 2nR/B apart. the incident gust has a wavelength 2irR/w and it advances through

,the-blade row at speed 11(R) (in the context of Section 10.2 f or circumferential
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nmonics w - nV). In g(.neral, this incident flow will consist of a stead. -

aponent on which is superimposed both periodic (deterministic) and stochastic.

irbulent) components. The problem is to determine the expression - the blade

'•ces as functions of time and position in the disk. We do that now for the case

a deterministic inflow perturbation to which the blades each respond linearly and

lependently. Later the result is generalized (Section 10.5.2.3) for turbulent

Elow, and the assumption of independent blade response is explored (Sect•on

.6.1.3). Following Section 9.3.1 the lift response of each surface is
• iw ~ ~u (R) s-bi.,\';:

dL iwc O-R 1-sw ) _ i) R (10.37) i- ! wR)
dR % lu(w)l 2D kRw i)

ere dL w(Rt)idR represents the local force per unit radius on the sth blade,

d the inflow disturbance is represented as in Chapter 9, Equation (9.34) (the wave

tber k1 is replaced by ke = w/R, k3 is replaced by k)'

"UR~

,(w) e = u(w)I e (10.38)

ere w8w is the phase of the w wave number of the wake at radius R and includes all

dial yariations of gust phase. The generalized aerodynamic response function in-

oduced in Chapter 9 i1 also formally included,

S2D klCk 3C) = s2D(,-•.

".e net lift response per unit span of the sth blade is conveniently expressed as

dL (wsb U(R)
s~w LwC e we , R (10.39)dR w R,•-,e• ,.,. -. :-

tere the amplitude of the net lift per unit span from the wth gust harmonic is

L' ( -) o l u(w)l U(R) C S2D(•,• (10.40)

1133'
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and e accounts for the possibility of a radially varying sweep angle. 'Equation.
w

(1-0.40) is just the linear gust response of the lifting surface to the 2wR/w wave-

length of the incident gust. The response of surface will be a function of radius

and of wC/R, because the frequency of gust encounter is

W 2r.[U(R)] .(10.41)

so that the reduced frequency on which the admittance function depends is

We C wC
2U(R) 2R

The index w is the circumferential made order of the incident disturbance field so

that w C/2U(R)will increase as the radius decreascs from the tip to the hub.S~e.

Therefore the relative phases of the response of different blade sections will

d-ipend on radius.

The general equation for the circumferential radial distribution of fluctuating

lift on the blades, in a frame rotating wi.hthe rotor, for the summation over w

.wake components is, from Equation (10.37),

dL(RP~,t Ye-is 1.2'd-R B-i • L' (R, e ebw \b-S! (e0.42a)
dR ~ ~ m w-R 8_,..-, S-0 W '-•

"This represents a series of B line forces located at regular intervals 2r/B around

the periph-ryand di.rected perpendicular to the resultant inflow velocity. The

re~lative phase of L' at each radius, given above by we(R), accounts for the effects
w '

of sweep in either the blade or the incident gust. A similar-expression could be-

written for tangential forces with sin y replacing cos y. In parallel fashion to

Equations (9.38'and 9.40), we can now write, instead of Equation ,(10.40), the

familiar relationship for the lift ,per unit span on each blade

""" (L , P -f 0rC u (w, k3) U(R) 2"3) 2b 2'1.4b

"where k C/2 is the-radial wave number of the inhomogeneity whith in general may
A 3

have some radial variation. It is assumed that both the blade angle and the
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hydrodynamic pitch angle are equal to y as long as the rotor blades are designed for

negligible angle of attack. The force distribution defined by Equation (10.42a) is

analogous to those used in Equations (10.36), i.e., with a partial integration over

the individual blade chord

f(""deL(R, Ob, o) i "..
b=, . .... n.(y) Fi(Rb (10.43)b9(Rb0bR Rdib [wd

h/R

-,which represents a series of line forces per unit span located at angles 8b and
K n.(Y) is the direction cosine of the pitch angle. The net thrust per unit radius

1

imparted to the fluid by the w component of the ingested disturbance is

r " [dL(R,e b, t)"
o [F (t) cos y dRd•h (10.44)

rotor•'•

disk

where the subscript w indicates only one w component of Equation (10.42a) summed

over the entire number of blades B. The net axial force on the rotor uue to all the

w order disturbances is

'00 T B-i iw(O +s(27i/B)-flt) ,

F(t)-R ce dR (10.45)
I f wk 2R)

S-.1

letting 'P 27TR/B be the spacing between the blades. In Equation (10.45), the inte-
gration over R of L (R, wC/R) exp (iwOw) accounts for variation in the phases of both

w
the aeYodynamic response function and anv 'radial variation of sweep angle of the flow

0 along the radius. The angle w6 rp, 1aces the phase k3 y3 in. Equazion (9.44).

The sutr ation over s invclves only the exp (iws (2n/B)1 , which is a partial
S2 3 s

sum of a geometric progrersion a +'a2 + a2 + ... a , which has the value B only
0 1 2 s

whe:t w - ±mB, where'm is an integer and it is zero otherwise. Formally this is

S" •1 eiW(2,r/B)s Be B 6 (w±mB) (10.46)

Therefore the total steady-plus-unsteady thrust is

• ® RT mBC [ B1 '

Fl(t) - B L'. j Cos Y e dR ,me (10.47)

H
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"This result shows that the m = 0 contribution is due to the rotation of the

" steady blade forces, while the m # 0 components are due to responses to inflow

U disturbances u(w) = u(mB). This means that if there are inflow nonuniformities of

"circumferential wavelength 2nR/mB, the rotor selects only these disturbances to

* generate time-dependent thrust; all blade responses to other harmonics cancel. This

"brings us back to the point of Figure 10.2, which illustrates the analogy of the

rotor as a spatial filter.

- The orientation of forces in the 2, 3 plane with respect to the fixed 2, 3 axes

oscillates as each blade rotates. The elemental force along the 2-axis is in the

form of Equation (10.42a)

dL- - cos
dR f

L' (R... eiw"t e i6 ( cos (abtQt)

where the time-varying angle Of W ab 4- f2t. For the component of the tangential

force directed along the 3-axis, replace cos Of with sin Of. The side force corn-

ponents F2 (t) and F3 (t) can be found by summing over all s and w and integrating

- over the radius. For example the F2 (t) is

R iCwEbWwO / i(6b +t) -ei(0b t)

F F(t). sin y L' (R,.- ei~ e we2.(b~!dR

R, H

-which becomes, with' Equation (10.46',

""2(t) RT (BLBl e(mB±l)0mB+l "1.4aSmgal e -B~ dR (10.47a) "

-- RH

"In contrast to the axial. force, the transverse force of themB blade-frequency

harmonic arises from the w mB±l inflow harmonic.
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In order to determire the acoustic radiation using Equation (10.36a), we 4ust

determine a function equivalent to F'1(R,6ow) in 'the terms of Equation (10.37) or

(10.42a). Recall our initial premise that each blade chord is acoustically compact,

but the overall rotor size is not necessarily so. Therefore the n harmonic decom-

position of the dipole source strength in Equation (10.36a) can be found by replacing
F"(R,Oow) as described by Equation (10.43). Therefore, in the case of the unsteady,

axial force, the circumferential Fourier harmonic of the wth wake mode given by the --

integral in Equation (10.36a) requires a coefficient

(R )]n f IT" F (R,0, t), d] --i -Od

Introducing Equation (10.42a), we have for each w component

B.27 (R )

[j(R, n E = IE fdtfdb w( 2 1) (cos y fn o sin ))
nw O= 

"0 -

ei(-ws+w)t e bn e b 6 eb.s-- (10.48)

The integral in Equation (10.48) will be recognized as the circumferential wave

number spect'rum* of the blade circumferential distribution of forces at a radius R

.since ne is analogous to, say, k • where k. M n/R is the circumferential wave

number and is the circumferential coordinate,
Now, using Equation (10.48). the desire" coeffici•-t is

[F (W)lnw] ~ i f dtf Lw' '(~ cos y. J (kR sin 8). n,w s-0 R w I/'"- RH

'iw(O +S2n/B-Qt) -ins 21t'
w B iwt """

e • e e dR (10.49)

Carrying out the time integration yields

21T 6(w+wQ)

*Note tiat the circumferential Fourier coefflicent would be a n (1/27T)o"

a(O) e-ino dO. 0
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and the summation over s yields, as in Equation (10.46),

B 6 (w-n-+-

so that the Fourier amplitude of the nth harmonic axial force response to the wth

wave harmonic of the inflow is4

R0

F1(w n( w B Jn(koR sin B) L cos y e w dR

RR

6(w-n±mB) 6(w+wQ) (10.50) 0

in the rotating fr3me.

Analogously, the coefficients of forces [F(w)]n can be determined and in- 2

Len,w
serted into Equations (10.36) to yield an expression for the sound pressure due to a .

rotor operating in a deterministic nonaxisymmetric flow field. Thus at x = (r,0,8)

.'i-.'W
p (, t) B 4- k cos B + -w f8, ".
W, m 4zrr l'w oR ew

(lC.515") ?

JmB-w (koR 1 sin 8) exp i(kr + (mB-w) (0- mB2t

where ko W/Co mBii/Co. The total pressure from all blade harmonics m and all

wake harmonics w is a summation over all combinations

p(•,t) X Pw,m(",t) (10.52) .
M= w=-~

The functions fl,w and f are

RH .9.
fl~ L'w (R, w) cos Jm (koR sin 8) e 'dR .(10.53a5) ::
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and

RT

f0,ww sin y Jm (k R sin 8) e wdR (0.53b)VBow w L(Rj) sn- mB-w o0R(05b
fRH

where the L'(R,wC/R) i's given by Equation (l0.42b). These functions are the axial
w

and tangential force response coefficients on a blade to the wth wake component; ...

they contain no blade-to-blade phase information since that has already been ex-

pressed'by the summations.

Equation (10.51) is the fundamental analytical result of this chapter; it

gives the complete sound field emanated by a rigid propeller in a uniform or non- S .

uniform inflow. The resu1 ° is not strictly dependent on Mach number; however, the

forward speed Mach number must be very much less than unity and the observation

point must be in the far field, r >> R The expression was derived originally by
*38 T

Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings,3, aloag the same lines as above, and an expression S
8

that differs in derivation and in some details can be found in Morse and Ingard.

Before Ffewcs Williams and 1/awkings, similar results were also obtained by

Lowson ?9-4Lowson and Ollerhead, 2and Hanson.3 Similar analysis applied to local-
44 .64546 3ized sources has been given by Morfey and Tanna4 while Wright'' and Morfey have

used variations of Equations (10.51) to deduce the spectral forms of rotor noise

for a variety of inflow disturbances. Application of Equation (10.51) to a design
47scenario has been gIven by Hanson, who also included the effectc of forward flight.

Extensions of the analysis to supersonic and transonic tip speeds have been given
48 . 49by Hawkings and Lowson and by Hanson and Fink. Analysis of the alternative

problem of radiation from staeors dow'nstream of a rotating disturbance field has

bengie b owo 4 1  50been given by Lowson4 ad Hanson.0, The method follows closely that shown here;

Equation (10.37) is substituted into Equation (10.34)'using Equation (10..34a) with

- 0 for the stator coordinate.

An interesting comparison can be drawn between Equations (10.37) and (10.51).

For an inflow of w circumferential cycles, the force on each blade occurs at a

frequency wQ, which is the encounter frequency of the blade with the gust. The . S'.

sound pressure and the axial force, however,, generate tones only when inflow

harmonics are multiples of the blade number.. All other inflow responses by the

blades cancel. At small tip speed Mach numbers, M =R /Co- k R /m < 1,
T -To o T
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Equation (10.35) shows that the smallest order n = mB - w Bessel function will
generate the most noise, since. ýo koRT-is less than unity. A nice experimental

example of this matching of inflow and blade multiples has been provided by Heller
51

and Widnall and is shown in Figure 10.14. Here a.10-bladed (B=10) rotor operated

downstream of a 9-bladed stator V = 9, w= kV. One of the blades of the rotor was

instrumented to give the alternating differential pressure across the blade surface

while a microphone picked up the far field sound. The radiating mode order is then

n =mB -kV =lO - 9k

The radiation tone occurs at .

S= m(l0fl)•.-

but the encounter frequency of the blade is

w k 90e

The radiating "acoustic modes" from the rotor-stator interaction occur' at n=1,2,3...

as shown and have spiral phase fronts of n6 -lOmt. Such spiral wave fronts are _

called "spinning modes."'

Another behavior indicated by Equation (10.51) is that radiation from the

tangential forces will be zero whenever mB - w, because of the coefficient on'f-
',w

in Equation (10.51). Therefore the strongest radiating tangential mode will occur

"when mB F w ± 1 in compliance with the expression for the in-plane force. (Equation

(1O.47a)). The directivity of che dipole sound will differ for the two' force

components. The axial force dipole will be zero in the plane of the rotor, because

of.the cos B directivity, while the tangential dipole will be finite in that plane. 0

At otlxer angles the relative magnitudes of the axial to tangential dipole s , .rengths :

should be (crudely, at least for the same disturbance magnitudes at the respective

inflow harmonics) in proportion to the steady thrust relative to the sieady torq',e

divided by radius; using Fquations (10.22) this ratio is _9

F TR
1 T

F co.8 B cot y
eQ H@

which is roughly 3 for a pitch to diameter ratio of unity, .
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Figure 10.14 -Measured Forces on Rotating Blades and Sound
Spectrum for a lO-Bladed Rotor Behind a 9-Bladed Stator Row

(From Reference 51)

A final point to he made is that the direct dipole radiation from an acous-

tically compact rotor (k R-0) may be written from Equation (10.51). 'In the limit

0 -. . -:-

of k R -+ 0, the limits of J ()(see Equation (10.35a)) gi,,e the acoustic- pressure
0 n

from the mth blade harmonic to the wth inflow distortion. to first order
17110 • .

-iBk cos 6 T iwO I i(k R-mBQt)

-. 1 • , .".w c. .

P x~)L RJcos y e wdR X

L f ( , , °

w'm 4 iTR w \R,

for w,, mB only and k R < 1. The term in brackets is simply the axial component
0

of force on each blade due to the w mB inflow distortion. A second order-term,

IlO--B -e bu higher .

proportional to (k 0R) ,and due to the side forces is not dipolebthge

order, and is important only in the plane of the rotor. Its magnitude is much

less than that of the dipole sound evaluated on axis. The above result could have

been obtained through the combination of.Equations (2.77) and (10.47).
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Ld k k,9 and J are the propeller parameters introduced in Section 10.2. Since
TQ

:opellers are designed so that the maximum value of L(R) occurs near the midspan0
)7Twe have let R .0.7R = 0.35D. The total pressure is a summation over

*1 1 T
Li modes -- < m < -. Equation (10.54) is a classical result that was first derived

10
r Gutin in 1936. Later elaboration of the theory to account more precisely for

52
-opeller design parameters was given by Merbt and Billing, who also considered -a

ie effects of forward flight. Expderimental verification of Equation (10.54) was
53 54Lrst provided by Ernsthausen (0.6<M <0.9) and Deming (0.7<cM <0.9) and later by

55r T
ibbard and Lassiter, covering the range 0. 75:5MT: .3, as shown, in Figiire 10.15.

The first nohttrivial mode of Equation (10.54) is m = 1, i.e., a tone at tIi- BS1.6

3ing Equations (10.35a) and (10.35b), Equation (10.54) can be simplified. A spec-

ral density function can be created from the amplitudes of pm so that the

itospectral density of the radiated sound pressure is

grad ) p x o ~MB)I 12 [6(w+mbf2)]

gra 1 k(mB)M T mB+I/22

[ro7 11 eT si 2m 2(I7 mBbmB.)
co T+ MT k+ 2'0

~~~~iere ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 207 1e/2(.27 [6<1ade=2788 hseprsini aiyitrrtdt

herecti/2i(y.7 The fucIo inovn g e 2. (1828.T in txpesbrai et is neasly trly te un ty

ive eneal eatues f Mch umbe deendnce- blde umbr deendnce an

.i1143ity Th ..'*,novn B/(BI nte rcesi nal nt
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,,r large numbers of blades and may be ignored. The first observation is that the

solute value of the spectrum consists as a series of discrete tones whose level
(2mB+6)reases as UT2+, accounting for the fact that rotation sound is mainly a. --reases~ as U7

gh-speed source. See, for example, Figures 10.1 and 10.15. Furthermore, since

is less than unity, the N1 behavior shows that at a given shaft speed the -'- "

0peller with larger blade number will generate less sound; the sound levels fall

f rapidly as the harmonic order m increases as long as tip velocities remain 0

bsonic. The noise is also directile (Figure 10.15), being zero on the axis of

e propeller and relatively small (except at very low Mach numbers) in the' plane

the propeller. The sound is directed at intermediate angles that approach the

ane of the propeller as mB increases. .

5,2 Laminar Flow Surfaces
6 6

At Reynolds numbers, based on chord, that are less than 10 to 2 x 10 vortex -

edding tones occur at the trailing sharp edges of translating 'airfoils. The fre- ....

encies of the tones increase roughly as U, 5  This behavior was discussed in

ction 9.4.4.1 and Figure 9.37, and one would expect it to occur in a similar

shion on propellers. In terms of the analysis of Section 10.4, the vortex dipole

rce, for example, F , should occur normal to the blade so that the axially directed
V

mponent will be F cos y and the tangential component will be F' sin y. The fre- " :.
v V

ency and strength of F would increase with radius because the velocity inflow to

ch blade section increases with the radius of the section. The frequency of
1.5

aminar" shedding increases with radius roughly as r1" The analytical modeling,

this noise can follow along the lines of Section 5.7, where the vortex sound

ectrum was shown to be continuous even though the vortex shedding is locally

screte. A precise reanalysis for "laminar" shedding along those lines-would
1.5ffer slightly to account for the U dependence 3f frequency on speed. In order S

.'make use of, the results of Chapter 5,,we ignore this effect; to include it would 7'.

rye only to change slightly the noise spectrum shape at frequencies less than

f/UT - 1, where yf is the vortex shedding length scale that is implied by Equations

.64) and (9.67) for airfoils with sharp trailing edges. Using Equations (9.64)

d (9.67)
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which implies that

Yf 26 to 36
.*6

where 6 is the laminar boundary layer thickness estimated in Section 7.5.1. The

sound spectrum may then be approxiLated by Equation (5.60), but with yf = 26 replac-

ing the cylinder diametet, CL = 2 CL(w)Aw, as in Figure 9.37,' and 2L represents the

diameter of the rotor. To account for the number of blades, Equation (5.60) must. PA

be' multiplied by a factor B/2.

The rotation effects introduced in Section 10.4 are not important because of

the distributed nature of the sound spectrum of Figure 5.27a caused by the contin-

uous increase of shedding frequency with radius. This distribution applies equally

to Lhe force function Fi(R,8oow) appearing in Equation (10.36a) that is integrated

along the radius, thus distributing the spectrum in much the same way as Equation

(5.58) yielded Equation (5.60). Since the maximum value of the integrated force

spectrum will occur at w = UT/Yf• and since harmonics of the type shown in Figure

10.12 occur at intervals 6 << U /yf,s it is clear that the noise source that con-

sists of a continuous vortex shedding along the radius will be essentially broad-

band, and the direct application of the results of Section 5.7 is- appropriate. -

-Measurement of the sounds of "laminar" shedding from propellers has been
56 57

provided by Grosche and Stiewitt and by Hersh and Hayden.. Figure .10.16 shows

an example of a measured dimensionless sound pressure spectral density. The sound,

was generated by a propeller with two blades which were NACA 0012 sections with a

22.5 deg constant blade (pitch) angle. Throughout most of the frequency range of "

measurement, wC/c exceeded i; therefore a single power of Mach number was tsed ini

the normalization (see Section 9.2.3). Figure 10.17 also shows a broad hump at

f where' 1.5 which suggests that Yf behaves as a laminar thickness scale.f =swee s ns ,f'.:

.However, we find that in this case 2f 6/U 0.57. This result is included to -
ST
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Figure 10.17 - Acoustic Spectrum of an Open Fan.0UT = 140 ftsec, B = 7, D = 2.25 ft,

- -hm =0.13 in, C =2.6 in, r 7.5 ft,-B = 0 deg, Af 3.16 Hz; ftf= 1.0,0 2fs00/UT i5 0 1.5 x 105 0

•.• (From Ref.' 6, Copyright Academic Press)

suggest that the estimation of these noises is at best crude for many practical
j ~ situations for which the flow conditions may not be closely controlled. :It is clear

•i that further work must be done.SWhen Equation (5.60) is used to predict the sound pressure spectrum, it must

:•:'.be multiplied by the diffraction factor V(wcico), plotted in Figure 9.15. Theappropriate equation for the spectral density is op a(rn ) following the scheme

X = 14Itsc B=7 . 2 fta

outlined above (with R rather than = ,

g: jrad B cos2S '•_ cjA /_2w 22
a 2 320 /d . f 3.1. Hz' f-pTU -2.

f, 1/1 l UT, \ 2w6c 15x 0

_ -ii• 'i ( .)1 (21U,2-)/"• ' ' 2•UT , -2i S -- (10.56)

(Fro Re. 6,CprgtAcdmcPes

°"•" 1148suggest that the esiaino•heenie--

"stt-tn fo whc h lwcniin a o ecoeycnrle..I s la

thati' fu t e wor mus be -done.. ."- . ".
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*- A few comments of explanation regarding Equation (10.56) are in order. The 8/t

factor results from the linear approximation for V(wc/c ) shown in Figure 9.15.

The value'of the C2 term in brackets can be taken directly from Figure 9.37 for the

"appropriate values of the tip Reynolds number. The two values measured by Hersh

Sand Hayden shown in Figure 9.37 were used in the calculation. The values of 6 were

"computed for the tip velocity and S is 'the Strouhal number definition (Equation
58

.. 9.64) of Paterson et al. The experimental results shown in Figure 10.16 are con-
56

. sistent with those of Grosche and Stiewitt. Discrepancies between measured and,

- theoretical spectra for cylinders were discussed *in Section 5.7; they apply to this

' case.

10.5.3 Turbulent Trailing-Edge Noise

Noise arising from the convection of turbulent flow past sharp trailing edges

"was discussed at length in Chapter 9, particularly Sections 9.6.3.4 and 9.6.3.5.

in the case of propellers the physical processes are' expected to be identical.

Since the spanwise correlation length of the largest of eddies causing the noise

is only on the order of the local boundary layer thickness, the noise is locally

generated at each radius section. In Chapter 9, this noise was shown for a given

- type of flow (wall jet, boundary layer, etc.) to be a function of flow and geometry

parameters. 'Drawing on those results, the one-third octave band levels of sound

pressure radiated to the f .eld point r on the axis of the propeller by an elejient

""of the span dR is. given by

-. d (r,w;Aw), q TMT QRT) 2R f AUR •(' ) (10.57)

T r

- where f(cA*fU) is a dimensionless spectrum function expected to he much like those

"shown in Figures 9.38 and 9.41. The sound will be roughly dipole-like, with a

* maximum intensity on the propeller axis; for small blade angles there should be

little sound in the plane of the propellc:. The spectrum function f(0)&*/1T) will

depend on the details of flow; it is a smooth function of its argument and for sim-'

plicity may be regarded as having-a power torm such as

"- ~f (Ql) =,AQ- (10.57a) '

* 6w aw for proportional bands, where a may have values from 0 to roughly 2 as

indicated by the measurements and theory that are given, in Section 9,.6.3.
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The total sound pressure from B blades can be found approximately by integrat-

ing over 0 < R/RT < 1:

2 11 SRIT A,~

. . (10.58)(rw;w) 2 ýp 5+ciW fý 1r 2 \ T
This form is obtained by integrating the algebraic approximations introduced above,

. Equation (10.57a), regrouping terms, and finally 'rein'stating the original functional

representations. The funttion f(W*/1T1)is-still the dimensionless spectrum function,

"dependent on flow details and therefore sensitive to the surface profile. Depending

on the specific nondimensionalization-used 6*,iay be replaced by alternative length

scales as discussed in Section 9.6.3. Figure 9.38, for example, shows measurements by
519Schlinker of noise from two NACA profiles 'with sharp trailing edges compared with

estimates made using Equation (9.114) and it represents f(w 6 */UT) for sharp-edged

blade sections. For sect-ions other than the.NACA sections the 6*/h will fall ap-
m

- proximately within the bounds given in that Figure. For edges which are other than

. sharp, the continuous spectrim function may ba formed by using Equations (9.111) ur

"(9.112) and spectra such as shown in Figures 9.33 and 9.34 and integral lengths such

as those given in Section 9.34. It Is to be stressed, however that such estimates

are without real current experimental validation.

Available measurements of sound radiated from airborne fans and propellers sub-

' . stantially corroborate the validity of Equatio.. (10.58). These measurements are

shown in normalized fashion, using themaximum blade thickness h at R-nO.7RPr, in
mr

Figure 10.18. Shown are spectra obtained from two propellers (of 2 blades eacb),
70 . 61

"" a ventilation fan., and a two bladed helicopter rotor in a whirl tower. Of 'the
57

two bladed propellers, that of Hersh and Hayden is identical to that 'discussed in

connection with Figurr 10.16 but with tripped boundary layers,. The second oi the.

spectra from a two 'blade propeller is previousl'y unpublished and it w-q :- .. ;-.ted

"with constant-pitch blades having, an NACA 66 section (h /'= 0.1) midlfted wl,.h an• "70a. m
"elliptical trailing edge, but beveled as-edge 9, Ir faole 9.3. For fh /U , 0.3
all spectra collapse into a reasonable band. Thl. t-road .a:,ping of the helicopter

and fan rotors may be due to a broad band vortex shedding -.ich as described in

Chapter 9. At low frequencies, fh /U "' 0.05 a second broad hump is also arparent
m T .5 ,

this will be discussed in Section 10.5.4,
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Figure 10.18 -Comparison of Nondiwrensional Sound Spectra for Various
Fans and Rotors with Known or Suspected Turbulent Flow'

Some rough theoretical .estimates, obtained using the methods described above

are also shown in Figur-: 10.18. Separated flow such as discussed in Chapter 9 is

assumed on one side of the blades while attached turbulent flow is assumed on the

* other. The ordinate, expressed in terms of Equations (9.3.11 and 10.58) is for the

curvýed or beveled

m
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where a = 2 has been taken as an average over the frequency range and where the

spectrum function for edge 9 is shown in Figure 9.32 and A3 /Yf is given by Equation

(9.85). Also shown is the estimate for the case of turbulent flow past the sharp 0

edge. These estimates are given assuming that one flow type exists on each side of

the surtace in accordance with the known geometric form of the NACA 66 (MOD) sections

used for one of the propellers and this estimate should at least match measured

levels for that propeller. Clearly, the separated flow on the beveled side domi-

nates the radiated sound, and if the section had cusppd edges, then one would expect

the roughly 3 dB greater values than those indicated for the boundary layer turbu-

lence. Both the helicopter and t',e fan levels begin to. approach this latter

estimate on either side of the fh m/UT = 1 hump. It is to be noted that utilization

of nondimensional levels for the NACA0012 section in Figure 9.2 for f(w6*IU ) gives
T

estimates that are shown as the shaded trea. Any vortex shedding induced by blunt-

ness and that is superimposed on the flow would create an additional concentration

of sound energy near fh /U = 1. Thus it is apparent that sound from rotating '
m T

blades will be dependent on both the type of flow (compare Figures 10.16'and 10.18),

Reynolds number, and edge geometry as sr.ggested by the range of measured sound

levels shown. A further systematic study focussed on this matter is clearly needed,

however, such as those offered recently by Schlenker and Amiet152 and by Kim and

George. 1 5 3

10.5.4 Broadband Noise Related to Loading I

In a substantially lower frequency range han f h /UT, there is A broaa&and 0

noise for which there are conflicting hypothes s. This noise, has a spectrum

centered on the frequency f as illustrated i Figures 10.1 and 10.18. The 20 dB-

down bandwidth of this spectrum Af is of order
t

Af 8

and the center frequency appears to vary as

fic
0.8 t) 1.0 (10.59a)

T
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6
according to Wright who examined the large body of data or in some cases at a

slightly lower frequency

f C

= 0.45 (10.59b)

13 12 6
according to Stuckey and Goddard for their own data. Widnall and Wright have

proposed competing empirical correlations for this noise that are based on the idea ,

of a vortex-dipole mechanism. Widnall addressed only the question of the total

sound pressures of helicopter rotor noise in the hovering (or whirl tower) condition,

while Wright examined the 1-Hz band levels at the peak of the spectrum, i.e., at

the dimensionless frequency of Equation (10.59a). He performed the data analysis

f r 12 samples of single-stage.axial-flow machinery including helicopter rotor,

propellers, and automobile cooling fans (Table 10.1). Although Wright's analysis

was strictly empirical (Widnall's was couched in dimensional arguments based on'

vortex noise (Section 5.7))., he was able to collapse various measurements rather.well. •

Figure 10.19 shows Widnall's correlation with a few additional points that have

become available since the original analysis. It is not a dimensionless representa- '.:

tion, but it can be interpreted as a function of tip speed, Mach number, blade area,

and thrust coefficient kT

2 2 2T T A
PTOT qT T(10.60)TOT TT2T

r0 P Oý T lib

where the function of kT/EAR, given by thenormalization, isshownas the shaded

region in Figure 10.19. For thrust-independent noises (which the high-frequency

trailing-edge noise is expected to be) 1(kT/EAR) should be a constant. Widnall's

analysis shows this to be true for this low-frequency noise. at low thrust coeffi-

cients, but for larger loading on the rotor the normalized sound pressure increases

roughly as (k /EAR) 2 .

Wright also accounted for variations of ny;se with changes in the steady load

by including a function of blade angle whose form was selected on no other basis

than to collapse the data. Figure 10.20 shows the peak 1-Hz band levels re-duced

to a "standard" rotor with the parameters indicated in the caption.
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The SPL is just
sb

, (fptAf) D B "2""
r0 log rf sb sb -2a SPL (10. 61-'

A f D~ B C

where f is the frequency of the peak level (Equation (10.59a)) and a • the blade
Pt

angle of attack in degrees. The blade angles used varied from 3 to 3 deg (average

of 5 deg) for 11 of the samples; it was 16 deg for the 4-ft proneller. Therefore

generally the variation in the corrections for a from case to case amounted to no

more than ± 5 dB. This is Eignificant only in'that the intr•oductior. of a in the .- .

normalization is an attempt to account for possible load variations. Table 10.1.

shows the remainder of the rotor parameters. Figures 10.1 and 10.17 (data from

Reference 70) show examples of the agreement of Wright's correlation and measured

sound levels. ,

The normalization of Equation (10.61) can be put on more theoretical grounds

by the following argument. The dipole-ind,"ced sound pressure can be written in

terms of a general dimeisionless spectral density, for example, G(fC/UT),, a loading

function, for example, P(a) or P(EAR/k and the other familiar parameters, i.e.,
T

p (f,Af) B q T r ( Ž) G i-f -C-P(a) UT -00

= p (WAW) (10.62)

The function, G(f C/U )is 3ust 'the spectrum shape which is maximum at G(l) and which
T

.appears as an arc-shaped curve with 20 dB down points indicated in Figure 10.1.

G(ftC/UT) and the sound pressure levels in a 1-Hz baud for the standard blade

SPLsb, are related by SPLsb 10 log G(l).+ 20 log q + 10 log MT - 75 at f C/U =,1;
sb b Tt T

10 log G(l) -:88. A function P(a) was derived by Wright by the identify '

0.46a
2a -10 log e

making P(a) exp (0.46 a). For a given value of a and Af, the peak sound pressure

,p2 (fuft-U /CAf) will be given by Equation (10.62) to 'increase as U 5 C, D2 r-2
tT IT~C
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5

d B in accordance with 'the form used by Wright (Equation (10.61)). The UT speed

pendence is evidentially displayed by a range of reduced values shown in Figure

.20. From Equation (10.62), it is also possible to deduce Widnall's form. The

tal mean-square sound pressure is the integral over the dimensionless frcquency.

e thrust of the device is proportional to a lift coefficient times blade angle;

e., we let

p= f 7 (fAf)/A df

0

1d

T P oUT2 ABL("-'-"-"
2 oT BL

ere C is a lift coefficient. Making these substitutions, the total mean-square

'essure p2 may be seen to depend on the proportionality

•pr 1 i /D2
pr (10.63)SB A . .

tis shows a general behavior that i's consistent with Figure 10.19, at least for %

ie larger values of thrust. Note that for the range of a '(3 to 8 deg) covered by

of the cases' in' Table 10.1, P(c)/a2 shows remarkable constancy, varying by less

ian ±0.5 dB. Therefore, within the scatter band of both Widnall's and Wright's

)rrelation, the two approaches appear to be equivalent, and both suggest a direct *.

!lationship between the moderate-frequency noise and' loading.. As the thrust load-

,g :in the rotor increases, so does the radiated noise. For marine and air screws S

iat operate at 'small 'flow angles of attack, k, does not generally exceed 0.2. This

ilue seems to be equivalent to a normalized thrust in Widnall's curve 'of approx-

ftately 1.2 or less. Therefore the load-dependent noise is perhaps of less. impor-

ince on propellers compared to such noise from hovering helicopters, fans, and

:her stationary low-J (high kT/EAR) devices due' to the large flow angles in such

achinery. These larger'flow angles may cause thicker blade boundary layers and

irge-scale turbulence than on the higher-J devices.
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10.5.5 Propeller Singing
Propeller singing due to trailing-edge vortex shedding is phenomenologically so

similar to hydrofoil singing (Section 9.6), that the parameters governing both occur-

rences are the same. Remarks here are therefore limited to additional published

experience with propellers specifically. The reader is referied to Section 9.7 for

the basics. Furthermore, since singing is the result of the strong tonal excitation

of a specific rotating blade mode, a narrow-band spectrum of the sound will appear

as a series of lines as illustrated in Figure 10.12 due to'Deriodic Doppler shifting -

The source of propeller singing is here regarded as trailing-edge vortex

formation; however, in the early literature it was not known whether leading- or

trailing-edge flow was responsible for the tones. In an early paper Hunter71

presented a series of full-scale "case" studies from which he concluded that the

hydrodynamic cause of leading-edge surface pitting (due to cavitation) on some

propellers was the same as that which caused "humming," "clapping," and "singing"

sounds. He also recognized that such noises could be related to the structural

resonances of the blades and that cast iron propellers were less apt to cause
"singing" tones than bronze ones because of higher damping in the former. In sub-

sequent papers on the subject72-74 the notion of leading-edge excitation persisted

because of the continuing experience that thickening leading edges often alleviated
75,76the problem. There was, nonetheless, growing evidence of a trailing-edge

source. Also, the notion of increased structural damping as a remedy continued
73to be recommended. The idea of leading-edge excitation seems to have persisted,
75at least until 1951, although there was growing sentiment toward, '.',e importance

of trailing-edge flow. The problem was that most reasoning was based on supposition

and conjecture; observations were exclusively full scale. 78

Following Gongwer s classic experiments in 1952, Lankester and Wallace -'-.

performed a series of model and full-scale propeller experiments that showed ir-"

refu-ably the importance of trailing-edge thickness and form in controlling singing. _7

Furthermore, they elucidated the importance of trailing-edge sweep and trailing-

edge thickness in controlling the singing frequency by successfully applying Equa- -

tion (9.27) to predict the singing frequencies of propellers. They observed

amplitude modulation of the tone signal as the blades passed through the shins' wake,,

and they suggested that manufacturing variations in surface finish and edge detail

.were responsible for some propellers singing and others not. The notion of leading-

edge flow as a source of noise and vibration has apparently vanished from the
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terature; however, in retrospect it is easy to conceive that certain separating

ading-edge flows could excite blade vibration just as they influence cavitation

ception.
79 80

Subsequent experimental work by Krivtsov and Pernik and later by Cumming "

termined that propellers were most likely to sing when the blade sections operate

ar their (small) design angle of attack, or advance cuefficient, and that a
80

steresis effect could occur in the singing frequency'- shaft speed relationship .

en the "lock-in" was most pronounced. The use -f a wedge-like trailing edge to
81

duce the tendency of propellers to sing was examined by van de Voorde, whu

ncluded that wedge angles less than 25 deg were required to prevent singing.

,is behavior is discussed extensively in Chapter 9. A review of this and other

,rk prior to 1964 has been provided by Ross. 8 2

83-84Examination of blade vibration modes exclusively was made. by Burrill, who
84!tprmined mode shapes and resonance frequencies in air and in water. Th! modes

,served in air and water often differed in detail, and the added masses iadicated .•.

•om the resonance frequencies were within a factor' of two of those estiv.ated with,- - -. -.

iuation (6.91). --

.5.6 Thickness Noise
As a rotor blade of finite thickness passes through the fluid particles close

) the fluid, the blade surface is accelerated around the contour of the blade. It

; the motion of the'e fluid particles that causes sound known as thickness noise.

Sa sense,, because luid in a fixed control volume is made to compress and expand

3 the penetrating b ade displaces fluid, this acoustic source .is a volume source.
85

ie of the earliest nalyses of the problem was that of Deming5; later analysis

is done by Merbt an Billing. More recently the systematic control of this

Aise by proper choice of blade thickness and profile has been examined by Lyon86,87
47

id by Hanson. Si ce this noise is not important for low subsonic 'speed rotor

Low, no quantitativ. analysis of the problem is given; interested readers should .7.

3nsult the referenc s cited.

Figure 10.14b, due to Merbt and Billing, shows the relative magnitudes of

iickness and Gutin ound for M 0.8. It i3 to be noted that, although thick-T
ass noise does -'ct dominate the sound power, it does fill in the directivity of

he sound. Control Df thickness noise is generally accomplished by selecting rotor.,
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86blade sections that minimize fluid accelerations near the leading-edge. Lyon and
47Hanson show examples of sonuk leading-edge shapes that have been designed for low

noise. -

10.6 INTERACTION NOISE iN AXIAL FLOW MACHINES
10.6.1 Deterministic Unsteady Loading

For subsonic tip speeds, the Gutin sound (Section 10.5.1) is hearly always 0

exceeded by sounds resulting from blade forces that result from circumferentially

nonuniform inflows. Such unsteady loads occur in multistage axial,flow machines

due to upstream rotors or stationary inlet guide vanes that (due to their own lift-

ing cbtracteristics) create a potential down wash and (due to their drag) create ....

a wake velocity defect that leaves an imprint on the downstream flow ingested by . .

the rotor. Such loading also occurs in single-stage machirnes, fans, propellers,

and the like, due to the wakes produced by upstream grilles and wing surfaces, and .

in helicopters in forward flight-due to interaction of blades with the tip vortices S.

"washed" back into the rotor disk. The mathematical analysis of these'sounds has,

generally speaking, involved the following broad classes of predictions:

a. Single unsteady blade loads due to a prescribed velocity defect; such

predictions can be cast into the form of Equation (10.50) for acoustic

predictions.

b. Blade row responses to poti-ntial and viscous interaction with adjacent

rows andincluding blade-blade interferences in the responding row.

c. Acoustic emissions from potential and viscous interactions of blade rows

in free acoustic fields or in enclosures using a complete formulation of .- -.-

both the blade forces and field pressures.

In the first two classes of problems, the results can be interpreted to give

angular expansions of the acoustic dipole source strength, but -such techniques wili 0

be most powerful when each blade is acoustically compact. For high frequencies,

and high axial flow and tip Mach numbers, the numerical solutions resulting along

the lines of the third classification will be most powerful. I recent review of
5the available analytical approaches has been given by Cumsty. Somewhat different

38analytical approaches than that used here have been adopted by Morfey and by
89

Mani, as well as others concerned with propagation generated sound through blide.

rows (Section 10.6.1.4).
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S

.1.1 Single Blade Element Analysis of Cascades: First-Order Estimate of Sound

3ure. For frequencies low enough that the individual blades- may be considered

icically compact, the first-order estimate of blade forces in a cascade con-

rs each blade in a responding row as separate from adjacent blades. The clas-
90-92V..I Kemp-Sears analysis determines the fluctuating loading on a stationary

"a downstream of a moving blade row and on a moving blade downstream of a fixed

"e rowi. The upstream lifting surfaces were modeled as a cascade of flat-plate

ing surfaces; the downstream responding blade wao also modeled as a flat two-

nsional surface. Figure 10.21 shows the geometry of a cascade consisting of a

r following a stator row. The advancing flow V is turned in the first stage
a

hat the effective advance flow into the second stage is Va The potential
911

raction was found by approximating the field induced at the isolated respond-

blade due to the passing bound circulation r in the case of the stator, or r
S r

he case of the rotor. The array of local point circulations causes a sunmmation.

ircumferential modes (analogous to w in Equation (10.37)) to which the blade

,onds according to lirear unsteady two-dimensional lifting theory. The lift ou

,tor blade to the wth mode of the incident potential stator row disturbance

depends on row geometry according to the proportionality
p

r xp S -- + (10.64).. .rS

.e a c /S is called the "solidity", of the rotor; in Figure 10.9 it is ap-,Srs r r
timated by the expanded area ratio. The proportionality constant in Equation

.64) is analogous to the Sears function of unsteady airfoil theory. The equa-•

i shows that for a given rotor/stator geometry the unsteady lift decays exponen- ,

Ily with row spacing d'. The major ef fect occurs as the spacing increases from

Ligible to the same order as the semichord of the rotor, d' = C /2. A similar
r 93

At that applied to the mean-square rotor force was obtained by Heatherington.ý

The viscous interaction occurs because of the "gust" response of the downstream

le to an incident velocity defect in exactly the same manner as determined in

tion 9.4 (see also Equation (10.37)) when the cascade effects in the responding

are ignored. The perturbation velocity superimposed on Va induced at the rotor,

aS
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Figure 10.21- Ceometry of a Two-Stage Cascade. r and r
Ar'S r
Are Bound Circulation of Stator and K tor Blades, QR is

the Rotational Velocity of Rotor R,.', S and S Are"s r
"the Blade Spacing in the Respective Rows. $ is the
hydrodynamic pitch angle, as is the stagger angle,

and y is the blade pitch angle

u(R,O), is circumferenLially decomposed so chat., relative to the rotating blade,

with Of w + a + Qt
F w

u(R,O(t)),- u(R,t) u u (R) e (10.65)
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.- where

u (R) - j i e u(R,6) d6 (10.66)

0

S and the phase angle 6 (R) accounts for the possibility that the velocity defects are• j1w(R)

not all aligned radially. The u (R) e are then fed directly into Equations

i" (10.37), (10.42e) or (!0.42b). 94

Kemp and Sears, as well as others, e.g., Morfey, and Kaji and Okazaki, 9 5

i have approximated each of the individual wakes as

.- 2 =Um( exp [ 2] (10.67)

96where the centerline velocity perturbation is

u 1.1C1/2)
Um(I) - 1 DsJ (10.68)

Va /2C

"and the rharacteristic wake width is

Z- /2E,
=. 0.68 05+.1 (10.69)-" 6C D s C

S

where CD, is the drag coefficient of the stator. As illustrated in Figure 10.22,

the pulse train of wakes causing a continuous perturbation velocity function around

the disk is

I

"*More recent wake measurements behind airfoils in casc.des have indicated
S that Equations (10.67),to (10.69) are substantially valid for blade rows.
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Figure 10.22 - Illustration of a Circumferentially Periodic

Wake Defect

.7:

u(R,6) =u exp -

6 [Rue-ow) - z (2] (10.70)
2-INI"

where e is the (radially varying) sweep angle of the wakes. Substitutinq; i--to
W

Equation (10.66), we have for the wth wake harmonic appearing in Eot,,ati-r (10.'•7).

V-i iwIw(2Tr/V l2'Yw )2, 2

,- 21T R d`

j~we
"IlWOw V f -(&21Yw) -R g 2 "

2 I- e e dc •(kV±w) (10.71)
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The limits on the integral over the velocity defect have been changed from the total

width ý w to infinity so that closed-form integrations can be used. This i. formally

correct as long as the wake is thin, i.e., 2Y <S . The evaluation gives (Reference
w s

99, p. 480) the distribution of distortion harmonics

iww
u(R) =u (,), e 7r (Vi exp -L1! wyw-) 6(kV-+w). (10.72)-

This relationship, illustrated in Figure 10.3(b), shows that as the wake becomes

thinner, Y /R decreasing, the higher-order harmonics will be enhanced. From Equa-
w 2

tion (10.69), Y will decrease in proportion to a decrease in the stator drag
w

coefficient. This implies a strong (nearly exponential) dependence of radiated -

sound on C

The functions L (R,wC/R) that appear in the fl, and f , of Equations (10.51)

and (10.53) are, from Equatioa (10.42b), .

w p0 TrC (R) um(d') W(w) w(kV±w) S 2 D (10.73)

- • k<w and L•<w <00 -.

where S 2;wC/R) is the general lifting response function (Sears' in infinite AR) and
2D

Ww( w) exp ' I(10.74)

is the wave number spectrum of the wake defect. If, for simplicity, we let the

blade angle'y b,3 sm-1ll so that the tangential force can be ignored, then we can

approximate the dipole sound pressure from the wth inflow harmonic as

(koR sin exp ( -w)

• k ) SR mexp (°B."vor m, 2,0 -- 0

SkopU(d' f CRT ir e w ( ) 2D (10.75)

. 6(w-mbP,) •-6(kV±w)
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where the p is summed over -'o < m < ® and -• < k < • and where the circumferential

velocity and the integrals over radius have been replaced by the integrand evaluated

at the typical radius (usually taken as R1 = 0.7 RT). The function W(kVY /R.) is 0

given by Equation (10.74) or an equivalent relationship if a wake defect alternative

to Equation (10.67), is used.

In terms of the parameters of Equation (10.69), Equation (10.75) shows that

the lowest-order sound pressure, k = mB, could depend on the stator drag coefficient •

and spacing-chord ratio as

I,.,,. .

•( 10.15)/2C +PmB'(X'•) Cis +.

"exp CDsC +0.15) (mB) 1  (10.76) - "

which shows a direct reduction of pmBm with decreasing drag coefficient of up-

stream vanes and a slightly weaker dependence on spacing, d'/Cs. A comparison

with Equation (10.64) in Figure 10.23 shows that, due to the smaller coefficient

(0.16)B Cs/RT(C1/2) < 1 in Equation (10.76) compared with 7rs w, and Sr = S

in Equation (10.64), the dependence on axial spacing is stronger for.the potential
interaction; for d' > C /2, the sounds from viscous inter-action generally will be 0

r
controlling. This result is borne out in the results of a numerical analysis,

95shown in Figure 10.24 and done by Kaji and Okazaki. They computed the far field
sound pressure radiated both upstream and downstream of a two-'dimensional rotor/

stator combination and accounted for both the aerodynamic and acoustic interfer- 0

ences between the dipoles and, surfaces on 'the rotoi and stator blading. Note that

upstream and downstream radiation is different because of the p4rtial interferences

of rotor-stator force components. A similar distinction between upstream and

downstream 'net forces on the fluid was calculated by Heatherington. 9 3

As.Equation (10.75) shows, the most important contribution to the sound field

arises from all acoustic modes for which nb- kkV 0, especially at low tip
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Figure 10.23 -Relative Reductions of Rotor Blade Lift at Blade
Passage Frequency as a Function of Stator-Rotor Spacing,
for Potential and Viscous Interactions of Blade Rows.

C C S =s M 1, B10,

C D 0.02, C =RT/6
D

'4ach numbers. Even when P mB- 'KV #0, as Figure' 10.13 clearly shows, there can

be substantial radiation. However, this radiation will decrease as

Ik R1 sin 1(mB-k).. ImlMT sin 61(mB-k

when k Rt 1.

Another ooint to be cecogni~zed is that the temporal variationi of the sound

pressure of each mode, for example, p k6x,t) will behave as two angular rotating..

modes; these are."spinni~ng modes" of the acoustic rtadiation. To see this, note thatS
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Figilre 10.24. Effect of Axial Separation. ss SR 1.0, m =n =1.,

C =0.02. 6e=30odeg from Kaji and Okazaki9 5

hi.,mM
(Copyright Academic Press)

J () J().Equation (10.75) can be rearranged to combine terms with m,w > 0 ~ :
n -n
and m,w < 0 separately from those with mn and w of opposite sign. This allows a -

rearrangement of the equaticai, giving the total sound pressure as

227nr Q (R -T T'
0 (M2T) R T m=l \ TJRT, T T

+sin Ek'r+ (mB+kV) -mB~t + kek m~vm~ (10'.77)
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s result shows two rotating acoustic waves, one behaving as

sin (nB-kV) (6•- .-).t]

the cther as

sin (mb+kV) t]g....'.'..'

!re wo-mBQ. The respective angular velocities of the two propagative waves will be

UmB~
mB - kV

mBQ
mB + kV

. wave will therefore spin faster than Q; the other will spin slower. Depending ".0

the numbers mB and kV = w, the faster-spinning mode mBQ(mB-kV) could rotate

the opposite direction of the rotor. The properties of the Bessel function are

:h that higher order radiating modes mB-kV do not radiate appreciably, unless

-kV > mBR sin 8. This behavior is known as a cut-off condition for high order

for a given kV because of a relatively small increase in M required for the
T

-set of radiation.

.6.1.2 Blade/Vortex Interactions in Helicopter Noise. The related blade "slap- .-e.-

ng" or "chopping" occurs in forward flight when a blade passes close to the tip

rtex of a leading blade, as illustrated in Figure l0.25a. The gust is caused by,.

Le induction field of the, proximate vortex and appears as illustrated in Figure

,.25b. At a given.radius of the rotor, the incident gust occurs in short, well- •

:fined time intervals as a series of pulses, which give rise to harmonic content

t the circumferential wave number spectrum (Figure 10.26). The. response to this . - . -

.sturbance field L'(R,,C/R) may be determined as in the preceding section. Analysesw
tat utilize circumferential mode analysis as a starting point have been done, with

trying degrees of complexity, by, e.g.,, Leverton and Taylor. Widnall, and
102Llotae. Widnall's analysis further includes the effects of finite blab? Mach

imber. as well as determining sound directivity and power, but it does not include
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Figure i0.25a- Blade-Vortex Interaction
for Blade Slap

SINUSOIDAL
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(SEE REFERENCE 95)
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Figure 10.25 --Idealizations of the Blade-Vrtex Interaction
That Gives Rise to IAmpulse Loading of Rotor Blades

102
effects of the finite aspect ratio of the blacue. Filotas includes these effects

and finds them relatively, small compared with the influence of the inclina~tiolf of

the vortex relative to the chord-of the bl'ade'. The blade loadings may be considered

separately for each blade because of the low solidity of the helicopter. Vortex-

blade .viscous interactions have been isolated as noise sources when both the vortex
58

, - .i~ ............

an h itn ufc r tonar bhe PlaterSeon et a"--

0 . - . *
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Figure 26a -Gust Configuration for Loading by Single-Cycle -9

Sinuous Disturbance of ±V

ke nV

V -

w=123 ... .k0 Rk 0 R0 = wR2 2

Figure 10.26b - Circumferential Wave Number Spectrum
for Above Disturbance

Figure 10.26 -Circumferential Harmonics of the Incident Velocity Field
* of Isolated Sinusoid Pulses

100
* Leverton and Taylor measured blade slap noise in',a whirl tower for which

a down wash of a vortex was simulated by 'the velocity fields of two parallel air,

ts in opposite directions and orie~nted perpendicular to the plane of the rotor. --

a blade, in passing through the steady Velocity defect, experienced a once-per- ,-

volution transient loading and produced a slapping sound that closely simulated M

at made -by a helicopter., The chord-wise variation of the gust resembled, a single- ..

cle sine wave, as illustrated in Figure 10.26. The measured noise spectra are

own:in Figure 10.27.
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Figt.re 10.27 -CGmparison of Helicopter and Simulated Blade Slap,

Narrow Band Analysis (1.5%). (a) Belvedere Helicopter
(Two 4-Bladed Rotors-250 rev/min); (b)' Simulated Blade

Slap (3-Bladed Rotor-600 rev/min) 1 0 0

(Copyright Academic Press) . 0

To indicate the' salienu features of this type of noise, we adopt this simpli-

fied notion of the incident flow, even though a more accurate analysis would have

to account for forward speed and the actual inclination of vortex with respect to •

the advancing blade. The circumferential wave number transform of the inciden- -

periodic gust field is a series of pulses separated in angle (27/V) per revolution;

V will subsequently be let equal to unity,

1 " ikeRo
V(ko) R e v d(OR::

fir

where, instead of Fouation (10.70), we write for the pulses shown in Figure 10.26.

V(eR) V. sin(. / O- *. -at<e <a (10.77a)

The gust field is localized at a radius R and over increment of radius, Z ." -.-- '
r

The resulting wave number spectrum that replaces Equation (10.72) is
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/0

V~k90  -sin(ke R ai) sin (kR.a+)
Vko 2 R 0.21rL -kRci-Tr k R a+ln (10.77b)

:h is shown in Figure 10.26; the average upwash is zero, which accounts for a

ishing pulse at k R =V = 0."0-
Letting IV = w, Equation (10.77b) may be subs" .tuted for u(w) in Equation

.42b) to give the associated lift per unit span on the blade. If the spanwise

nent of the blade that chops the vortex is L < R (Figure 10.25), then we can
r o

roximate the integral in Equation (10.50) by the value of the integrand at R = R
0

tiplied by the interval dR = 2r. To be precise, the associated sound field is

en by Equation (10.51), but to retain simplicity we will examine the on-axis

0) radiation far away from the center of the helicopter r >> R, when B blades
C e

ounter one vortex per revolution (V=l). Therefore we are only interested in the

= w component, for which the acoustic intensity of the mB harmonic is (Equation

15))

15r )m...(niB) _____
I(r0 = 162 2  U4 V2  V(mB)' ' (10.77c)

00.ch occurs at frequencies w mB. The reduced frequency klC = mBC/2Ro |as been • .:-2'!'

:en as much less than unity so that the Sears function could be given the val e

unity.

Equation (10.77c) and Figure 10.26b show that intensity will be pronounced at

,h frequencies, mB >> 1, because of the transient behavior with durations tha.

i short compared with the period of rotation, . Using typiqal values, let

2if/20 (V=1); therefore R k0c = 2ii(Z/20) i= l/l0. The peak sound level will then

in the vicinity of i = 10. In Figures 10.1 and 10.27 we see sound levels at

;h-order blade-frequency harmonics that exceed the rotation noise (Gutin soun I)

increasing amounts as the harmonic order increases.

If the perturbation velocity vincreases with velocity U(Ro), then Equatio.
6 0

) .77c) shows the wall-known jy(R° speed dependence for dipole sound for a

ien harmonic order. The sound levels decrease as either the chord Of the blale

che span-wise extent of the vortex (I ) is reduced. For a given rotation veloc-
r

y U(Ro), the sound can be "-educed by decreRsing v,'or the product va. This latter
0

""1,73'
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noise control parameter is the same as the varying strength of the tip vortex: since'

the circulation is proportional to v - k

10.6.1.3 Influence of Adjacent Blades and Incompressible Cascade Effects. Althoug~ia

the above analysis gives many of the salient features of the interaction tones

emanating from stages of blade rows, many details have been overlooked. As alreadly . -

stated, acoustic and aerodynamic interferences.be':ween blades in a row and between

adjacent rows can occur. A number of numerical methods have been developed to

handle these interactions. The analytics involved are well outside the scope of

this text; thus only a few notes of description will be offered here. Almost, all

these methods involve two-dimensional cascade models, with work done largely by

members of the aeroacoustic community because of their interest in multistage axial

flow machines.

The first refinement to the incompressible theory involves accounting for the

influence of the induced unsteady velocity field on a blade due to the unsteady -

103loads on adjacent blades in two-dimensional cascades,. The earliest work of Sisto

and Whit ehead10 ' 0  was applied to the vibration and flutter problems. The flow

was considered two dimensional, and blades were considered as uncambered f lat plates

at zero angle of attack and of zero thickness; effects of adjacent blades were -
aiodeled as velocities induced on the' control blade due to an array of line vorticies

representing the adjacent blades. The approach was later applied to the problems
106of gust response by Henderson and Daneshyar who also considered effects of

camber on thin airfoils at small angles of attack. Comparisons of various cascade

,prediction methods at low frequencies have been given by Horlock, Greitzer, and

Henderson.10

Subsequent experimentalvalidation of the computed gust response was obtained

for a rotor-downstream of a circumferentially periodic disturbance generated by
108-110 108wake screens. The first confirmation was made indirectly by deducing

* blade circulation using measurments of downstream mean total pressure, while in
109.110,subsequent measurements the total mean fluctuating lift and moments on a

rotor blade wire determined. The important features of the blade interference can

be seen in Figure 10.28' (reference 110). The first effect occurs near zero reduced

frequency, wC /2U -~0 (where U is the mean velocity of the blade). As spacing tor r r
chord, S /C P decreases, the unsteady lift coefficient is less ýthan that predictedr r

17
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Figure 10.28 -Unsteady Lift Coefficient Versus Reduced Frequency,
110Predicted and Experimental. Phases with Respect to the Upwas'...

ie case of isolated surfaces. In terms of Figure 10.9, S /C U1.35 corre-
r r

roughly to EAR =(1.35) 1 0.74. A corresponding reduction in lift is

/C =1.35)1 0.5 IC' (S./ -c=01and this is Just about the value indicated.rr L r r,
---ure--lO.9, i.e., kT = 0.5(kt), Thus it appears'that observed aud calculated

interferences are'consister~t with independently observed propeller loading.

ýC/2U > 1, the isolated surface response is apparently a reasor~able rough
r

Ximation of the cascade response..

L~exception to this independence car. occur at coincidence of the'blade rows,

when an integral number of disturbance waveiengthq becomes equal to the

nding row blade spacing; i.e., in the terminology of figure 10.21

- s r
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The encounter frequency is equal to the resultant blde velocity UT divided by the

tiace wavelength along the chord Xc andsc ., -. _

0

X sin a
sc s S -

'where a is the stvrgger angle. Therefore the reduced frequenzy of coinclid'e.Lcf. is

ss
2U 2NR-

C OR'=p ' •2• f- :f

sc - ."

I p _- sin a
r

Th..se frequencies correspond to the arrows p = 1,2 in Figure 10.28 at which points

there is a perturbation of the magnitude and phase of the lift that is not estimated

by the Kemp-Sears theory. The lifting surfaces in the cascade therefore cease to

resp -id separately (as assumed in all preceding sections). Instead, they become

slightly coupled. The effect will, however, be most important when WC/2U < 1.
r

Additf.onal refinements to the theory have recently been' made by Goldstein and
111,112

Atassi, who accounted ,for effects of finite thickness and camber, and by
113,114

Atassi'and Akai'. who included the effects of heavy loading, finiie angle oVf

attack.

10.6.1.4 Acoustic Interference in Blade Rows. The above investigatlons cons-dered

onl y incompressible coupling among blades, ad rows. As mentioned above, Kaji and
951'

Okazaki' considered both aerodynamic and &coustic coupling.. Later work by Smith

and Whitehead 1 1 6 has also included both acoustic and aerodynamic coupling, as well

as providing for Lhe acoustic reflections at blade rows. Specific treatment of

acoustic reflections by blade rows without consideration of aerodynamic effects has
117 . 118.11912,1been given by Maui and Horvay, Kaji and Okazaki, and Amiet.1 2 0 ' 1 2 i
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10.6.1.5 Recent Developments in Unsteady Lifting-Surface Theory. In the marine

propeller community, a different line of theoretical developmenc has been undertaken

by both the Stevens and M.I.T. groups, among others. These riethods have been L

developed for the single-stage propulsor, and they have, ove!r the years, come to

include effects of blade number, finite camber, thickness, and angle of attack.

Furthermore, the work has been concerned with the calculations of unsteady load

coefficients F1 and. F, rather tha,. with acoustic effects.

The computational procedure developed in the 1960s at Stevens Institute of

Technology by Tsakonas and his co-workers122-124 al~ows a calculation of blade lifts

and moments co a prescribed velocity inflow. The method involves a three-dimensional

gust response of the blades under the influences of the adjacent blades in the pro-

peller disk. The method has shown good agreement to measured. chrust and transverse

forces for a range of reduced frequencies (,C /2QR 0 7 5 where C0 7 5 and R are
0.75 and .7 07

the propeller blade chord and radius at 0.75 RT) and for expanded area ratios up

to 0.6. The experiments of Boswell were conducted for three-bladed propellers

behind three- and- four-cycle wake screens. -Also conducted were measurements of
125Brown using a four-cycle inflow to a four-bladed propeller. The inflow harmonic

was created with a special flow regulator.
More recently, an alternative numerical method has been designed by Frydenlund

126 127and Kerwin and Kerwin and Lee to calculate unsteady pressure distributions on

propeller blades. The method is' an extension of numerical techniques that were

developed by Kerwin and co-workers30128-130 in the 1960s. These lifting-surface

calculations included effects of finite camber and thickness in three-dimensional

flows.

10.6.1.6 An Approximate Similarity Relationship for Unsteady Thrust in Propeller.

Fans. In order to fix ideas to illustrate the major points of Sections 10.6.1.2

through 10.6.1.4, and to indicate the magnitude of error that may occur in some

eases, an approximate expression for the unsteady axial force in a disturbed inflow

will be derived. First the unsteady lift on an individual isolated blade will be

estimated from Equation (10.37). The intent here is to indicate the important vari-

ables as well as the general dependence on each, rather than to reach precise quan-

titative evaluations. The approach used here is formally similar to that used by
131 123

Lewis and by Tsakonas et al. • it is an extension of th". results of Section

10.6.1.1.
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The total axial force on the blades can be written from Equations (10.45a).

(10.46), and (10.73)

R

fT /mBC
T(t) = Bir p Cof mBC CQR.u(R)s R

R B -

cos y e dR e (10.78)

where U(R) has been approximated by PR, and we assume that the inflow harmonic is .a

function of radius. Rather than invoke the three dimensionality of the problem, we

note that the presence of the ,QR term as well as the reduced frequency mBC/R weights

the integral toward the tips of the fan. To see this, recall that the amplitude of

the two-dimensional Sears function (Equation (9.57)) will approach unity as rk C =1 1
'rmBC/R approaches zero. Therefore near the tips of the blades, if mBC/RT is small .

enough (Figures 9.28 and 9.30 suggest that unity is small enough to avoid rapid

phase variations) Equation (10.78) gives (using S(mBC/2RTC/RT) = S e(mBC/2RT) and.

Equation (9.57))

imB8 -
UmB(mBT) cos YT WT -imwt

r(t) E B rP CRT (RT ee (10.79)2 0
m=-00 +Im".B..

The 1/2 in front arises fromo RdR. Equation (10.79) ignores the finite aspect

0o
ratio on the lift response, the variation response phase with radius, and the vari-

ation of chord with radius. However, the effect of finite At will be heuristically

accounted for just as in Section 10.3, Equation (10.16). The factor C/RT is. given

approximately in terms of blade number and expanded area ratio by it EAR/B. There-

fore the mth component of the force can be very crudely approximated as

Tm(t) W o r SRT UB(RT,mB) R2 cos yT cos [mB(T -..t-]

m 0 T mC T' Tl.O

EA1 3EA IA EAR, T2) '(10.80)

-~ ~ 'A (B¶B +3rA k
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here IA(EAR, mBC/2RT) is the cascade effect that accounts for a reduction in bladeA Torces due t interaction (Figures 10.9 and 10.28). In most practical cases that

nvolve wide wept blades in which 0 and mBC/OR varies significantly over the
w

adius, the above relationships are only useful in crudely approximating the forces.

Equation (10.80) illustrates all the main features that control the forces.

m(t) is proportional to the strength of the mB harmonic of the disturbance; it is %

-roportional to cos mB8 where e is the relative angle between the blade leading
wT wT ,.

tdge and the inflow wave front (relative sweep angle). To compare Equation (10.80)

4ith Boswell's propeller force measurements we form

IT (t)I
mkT 2 4

p n D
0 s

2 uE E1 (EA(,mB)
T)m 4 m .+ .EAR (10.81)

Va ( 22r
-2m)

.or mLC/RT1 < 1.

We see from Equation (10.81) a linear increase of kTwith both J and harmonic
Brw125  34

amplitude that has been~verified by both Bcn and Boswell and Miller. The

•ependence on EAR is more complicated and-is illustrated in Figure 10.29 tgether
123_with measured values of (k-T)l and values calculated by Tsakonas that were

aumerically obtained using a. three-dimensional lifting-surface theory being devel-

aped at that time (1968). The comparisoai shows that the two-dimensiqnal lifting-

7--

"surface theory, corrected for the effect of aspect ratio as if fo" steady lift, but
not corrected for those effects or! the aerodynamic response function, closely ap-

proximates the actual values. When the effect-of finite aspect ratio is modest 'or

less, i.e., when 3wEAR/B. < 1 which forthis case occurs. 'when EAR - 1/w. Other

simple modified forms of the two-dimensional theory can overestimate the axial
132 127forces. This was shown by Schwanecke (see also Kervin and Lee ),who reviewed

the available methods of calculating wake-induced forces and compared the results

of a series of measurements and calculations by different means. Generally, three-
123,124dimensional calculations, e.g., using the methods of the Stevens group and
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Figure 10.29 - Unsteady Thrust (m=1) on Three-Blade Propellers Calculated
from Approximate Two-Dimensional Unsteady Theory with Calculated
from Three-Dimensional Lifting Suirface Therry, Measured Behind

Three-Cycle Wake.' J 0.89, u 3I a 0.24, k-0.13
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127Yerwin and Lee more successfully predict axial forces. It is noteworthy that

"en though Equation (10.81) does not correctly predict the magnitude of the forces,

Lroughout the entire range of EAR it does predict the qualitative dependence or.

-panded area ratio. This had been found earlier by Boswell. 3 4

1.6.2 Turbulent Inflows

In comparison to the work done on the deterministi- aspects of nonuniform

iflows, less work has been done on the response of rctors to turbulence. However,

ie analytical treatments of deterministic loading may be extended to examine the

!sponse to a turbulent field.' Fairly adequate predictions can also be made with

more or less straightforward application of the results of Section 9.4.1. Such • __

133,
i application has been used in the past by Sevik, who considered the case of

•rbulent scales smaller than a blade spacing and therefore regarded the blades as

!sponding individually to the turbulence and Chandrashekhara,134 who examined only

iose cases for whi,-h the circumferential correlation length was larger than a blade .

pacing. Mani,135 Homicz and George,136 and Amiet137 all considered rotor forces

.id sounds radiated by a spectrum of turbulent wave numbers.

"The analytical formulation for rotor response follows from the above if, rather

han the discrete summation of Equation (10.65), we consider a continuum of turbu-

ence wave numbers so that ." "

(6 i O(R) +kR -wt..-...-•

u(R,Ot) U(kR9keow) e . dkodkRdw .- :....

n a special case to be considered below the disturbance is assumed to have spa-

ially and temporally stationary statistics and to be convfcted in, frozon fashion so -

U(k.,ko,w),,U(kR,k9) 6LwkU R. .

.s the (complex) Fourier amplitude of the u(r,@) contribvtion at wave numbers kR":..

J(k-'kew) is a stochastic variable in the sense employed in Chapters 3, 7, and 9.

'he response of the sth blade to each gereral wave harmonic U(tw) is, written, anal-

)gously to Equation (10.37), but in a slightly generalized form

• .:. ..".:,
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dF (R,ý,t;ke~kR ) p rU(kR~ke,w)I S2DUR k, , C) U(R)

s eiO[k-O)() t+R Po(b 2D(U))

0

where k R is now continuous rather than the discrete w appearing in Eqination (10.65)

S 2D (wC/U(R),C/Cjke6C) is a generalized function representing the pressure resnonse of

the blade, integration over the chord -C/2 < &< C/2 will yiel~d the aerodynamic in-

fluence function (Sears' for infinite AR). We will be interested in the summed force

on all B blades. This will invclve the s-immation

=B-. L B-1 ikR
A (k R) e ik 0(sb) - e B

SS

sinjjn(koRR)e

by Equation (7.164b), which is diagrammed in Figures-7.45 and 10.1. diue to the
cont~.nuous nature of k., A k8 R) is a continuous spectrum with peaks at k 0R =m.B.

When keR !- w, Equation (10.83) reverts to Equation (10.46). Letting the net lift

'on the sth blade be

L(t fff dF (&,t) diC dR dkedkR (10.84)
A -B

where L (t) is a temporally random variable of time due to the stochasti. nature

Of CI%,ke), the total lift on the rotor is *.-S

B-1
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and the mean square lift is

t t(.B-1L(t) L(t), LS=O ,O L. -(t•--

S=O p= .:.-.
B-1 B-i

-E ~(t) (10.86)
SMO pWO L

Making the required substitutions and letting

La(•) =Polr S2D (U,(R)' "C)

represent the aerodynamic response function, we find (using the methods of Section

2.6.2), an expression for the mean-square unsteady loading

L 2 (t) ffffflAs (kR)12 u2 -(k. (k) [ -U(R)j (10.87)

U(R1 ) U(R2 ) R (R2 -R1 )ILa(k)I12 dwd2k dRldR.

In Equation (10.87), the wave vector properties are represented in the forms used in -.

Ch&pter 3. The function La(ke) is the wave *number transform of L a() over the chord

dimension; it will be related to the awamiliar lift response function below. In the
above equation all the blade coupling is contained in the functions As(k 0 R); no

mutual induction effects are assumed in the La(k 8 ). This is consistert with

Figure 10.28, which indicates that cascade effects arc relatively small at reduced

frequencies wC/2U greater than 0.5. The turbulence field, as illustrated in
Figure 10.30, has correla% .on characteristics which we assume in the conventional

manner to be separable (Chapters 3 and 7) .

R(r,r) -RM(T) Rl(r 1 ) Re(re) R(rR)
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No(THRUST DIRECTION)

-Xre

Figure 10.30 -Idealization of a Vortex Ingested into a' Moving Blade Row -

.Statistical Properties of the Turbulence Are Defined in the
1, e Directions; the Resultant Encounter Velocity of the
Turbulence with the Llade Row Is U(R). y is the Blade-
Pitch'Angle and a s is the Hydrodynamic Stagger Angle,

as a-r/2 .

where r,,rl,r R are separation coordinates in, the tange~itia1, axial, and radial direc-

* tions and R (T) is the moving axis correlation of the turbulence. The mean-square
M

turbulence. intensity is u. The associated (normalized on u) wave number spectrum is

ý(k'w)- (w-Uckl i(k )~(ke R(kR

where the corrfesponding wave spectra and correlations are denoted by'subscripts.

*Since the blades are~not'moving'radially, we simply retain the radial. correlation

function in the form
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R.R(rR R (R -Rl)

;ince the relative velocity of the turbulence to the blades is U(R) with 4S.4 _0

U (R) =U(R) cos a + U
i s c

U (R) =U(R) sin ai
8 S

ie rewrite the spectrum as

0(kl,B,w;rR 0 *(W-iU4) 0 (k ) *(1ie RR(R2 R)

ihere

U k U 6(R) k 6+ Uj(R) k,

Me i*ntegral length scales in' the R,O,y 1 direction are AR A,, and*A1, respectively.

Fhe wave number, spectra will be assumed to have the form of Equation,,(3.101) which

Lmplies an integral correlation length of 2Ai.

We now find an equation for the blade response function L (k )in terms of morea8
:amiliar functions. The mean-sur lift on a given single blade-is.

RH

0

rw4-(R~jdw dk0 dR dR2 dk1

For a two-dinmensicnal wing for whichU(R) U(R2) Equation (9.68) gives an

analogous relationship

R T

.1185



which can be expressed in the above terminoloý.y as

ik uzR) d R~k1kd
t) ' U 2 (k Yk) Oj '-'(R)]~~ 8 I (I * f11L 1 mj uu( R )d R dd

The integral of R (R -R ) ove RH RoR<Ri hrfoeapoiae y2
uu 2 1 ov2RH R , R RT isteeor prxmae y2

The-correspondence between La (k) and S (k C/2) can be seer. by comparing the two

equations, i.e;;, L (k)= p irCS (k C/2). Of course, in the case of rotor blades,

due ro the [U(R ~ a R2  dependence on radius, the integrals are weighted to the
tips. To appro.i~mdtely evaluate Equation (110.87)., v~aliues o f A s(k 0 R)1, S e(k aC!2),

and A are replaced by values at the tip, which leaves ani integral over R~dR that
33

has the value (1/3)RT. The mean-square axial thrust spectrum from the inflow turbu-
lence is with T =L cos y =L sin a. where y is the blade nitzh angle

5

(w)= (%RTj (CR_ 2  is ) 2o y2

I2AA
R~~ J IAs(keR) 12 *1(kl) 09(ke) 0L iw *U'(R,2Jdkedkj (10.88) L

An important distinction must be emphasized herebetween response to turbulence_____

and response to nonuniform mean velocity. In the pre~sent case we 'assume A 3 <,< R T -R1
and further that-the loading functions on the blades are uncoupled. This may not

be done in the case of nonuniform mean vrelocity, since'the assumption on the raidial

correlation is rendered invalid. This means that response depends on 'the phasing.

of the nionuniformity, of the response function, and of adjaqent blades as a
function of radtus. Fo~r frozen convection of the turbulence past blades with large

stagger angle ct or, equivalently, small pitch y, the effective form, f the moving

axis spectrum is the delta function, i.e.;

.0 ~kU(R)] 6[- (R k sinY yU (R ) k Cos Yl
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Therefore for this case the spectrum of the load may be written

(2 ] 2R( C2 2 T 2- u.,2'-"
(W) [oT) C(ol) s 2 (

-(k k1 sin y I dk1  (10.89)

and -= < w <=. For small values of y, cos y = 1 and accordingly kB has been approx- k,...

imated by (w/U )-k sin y. Equation (10.89) shows that the correlatio't in the axial " "

direction, kl, controls the spectrum of the unsteady thrus, for small pitch angles.

For sufficiently narrow (k compared to JA the integral in Equation (10.89)

will have a dependence on frequency with peaks at all w/U - mB/RT or w/9 = mB.

For a sufficiently broad *l(kl) compareC to As 12 the peaks in JA 12 will be homog-

enized and no such frequency dependence will result.

An expression for the unsteady thrust for the caje of narrow 1 (k,) can be

derived by noting that, according to Equation (3.101), i(k 1 ) is limited to wave ... :-

numbers in the range -v/A ' k <,,WA. Peaks in 1As1 are not couplee by *(kl)

if the spacing of these peaks Ak = B/RP is greater than the wave number band

"W/l 1 < kc < w/A1 or Ak1 sin y < B/RT. Letting' Ak - 2w/A1 represent the effective

S range of i(k1 ), the condition becomes sin y < BA,/21rRT. This condition is il-

lustrated in the upper part. of Figure 10.31. Since, for small vitch, sin y y, this

condition states that the unsteady rotor forces will peak at w 'mBQ as long as the

integral correlation length of the turbulence in the axial direction is larger'than

the blade spacing in that direction. The spectrum shape of the unsteady force will

mirror that of 2 as Zk sin y is less than a peak in A 2I or
s a

Ak1 sin 2 A sin y < R
I. T

•% .%•,
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Figue 1.31 - cheati oft~eTer s [ksin th Intega1 o

Eqa0on1 (k ) A(10 RT/2 BB A101 ,isi2RT) B1( )

LG*()Al AITC,4RT/A t

- 1.

!..;.-2.5 0 2.5 5 k-- B/.-•RT

"Figu're 1O.31a -Schematic of the Terms in the Integral of
- Equation (10.89) for B 10, sin y 1 113 ),

and TwoEValues of A

LOG 8

'" 'LOGB;...-.~A >O FItTC CH/

• -- "0 ion 20 nZ

• ~•••Figure 10.31b -Schematic of the Types of Soectra of Rotor

-- Thrust Fluctuations Due to Turbulence of Different Axial
.,Correlation Lengths.' B w 10; sin y -a 1/3

_ so Pitch -"2RT and (Pitch)/g RT/5

.. '-.Figure 10.31 -Illustration of Limiting Forms of ¢'(k)

"'"and Effects on it t Uý
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77,1

S.•

so that

Al
sin y < 27R-..

2 TRT

or that A is greater than the pitch of the rotor. In this case the IA 2comes

outside the integral in Equation (10.45), giving

"I': *t M(()IR .(CRT) U IS (Y

"t 3 . 02 %

:• where UJT 6•RT, and Equation (3.101) has been used to describe *0(k9). The load"'

"'• spectrum for the rotor williresemble thait shown in Figure 10.31.
.U In the ,alternative~ limit of ukI sin y > BRor .

"BA1
"sin y >2

ýRTJ ( 1iA ýiS 1 (0.90

theintegral scale isusmaller (3. naxials blade spacit g so that the blades are
essentially f inependently excited by the turbulence. While t1 e 1 ft response can

be derived from B eti t ion (968b), it can 4lso be deduced frof sEquation -"

" (10.89). Th•us ,•

i2

" the inega scl ssalrta naial bld"pcigs:ha h lae r

srag ni nd of cited x [Matimul value o t l Ao can

• .,

" (10.89).. T1-8

-25

0 1 B I

[Mag k ,< < 7t Maxmu valu of ,A.1,



Bandwidth of IA 21x [Number of peaks of JA51I inside

=[ X 2] •B%-""

so that the frequency spectrum of unsteady thrust is

t(2) 2 B 2 2

B~ IS(2 )I((WRT)2

A

(2A•• 
!:;::

R) 1 T•
R T 2(10.91)

uations (10.-90) and (10.91) are compared in Figure 10.31, which shows that the

load response of the rotor to fine scale turbulence will be devoid of bumps at

multiples of the blade passage frequency, while response toturbulence of long

axial scale will be a factor of B larger. This behavior is analogous to an array

gain of acoustic arrays. For the intermediate scales of turbulence

(Rotor pitch) •
( o p < A < Rotor pitch

B 1

broade-, lower level bumps will appear. .

For a compact subsonic rotor, on-axis sound is given by either the limiting "

form Equation (10.51) for kR 1 -R 0 or the standard relation for dipole sound.,

As indicated on p. 1141 this uill give the sound pressure spectrum:

k2 ,o2 •

* (r,w) 022 , (=) (10.92)
Prad 161t r
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or the sound power spectrum

ko 0t (w) (41r) 3o =0,
o() t ) 42 rad
i •o~o(0t 2) 3o4or (10.93)

22 Ptw C.
P c(167r)3 0 0

0 0

S1 ko ..:(W

3 4 0~ .ý

when 0t(w) is given by Equation (10'.90) or (10.91).
lo

As an example of the above relationships we compare estimated lift fluctuations •+.

from both the coupled blade, Equation (10.90), and the power-summed isolated blades,

Equation (10.91), for a rotor in homogeneous turbulence. Letting y - 0,

A - A ,A -A

r e 1

and

T L2 2 J W dw•

find for the correlated tbrust response from Equaiions (10.90) and (10.91) (using

the approximatiorn for the Searsi function)

2fA 87r- Af 2 4 CF \2 (1\ 2 /Tn3 " q A R T • J T) 2 . 2" " '

A As (±

+rAmB + :'"
RT

*The fa, ctor 1/3 is deduced from the, ex ression for F resulting from Equation

(2.37) and noting that the surface-averaged mean-square .soun pressure of a dipole
is 1/3 the peak pressure amplitude squared. ..

119.
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2 2 2
where q 1 /2 P V n is, the shaft rotation velocity, 21rg, and IA (f/n )I =B for

o 0a s s s
f/n S' mE with a bandwidth Af n n, and for the uncorrelated response

2 2r 2 2r~1 (f-) /_"

A e/1T RT 1
2 (10.95)

2. 1_ + mB

Equation (10.95) should apply when f/n #mB ±n, or when 2A << 21rR/B; Equation
S0

(10.96) should apply otherwise. These relationships are compared to each other
Sei' 1 3 3

and to Svks measurements in Figure 10.32. The measurements were conducted

by measuring the unsteady thrust on a 10-blade rotor operating downstream of a

turbulence-producing screen in a water tunnel.

TEST NO. 5530. RUN NO. 2
DISTANCE BETWEEN GRID AND PROPELLER - 120 in

WATER-TUNNEL TURBULENCE LEVEL WITHOUT GRID =0.001 Va -~
TURL' ILENCE LEVEL AT PROPELLER DUE TO0 THE GRID - 0.03 Va =U

TUNNEL VELOCITY - 15.1 ft/sec - V,
PROPELLER ADVANCE RATIO - 1.22 - J

0 - EQUATION (10.95)
Z / ~ EASURSD RESPONSE WITH GRID

-10 -- 1 EQUATION 410.94)

S-20 0,I

- -304
- 0 \-MEASURED( \ e - -j

-, ~~RESPONSES
WITHOUT ~ . _ _

oGRID- - _

0 100 200 300 400 500 Soo

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 10.32 -SP~ectrum (Af-l Hz Band) of Unsteady Thrust
on a lO-Bladed Rotor Downstream of a 6-in Grid Wire

133* Screen for which the Measured A, = .- T

R -4 in, n1., 19 rev/sec
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The above theory has been applied to helicopter rotor noise by Homicz and
136 138George, and George and Kim. The question of noise from atmospheric turbulence

injection to turbo-fans and inlet distortions has been approached in the above
139 140 141

manner by Pickett, Hanson and Clark. Noise from rotor interaction with
142,143 142,144secondary inlet flow disturbances and duct, wall boundary layers can

also be examined in this manner. Notable noise reduction of both discrete and
144stochastic levels has been effected in ducted rotors by boundary layer removal.

10.7 ROTATING MACHINERY IN ENCLOSURES
When rotors generate sound in acoustic enclosures, the radiated sound intensity

depends on the coupling of the acoustic modes of the enclosure and the rotating di-

pole modes. The first studies of this coupling were by Tyler and Sofrin, 4 5 4 6  --

with follow-on work and additional sophistication by Morfey,1 4 7 ' 1 4 8 Mugridge, 1 4 9

150 5and Wright., Description of other work has been given by Cumpsty. In this sec-
tion only the elementary considerations of ducted rotor noise are given.

10.7.1 Eemmtary Duct Acoustics
Acoustic sound propagation in ducts is complicated by the finite cross section

that forces the sound to exist as standing' waves across the duct cross section.

Only certain of these modes produce propagating waves along the axis; pressures
of other modes decay exponentially with-axial distance from the source. To illus-

trate this effect, consider the sound pressure that can exist inside the hard-
walled rectangular duct illustrated in Figure 10.33. The sound pressure of a wave

of frequency w is p(x,w) caused by a unit source at x in the duct is just the

Green's function satisfying Equation (2.106). 'The pressure dependence in the x2 ,

x1 direction that satisfies the condition of zero velocity at the wall, i.e.,

'P • 0 .on xI + --• Ln x2 2
.onx1- ,x2±

Is a 1  4'2 2--n 2 ±2-T

i Ik(x3) . ,.
p(X,w) A 31n k x sin k x ex 2e 3( 3  (10.96)

Mr. .•.-:
where

k mff k -nfm L1 n Li
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Figure 10.33; Geometry of a Rectangular Duct

by substituting into the homogeneous form of Equation (2.106),' and we find for

the k 3wave number of the propagating wave,

2. 2 2 2k +1' h +k k ~0
m n 3 o

k 3 k k mn (10.97) L..A.

where

k2  '. 2 + 2

mn m n

As long as k is less than k, the wave number k is real and the waves propagate
inn 3

unattenuated. However, if k is less than k *then k 3is Timaginaiy so th at
0 3n

k + i (km2 -k2 for x > 0

3 3m o

U~~k~k)½ for x < 0
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This result shows that for a given excitation wave number (ki,2)e, if the

frequency is so low that k < (kl2)e = k, then the sound will not propagate along

the duct. The frequency w for which .:

k =k =- (10.98) .

e o c 0

is called the cut off frequency of the mode. There is an exceptional mode, however,

for which propagation always occurs. When m n = 0, i.e., when the propagating

wave is'a pl'ane wave across, the duct, then k - k and no attenuation occurs.
3 o

Thus plane waves always propAgate in ducts. -

For a monopole source of unit strength set at position xlO, x2 0 , x3 0 , substitut-

ing into Equation (2.106) we find (following the methods of Chapter 6)

Amn k3 i+=kLZ] Smn(x ,x 2 ) (x 3 -x 3 0 )
320 0 " -

where V .. .,-

ik3 Ix3-x3oI
Z,- e

Srn(1 S2 )=sin k x sin k x2

Mr (X 1 X 2)
0 0 0 0

To find A we integrate from x3 - ' to x and from x to x3-•, to obtain

-4-

.0 0
lim I A 0 ,dZ 1  I An 2ik3 L!2-4 Sa(xx2o0":'""

.ao that the Green's function for the sound pressure is

xSmn(XIx2) Smn(xiX 2)
2 00 k 3 1x 3 -x 3 ',

pmxxW- 21I
pm(.of)' 1 22-Ln F. 0 (10.99)
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In like manner, for the dipole aligned with the duct axis, say of strength DFf ax,

the Green's function will be

pd (x,W) =-- (monopole functior)
3.

0

or

+4. -2 ik3 1x -x30
(x,x, LL W S (x1, S (X ,x) e . (10.100)

3 1 2mn 0 0

The propagation of sound therefore not only depends on the wave number of the

mode excited relative to the acoustic wave number, but-also on the local admittanc~e

of the duct, which is expressed by the mode shape evaluated at the source location:

S (x1 ,x2 ). Other, more advanced concepts of duct acoustics can be found in Morse

0 0

and Ingard.8

The sound pressure from a distributed 6ipole forcef f3 (x0,x 0 ,W) axially concen-

trati-A located at the locati~on x 3 is 1 2,

0.

P( . jJ Pd (xoP ,~W) f 3 (x 0w) d' (10.1
A- '

p

where A is the disk'surfacC area of the dipole or the projected area of the surface
p.

in the axial direction..

10.7.2 Propagating Modes of a Ducted Rotor
Using the same approach as above, the dipole Green's. function of an infinitely

long circular duct illu~trated in Figure 10.34 is *-

pd (r,O;r,,,O0  r--- Jm(k a) J (K r)' *:*.

3 m 2 a m mn iu mn

im(e-e ) i k x-x 0  (10.102)

e e
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,O A ~CIRCULAR DUCT WALL

%%%,* ~x 3 -

r

Figure 10.34 -Geometry of a Rotor in a Circular Duct

where

m 2-

2(1. 2)J(,a

2 2. 2k -k Ic (10.103)
3 0 mn

Th~e wave number k Is a parameter of the'wave equation for the mth circumferential

mode of the duct, i.e., mn node lines around the Circumference.- For the general

pressure

p~rO~z~w (K 3m r) 6 e~kZ-

the homogeneous wave equatk*n gives

_ i2 2 2

rDr 3r\ rr 2 -9e 2  a2 0
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from which emerges

2_ _ _ 2 2

r mmr) + mr mr + Cr) 2m ( r) = 0 -r • • + r r " + •)- m UMC~n'':'.i.i

The specific values of K = K for the hard-walled duct result from the boundary
m M

condition of zero radial gradient of the pressure at the wall which gives 0

SJ' (,c a)= 0

mn m , -n

for which the nth zero of the derivative of the mth order Bessel's function, - -

f ran say

ic a K a (10.104)

37i.e., f is the nth zero (n=1,2,3 ... ) of the J'; the approximate values are

1 3 2
4m2 4 _

fnn- 4, 8(n+-!- 1T (10.105)

f ~nw
inn

with specific values

f 0.597, f - 0.971T, = 1.21, f 2.27, f 1.77, and f2 2..2".
1,1 2,1 jO,1  fo,2  2,22

(10.106)

To find an expression for ýhe radiating pressure, the dipole source strength

of a rotor with small,pitc*. (y<<I) in a frame of reference fixed with the duct is

first found by sýbstituting e - f - Qt into Equation (10.42a) and summing over B

blades. The result is of the form

B-1
(rove BLw e iw4sB)8f -isBflt (10.107) .''

3 WsO e "" .e'

"1198
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Equation (10.107) is the result of first writing the force in Equations (10.42a)

and (10.43) for y << 1 as-

dT (r,e,t)
3_____ iqO

_____ (RT edR I

in a frame of reference fixed with the rotor, where we define

'C dT

B Lw (k.f) e i~~?t 8(q-w--SB

.as can be determined through the use of Equation (10.46Y.- Equation. (10.107) gives 0

the total force distribution for all w harmonics of the inflow in a frame of ref-

erence fixed with the duct.

Substitution of Equation (10.107) into~ Equation (10.102) and, inztegration over.

ef yields the radiated sound pressure due to the wth Inflow mode

pw(r.Oz~t) -EE B J. (K a) J (R r)L(RV
m n S-0 Ira A inin inin

i A k Ix -x3 I 1
tS(w+SB-m) e e e rdr (10.108)

where only values mn w + usB are allowed and a may .take on positive and negative0

values.

Our corlition for ra~Iating modes becomies (from Equation (10.103)), -

a
K T--<k

mnn
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or

a <kKw+sB~n fws~ 0

For large-enough orders of the Bessel's function. Thus Equation (10.106) holds,

w + sB < m

We have from Equation (10.105) -

m w +sB
mn a a

Since

k w
o C C

0 '0-

our condition for radiating modes becomes

sla w +sB _

c sB

.squming that the rotor radius is nearly equal to the radius of the duct, RT a,

thtý. we have as a requiiemnent

T sB -(10.109)

What the condition of Equation (10.109) means is that two modes are possible. Ohie,

requiring supersonic tip speeds, occ~urs for sB + w; the other, requiring subsonic

tip speeds, is for sB -w. Furthermore for blade frequency forces s3uch t~hat~sB - w

the rotor will always radiate soun~d; once m -w -.sB -1 0, so that the sound is

plane wave across the duct'. If the inflow to the rotor is homogeneous and steady,

1200,



.e., w- 0, then only Gutin sound could be produced, but, by Equation (10.109), it

Lll only propagate when the tip speeds are supersonic; i.e., the condition for

:opagating Gutin sound in the duct is MT > 1.
-.. .

Finally, Equation (10.108) shows that the 8,t phase combination gives spiral

ive fronts:

me - sB~t = (sB±w)O - sB~t

As shows the existence of two rotating waves-one spinning faster than Q, the

ther spinning slower. The rotational speed of the spinning modes is

r-- sB
SsB + w

ogether with Equdtion (10.109), this expression means that the radiating modes are

hose for which Q (the shaft rate) is faster than the spinning rate of the acoustic ...-..-.

odes. buch modes are called spinning modes.

1..0 1. . ,

*.*. •:..:. :,
* ' . *. q...•
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DIDEX

Acoustic ooincadenoe frequency, 582 Aerodynamic Influence Functions
Acoustic compactness, 497 (see lift, fluctuating on airfoils)

uid liftig surface noise, 908 AMr, physical properties of, 427
Acoustic impedance, specific, 79 Airfoils, sumnmary of noise source (table), 903-904
Acoustic intensity, 17, 39 Arraty, as a spatiel filter, 760

Mvolian tone, 504 Average:
far field, definition, 38 in space, 154, 555
jet none.' 166 in time, 17, 153, 543
rotating rod, 5 14 over resonant modes, S61-563

-Acoustic power, 40 Axial flow fan noise:
and input power, 5~. . batic equation for btlad rate tones, 1131
dipole, 49 broadband related to ',ding 1152-1159
effect of reflecting surface on, 48 ducted rotor, basic equaaon. 1199
free jet, 169 gneneiaequation for, 1124-1128
mronopole, 48 Gutin Sound, 1142
rectangular plate, 579-581 laminar flow tones, 1145

Acoustic radiation: table of rotor paramneteis, 1154
point force on infinite plate, 594-597 thickness noise. 1159
rectangular panel: turbule,'c induced, 1190

example, 604-M0
formulation, 57 1-575 Barotropic fluid, de-finition, 35 b

Acoustic radiation damping. 598 Ream, mode density, 560
Acoustic radiation efficiency, 8 Mamn, riadiation efficiency, 587

baffled beam, 587 Rending waves, phase speed of, 549
definition, 8, 581 Bernoulli's equation, 82, 233
measurenments, 587, 590-593 Bernoulli-Euler equation, 546
modal rverage, 588-590 Bessel's functions, I 128
mode classifications of Blade element analysis:

rectangular plate, 583, 602 turbulent inflow, 1181-1185
numerical example, 615 Blade rate forces:
unbaffied beam, 586 acoustic radiationt from, 1136-1147
unbaffled plates, 585 blade element analysis, 1130-1136

Acoustic radiation~ efficiency, '(see als lift, fluctuating on airfoils)
rectangular plate: induced by turbulence, 1186

corner moode, 584 example, 1192
edge miode, 584 lmiting equa tions. 1189-1190
surface mode, 585 5365influence of expanded area ratio, 1 130-

Acoustic rdain-osfcr,247, 55,65measurement example, 1141,
Acoustic radiation resistance, 579 Blade rate noise: -

(see also acoustic radlaticin effciency) fromn compact rotor, 1141
Actuator disc, propeller, 1112 general behavior, I100.1103

Addedmass 593general equations, 1131, 1138
and fluid loading, 597.598 Baerw

acoustic blade interactiois, 1176
Adiabatic, 35, SS and unsteady lifting ar~d surface theory, 1177

expansions, i6, 240 aerodynamic blade interactions, 1174
oscillations, 245 as spatial filter, I M0I 10*, 1187

Advance coefficient, 428, 1113 baslcequatlon of interaction tones, 1164 :-
Morln ogrph,89 4 0 harmonic analy'sis of wakm defects, 1161t

Kointn,89 4,57Yemp-Sears theory, I i61, 116&-I168 9.-
intensity cylinderM thnust coefficient, influence o. blades interaction, 1120

(ft. also vortex shedding,'yidr airfoil) viscous and potential interactions. 1167?
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Blade slap, 1169-1172 Bubblý distribution:
Blade stresses, 1t123 definition of, 250
Blade thickness noise, 1159 in mixtures, 252
Blade turbulence interaction, 1103 (see also nucleus distribution)
Blade vortex inter .ctions, 1097, 1169-1173 Bubble dynamics, basic equ-ition of, 238-242

(see also- Blade slap) Bubble equation, lincai~taion, 243
Boundary layers: Bubble rebounds, 287, 335

equilibrium, 624 Bubbly mixture: 
.

self-preserving, 624, 629 sound propagation, 248-259
Bubbles, collapse of caritation, 283 speed of sound, 251

adiabatic gas law, 292 transmission in, 251
and presence of walls, 301
collapse time, 285 Cascade (see Blade row)
details of final stage, illustration. 293 Cavitation:
effect of internal pressure on, 291 and nucleus distribution, 38 1.383, 386-390

(see also diffusion and vaporous cavitatiorn) and turbulence structure, 386
effects of viscosity, 300 behind disk, 321
empty bubbles, 294 behind orifice plate, 321
illustrations, 286&287 bubble screening, 387-388
Limiting functions, 295-299 event rates, 384-390
limiting velocities of bubble wall, 288, 297 free jet, 322
minimum radius, 29 1-292 - in periodic vortex street, 320
non-sphedcal bubbles, 300 mass of gat diffused during, 271
Rayl.-igh's equation, 383.385 propeller noise, bubble model, 394-397

Bubbles, formation of, 413-423 propellers, 365
and noise, 413 -(see also propeller cavitation)

(see also bubbles, linear oscillations) separating lamidnar boundary laye~rs, 327-
by diffusion, 267-272 tip vortex, 319, 368
in turbulence, 312-316, 422-423 photograph, 368
jet break-up, 417-421 turbulent boundary layer, 324
jet break-up in cross ,flow, 408-411 Cavitation, bubble:
periodic, 409, 414 photographs~on hydrofoil, 358
siz.es and sounds (table), 412 photographs on plopeller, 367
splitting, 422 Cavitation ince ion:

Buiobles, linear oscillations, 244-258 bubble equa ion, 306-310
amnplification ficto-s, 266 critical press res for, 260, 308-
damping, 243-247 diffusion in uences, 268
noises em-itted from, 397.4 12 disk, sharp e ied, 321

,observed, 407-411 hydrofoil, 303, 312
sound pulse illustration, 398 influence of lissolved gas, 272, 3 1-0
speed dependence, 404, 406, 411, 412 in turbulent )oundary layer, 324 ---resonance frequency, 24.3, 245 isolate rn ,331-333

simple harmonic motion, 243.248 orifice plste ,3221
Bubbles, non-linear motion, 259ff *. scale etfeds, 302-306, 327-331

critical pressure, 2W0262 separated Iaf inar boundary layer.,327-330
critical prtnssue illustration, 262 thresholds fc r gaseous type equation, 311, 315
cintical radius, 261 turbulent jet 1. 322
limiting radius, 26 ortex cavitaion, 316.-
onset of, 259 .vortex street * 320
radius time curve. illustration, 259 Cavitation inde , 17, 234, 302-333,
radius time depender'ce in turbulent layer, 32(' nomograph, 129
radius time formula, 264
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avitation noise: Coincidence frequency:
alternative length and time scales, 346, 348-350, 370 acoustic, 582
deperdence on hydrostatic preisure, 347-352, 370 hydrodynamic, 842-844
free jet observation, 353 Coaxial nozzle, vortex shedding, 1011 j R,

hydrofoil cavitation owervation, 357-365 Compressor noise:
hydrofoil noise from, 357 overview of sources, 1097-1 00.
rotating blade, 376 Continuity equation, 34, 52, 82

(see also propeller c'itation) Convection velocity of turbulence, 177, 665
rotating rod, 345 Comer (acoustic) mode, 583
rules of similitude, 344-352 Correlation area, 189,669,868 A .

with shock formation, 350-352 ' definition, 669
with unequal cavitation indices, 348-349 Correlation functions: -:

single bubbles: and statistical probability, 153
andliquid compressibility (shocks), 341 and Taylor's hypothesis, 183 ...

and iquid compressibility (shock%) centroid, 504
effect on spectrum, 343 Fourier transform of, 155-160 .

and stages in bubble history, 338 illustrations of, 216,480,656,658,738,999, 1059
ideal spectrum function, 337-341 inequalities, 659 :
time trace, 335 separable representations of, 182, 184

stochastic models: Correlation length, 64, 180,672
and statistics of tfrbeilence, 383 elationship to wave number spectrum, 180
and bubble statistics, 386 Correlation volume, 189
prediction and scaling rules, 374-380, 390-397 Covariance (see also correlation functions)

".avitation roise modeling: spatial, 64
and hydrofoil cavitation, 360.361,378-379 Critical pressures, 234,
and jet cavitation, 354-355 cavitation inception, 260-262
propeller cavitation, 394-397 crevices in hydrophobic particles, 276_" - "---
stochastic theories of, 381-397 Cross spectral density:

ýavitation nuclei, determination from filtered signals, 213
(see Nucleus distribution) measurement, 208 .7 .

ýavitation number, physical interpretalon of, 208-209
(see Cavitation index) spatial, 155, 158

:avitation sheet, 367 Curie of vector, 82
photograph on hydrofoil, .364 Curie's equation. 69,497

:avitation thresholds, 272 Cut-off, (cut-on) frequency, 1169, 1200 ." . -

(see also nucleus distribution, critical pressure) Cylinder:
acoustic methods of measurement, 281 drag oefficient of, 464

(see also bubbly mixture, transmission of sound in) presiure distribution, 464.
event counting, 281 - Cylinders, noncircular cross section, 519
inifluence of gas content, 272 Cylindrical coordini'.e system, 41 t
rreasurements, 273, 274
stabilize~l cavitatio nuclei, Z-75 Damping:

ýavitation types: acoustic rad!atlon, 598 - -

photograph on headform, 305 bubbles, 244-246
photograph on propeller, 367, 368 control of hydroelastic vibrations, 1055-1056

CAvity resonance, 125 hydrodynamic. 1044
Covity tones, 129, 130 in presence of vortex shedding, 1050

sound radiation from, 133 in simple harmonic oscillator, 542, 533
Strouhal number illustration, 130 vibration decay, 544

Circulation, definition, 84 viscous, 1046
Circulation of Vortex Street, 320, 988, 992 with fluid loading, 599 S "
Clamped beam, 565
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SDelta function, 99 (see also momentumn equation)

as Fourier transform of exponential, 99, 156 Expanded area ratio, 1117
Diffusion of Ga.F

and gaseous cavitation, 267 Fan (see axial flow fan)
and vaporous cavitation, 270 Feedback:
coefficient, 269 in self excited flows, 144
convective, 268-270 vortex shedding
c itical pressure for, 262 cylinder wakes, 484, i5I6, 1057
rectified, 270 trailing edge flow, 1057-1062

Diffusivity, (diffusion coefficient), 269.427 Filter:
Dipole, 2, 44, 69, 91 electronic, 18

"- directivity, 48, 518, 917 one-third octave, 22
enhancement to jet noise, 1011, 1034 Flexural waves, 549-551
force, 46, 73-74 matching with acoustic waves, 578
heaving sphere, 71-73 matching with hydrodynamic waves, 851
near a half-plane, 914 Flow induced vibrations:
sound in free space, 44, 914 by convected pressure fields, 834-844
sound in two phase flow, 203-204 cavitation induced, 363-365

Directivity patterns: hydroacoust:c mode classification, 858
compact dipole, 48 mode classifications, 851
edge noise, 916-917 noise control principles, 861-86&
"jet noise, 167 Fluctuations, stochastic, 97
point force on infinite plate, 595-596 Fluid loading, 553, 566-579, 594-599
"propeller noise, 1144 Force dipole, 73-74
"quadrupole, 50 Fourier transform, 24, 92, 98, 158-160
rota~ing rod noise, 518 relationships, 155-160

Displacement thickness, 642, spatial, 102
"Distortion harmonics, Free surface boundary, 48'

(see also axial flow fan) Frequency, 19
"general description, 953, 1101 Frequency filter function, 211
formulation of unsteady loads, 1132-1135 Friction velocity, 628
rotor-stator interaction, 1162-1165 Froude number, 17, 237, 414

Divergence operator, 35
Divergence theorem (see Gauss' theorem) Gaseous cavitation, 231,, 267-272
"Drag coefficient, cylinders: Gauss' theorem, 6", 68

definition, 462 Gradient operator, 35
fluctuating, 472, 477 GreX' f-nction:
oscillatory, 473 free space, A3

Du&t acoustics, 1193-1196 half-plane, 912
opening in n,.I wall, 133,

Eddy (see vortex) rigid plane, 95
_'Edge (acoustic) mode, 582-583 separable, 102

Edge tone, 140, 143-148 sources in ducts, 1195-1196
efiective dipole force, 148 Gutin sound, 1142
Strouhal number, illustration, 146 iM, uet, 1201

Efficiency, Propeller, 1121
% Eigenfunctions, 547 Half-plane (see trailing edge)

Epstein-Plesset theory, 269 He•copter rotor noise, 1153, 1172
"Ergodic process, 154 (; ;e a&o blade vortex interactions)
Error Function, 985
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Helmholtz integral equation, 92 Laminar boundary layer, 118, 121,327, 790,971,
trailing edge noise, 919 1007.1010, 1145-1149

Helmholtz (cavity) resonance, 132, 135 Laplacian operator, definition, 37 -

Henry's law, 268, 427 Law of the wake, 636
Hole tones, 139, 143 Law of the wall, 633Hydrodynaic coincidence, 834-840 Leading edge noise (see Lift, fluctuating on airfoils)

frequency, 837,839, 842, 844 Lift, fluctuating on airfoils:
aerodynamic influence fimctions, 933,939-942

Hydrodynamic instability, 118-121, 135-149 differential pressure due to, 935,943-946, 952.
amplification by sound, 142-144 due to gusts, 932,939-942
amplification by vibration, 1057-1060 due to upstream wakes, 951-954
free shear layer, 121,963 due to vortex shedding, 1001
in wake of airfoil, 963-969 sound radiation in turbulence, 946-950
in wake of cylinder, 457459 surface pressures due to, 943-945

Hydrophobic particles, 275 Lift, fluctuating on cylinders:
correlation function for, 479

Impedance, definition, 538 correlation length, definition, 479
Impedance: measuement illustration, 474

acoustic, 39 sound radiation from, 502-508
infinite plate to point force, 564 theory versus measurement, 495

Iniet flow distortion (see Distortion Harmonics) two-dimensional vortex model, 486-495
Intensity (see acoustic intensity) Lifting surface theory, 1177
Intermittency, 795 Lighthill's equation, 52, 60
Isothermal motion, 240 free-space form, 62

Loss factor, definition, 541
Jets, turbulent: (see also damping)

noise, 61
axisymmetric disturbances, 196 Maoh number, 5, 14, 31
enhancement by proximate edge, 1034. Maidhed asymptotic expanson. 109
formal analysis, 160-166, 189 Mean' square, 18, 152
frequency dependence, 169, 192 Membrane waves, 55 I
measurements, 166-170 Micropascal, 18
subsonic noise, 160-170 , Microscale, turbulence, 180

turbulent velocity: Modal density, 559, 615
covariances, 177 Modal force (see modal pressure)
cross spectral densities in, 187 Modal Pressure: pr
dimensional analysis, 192-195 definitions for random excitation, 548, 554
integral sales, 180 from turbulent boundary layer, 840
turbulence levels, 174, 179 fiom point force, 604,606,611
vortex structures, 141 random excitation of single mode, 554
wave number spectrum, 182 vibration of hydrofoils, 1039

two-phase, 197-207 Modal shape functions: -
bubble noise from, 206-207 asymptotic forms of, 570
dipole sound from, 201, 203 cantilever plates, 1042
monopole sound from, 203 ducts, 1195-1196

Jet laminar, 118, 121-122, 135-149 even-order mode shape, 568
Jet stability, 135-149 for simple structures, 565-571
Jet tones, Strouhal number illustration, 139 normalization, 566

simply-supported membrane, 566
Karman vortex street, 486, 906 simply-supported plate,, 565
Kirchhoff's equation, 56-60 Mode count:
Kutta condition, steady flow, 929 hydrodynamically coincident modes, 852 ,1

importance in analysis of trailing edge noise, 1 16 Momentum equation, 34,82
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Momentum integral equation, 642 Pressure, acoustic, 18, 35-39
Momentum thickness, 642 Pressure, dynamic, 27, 30
Monopole, 2, 42 Pressure release boundary (see free-surface boundary) -and cavitation, 334 Propeller cavitation, 365-376 .1

sound in inhomogeneous discharge, 203 blade analyses, 390-397
Moving axis correlation, 185, 660, 1184 blade passage frequency, 366

noise, 369, 372
Newmann boundary condition, 95 noise, dependence on speed, 374-378
Nomographs: noise scaling, 370, 373, 375

advance coefficients, 33 photographs, 367-368 'A
bubble resonance frequencies, 245 'tip vortex, illustration, 368
cavitation indices, 429 velocity dependence, 376
decibel addition chart, 24 Propeller diagram, 1115
dynamic pressure, 31 Propeller noise control tradeoff example, 1124hydrodynamic coincidence frequencies, 844 Propeller singing, 1158-1159 -
radiation efficiencies of plates, 615 , Propulsive efficiency, 1112 .
tip velocities of propellers, 33
vibration and noise control, 863, Quadrupole, sound, 2, 49-51, 61

Nozzles, 135-137 importance to Aeolian tone, 500-502
Nucleation, cavitation, 275 lateral, 49

wetting, 275-277 longitudinal, 49
Nucleus distribution: Reynolds stresses as sources of, 66 .

illustration, 279, 280 sources, 49-51
measurement of, 278 jet noise, 66, 167

event counting, 281 Quality factor, 542
acoustic absorption, 281 (see also damping)
optical methods, 283

Radiation: 4Orificet, 149 condition, 51-52, 94
Orifice tones, 141 loss factor (see acoustic radiation loss factor)

Strouhal numbers, illustration, 142 resistence (see acoustic radiation efficiency)
Orr-Sommerfeld equation, 120 Radius of gyration, plate, 546

(see also hydrodynamic instability) Random variable:
Orthogonal functions, 547 homogeneous, 153-159

spatially homogeneous, 103, 153
Pascal, 18 temporally homogeneous, 153
Peclet number, 270 Random vibration:
Pipe flow, 783 (see also power, input and modal pressure)
Pitch, 1186 mdlti-mode oscillators, 556-564
Pitch angle, 1115 simple harmonic oscillator, 541 4Plane boundary, sound from turbulence near, 76-79 two-dimensional structures, formulation, 552-565
Powell's reflection theorem, 74-79 Rectangular plate:
Powell's theory of vortex sound, 80-90 rflexural modes, 556
Power disipated, 543 mode density, 559
Power, input: Reduced wave equation, 92

simple harmonic oscillator. 544 Retarded time, 61 .1Power: Reynolds number, 13, 235, 236
and modal pressure, 563 Reynolds stress, 54, 55
input to flexural waves, 555, 563-565 fluctuating, 63
net of many modes, 563, 565 near a half plane, 919

Power spectral density (see spectral density) Ring frequency, cylinder, 593

4
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Ring tone, 143-144 Spectral density, (continued)
Rotiting cylinder, geometry, 498 intensity, 217
Rotating rods: measurement, 20, 213

directivity patterns, 518 power, 4, 217 .
measured, 515-518 pressure, 4, 100, 217
radiation, 511-517 wave number, 105, 155-160
spectral density of noise from; 516 Speed of sound, 36

Rotor-Stator Interactions (see distortion harmonics) Sphere: -

Rough surfaces: heaving, 71-73, 107
cavitation inception, 331 volume source, 42 .9
turbulent boundary layer, 637-641, 647, 654, 679, Spherical coordinates, 41

727, 734, 742-744, 770-772, 804 Spinning modes, 1140, 1200-1201
condition for propagation in ducts, 1200

Sears function, 931 Stability (see hydrodynamic instability)
Self-sustained tone, 144, 1046-1056 Stagger angle, 1162, 1176, 1186

(see also Feedback) Stationary phase, method of, 574-575 t
Shape factor, 642 Statistical energy analysis, 539, 544
Shape functions, modal, 554 Stiffness, bea.ding of plate, 546 -""
Shear Layer, examples, 117 Stokes' theorem, 85

and jet tones, 122, 142-148 Stress tensor, 96"-.
and sound radiation, 1,24 Lighthill's, 53
behind cylinders, 457-458 Stokes', 53, 82 .3.,
instability at trailing edges, 962-963 Strip theory, 939
linear stability analysis, 118-123 Strouhal number, 466-468
shear noise, 172 definition, 127 "

Similitude, 12 lifting surfaces, 969-978
of turbomachines, 1111 table, 974 .

Simple harmonic oscillator: vortex shedding cylinder, illustration, 467-468
linear res,, rise formula, 541 Surface, acoustic influence on sound generation, 67, 74-80,
mass controlled motion, 542 915-917
power relationships, 543 Surface tension, 238, 427
resonance frequency, 541
stiffness controlled motion, 542, Taylor's hypothesis, 1.74 _

Singing, hydrofoil (see vortex shedding hydrofoil) Tensile strength of water, 231
3olubility of air in water, 268, 427 (see also cavitation thresholds)
Solidity of rotors blading, 1119 Third-octave-band spoctrurn, 21,218 ." .'
Sommerfeld's radiation condition, 51 Thrust coefficient, propeller, 1112, 1114
Sound, dipole: Time average, 17

from compact body, 509 Torque coefficient, 1114
from compact force, 503 Total loss factor, 247, 553
from rigid cylinder, 504 . (see also damping) .

(see also vortex she . ng, cylinder) Trailing edge noise:
Sound pressure level, det..ation, 16, (see also vortex shedding, airfoils)

combination, 23 aeroacoustic scattering theory, 1012.10181
overall, 20 and surface pressures, 1018

Sound pressure spectrum, 18 axial flow fans, 1148-1152
Source levels, superposition, 70-71 blown flaps and impinging jets, 1027-1033
Spectral density. 21, 25 compared to boundary layer noise, 889, 891, 1016

cross, 100-101 compactness arguments, 908-917
dimensionless, 24 dipole near half plane, 909-9.15
frequency, 155-160 evanescent wave theories of, 1023
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Trailing edge noise: (continued) Turbulent boundary layer, induced vibrations:
from flexible surfaces, 1035 Dyer's criteria for spatially homogeneous
from wedges, 1036 excitation, 838-840, 856 -
from turbulent flow past edge, 918-924 hydrodynamic coincidence, 842 0
geceral scaling relationship, 923, 1022 of hydrofoils, 1039-1040
influer,ce of yaw, 923 measurements, 847.848
measuren:m-nts, 1031, 1032, 1034 modal pressure, 841,843
measurements on propeller fan, 1151 mode classifications, 945
relationship to so'rface pressures, 1018$1023 multi-modal estimates, 849

Transition to turbulence: parametric dependences, 864-865 -
body of revolution, 790 sound from, 856-861
condition for in boundary layer, 787-790 speed dependence, 855
intermittency, 795 Turbulent boundary layers, sound radiation from:

Tube bundles, 521 (see also trailing edge noise)
fluctuating lift, 525 boundary layers on 4lexible surfaces, 878
Strouhal numbers, 524 comparisons with other mechanisms, 889, 891 F-7 .
vibration in, 525 dipole sound, 871-873
whirling parameters, 526 efforts at measuring, 873

Turbulence: formulas for, 878, 880, 883, 885
correlation functions, 158 Turbulent boundary layer, wall pressure:
expectation, 151 and quadrupole sound, 885 m--.

mean square, 152 at low wave number, measurements, 863
probability, 151 at sonic wave numbers, measurements, 766
sound from free, dimensional analysis, 61-66 at sonic wave numbers theory, 878
variance, 152 ailenuation by elastomer layers, 783
wave number spectrum and Fourier transform, 156 circu!af cylinders, 810
in axial flow fan inlet, 1181-1193 covariavces on trailing edges, 998-1000 -
interaction with airfoil, 904-907, 936-943 convection velocities, 744 '.'.S

Turbulence microscdle, 670 influences of 5-irface impedance, 878-881
Turbulent boundary layer: influences of vise. rUs absorption, 881

axisymmetric on cylinders, 807 in transitional flow, 797
body of revolution, 790-795 measured frequency sp~ectrum, 731-735
bursting events, 680 on trailing edges, 993-9W -
convection velocities, turbulence, 665, outer-inner variable scaling, 734
law of the wake, 636 rough walls, 770
law of the wall, 633 separated.flow, 806

on cirqular cylinders, 809 space-time statistics, 737
logarithmitc region, 636, 637 spatial resolution, 772, 777
on NACA 0012 airfoil, 962 theoretical frequency spectrum, 709
on NACA 63-009 airfoil, 964 0
parameter estimation formula, 645 Unsteady airfoil theory, 926-931
Reynolds stresses, 654, 673-675 (see also lift, fluctuating on airfoils).

* roughness height, 638
streamwise vortex, structures in, 675 Viscosity, kinematic of water, 427
surface roughness, table, 647 Viscous sublayer, 633
turbulence intensities, 649-653 Vortex, 1,80, 81
turbulence spectra, 661-663 sound 87-89. 124, 497-508
turbulence statistics, 655 sound from half plane, 1004
von Karman constant, 637 Vortex formation lengths, 461,962
with pressure gradients, 800 Vortex shedding, airfoils (see also Vortex shedding, %:
with pressure gradients, wall pressures in, 801-805 cylinders, hydrofoils)
wall shear coefficient, 631 acoustic radiation formula, 1007
in transitional flow, 793-795 blunt edges, 1011 ,
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Vortex shedding, airfoils, (continued) Vortex shedding frequency, 466
and turbulent flow structures, 967-970 Vortex sheet, 118, 121
at blunt trailing edge, 961-962, 966-969 Vortex spacing ratio, 471
at sharp trailing edge, 959-960, 971 Vorticity vector, 82
effects of edge vibration, 1058-1060
fluctuating forces, 1001 Wall shear stress, 631
frequency of, 971-978, 974 (table) Wall pressure fluctuations (see turbulent boundary layer,
laminar flow tones, 1007 wall pressure)
relationship to other sources, 903-905 Water, physical properties, 427
rotating blade with laminar flow, 1145 Wave equation, 37
supresion with splitter plates, 964 Wave number:
tonal pressures due to, 985-987,990, 992, 1008, acoustic, 43

1010-1011 free flexural waves, 549
wake strengths, 992 lattice, 557

Vortex shedding, cylinder: mode density, 559-560
acoustic intensity, 505-511 on resonant rectangular plate, 566
acoustic intensity, effect of yaw, 510 trace, 164, 575
and Orr.Sommerfeld's equation, 453-459 Wave speed, longitudinal, 5.59
effects of cylinder vibration on, 483, 509, 1057.1058 Wave vector filter:
effects of free stream turbulence on, 483, analogy to rotor response, 1101-1104,1182,1186-1190
effect of splitter plates on, 485 as measurement tool, 760
fluctuating velocities in wace, 456 formulae, 755
formation zone, 459-462 Weber No., 17,413
frequency of, 465, 467-469 Wedge, scattering, 1036 V.
mean velocity in wake, 455 Wiener.Hopf technique, 912
photograph, 451
vibration control, 526-528, 1056 Young's modulus, 546
vibration modeling, 1066

Vortex shedding, hydrofoils:
(see also vortex shedding, airfoils, cylinders)
analytical modeling techniques, 1042, 1061.1067
control by hysteretic damping, 1051-1056 ,
vibration, 1037-1041, 1046-1049
wake-vibration coupling, 1057-1061
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